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.ABSTRACT

,4, growing amount of attention has been directed in recent years
to arL area of lvlarxrs thought whlch had previously been consldered
a rldea,d letterrrlnamely his law of the tendency of the rate of
p.rofit to faLl. Thls work attempts to establlsh the centrality ofthls law both to Itfarxrs theory oÍ'cyclical. economic crlsis anâ to
the ilhistoricaL-structuralrt crisi.s of the capltal-ist node of pro-
duction anticlpated by lvlarx (1.e. the fashioñ ln whlch the law
gives expression to the conil-ict between the forces and relatlons
of prod.uction upon which Marxrs historica-L-materla^l-ist anafysis of
capitalist d.ecl-ine 1s based.)" ,At the sa.me time¡ àyL attempt is mad.e
to situate the law in rel-atlon to a number of distinctive featuresof twentieth-century capltalisnl the growth of the ttcosts of' circul-
ationrtt the increased. weight of the capltalist state in the economy,
and the conconltant proliferation of socially-necessary unprod.uctive
Laboro fhe theoretical component of the stuciy provides the þasis for
aYL eurpirical rrtestil of' the lqaading proposltlons suggested by Ma.rxrs
theory of capital-ist accumulation. the rlse in the ãverage õrgarilc
composition of capital over time, the secuLar tendency for the rateof profit to faLl¡ and the long term trend for the rate of exploit-
ation to increase a.re all confj-rrred by the actual- perfonnance of
the Canad.ian economy from 1947 to 1980.0n both theoretical and
enpirical" ground.s, Marxrs basic theorles a.re scrutinized. and. shownto be of continuing reLevarice.

Tltis study is unlque in one importa¡t respect. By offering analternative method of .specifying the va}uè categorles of ihe Marxlan
systemr the empirical/historical actual.ity of a secular fa]-1 in
the rate of profit slgnificantly correlated. with a rlse in the
organic composition of capital is unambiguously establlshed. ft is
argued that most other studles of the Marxian rate of profit have
been skewed. by therrconventionalil treatment of the costs of clr-culation a¡rd the state (i. e, the costs of capitalist reproduction)
ôe llnn--^-^fi+ll 

^^ñh^h^-+^ af ^..-*ì..^ -ç^ì-.- Á *-:^-- ----r -Ã rr-!øe Á¡v¡r y¿ vÀ¿ v vvuyvlrri¡ruù \,rJ_ Þ{¿r y-¡.l/Ð-Vir,J_l¡eo .¡$ Ilf AJ9I' paJ. U Ol- lrIlaS
stucly is devoted. to demonstrating the inconpatibility-of thls
treatment wlth Marxt s general- approach to the costs óf circulation
and to eLaboratin6 the theoretical grounds for treating then instead.
as components of the constent capitaJ- flow (i.e. as ttoverhead costsrtof capitalist reprod.uction), qs originally proposed. by Sha¡re Magein his pioneerln¿; study of 1967. llarqy contoversiat isêues ln irlarxistpoÌ1tical economy ?re add,ressed. and the aebates suround.in6 then
sumnarized. These lnclude¡ the trprobf emrt of tlie transforna{ion of
comnrodity values into prices of þrocluction; the el-enents of Marxrstheofy o{. "yclical- eeonomic crisis (underconsumptlonisn, rrwage-
push/profit-squeeze¡tt arrd rising or[anic composition of 'capiial
indueed fall in the rate oÍ profit); the rel-ationship of the nlaw
as suchrl to the ilcounteractin6 tend.encies to the lawlr; the relation-
ship between a rising technicaL compositlon of capit.al arrd a rising
organic composition of capltal-; the Okishlo theorc'j¡./choice of
technique argument as a rrrefutationil of th.e law as 

.such; 
the

probLematic of unproduetive Labor in Marxt s theory; etc. Ivlany fresh
sources of theoretic¿rl inclui-ry are suggested in the course of thesediscussionsr while the emplricaì- compòr1ent of the study und.erl-inesthe importance of an accu¡'ate theoretlcal- specif icatiòir of the valuecategories of'tlie Marxian system to the evaluation of the actualcourse oÍ' capitalist developmento



I NTRODUCT I ON

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the theoretical soundness

and empirical/historical actuality of Karl l'larxrs rrlaw of the tendency

of the rate of profit to fall,r'a law which Harx regarded as one of the

central pi I lars of his historical-material ist analysis (and critique) of

the capital ist mode of production. The importance attached by I'tarx to

this ìaw of capitalist development is clearly indicated by a passage in

the Grundr i sse wh i ch i s worth quot i ng at I ength:

This is in every respect the most important law of modern
pol itical economy, and the most essential for understanding
the most d¡fficult relations. lt is the most important law
from the historical standpoint. lt is a law which, despite its
simplicity, has never been grasped and, even less, consciously
articulated....Beyond a certain point, the development of the
powers of production becomes a barrier for capitaì; hence the
capi tal rel ation a barr i er for the development of the
productive powers of labour. When it has reached this point,
capital, i.e. wage labour, enters into the same relation
towards the development of the social weaìth and of the forces
of production as the guild system, serfdom, slavery, and is
necessar i I y str i pped off as a fetter. The I ast form of
servitude assumed by human activity, that of wage labour on
one side, capital on the other, is thereby cast olf like a
skin, and this casting-off itself is the result of the mode of
production corresponding to capi tal ¡ the material and mental
conditions of the negation of wage labour and of capital,
themselves already the negation of earl ier forms of unfree
social production, are themselves resul ts of i ts production
process. The growing incompat¡bi I ity between the productive
development of soc¡ety and its hitherto existing relations of
production expresses itself in bitter contradictions, cFises,
spasms. The violent destruction of capi tal not by relations
external to i t, but rather as a condÍ tion of i ts sel f-
preservation, -is the most striking form in which advice is
given it to be gone and to give room to a higher state of
social production. (1973i7\8-750)
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ln this passage are to be found the central themes addressed in the

present study: the place of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall

in l'larxrs attempt to demonstrate that the I'barrier to capital is capital

i tsel frr; the pivotal importance of th i s I aw to the theory of capi tal i st

economic crisis; and the significance of the law as the harbinger of an

'rhistoricaì decl inerr of the capitalist mode of production.

The study is divided into six chapters. Chapter One is devoted to an

exposition of key elements of f'larxrs method (the materialist dialectic),

his generaì sociological approach (historical material ism), and the

fundamental categories of his theoretical analysis of capitalism. (Since

an enormous amount of material has been unavoidably compressed into this

chapter, the reader is forewarned that a series of controversial issues

in llarxist theory have received only a cursory treatment therein and

that the author has been forced to adopt a style of presentation in

which it has not been possible to indicate the full scope of these

controvers i es.)

Chapter Two i s an attempt to i ntegrate the ma i n e lements of f'larxr s

theory of capital ist economic crisis with a view to estabt ishing the

central importance of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall as a

precipitant of cycl ical (conjunctural) crises.

Chapter Three is devoted to a more detailed analysis of the illaw.r'lt

covers l'larxrs or^rn treatment of the law and of the rrcounter-act ing

tendencies'r to the law, surveys and evaluates the criticisms that have

been brought against it, and attempts to create a framework within which

the secular (long-term) impl ications of the tendency of the rate of

profit to fal I might be understood.
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Chapter Four is concerned with specifying the fundamental value

categories of the l4arxian system in relation to a number of problems to

which l'larx failed to provide cìear solutions-- in particular, the

relationship of 'rsocially necessary unproductive activity'r (as

represented by the sphere of ci rculation and the capi tal i st state) to

the law of value and hence to the law of the tendency of the rate of

profit to fall.

Chapter F ive summar i zes an attempt to app ì y f'larx' s theoret i ca I

approach to the empirical anaìysis of the concrete evolution of the

Canadian economy from .l947 to ì980.

Finally, chapter six seeks to reintegrate the rrlawrr into l'larxrs

historical material ist analysis in I ight of the concrete real ities of

twent i eth-century cap i ta I i st deve I opment .

:k t'< Jc

s ixty s ix years ago, F ranz l'lehr i ng, the author of a ce lebrated

b i ography of l'larx, brrote:

(")u must not ìook to the iasr tr^,o voiumes of eapital to
provide us with a final and completed solution to all economic
problems. ln some cases these problems are merely formulated
together with an indication here and there as to the direction
in which one must work to arrive at a solution. ln accordance
with l,larxrs whole attitude, his Capital is not a Bible
containing final and unalterable truths, but rather an
inexhaustable source of stimulation for further study, further
scientific investigations, and further struggles for
truth. (1973;371)

It has been in this spirit that the present study has been written as

a contribution to the renel^ral of l'larxist inquiry that has taken place in

the l'lest over the past two decades. The revivaì of !'lestern l'larxism

during this period has been a contradictory and uneven process; but it
has shown signs of resisting both the dogmatism and impressionism which
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have affl icted earl ier attempts to preserve and extend the theoretical

legacy of Karl l'larx, not least by reviving rrclassicalrr l'larxismrs

devotion to unfettered discourse whi_le aìso recognizing the need to

establ ish clear rrl ines of demarcation.r' ln this spirit, the author

wishes to acknowledge his debt to a number of theorists with whom he has

not hesitated to express important differences but whose works have also

enriched his understanding of the subject matter profoundly. These

incìude Ernest l'landel, Anwar Shaikh, Paul Sweezy, David Yaf fe, Ben Fine,

Laurence Harris, and llichael Lebowitz. As will be evident from the text,

this study owes ¡ts greatest debt to the pioneering work of Shane H.

llage, whose 1963 dissertation entitled I'The rLaw of the Falling Tendency

of the Rate of Prof itr: lts Place in the l'larxian Theoretical System and

Relevance to the U.S. Economyrrprovided the main inspiration for what

fol lows.



CHAPTER 0NE: THE cAP I TAL I ST t40DE 0F PR0DUCT I 0N

1.1 I4ARX'S H ISTOR I CAL ¡IATER IAL ISI4

Desp i te the var i ous obj ect i ons that have been b

Harx's Preface to a Contribution to the Critique of

rought aga i

Political

nst it,

E conomy

remains an indispensable starting point for understanding his theory of

historical material ism, his concept of "mode of production,r¡ and his

conviction that al I hitherto existing modes of production const¡tute

stages in humanityrs ongoing quest to secure control over its natural

and social destinies.

Human¡tyrs struggle to secure the conditions of its reproduction

involves a type of human activi ty--labor--di rected towards the

appropriation and material transformation of the fruits of nature; ¡t

involves the transformation of this natural endowment into communal or

social wealth; and it also involves particular --and

changable--relations between the members of the human community engaged

in this transformational process. The existence of a labor process is

common to all human communities. The appropriation of nature by human

beings is a process of ìabor directed towards the production of items

(or effects) deemed necessary, useful, or at least desirable by members

of the human community. ln all economic formations labor is allocated

towards the production of these items-- these use-values--according to a

particular division of labor which may be arrived at either consciously

(through a plan embracing the total ity of the productive labor

5
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avai lable) or reìatively unconsciousìy (through a multitude of

individual plans and choices which are regulated and harmonized by the

blind forces of market exchange).r lt is also allocated in accordance

with particular constraints imposed by the degree of development of the

means of labor--tools, machinery, technicaì and scientific

knowledge,etc.--and by the specific relations of production prevai ì ing

in any given time and place.

The conflict between the planning principle and the market principle

i s common to al I but the most autark i c precapi tal i st economi c

formations, where communal planning predominates. ln llarxis view, the

capital ist mode of production (C¡4P) brings the confì ict between these

two pr i nc i pl es to i ts h i ghest poi nt. 0n the one hand, the cl4p i s

decisively regulated by the law of value which exerts its consequences

upon the whole of the social organism by articuìating the private

decisions of a multitude of individual producers or production units

into a I'planr'--or more prec isely, an economic result --wh ich is not

subject to col lective control. This articulation is a forcibìe one,

occurring behind the backs of human beings; and its results are often

disruptive to social harmony and economic growth.0n the other hand, the

Cl'lP is a tremendously dynamic and inherently expansionist system which

tends to overwhelm, subjugate and assimilate all precapitalist

formations; moreover it promotes a process of ob ie tive social ization

IrrConsciousrrand rrunconscious'r are used advisedly here. The actual
d i st i nct ion that l'larx draws i s between rrnatura ì I' and rtsoc ia I 'f modes of
existence. However, in natural economy, a type of rrconscious" pìanning
does occur--based largely on customs and tradition. ln l4arxts view,
social ism--and especial ìy communism-- transcends both the natural
economy and the rtobjectively socializedrr capitalist economy,
i ncorporat i ng the bes t e I ements of both .



which tends to embrace the total ity of

subordinate this labor to a single I

process of objective sociaì ization is

planning--of conscious intervention b

pr i vate concerns and i nterests of

itself. Attempts are made to attenuate

7

or capac i ty, and to

of value. As this

the necess i ty of

stand i ng above the

producer s--as ser ts

effects of the law

the qlobal lab

aw --the law

s trengthened,

y an author i ty

the individual

the disruptive

of value by those who seek to maintain the conditions of its continuing

operation (tne capital ist class), and attempts are I ikewise made to

attenuate or destroy the law itself by those who are its chief victims

(the working class).

ln the Preface l'larx establ ishes a fundamental distinction between the

category of forces of production (techniques, êguipment, labor capacity)

and the category of relations of production (property forms, social

organization). Together these categories define a particular mode of

production.2 The stage of development of the forces of production

determines the fundamental character of the relations of production; but

the reÌations of prociuction in iurn inf ìuence the way in which the

forces of production wi I I develop once these relations become fi rmly

rooted. lndeed, they will become an obstacle to the development of the

forces of production at a certain stage of the latter's development:

At a certai n stage of thei r development, the mater i aì forces
of production in society come in confl ict with the existing
relations of production, or--what is but a legal expression of
the same thing--with the property relations within which they
have been at work before. From forms of development of the
forces of production, these relations turn into their fetters.

It should be noted that the concept ofrrforces of productionrrtends to
imply the rrsocial'r and rrcooperativerr dimension of human activ¡ty,
whi ìe the concept of rrrelations of production" refers to class
interrelationships and therefore to the trantagonistic'r dimensions of
human activity.

2



I
Then begins an epoch of social revolution. (1970;21)

The object of such a sociaì revolution is the creation of new

rel at i ons of product i on propi t i ous to the further devel opment of the

forces of production, i.e. to the human project of maximizing the social

wealth and enhancing humanityrs control over nature. The confl ict

between the forces and reìations of production unfoìds in ways specific

to particular modes of production. Endogenous factors play a more or

less important role¡ in some cases, exogenous factors are of decisive

importance to the downfall of a mode of production. ln the Preface l4arx

appears to imply that the ecl ipse of precapital ist economic formations

(at ìeast prior to the development of capital ism in the West) was the

result of purely endogenous events, a notion which is historical ly

untenable.3 ln part, this was the result of an attempt to present the

basic ideas of his historicaì materialism in a schematic-- and therefore

one-sided--way. The epochs of human development (Asiat¡c, ancient/slave,

feudal, capital ist) are presented as successive and inevitabìe stages

through which all human communities, civilizations or societies must

pass. Such a linear conception is foreign to l,larxrs scientif ic method

and in contradiction to his deta¡ Ied investigations of precapital ist

economic formations in the Grundrisse and The Ethnoloqical Notebooks.a

3 Such a notion is most obviously unsupportable if one takes l,larxts
famous statement that the'rhistory of all hitherto exist¡ng society is
the history of class strugglesrras the point of departure for locating
theserrendogenous events.r' þ'lhile slave revolts were undoubtedly a
feature of antiquity, the definitive eclípse of the slave mode of
production was not the result of rrinternalrtcìass struggles, but the
resul t of a combí nation of i nternal and external developments. See
Perry Andersonrs excel lent historical materialist account, Eg-æ.!.
from Antiquity to F eud I ism.

However, there i s an under I yi ng theme i n l'larx of the I inear ity of
progression of individual

4

universal history as opposed to a rrlinear'l
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lndeed, the insights and conclusions to be found in these latter works

tend to complement a conception of historical materiaì ism informed by

the I'law of uneven and combined developmenttr to which llarx and Engels

themselves made an important contribution and which received a more

finished formulation in the writings of V.l. Lenin and Leon Trotsky; but

such a notion is absent from the lamentabìy brief and influentiaì

exposition in the Preface.s Rather it seems cìear that the conception of

the preconditions for social revoìution--and for the transition from one

mode of production to another--presented in the Preface was decisiveìy

informed by l4arx's exhaustive analysis of the contradictions of the

cap i ta I i st mode of product i on, i n wh i ch the conf I ¡ ct between the forces

and relations of production is revealed to be uniquely endoqenous. And

this is so preciseìy because of capitalismrs tendency to break out of a

purely local existence and to catch in the net of its particular

property realtions the global totality of human activity.

The objective socialízation of labor which capitalism promotes

globaìly ls both an inexorable tendency of capitalist development and a

mortal threat to the cltlP's property relations. lf the decline of all
precapital ist modes of production was (typical ly) the combined result of

endogenous factors (e.g. stagnancy) and exogenous factors (e.s. invasion

or penetration), the primary and overwhelming threat to the CMP is its

cu I tures .

s Therrlaw of uneven and combined developmentil takes the qlobal context
as its point of departure, recognizing that individual social
formations may be characterized by a combination of property forms and
social relations corresponding to different modes of production, and
that these social formations develop unevenly as a result of bothrrlocal peculiaritiesrr and rrglobalr¡ pressures, constraints and
potentialities.
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own internal contradictions, its own tendency to "move in contradictionrl

in a way unparalìeled by any other mode of production.

Does the Cl'lP exh ib i t the conf I ict between the f orces and rel at ions of

production which l'larx ascribes to it? Does the class struggle as ¡t

presents itself in capitalist society represent this conflict, or can it

be explained in less rrgrandioserr or rrapocalyptic" terms? Does capital ism

"dig íts own grave" not only by giving rise to a proletariat with an

rrobjectiveil interest in a higher mode of production, social ism, but by

generating-- endogenousìy--the social and economic crises capable of

jarring the proletariat into anti-capital ist class consciousness? These

and many reìated questions have been debated at length for over a

century. ln the meantime, capital ism has mangaged to survive in the face

of severe setbacks (repeated depress i ons and wars) and notab I e

chal lenges (the emergence of post-capital ist societies).

Few would disagree that l'larx h,as correct in viewing capitalism as a

crisis-prone system. But was ltlarx correct in his view that such crises

utere i nescapable under capi tal i sm? Even more importantìy, was he correct

in bel ieving that capital ist reìations of production would become a

fetter to the development of the productive forces--an ry to human

progress, not only rrlocal lyrr of course but global ly? These questions

have been addressed i n a number of ways by llarx i sts and non-l'larx i sts

al ike. However, unti I recently, it has been uncommon for theorists to

attempt to test llarxrs central hypothesis concerning the conflict

between the forces and relations of production in the CltlP: namely, his

law of the tendency of the rate of profit to fal I as a result of

capital's tendency to increase its own 'rorganic composition" (i.e. the
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ratio of dead to living labor in the total production process). Rather,

i t has been customary to eva I uate the wor th i ness of ltlarx I s theoret i ca I

system on the basis of its internal coherence or incoherence. At the

same time, empirical confirmations or refutations of his hypotheses have

often been sought in the most superficiaì, and frequently debatabìe,

phenomena. The reunification of theory with the empirical facts would

seem to be an eì ementary ob I i gat i on of any study wh i ch purports to

exam i ne the soundness of l'larx' s theoret i ca I structure. Accord i ng I y, the

first task is to reappropriate this structure, to disclose its strengths

and weaknesses, and on this basis to determine whether ¡t is capable of

generating a set of hypotheses which are empirically testable (i.e.

conf i rmab ì e or refutab ì e) .

1.2 i4ARX'S I'1ETH0D

One important consideration which has historical ly inhibited an

empirical test of I'larx's hypotheses has been the (quite legitimate)

apprehension that l'larx¡s theoretical project consisted of disclosing
¡reconomic laws of motionrrof the Cl'lP that are often imperceptible at the

level of mere appearances. under capital ism, the law of value--and its

subsidiary laws, including the law of the tendency of the rate of profit

to fall--refers to phenomena which are not directlv observable. How then

can empirical research, which must inevitabìy operate with the raw

mater ial of appearances, purport to rrtest'r the val idi ty, much ìess the

actual ity, of laws whose existence was first establ ished (or asserted)

through a process of abstract reasoning and whose field of operation may

wel I be conf ined to a sphere of rressencerr with an indeterminate
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relationship to the worìd of appearances? The probìem posed by this

quest i on has undoubted I y contr i buted to an unfortunate paral ys i s of

theoretical inquiry, to the pecul iar notion defended by some Èlarxists

that the economic laws of motion of capitalism discovered by Harx often

find such a mediated or even distorted expression at the level of

empirical appearances that they may "reach the surfacerr in a whol ly

unrecognizable form, and to the faci le argument that any attempt to

empirically test Harxrsrrlaws" represents a betrayal of his method and a

capitulation to vulgar empiricism.6 But does ltlarxrs method preclude such

i nqu i ry? Does the observat i on that tbrent i eth-century exper i ence has

conf irmed l'larxrs law of the concentration and centralization of capital,

for example, betray his method in favor of empiricism or positivism? The

probìem wi th such reasoning is evident in the very formulation of the

question. The concentration of capitaì is not only "l,larx's lawrr; it is

g law of capitalist development theoretically apprehended by l.îarx

through a method which enabled him to move from the abstract to the

concrete, anci in tnis way to disclose the hidden I inks between essence

and appearance, form and content, the abstract and the concrete.

Referring to flagers empirical study of the l'larxian rate of prof it,
David Yaffe has stated: rrWe are deal ing with a rejection of l,Tarxrs
method and a subst i tut i on of one var i ety or another of
'empiricismr....The value categories of Capital have no direct
empirical counterpart...."(1973;22-2Ð 0n this basis, Yaffe lumps
together l'lage's study wíth Glyn and Sutcliffers British Capital ism and
the Profit Squeeze --a work which does not even attempt a value
analysis. The disdain for empirical tests of the l.larxian rate of
profit displayed by therrfundamentalistrrYaffe is shared by the anti-
fundamental ist, neo'"orthodoxrr school inspired by l. l. Rubin. See, for
example, J.R. Ernst "Símultaneous Valuation Extirpated,rr Review of
Radical Pol itical Economics Summer, 

.l982.

6
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The difficulties involved in grasping the relationship between

"essence" and I'appearancert both abstract l y and concretel y ( i n the

analysis of particular tendencies, movements, or laws) are natural ly not

to be underestimated; but neither should these diff¡culties be regarded

as so formidable that they are conceived as unresolvable in principle.

lndeed, the attempt to resolve them is what science is alì about.

ln this connection, it shouìd be recalled that l,larxrs theoretical

inquiry proceeded from the abstract to the concrete precisely because

the concrete appears in the process of thouqht as a result and not as a

point of departure. (cf . l'1ande1 1975;1Ð "Hidden within'r the concrete

diversity of the world of appearances is that essence which permits the

development of abstract concepts corresponding to it and permitting the

apprehension of the concrete in a way that bridges the gap between

essence and appearance. The point of departure of scientific inquiry

must be abstract concepts; but not just any abstract concepts. This

suggests,as Lenin put it, that the ascent from the abstract to the

eoncrete must be prececieci by a progression from the concrete to the

abstract, a determination to eschew superficial appearances and to seek

out the hidden real ity which those appearances so often conceal. A

bridge must be built from the concrete to the abstract, this being the

precondition for al I science ; only then can the theorist undertake the

task of turning rrthe most simple abstract conceptstr into tools for

understanding the concrete in its relationship to the essence of a

rea ì i ty.

lf the relationship between the appearance of things and their

essence is taken to be so formidably indeterminate that an abstract law
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(referr¡ng to essence) finds no recognizable expression in the concrete,

then what right do we have to say that the simple, abstract concepts

upon which it is constructed are not hopeìessly confused by the

indeterminacy of this same relationship? Such a renunciation leads away

from material ist science towards ideal ist speculation; not surprisingly,

it also results in theoretical--and practical-- paralysis. lt is al ien

to ltiarx's method, which af f irms the possibil ity of successively

approximatinq truth through a critical reappropriation of the empirical

raw material provided by the appearance of things. I'All science would

be superf I uous i f the outward appearance and the essence of th i ngs

directly coincided,rrllarx observed. The task of science is precisely to

find the ground of unity between appearance and essence; to reunify

these apparently distinct worìds in thought as they exist in a single

unified real ity. The multiple determinations which tend to conceal this

ground remain sources of obfuscation only so ìong as they are not fuìly

and completely understood. The ascent from the abstract to the concrete

must therefore necessariìy involve the scientific investigation of these

determinations, their interrelationships, and their complex expression

in the object of determination, which is itself an element of

determination within a larger total ity. An rrabsolutert understanding of

these determinations and of the total ity in which they operate may be

beyond human i tyrs reach; but the quest for th i s understand i ng --the

progressive approximation to truth--is a precondition for a

scientificaì ly-informed human practice and therefore of human progress.

ln f'larxrs t¡mer âs in our own, this method and conviction has

inspired the natural sciences to a far greater degree than ¡t has the
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social sciences. The material ist dialectic--consciously or

unconsc i ous I y--has found far greater appl i cat i on i n the work of

physicists, chemists and bioìogists than in the work of economists,

sociologists, and anthropologists. lndeed, the rrworship of the

accompl ished factrr--so aì ien to bold scientific inquiry--tends to find

its most ferti le intel lectual soi I in those discipl ines which aspire to

a rrsocial sciencerr but in the end constitute an elaborate apoloqia f or

the ex i st i ng state of affa i rs.

Accordingly, l'larx's attempt to establish a truly human science-- a

science of human development as an underpinning to his scientific

socialism--involved the critique of the existing state of affairs and an

exposure of those social sciences (particularly classical pol itical

economy) which eschew the appl ication of the scientific method and take

refuge in the appearance of things in order to perpetuate them. An

ideological approach to social science necessarily expresses itself

through an indefinite stance towards both the abstract and the concrete,

and through a practical incapacity to disclose the I inks between essence

and appearance (or even to recognize the concept of essence as anything

more than a heuristic device in a dualistic universe). Abstractions are

ideological ly devised to explain the nature, not of this society,

capitalist society, but of all I'human societies.rr This misplaced

'rconcreteness"--and the theoret i ca I abstract i ons correspond i ng to

it--are not accidental¡ for the result is a vision of human history and

development in which the emphasis is placed on continuity and in which

discontinuities are viewed as accidental, not necessary and certainly

neverrrinevitable.rr Admittedly, this was a more prevalent approach in
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Èlarx's time than in our oh,n; and its decline is at least partiaìly

attributable to the undeniable influence of l,larx himself . However, if

historical discontinuities are less I ikely to be viewed as fortuitous

events today than in the past, social scientists remain reticent about

disclosing the sources of discontinuity (or questí'oning the ever-lasting

character) of present-day, capitaì ist society. For example, David

Ricardors proposition that the law of value appl ies throughout al I

epochs of human history (and that, mutatis mutandis, the basic principle

of capital ist economy is eternal) is recognized as problematic not only

because of its obviousìy ideoìogical and apologetic character, but

principally because modern economists tend to reject his labor theory of

value (or any labor theory of value). But this rejection in turn has

clearly ideological roots.?

Itiarx rejected Rìcardo's proposition not only because he could

envision a future society in which the ìaw of value wouìd play no role,

but also because he recognized the historical specificity of the

capital ist mode of production (and, mutatis mutandis, of the law of

value in different modes of production). Whi le Harx was not bl ind to

the continuitíes which run through human history, the discontinuities

struck him as far more important to understand. Those social and

economic laws which remain constant (e.g. a society can consume no more

Therrblind spotsrr in classical political economy's theory of labor
value have a directly sociological/ideological explanation which llarx
tried to eìucidate in Theories of Surplui Vaìue. Following l'larx's
approach, Bukhar i n (lglZ) attempted to expose not onl y the
methodological and theoretical errors of "marginal util ityrr theory,
but also the class bias which compel led bourgeois economists after
Itlarx to disavow the labor theory of value and to replace it with a
body of theory which could be used as an ideological weapon against
the working cìass.
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than it is capable of producing) are trivial and have ì ittle bearing on

human practice; on the other hand, those laws which point to the

specific dynamic or movement of a particular society are significant and

deserve the closest scrutiny precisely because they not only affect

human practice, but are subject to this practice as well. They reveal

the ì imitations of that which exists and point to a course of

development which is richer in its potential ities for human progress.

For l'larx, the distinguishing feature of the capitalist mode of

production was not the presence of the Iaw of value (a law which exists

in various forms in all sociaì formations in which exchange ís

conducted) , but the unprecedented e-em i nance of th i s law--its

qualitative development into the supreme and ruling principle of

economic regulation and social intercourse.s Similarìy, what

distinguishes capital ism from the precapital ist formations is not the

presence of commod i ty product i on (tfre product i on of use-vaì ues for

exchange in a market), but the fact that commodity production has become

general izerj to the point where even ìabor-power has become a commodity

(the separation of the direct producer from the means of production, the

development of a market for labor, and the emergence of the wage-

I This interpretat¡on of the historical significance of the law of value
has been challenged in recent years by a school of thought (inspired
by the work of l. l. Rubin) which tends to counterpose the notion ofrrvaìue as a social relationrr orrrvalue as abstract labor't to the
not ion of rrva lue as embod ied I abor .rr For these theor i sts, ¡ t i s
illegitimate to speak of the operation of the law of value prior to
the development of the capital ist mode of production, precisely
because rrvalue as social relationrr presupposes the existence of
capital ist social relations of production. Hence, where there is no
oeneral ized commodity production, there is no law of value. See John
Weeksr development of this argument in Capital and Expìoitation
(1981), and Ernest l'landelrs defense of the more traait¡onal tlarx¡st
approach to the quest¡on in his introduction to Capital Volume One
0e76) .
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relation). By pointing to the general ized character of commodity

production in the Cl'lP, Harx enunciated a theoreticaì development which

coincided with a real historicaì development, and located an important

discontinuity which distinguishes the Cl,lP f rom al I precapitalist modes

of product i on.

llarxrs method is distinguished not only by its insistence on the

historical specificity of the cllP, but also by its insistence on the

ontological primacy of production under capital ism, as under al I modes

of production. Paradoxical ly, this suggests an emphasis on historical

continuity which is systematical ly denied by Ricardors rrahistorical'l

theory of value and also by neoclassicaì economics'fixation with the

phenomena of exchange and distribution. The key to understanding

capitalist society in l'larx's view is to understand the specif icaìty

capi tal i st p rocess of production. lndeed, it is only on this basis that

exchange and distribution within the CHP can be adequately grasped and

anaìyzed as determinants of production:

The conclusion we reach is not that production, d¡stribution,
exchange and consumption are identical, but that they all form
the members of a total ity, distinctíons within a unity.
Production predominates not only over itself, in the
antithetical definition of production, but over the other
moments as wel ì. The process always returns to production
anew. That exchange and consumption cannot be predominant is
self-evident. Likewise, distribution as distribution of
products; while as distribution of the agents of production it
is itself a moment of product¡on. A definite production thus
determines a definite consumption, distribution and exchange
as wel I as definite relations betureen these different moments.
Admittedly, however, in its one-sided fS, production is
itsel f determined by the other moments. (l'larx 1973;99)

capitalist production is production for exchange, and therefore the

conditions of exchange, together with the conditions of distribution of

the social product and the conditions of consumption which this
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distribution defines, determine the nature of capital ist production.

l'larx emphasizes the point that capitalist production shouìd be regarded

as a particular form of production in general (the production of use-

values). Capital ist production is, at one and the same time, the

production of use-values, exchange-values, and capital, the latter being

nothing other than self-expanding vaìue and its characteristic product,

the commodity, being nothing other than the material bearer of value.

The formula for capitalist production is suggested in f,larxts

def inition of the circuit of capital, l'1-c-14', where money-capital (14) is

invested in commodities which are transformed into the direct and

indirect means of creating value. These are used to create a new product

(commodity) in which the newly-created value finds expression. When this

new commodity (c) is sold, the capital ist is able to real ize an

increment on his original money-capital investment, receiving .an

enlarged magnitude of money-capital (¡1'). This circuit presupposes a

sphere of exchange and circulation, as well as a distribution of the

-^^?-t *--i---r --l-? -¡-sesrar ProquçL wnrcn rerrecrs a process o1 exptortalton occurrtng at the

point of production (ttre exploitation of value-creating labor by the

ourner of capital). At the same time, however, the production of value

appears as only one historical form of production; it can occur only

through the. product i on of use-val ues and therefore presupposes the

historicaì/ontological primacy of production for use. All modes of

production involve use-value production and the distribution and

consumption of the social product; capital ism adds a particular exchange

relation originating in the monopolization of the means of production by

the capital ist class. Capital ist production therefore involves a
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definite articulation of production, distribution, consumption and

exchange; and it was in order to grasp this articulation that l'larx

deveìoped the fundamental categories of his theoretical system.

l.å THE CATEG0RTES 0F THE i4ARXtAN SySTEf4

Value

The most fundamental of these categories is the concept of value in

its fully deveìoped capital ist form. This category captures all that is

essential to capitalist production by disclosing the articulation (t¡re

"definite relations") that exists between production, exchange,

distribution and consumption within the capital ist total ity. ln order

for it to do this, however, Vâlue must itself be recognized as a

def inite social relation unique to the CtlP; it must not be conceived as

conceptual ly equivalent to exchange-value after the fashion of David

Ricardo. Value is the essence, the abstractìy-conceived content of

exchange-value and exchange-value is merely a form of appearance of

vaiue¡ ã form which is subject to myriad determinations. By

distinguishing value from exchange-value, f,tarx registered a decisive

advance over Ricardo's more primitive labor theory of value and

establ ished an analytical agenda far removed from that of cìassical

poì itical economy. Whereas the concept of exchanqe-value is aimed at

analyzing a price system whose function is rrto put on the market the

quantity of commodities that is required to fulf¡l the social need,i.e.

the quantity for which the society is able to pay the market-

value¡r(llarx,l98l i289) , llarxts purpose in analyzing the more abstract

concept of va I ue was to expose the nexus wh i ch ex i sts between
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individuaìs operating within a society in which private labors are not

immediately recognizable as social. lt is first of all in this sense

that vaìue must be grasped as a social relation: the law of value

explains the mechanism through which the individual and isolated

productive activities of private economic agents are rendered social so

that some semblance of economic equi I ibrium and social harmony are

maintained in the absence of conscious social control over these

activities. The analysis of value is therefore the analysis of the

requlat¡nq principle(g) of a capital ist, market economy and not the

analysís of short-term price fluctuations.

Since therrelementary form" of the wealth of a capitalist society is

therrindividual commodity," l,larx begins his analysis in Capital I with

the commodity form of value, i.e., with the properties of the commodity

which stamp it as a form of value. All commodities possess both a use-

va I ue and an exchange-va I ue. The use-va I ue of a commod i ty i s

I'condi tioned by the physical properties of the commodi ty, and has no

existence apart f rom the latter." (l,larx,1977il26) While use-values

rrconst¡tute the material content of wealth, whatever its social form may

be," in capital ist societies "they are also the materiaì bearers

of...exchange value." (ibid;.l26) The existence of exchange-value reveals

that phys i ca I I y heterogeneous use-va I ues share a common ground of

(social) commensurability; in other words, the fact that a definite

quantity of one commodity is exchangable for a definite quantity of

another reveals the existence of a rrcommon property" which is not

detec'table through an examination of the physicaì or material

characteristics of the tv',o commodities. This common property is
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precisely their character as products of social labor, or more preciseìy

as products of labor which must be conceived and val idated as a given

fraction of the total social labor performed. Physical ìy heterogeneous

use-values are rendered homogeneous at the point of exchange; the

diversity of commodities (as use-vaìues) finds unity in their mutual

exchangability (as exchange-vaìues). l^lhereas use-vaìue reveals

properties of physical distinctness, exchange-value reveals a property

of commensurab i ì i ty. The commod i ty form embraces both of these

properties; and it is therefore a unity of opposites. As l'lage puts it:
the commodity's value constitutes the 'identity' of theseroppositesr because as yAlue it no longer appears as a thing
in itself but is now 

"ppFãñ"no"o as thã product of a definite
amount of social labor. (1963; ì l)

Appearances notwi thstand i ng, the pr ivate and concrete I abor of

individual producers are I'social ized" through a social process-- market

exchange--which recognizes every individual, apparently distinct,
concrete labor as an al location of a definite amount of the aggregate

ìabor at the disposaì of a capitaì ist society. This means that the

labor time of every individual producer (or, more precisely, every

productive worker) should be conceived as a fraction of the total labor

time of society.

Even though the category of value involves both exchange-value and

use-value, the substance of value can only be grasped by abstracting

f rom the particular use-values of commodities:

With the disappearance of the useful character of the product
of ì abour, the useful character of the k i nds of I abour
embodied in them also disappearsi this in turn entai ls the
disappearance of the different concrete forms of labour. They
can no longer be dist¡nguished, but are altogether reduced to
the same kind of Iabour, human Iabour in the abstract....
There is nothing left in each case but the same phantom-l ike
objectivityi they are merely congealed quantitíes of
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homoqeneous human ì abour, i .e. of human I abour expended
without regard to the form of its expenditure....As crystals
of this social substance, which is common to them aì l, they
are va l ues--commod i ty va l ues . (l4arx 1977 ;.l 28--my emphas i s)

The concept of rrabstract laborrr distinguishes l'larx¡s theory f rom all
previous attempts to articulate a labor theory of value. f'larxts sharp

disjunction between value and exchange-value, and between value and

relative price' destroys the Ricardian problematic of determining price

through the analysis of the amount of labor embodied in a commodity. ln

so doing, it aìso avoids the Ricardian pitfall of concluding that value,

as distinct from price, is determined by influences "independent of

I abor t ime.'l

At the same time, however, l'larx was not primarily concerned with

estabìishing the magnitude of the rrsubstancerr of value within individual

commodities. As ltlandel puts it, 'rthe problem of value as an embodiment

of abstract human labour is not a problem of measurement, of numeraire

but a problem of essence."(.|981;.l8) The thrust of l.larxrs theoretical

project was not to resolve the technical, micro-economic problem of the

relationship between individual commodi ty values and individuat

commodity prices (although this probìem was not entirely outside the

fieìd of his interest); it was to establ ish the clear relationship

between va I ue and pr i ce, and to ana I yze the I ong- term, macro-econom i c

implications of the law of value: the economic laws of motion of the CllP

resulting from the unfolding of the contradictions inherent in the value

relation.

By recognizing that every individual labor (and every individual

commodity) represents a fraction of the total social labor (and of the

aggregate soc i a I product) , l,larx po i nts to the ground on wh i ch a
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the i dent i ty of

concrete and abstract labor at the macro-economic level. (cf.

llage,1963l;lÐ This identity follows necessarily from the fact that human

labor in the abstract is conceived as "equal human ìabour, the

expenditure of identical human labour-powerrt and from the fact that the

"total labour-power of society, which is manifested in the values of the

world of commodities, counts here as one homogeneous mass of human

labour-power, although composed of innumerable individual units of

Iabour-power."(l'larx 1977t12Ð Thus, the totaì abstract Iabor embodied in

the gross social product will equal the total concrete labor embodied in

it. But this wi I I not be true in general for individual commodities

unless the concrete labor manifested in them is social ly averaqe. Even

then, as bre shal I have occas i on to see, the pr i ce of two commod i t i es

containing the exact same rramountrr of abstract labor wi I I not

necessari ly coincide owing to other factors.

The measurement of the magn i tude of va ì ue i s therefore the

measuÌ-ement of the quantity of ìabor performeci at the aggregate sociai

ìevel . For f,larx, "th is quant i ty is measured by its durat ion, and the

ìabour-time is itself measured on the particuìar scale of hours, days,

etc.rr0977i12Ð The vaìue of an individual commodity, regardless of the

amount of concrete labor-time embodied within it, is determined by the

labor-time social lv necessary for i ts production, rrthe labour time

requ i red to produce any use-va I ue under the cond i t i ons of product i on

normal for a given society and with the average degree of skill and

intensity of labour prevalent in that society." (¡o¡a;lz9) The standard

of social ly-necessary labor-time is enforced through the market
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mechanism and is subject to cont¡nuous alteration resulting from changes

in the productivity of labor; however changes in this standard affect

only the relative value of commodities. Assuming that these changes do

not affect the number of hours of productive ìabor performed in a

particular year' the magnitude of new value produced will remain the

same at the aggregate level, precisely because the magnitude of (new)

vaìue is equal to the totaì labor-time expended. lncreasing the

productivity of a given number of productive workers will therefore not

alter the magnitude of value they produce; it will only alter the

magnitude of the physical output produced. l'lore use-vaìues wilì be

produced, but not more new value.

l'loney

The medium through which commodities are exchanged in a capital ist

market economy is money, the rruniversal eguivalent." The function of

money is to represent in a visible, phenomenal form the principle

uncieriying the concept of abstract labor, namely the commensurability of

heterogeneous commodities on the basis of an accounting of the labor-

time represented by them.e lloney permits this accounting to occur in an

þJhile f'lichel De vroey is correct to assert that money ¡s a t¡visible
and concreterrsubstitute for the regulat¡ng principle suggested in the
concept of abstract labor, he makes entirely too much of the supposedrrparadoxical relation of abstract labor to exchangerr: rr0n the one
hand, to say that abstract I abour serves as the foundat i on of
commensurabi I ity and the basic criterion for determining exchange
ratios impl ies that ¡t is logical ly anterior to exchange. But on the
other hand, it is also asserted that abstract labour and value are
formed only when exchange actuaì ìy occurs." (198.l;185) The point,
however, is that there exists a definite relation between the
production of a commodity and ìts saìe. Exchange does not rrform' the
value of a commodity; it merely validates the commodity as the
material bearer of a certain amount of abstract labor or value. The
amount of money for which it is exchanged on the market is determined
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unconscious way through the val idation of individual commodities as

products of labor which is alternatively above, below, or equal to the

sociaì average. lt could be said that money performs the role of ballots

in a process in which particular commodities (and the productive agents

corresponding to them) are ilelectedrt as winners or losers.

Since the money form represents a definite quantity of value, it

fol ì ows that monetary un i ts possess a certa i n I abor content. The

d i str i but i on of these monetary un i ts among a pl ethora of commod i t i es

exchanged in the market is not, of course, ârì entirely accidental

process; it is governed, in the last analysis, by the socio-technical

conditions of production of particular commodities. This does not mean

however that the value represented by the monetary uni ts that are

attracted to particular commodities in the market corresponds to the

vaì ue represented by these commod i t i es, even i n the absence of such

"accidental¡' compl icating factors as monopoly pricing, unreal istic

valuation of currency,etc. The market price of a commodity wi I I rarely

corresponci to its actual vaiue or^/ing to the fact that market price is a

transformed form of 'rprice of production," which in turn is a

transformed form of value.

by the quantitative and qual itative relationship of that commodity to
all other commodities--a relationship which is given by the concrete
and differing cond¡tions of their production. Abstract labor and value
are formed within production, within a multitude of separated
productive activities. To be sure, the relationship of these
activities one to the other (tne reduction of private labor to sociaì
labor) remains concealed unti I the market casts "judgmentrr on the
merits or demerits of these isol¡ated activities; but these activities
are already informed, ât least to a certain degree, by the knowledge
that they form components of a social process of production. This is
preciseìy the meaning of saying that capital ist production is
production for exchange, and that it is ruled by the law of value.
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These latter considerations immediately point to an important

objection to l4arxrs value analysis. What is the operationaì content of

value theory, even granting the plausibility of |1arxr labor theory of

value' if the law of value must inevitably find expression through the

phenomenal forms of money and price? tlhy not dispense with the notions

of value, abstract labor, and sociaì ly-necessary labor time and

concentrate on the anaìysis of economic phenomena in the form in which

they exert thei r consequences and affect the deci sions of conscious

economic agents, i.e. their money/price form? The answers to these

questions help to clarify two interrelated problems: the first reìating

to the purpose of Harxrs theoretical project in Capital and the second

concerning the internal coherence of ltlarxrs economic analysis.

Va lue and ltletamorph i c Forms

First' was the sole point of llarxrs theory of value to provide a more

sol id and scientific foundation for economic theory? The answer is no.

lniarxrs theoretical project in Capital was at one economic, sociological

and political. Unlîke llarshall or Keynes, f,larxrs purpose was to
construct a theory which could be used not as a guide to the maintenance

and perpetuation of the present economic and social order, but as a

scientif ic basis for its destruction. l,larx points to no remedies to the

contradictions which periodically disrupt the equiìibrium of the

capital ist economy. He points i nstead to the i nevi tabi I i tv of

disequi I ibria' to the barriers and I ímits to capital ist development, and

to the need to overthrow the capital ist system. This pol itical message

is clear, ârìd so is the sociological message corresponding to ¡t.
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capitalism plays an historically progressive role by raising the

productivity of labor, by developing the forces of production, and by

laying an objective basis for the social ization of the whole of

humanity. But once the I imits to this progressive role are reached, it
becomes vi taì ly important for the workers movement to r i se to i ts

historic task of "resoìving'r the contradictions of the capital ist mode

of production by transcending them--by consciouslv setting out to

reconstruct the world on a social ist basis.

The principal obstacle facing the working class in carrying out this

historic task is not the armed might of the capital ists, but faìse

consc i ousness --a consc i ousness wh i ch f i nds its most fundamental roots

in the phenomenon ofrrcommodity fetishism." ln order to overcome this

consciousness, the working class must be guided by a pol itical program

which is informed by a scientific understanding of the basis of class

antagonism under capitaì ism: the contradiction between the private

ownership of the means of production, distribution and exchange, on the

one hanci, anci the objective sociaiization of labor and productionr orì

the other. This contradiction is systematically obscured by the value

relation and the rrtransformed formsrr corresponding to it.
The concept of commodity fetishism captures a paradox endemic to the

capital ist mode of production: the t'unconsciousr¡ way in which private

labor is rendered social conceals the social relations existing between

human beings under capitalism and thereby blocks the transition from the

objective social ization of production to conscious social ization.

Politically, this poses a vexing problem. For on the one hand the

proletarian sociaì ist revolution has as its precondition a very high
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degree of proletarian class consciousness, but on the other hand the

capital ist mode of production operates in such a way that its social

relations and the contradictions corresponding to them are overlayed

with metamorphic forms which tend to obscure their historical ly-

conditioned and perishable nature. ln some of the most þenetrating

passages to be found in Capital, Harx establishes the fundamental

importance of value theory in this specificaì ly sociological/pol itical

sense:

The myster i ous character of the commod i ty-form cons i sts
therefore simply in the fact that the commodity reflects the
social charaiteristics of men's own labour as objective
characteristics of the products of labour themselves, as the
socio-natural properties of these things. Hence it also
reflects the social relation of the producers to the sum total
of labour as a social relation between objects, a relation
which exists apart from and outside the producers.... (T)he
commod i ty-form, and the va I ue rel at i on of the products of
labour within which it appears, have absoluteìy no connection
w i th the phys i ca I nature of the commod i ty and the mater i a I
relations arising out of this. lt is nothing but the definite
social relation between men themselves which assumes here, for
them, the fantast i c form of a re I at i on betbreen
thinss.(1977i165)

And further:

Hen do not therefore bring the products of the¡r ìabour into
relation wi th each other as val ues because they see these
objects merel y as the mater i al i nteguments of homogeneous
human labour. The reverse is true: by equating their different
products to each other in exchange as values, they equate
their different kinds of labour as human labour. They do this
w i thout be i ng aware of ¡ t . (Note by l4arx: 'Theref ore, when
Galiani said: Value is a relation between persons, he ought to
have added: a relation concealed beneath a material shel l.')
Value, therefore, does not have its description branded on its
forehead; it rather transforms every product of labour into a
soc i al h ierogì yphic. (i bid; .l66-.l67)

The commodity-form is at once the form in which social relatíons find

their exprerssion under capital ism (the transformation of things into

relations between people) and the form in which these social reìations
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are obscured and acqu ¡ re the aspects of apparent natura I ness and

inevitabi I ity (ttre transformation of reìations between people into

rel at i ons between th i ngs) . The products of I abor--and the rel at i ons

existing between them in the market--come to dominate human activity,

determining the specific content of human social relationships under

capital ism. At the same time, the historical specificity of these

social relationships--thei r condi tional and not at al I natural

character-- imposes itseìf on human consciousness as an absolute law of

nature, since these relationships are inseparably bound up with the

exchanoe of use-values and in this specific way with the human

imperative to establish a social division of labor in the transformation

of the natural wealth. l,larxrs point of departure, of course, is that

exchange is neither a natural nor an inevitable precondition for the

articulation of a social division of labor, even in a complex and highìy

diversified industrial society. However it is an imperative necessity

for a particular mode of production in which "the relations of

prociuction...are characterized þy the distribution and control of the

means of production such that the owners of the means of production and

of the product of labour are non-workers whi le workers own only the

commodity labour-power." (Fine and Harris, l979ilÐ The essential purport

of f'larx's value analysis is to adequately grasp, nott¡exchange in

general,rr but the exchange relationship which is vital to capital ist
product i on --the exchange between capi tal and I abor, t.e. the

capital/labor relation, upon which is founded the objective confl ict of

class interest betv',een capitalists and workers and which determines the

fundamental dynamic of the cap¡tal ist economy. In this sense, the
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concept of value is the l_!¡! between l,larxrs sociologicaì/political

message and his scientific analysis of capital ist economy; indeed, it

should be seen as indispensable to both.

Value and Capital

ln the narrowly-defined economic sense, llarxrs value analysis

presents a solution to what Joan Robinson has caì led one of the most

perplexing probìems facing economic theory: I'the evaluation of a stock

of capi tal goods. " (t 956 ll37) Aga i nst Rob i nson who d i smi ssed the prob I em

as "insoluble in principle,rrl'lage points out thatrrl'larx makes capitaì

unambiguously measurabìe by defining it as the accumu I ated value

i nvested i n pr ivate I y-owned means of product ion. " (1963i2Ð I n l'larxr s

theory, capital is more than a stock of means of production. But it is

the private ownership of the accumulated value represented by means of

production, together with the existence of a free labor market through

which workers seìl their capacity to work (labour-power) to the oìârners

of this accumuìatecj vaìue, that cief ines the capi¡aliiabor reiation, ancj

points to the specifically capitaìist mode of surplus extraction and

exploitation of class by class.

Against those who maintain that capital is simply a I'factor of

production,rrltarx argued that capitaì must be conceived as a social

relation. Capitaì is defined not as a stock of privateìy-owned producer

goods, or even as an investable fund of monetary wealth; rather, money,

means of production and other rrthingsil are capital only to the extent

that they serve, directly or indirectly, the production of surplus-

value. For this reason, it is quite incorrect to reduce the concept of
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cap¡ tal to the accumulated value represented by means of production

(rrcapitaì goods") or to the money-value of wages paid to productive

workers. (This question wi I ì be taken up at some length in chapter

Four.)

ln Capital I, l,larxrs treatment of the category of capital is

conditioned by one overriding objective: the analysis of the

capi tal/labor relation and the hray in which this relation defines

capital ist production as the production of surplus-value. For this

reason, flarx abstracts from the phenomenon of "many capi tal s'r and

operates wi th the category of caoital-i n-qenera I or the totaì social

capital, and for this reason also, he largely abstracts from the sphere

of circulation (including the manifestations of capital in this sphere)

and deaìs only with the forms of capitaì that exist in the sphere of

material production.

The social capital as a whole is divided by l,tarx into two distinct
sub-categories: constant capital and variable capital. At the level of

abstraction on which l'larx operates in Capital f, constant capital refers

to the value (or'rdead labor") objectified in means of production

(machinery, raw materials, fuel, etc.) and invested by the capital ist
for the purpose of realizinq surplus-value (in the form of profit). The

constant portion of the social capital does not directlv produce

surplus-value, since it it is invested in things which can only transfer

to a new product the value which they already possess as products of

past human labor. The variable portion of the social capital plays a

qual itatively dif ferent role. Variable cap,ital is exchanged with living

human labor-power, which alone is directly productive of new value and
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therefore of surplus-value. The nature of thi s exchange, which i s

inseparable from the institution of wage-labor, reveaìs that variable

capital is the directly self-expanding portion of the social capital,

whi le the constant capital portion invested in means of production

merely facilitates this self-expansion process (playing a "directrtrole
in the production of use-values, but only an indirect role in the

production of new value). The valorization of capital and the

accumulation of capital ('¡capital f ormation") is exclusively the result

of the explo¡tatíon of I iving labor, a process which expresses 'rthe

specific character of the capital reìation, nameìy the fact that

variable capital is exchanged for Iiving labour-power, and the worker is

accordingly excluded from the product.'r (llarx 19771670)

The secret of variable capital is expressed in its role in the

specifical ly capital ist mode of labor exploitation; its value varies and

yields a surplus-value preci sely because i t is expended on the sole

source of new value, labor-pourer. Surplus-value is the form assumed by

the sociai surpìus product and therefore the material expression of

surplus-labor under the capitalist mode of production. lt is that

portion of the newly produced value which is not directed towards the

maintenance of the direct producers (the workers) , but appropriated by

the capitalist class.

l'larx conce ives the cap i ta ì i st process of product ion as a un i ty of the

labor process and the valorization process, the former directed towards

the production of use-values and the ìatter di rected towards the

production of value. Just as a contradiction exists between use-value

and value within the commodity-form, conmodity production evinces a
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contradiction between the labor process and the vaìorization process. I t

is this contradiction, mediated by the capital/labor antagonism, which

explains the tremendous historic dynamism of capital ist production.

Everv existinq labor process --including those introduced by capital

in preceding periods-- becomes an obstacle to the valorization process

at a certain stage of capi tal ist deveìopment. The constantìy repeated

revolutions in the labor process--promoted by the development of science

and technology--signify the continuous attempts of capital to reunify

the labor process and the valorization process at constantly changing

leveìs' to reconci le the continued production of use-values with the

sine gua non of capital ist production: the production of surplus-value

in such a magnitude as to justify the magnitude of capital ("previousìy-

accumulated vaìue") invested in its production. ln order to do this,

capital strives to increase the rate of exploitation, i.e. the rate of

surplus-vaìue wh i ch i s '¡the d i rect express i on of the degree of

capi tal rs self-valorization.rr (l'larx 1977 i669)

äow is ii rhar capitai ists are abie to exploit workers and

appropriate surplus-value in an economy in which al I commodities are

supposed to exchange in proport¡on to their value (i.e. according to

the principle of the rrexchange of equivalents")? Harx answers this

question by asserting that the commodity sold by workers to capital ists

is not their labor (i.e. the total labor time performed on the job), but

simply their abi I ity to work (their ìabor-power) . The value of this

commodity, Iike that of every other commodity, is determined by the

labor time socially necessary for its (re)production. Accordingly, l,larx

divides the working day into two periods-- a period during which the
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worker produces the vaìue necessary for his social reproduction (i.e.

the reproduction of his ability to work) and a period during which he

performs unpaid labor and thereby creates surplus-value. The workerrs

Ì^rage is s imply the market pr ice of the commod ity labor-power.

ln form, the wage-relation appears to be equal itarian. The capital ist

exchanges a portion of his variabìe capital with the worker who provides

him with his labor capacity at a price which permits the continual

renewal of this capacity. ln content, however, this exchange is quite

unlike any other exchange that occurs in a capitalist economy. Every

other 'rinput commodityrr required by a capital ¡st to set the production

of his commodities in motion must be bought from other capitalists at a

value which, in general, precludes the possibility of realizing an

incremental value on ¡t. But the sociaì institution of wage-l abor (and

the cìass relations corresponding to ¡t) permits the sale of the

commodity labor-power at a value which is divorced from the value ¡t

actual Iy produces within the production process. The commodity labor-

power i s the one i nput commoci i ty wh i ch procluces an i ncrement over and

above its value¡ and the capital exchanged with it as h,ages-- variable

capital--is therefore the one component of the social capital that
rrvar i esrr i n va ì ue i n the course of product ion.

The Basic Ouanti tative Relationships

The rate of surplus-value is defined by llarx as the ratío between the

surplus-value produced by the worker and the value of the wages paid to

him, i.e. S/V, where V denotes variable capital. The sum of S and V

corresponds to the net product (NP) or newly-produced value at the
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aggregate social leveì. The value of the gross product (ce¡ is

determined by adding to this sum the value of the constant capital

consumed in the total production and reproduction process (i.e.

GP=s*v+c) . Constant capital, variable capital and surplus-value, then,

constitute the fundamental categories of the l'larxian system, and their

reìatíonships to one another define the fundamental quantitative

re I at i onsh i ps of th i s system.

The rate of surplus-value exerts its consequences ín a capital ist
economy primari ly through its impact on the rate of profit, i.e. the

rate of valorizalion of the total capital advanced for the purpose of

capital ist production. The rate of profit occupies the decisive position

within I'larxrs theory of capital ist development and crisis, since it
expresses the rate of return on i nvested capi tal and acts as the

decisive regulator of the rate of accumulation and growth. Accordingly,

the rate of profit is determined not only by the rate of surpìus-vaìue,

but by the composition of the capital involved in the production

pr-oecss: the reìationship (or ratio) between the iiving and the

objectif ied (or t'deadt') labor within production. The greater the value

represented by the constant portion of the social capital, the greater

the rate of surpì us-va I ue must be i n order to susta i n the rate of

prof it' i.e. the rate of valorization of the total capitaì. l,larx

elaborates these fundamental theses with great clarity in the

Grundr i sse:

(T)he rate of profit never expresses the real rate at which
capital expìoi ts labor, but always a much smal ler relation,
and the larger the capital, the more false is the relation it
expresses [from the point of view of the rate of exploitation
--14.S.] . ...The rate of prof it is determined, then, not only by
the relation of surplus-labour to necessary labour, ot by the
relation in which object¡fied labour [í.e. variable capital--
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¡1.S.] is exchanged for living labour, but by the overalì
relation of I iving labour employed to objective ìabour; by the
portion of capi tal exchanged for I iving labour relative to the
part which participates in the production process as
objectified labour (i.e. constant capital--14.S.). This
poition, however, decì ines in the same relation as surplus
I abour i ncreases i n re I at i on to necessary
ì abour . (1973;762-76\)

The I'tarxist rate of prof it has been def ined alternatively as S/(C+V)

or S/C, where the denominator expresses the value of the capitaì stock

employed in production. The composition of capital may be expressed in a

number of ways; however it has been common to define it as either C/Y or

C/(S+V). (See Chapter Three for a fuller discussion of the rate of

profit, the rate of surplus-value, the composition of capital, and their

al gebraic relationships.)

Labor Productivity

l^Jhat is common to the three fundamental quantitative relationships

discussed so far is their character as relationships between magnitudes

of value --ot ¡ in other words, between amounts of social ly necessary

labor time which consti tute inputs to production. However, to understand

how the value of a given stock of capital or a given commodity might

chanqe, i t is necessary to consider the question of labor productivity

--the changing relationship between direct and indirect labor inputs and

real output. Although labor productivity constitutes one of the

fundamental categories of his system and his qualitative treatment of

the issue is unobjectionable, ltlarx has been faulted for providing no

explicit formula for its calculation. This gap in the I'tarxist

definitional structure has been filled in recent years with the

development of the price index system, the relevance of which to llarxrs

system is wel I stated by llage:
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labor productivity as the

to the number of workers

or a I ternat i ve I y, as the

of productive hours worked

When the product of 1955 is expressed as a quantity of "ì954
dol larsrr what this means is that every unique commodity has
been assigned a second price, differinq from its actual price.
But for l'larx, "price is value in the form of money."
Abstraction from current price means abstraction from current
value which latter term of course is grounded on the abstract
category of rrsocially-necessary labor-time.'r The
transformation of current to constant price thus represents
abstraction from abstraction, the restoration of concreteness
on a neu/ level.... To measure in terms of dated ìabor is to
view this labor as concrete labor. This, indeed, is precisely
what i s requ i red, s ince l'larx def ines the rrconcreteness" of
labor as its productivity of use-value....(¡t)easurement of
real output in constant-price units, use-value units, is
perfectly consistent with measurement of factor input, capitaì
and income, in value units, ìabor-time units. The productivity
of labor, âs real products per unit of labor input, is
determ i nab I e on I y through the use of both systems of
measurement simultaneously, within the I'larxist
f ramework. ( I 963 ¡ 22-2\)

0n this basis, it is possible to formulate

in a particular year.

Absolute and Relative Surplus-Value

The objective structural prerequisite for the production of surplus-

value (i.e. for the capital ist mode of labor exploitation) is what l.larx

called the rrformal subsumption of labor by cap¡tal,rt in which the direct

producer is separated from the ownership of the means of production and

in which rrthe labour process is subsumed under capital...and the

capital ist intervenes in the process as its director, manager." (l4arx

1977;.l0.l9) For the formal subsumption of labor to occur, ,'it is

enough... that handicraftsmen who previously worked on their or^rn

account' or as apprentices of a master, should become wage-labourers

under the direct control of a capitaì ist." (ibid¡ l0l9)
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However, in I'its developed form,r¡ the capitalist mode of production

is characterized not only by the formal subsumption of labor by cap¡tal,

but by the real subsumption of labor, which I'not only transforms the

s i tuat i ons of the var i ous agents of product i on, (but) a I so

revolutionizes thei r actual mode of labour and the real nature of the

labour process as a whole.rrThe real subsumption of labor is an onooinq

process' the necessity of which is dictated by the drive of capital to

repeatedly unify and reunify the labor process and the valorization

process at constantly changing levels.

Conceptual ly, the distinction between the formal and the real

subsumption of labor is closely related to I'larxrs distinction between

absoìute and relative surplus-value. Absolute surplus-value corresponds

to a form of capitalist exploitation which relies on the prolongation of

the working day in order to reduce the proportion of (necessary) labor

time required for the social reproduction of the laborer in relation to

the labor time occupied w¡ th the production of the (surplus) value

---! -raPProPrta[ec¡ py [ne caprratrsr. Ketaf,rve surplus-value, on the other

hand, arises from I'the curtailment of the necessary labor-time, and from

the corresponding alteration in the respective lengths of the two

components of the working day..." (ltlarx 1977t432)

The I imi ts to the production of absolute surplus-vaìue are obvious;

the working day cannot be indefinitely proìonged. The production of

relative surplus-value, on the other hand, faces only the limits imposed

by the leveì of development of rrlabor-savingrr technoìogy. lf the worker

can produce the value equivalent of his necessary consumption basket in

two rather than four hours, owing to an increased labor productivity
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made possible by more technological ly sophistciated machinery, then the

component of the working day devoted to surplus-labor may be increased

by tt^ro hours without any need to prolong the working day absolutely and

thereby drain the workerrs rrvital energiesrr or prompt a rebel I ious

response.

H¡storical ly, the characteristic method of increasing the rate of

surplus-value and raising the level of productivity has been the

ut¡ I ¡zation by capital of reìative surpìus-value techniques¡ and this,

i n I arge part, accounts for the impress ive advances that have been

registered in science and technology since the dawn of the capitaì ist
era. Scientific and technological progress under capital ism is a

byproduct, âS i t were, of the capi taì i st imperative to constantly

increase the rate of surplus-value. This is not to say that resort is
not made from time to time to methods associated with the production of

absolute surplus-value (overtime, for example); the prolongation of the

working day becomes particularly important during periods in which

technological innovation is slow, the appl ication of new scientific or

technological breakthroughs is prohibitively costìy, or the demands of

production run ahead of capital¡s abi I ity to introduce new labor-saving

means of production (during a boom for example). However, in general,

the production of relative surplus-value has been the primary strategy

of capi tal to i ncrease productivi ty and the rate of surplus-value

throughout most of the twent i eth century . Re I at i ve surp I us-va I ue

techniques have not only raised the rate of exploitation; they have also

permitted an absoìute reduction in the length of the working day

(typical ly from ten to eight hours), which has contributed to a

hea I th i er , more contented, and r¡natura I ì yrr product i ve workforce.
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It was

as the unc

the art i c

exchange

re I ates t

Reproduction: rr Anarchy ang! rrEqui I ibriumil

mentioned earl ier that under capital ism the ìaw of value acts

onscious mechanism for the al location of social resources and

ulation of a social division of labor. By governing the

reìationships between commodities, the law of value also

he terms of exchange to the cond i t i ons of product i on and

reproduct i on. The reproduction of the capitalist economic and social

order is a process which repeatedly confronts and '¡resolves" the

fundamental contradictions of the capitalist mode of production.

However, this is never a harmonious process: economic equi I ibrium is

fleeting' and to the extent that it does occur it is the product of a

forcible resolution of disequi I ibria generated by the unplanned and

rranarchicrr character of capital ist production.

The seemingly miraculous way in which capitalism manages to reconcile

the uncoordinated decisions of a multitude of privately-owned productive

enterprises, to reconciìe production for private profit r^r¡th the social

ciemanci íor a muìiitucie of unique use-vaiues, to reconciie suppiy with

effective demand, and thereby to avoid rrpermanent't disequi ì ibrium and

crisis \^ras a continuing source of fascination for the classical

political economists. At the dawn of the capitalist era, when capitalist
economy had not yet r¡provenr¡ its capacity for reproduction on an ever

larger scale, the question facing many economists was nott¡what are the

sources of disequilibria in this system?tr, but ratherrtwhat accounts for

the economy's ability to achieve equilibrium at all?'r. l.Jhat are the

preconditions for the reproduction of the capitalist economy and for the

maintenance of an adequate, if not perfect, "egui l ibrium growth pathr'?
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f'larx answered this latter question in an altogether novel way. He

insisted that capital ism achieved equi I ibrium precisely through the

correcting mechanisms associated with disequi I ibria, and that capital ist

reproduction was therefore not a harmonious process, but a frequentìy

vioìent process of resoìving contradictions at the expense of individual

capitals in the interests of the social capital as a whole-- and at the

expense of the working class in the interests of the capitaìist class.

It is in this light that I'tarx's famous reproduction schemas, to be

f ound i n Cap i ta I l_l_, shou ld be approached. l'larx' s purpose i n

establ ishing the conditions of both simple and expanded reproduction

through these schemas was not to demonstrate that d i sproport i ons i n

patterns of product i on and consumpt i on were the fata I i ty of the

capital ist systemr oF even the root cause of conjuncturaì crises.

(Throughout Capital ll, l'larx continued to abstract from the problem of

"many capitals" and therefore from the problem of competition, which

plays an important role in the theory of crisis elaborated in Capital

j-!-i.) it wouici Þe much more plausible to argue that llarx's purpose was

to demonstrate through these schemas that capital ism did indeed possess

the endoqenous conditions for discontinuous and uneven, but nevertheless

real growth. ln this, he opposed the point of view of the classical

underconsumption theorists like Sismondi and I'lalthus who maintained that

the capitalist economy required non-capitalist markets for its

commodities if it was to avoid protracted crises of overproduction.

I'larx begins by dividing the capitalist economy into two great

rrdepartments of production.rr Department I embraces that segment of the

socíal capital which produces means of production; Department ll that
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sector which produces means of consumption (or I'consumer goods"). The

relationsh¡p between these departments is symbiotic; in the long run,

the development of one depends on the development of the other. ln order

for these departments to develop in proportion to one another, certain

conditions must be met. The most fundamental of these conditions is

summed up in l'larx.¡s formula for simple reproduction (an abstract model

of reproduction involving no net economic growth). This formula is

I lc=lvtls, where the value of the constant capital consumed by

Department I I is equal to (and replaced by) the expenditure of the net

product of Department I (the value of its variable capital and surplus-

value) on the consumer goods produced by Department ll. Although l'larx

provided no explicit formula for expanded reproduction, his theoretical

exposition of the probìem permitted 0tto Bauer and Nikolai Bukharin to

formulate the following formula: lv+lsa+lsy=¡lc*llsb, where sa=

surplus-value unproductively consumed, sy= surplus-value accumulated as

additional variable capital, and sb= surplus-value accumulated as

aciciitionai constant capitai. ln Bukharinis words, "the entire new

var i able capi tal of the f i rst department and the part of the surplus-

value of the same department which falls to unproductive consumption [by

the capitalists--l1.S.] must be equal to the new constant capital of the

second department ." (1972; 159)

Bukharin undertook his elaboration of l,larxrs argument concerning

expanded reproduction in response to Rosa Luxemburgrs criticism of

llarxrs exposition in Capital I l, a criticism based on the apprehension

that h i s schema of expanded reproduct i on opened the way to the

pol i tical ly-reformi st conclusion that an "organized capi tal ism,rr capable
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of ensuring the conditions of proportionality presented by l'larx and

after him by Bukharin, would thereby be able to secure arrcrisis-freerl

evolution for the capital ist economy. This apprehension was not

altogether groundless; for in the hands of Bauer, Hi ìferding and even

Bukharin' l'larxrs theory of expanded reproduction was in fact used to

argue that the anarchy of capital ist production could be attenuated and

possibly even eliminated through the adroit application of 'rstate

capital ist' methods (i.e. state planning on the basis of a sti I I

privately owned economy). lf disproportional ities were the source of

capital ist economic crisis and if disproportional ities were by no means

inevitable (as l'larx himself had sought to demonstrate), then it followed

that capital ist planning, directed towards maintaining the conditions of

departmental proportional i ty, couìd resolve the tfundamental

contradictionrr underlying capital ist crisis tendencies. This conclusion

\â/as unacceptable to Luxemburg (aS it surely would have been to l'larx as

wel l). But in rejecting it, she unwittingly accepted the mistaken

prem i se of the theor i sts of d i sproport iona I i ty: that the key to l.larxt s

theory of crisis is to be found in capitalismrs capacity (or incapacity)

to reproduce itself on an enlarged scale. To be sure, by disclosing the

conditions of proportionality necessary for expanded reproduction in
equilibrium, l'larx laid the basis for the development of theories of

crisis predicated on the rupture or discontinuity of these conditions.

However, departmental disproportional ity plays only a provisional role

in his theory of crisis; disproportionality is not a necessary condition

for the outbreak of an economic crisis, and departmental proportional ity
is therefore not a guarantee against it.
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By accepting the centrality of the reproduction schemas to the theory

of capitaì ist crisis, Luxemburg was driven to an underconsumptionist

position as the only alternative to the theory advanced by the other

disproportional ity theorists. She differed from them in bel ieving that

disproportional ity could not be overcome under conditions of "pure

capital ism" precisely because the capital ist economy was incapable of

endogenously generating the level of effective demand required for

expanded reproduction. The consequence of this underconsumptionist

premise is the notion of a necessary imbalance between production and

consumption (and therefore between the two departments of production),

which can only be mitigated through the presence of some significant

exoo nous source of demand, a "third" non-capitalist market capable of

absorbing a portion of capi tal i sm's surplus-product and thereby

permitting the real ization of the total surplus-value. The errors

under ì y i ng Luxemburgr s underconsumpt i on i sm were to some degree

anticipated by l'larx himself . lndeed, it is quite clear that one of his

centrai purposes in constructing his schema for expanded reproduction

uras to demonstrate the theoretical possibility of reproduction and

growth within a "closedrr capitalist system.

Un I i ke the underconsumpt ion theor i sts, l,larx avo ids--and rej ects--the

premise that consumption in some sense rrleadsrrproduction. There is no

necessary 'rleader-fol ìowerrr relationshi p between the two departments of

production. He simi larly rejects the notion, impl icit in

underconsumption theory, that the total demand for means of production

wi I ì arise from Department I l; this is obviously wrong since Department

I also requires new I'capital-goodsrr for both simple reproduction (given
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depreciation of fixed capi tal and depletion of materiaì stocks) and for

expanded reproduction (new fixed capital formation and expansion of

material stocks) . Finally, ltlarx rejects the notion that capita'l ist
product i on i s product i on to meet effect ¡ ve consumer demand; rather , the

driving force of accumulation is the search for profits and surplus-

profits. The real ization of surplus-profits, in particular, involves

the search for investment and marketing opportunities that b/ill permit a

higher than average rate of return on invested capital. The sale of

commodi ties to a 'rthi rd market'r wi I I undoubtedly enhance the

opportunities for surplus-profit realization, but it is not the only way

to achieve this goaì. Further, as Bukharin convincingly demonstrated,

the existence of a third market is by no means necessary to assure

departmental proportional i ty and expanded reproduction.

ln his excellent survey of the Luxemburg/Bukharin controversy, Ken

Tarbuck points to the key weakness of Luxemburgrs theory:

I n her cont i nuous search f or rrmot ivesrr that dr ive the
capi tal i sts to accumuì ate, Luxemburg gets bogged down i n a
ciesperate search for markets. in so doing she misses one of
the vital elements that l.larx incorporated in his assumption of
a closed capital ist society, namely that if one assumes that
al ì surplus-value is real ized (¡.e. that al I goods are sold) ,
then the search for markets can only become expl icable in
terms of the search for greater profits. ln turn, this search
for greater profits hinges upon the law of tendency of the
dec I ine in the rate of prof it, to wh ich lilarx attr ibutes the
real cause of crises, not a lack of effective demand.(1972;33)

l,/h i le Luxemburg' s cr i t ique of ltlarx and her underconsumpt ion i st theory

of crisis were skewed in a number of important respects, she

neverthe I ess produced a number of i mpor tant i ns i gh ts wor thy of

integration into l'larxist crisis theory and the theory of imperialism.

This is so precisely because underconsumption phenomena have an
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on the conditions which constitute the immediate

economic crisis, as wi I I be discussed in thesource of cap i ta I i st

following chapter.ro

l.! THE RATE 0F pRoF tT ANp THE TRANSFoRT4ATt0N pRoBLEt4

It was noted earlier that l'larx was careful in Capital l_ to

distinguish between the concept of rrvalue'r and the concept of 'rexchange-

vaìue.rr At the most general level, the necessity for this distinction

ar i ses from the fact that exchange-val ue i s merel y the form of

appearance of value , a form moreover which systematicaì ly diverges (in

individual commodities) from its content. what does this mean

concretely? lt means that the value "embodiedrr in an individual

commodity is not the immediate determinant of its price (i.e. its

exchange-value). At first glance, this proposition would appear to

contradict a central tenet of Harx's law of value, namely that

commodities exchange with one another in proportion to the amount of

abstract, sociai iy-necessary labor time contained in them. Beginning

with Bohm-Bawerk, this perceived lcontradictionrt has been the starting

point for many critics' attempts to tar l,larxrs value theory with the

brush of logical inconsistency. What these critics have in common is

their failure (or refusal) to recognize that any theory which attempts

to apprehend a concrete real ity must take account of the contradictions

intrinsic to that real ity. l,lethodological ly, this is of extreme

importance; for it poses the question: Should theory reflect and attempt

For additional discussion of l{arxrs reproduction schema
topics, see Tarbuck, 1972¡ llandel, l98la; Shaikh,
Rosdol sky, 1977 .

and rel ated
ì 978a; and

IO
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to explain the contradictions which exist in real ity, or shouìd theory

conform to the ruìes of a logicaì parlor game in whichrrcontradictionsrl

are banished from thought and from the objects of thought?

The apparent contradiction in Harxrs theory which his critics have

been so quick to seize upon corresponds to the contradictory operation

of the law of value itself, i.e. to the real workings of the capítalist

economy. This is not to say that the law of value does not possess a

logic; it certainly does. However its logic is the loqic of the

concrete' which means that í ts operations are governed by material

processes which are constantly in fìux and which exist in changing

relationships to one another. The law of value describes a totaì ity
(capitalism), the constituent elements of that totality (capital, labor,

profits, wages, etc.), and the conflict between these elements which

determines changes both in the parts and in the whole.

Wíth this in mind, it is not possible to reduce the Iaw of value to a

sinqle principle like therrexchange of equivalents,rr when its function

is to reguiaie in the concrete (anci appreheno in theory) an ensemble of

socio-economic processes. For this reason, it is necessary to recognize

that the I'principlest' underlying the law of value are neither discrete

nor insular, but interactive. By interacting with one anorther in a

determinate fashion, they give a concrete expression to the law of

valuers operations. The successive transformation of the forms of

value--abstract labor embodied in individual commodities, prices of

production relating costs of production to the general rate of profi t,
and market price relating the latter to ephemeral market and monetary

conditions--is entirely comprehensible in terms of the theory of value,
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since that theory takes account in its finished form of the totality of

processes determ i n i ng the exchange of commod ¡ t i es .

ln this section, the tendency of the rate of profit to equalize will

be discussed as a subsidiary law of the law of value and as the key

determinant of the' most controversial transformation of the vaìue-form

taken up by l'larx: the transformation of value into príces of production.

The Equa I i zat i on of the Rate of Prof i t

ln Capital lll' l'larx moves beyond the concept of capital-in-general

(which is useful in the analysis of the capital/labor relation and in

the discussion of simple and expanded reproduction) to the concrete

phenomenon of "many capitals.'r This theoretical shift is a necessary

step in l'larxrs ascent f rom the abstract to the concrete; it involves the

appl ication of what has been learned through the analysis of the

aggregate' macro-economi c categor i es (totaì val ue produced and i ts

constituent categories of constant capital, variable capital, and

surpius-vaìue; the sociaì capi tal in i ts relationship to the labor

capacity of the total workforce) to the analysis of the distribution of

the social product, not only between capi tal and labor, but among

i ndividual capi tal s as wel ì . I n the concrete, "capi tal exi sts and can

only exist as many capitalsrr and consequently "...competition is nothing

but the inner nature of capital, its essential character, appearing and

realized as the interaction of many capitals on one another...',(l,larx

1973i316-317)

The real interactions (competition) that occur between capitals

underl ines the fact that al I capitals are not rtcreated equalr'; they do
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not face un¡form prospects for an accretion to their value. ln the real

world, individual capitals enjoy different profit margins and different

rates of profit owing to a multitude of factors. lt is in the nature of

capital, however, to seek out the most favorable conditions for

valorization. To seek out these conditions, capital must be capable of

mobi I ity: it must be capable of moving from a sector of the economy

where prof i ts are be I ow average to a sector where they are above

average. Natural ìy, there are obstacles to this mobi I i ty. For exampìe,

capital is oftenrrtied up" in a f ixed form (machinery, building

structures) and is not aìways easily transformed into the money form in

which it can be reinvested in a different (more profitable) industrial

branch. Capital mobility is therefore never perfect in a real capitalist
economy.

to make i t

However, it obviously occurs frequently and massively enough

an extremely important factor in the operations of such an

economy. The mobility of capital, in fact, constitutes the principal

factor underlying the tendency of the rate of profit to equalize:

(i)t is the fiux and refiux of capi
branches of production, from those with
to those wi th h i gher rates of prof i t,
force beh i nd equa I i zat i on of the rate o
and reflux of capital between different
is indeed the main way in which capital
occurs in actual life, i.e. as an uneven
never growing at exactly the same rhyt
span of time. Equal ization of the r
presupposes thei r relative i nequal i ty.

tal between different
ìower rates of profit
which is the driving

f profit. This fìux
branches of production
accumulation (growth)
@,å, all branches

hm and over the same
ate of profit indeed
It is a process which

constantly real izes itself by negating itself. (llandeì,
I 98 r ;20)

The tendency for the rate of profit to equalize is the mechanism for

the creation of a general or uniform rate of profit, which plays an

extremely important role in the formation of what f,tarx called unifonn

pr i ces of product i on. Pr i ces of product i on, as al ready noted,
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form of value, a form which is determined by

the logic of t

as a rule c

product i on;

redistribution -va I ue , which results from the (tendential)

formation of a uniform rate of profit. lndividual capitaìs, again as a

rule, do not appropriate directìy the surplus-value produced by their

own workers; rather the appropriation of surplus-vaìue is a process of

col lective class exploitation, the distribution of the aggregate

surplus-value among capitals being determined by inter-capital ist
competition in the market. lndividual capital ists real ize surpìus-value

in the form of profit (profit of enterprise, rent and interest). þJhile

at the aggregate social level total profit must equal total surplus-

value (and total commodi ty values must equal total prices of

production), the differing conditions of production of individual

commodities mean that 'r(profit) operates directly as a constituent of
!L- 

-.-! --Lfìe re or commoqtrres anq onty utï,tmaEety as a constttuent or their

value.r' (lutage 1963;7\-7Ð Price refers to the exchanqe-value of

individual commodi ties, whereas value refers to the agqreqate (social)

processes in which individual prices are formed. Surplus-value must be

produced before it can be distributed in its profit form to individual

capitals; and the magnitude of this surplus-value is entirely dependent

on the total number of hours worked in a capital ist society, at the

socially average rate of exploitation.

However, concrete individual capi tals have, as we have seen, varying

compositions (different ratios of dead to living labor); and even though

he ìaw of vaìue itself. lndividual commodity values do not

orrespond identical ly to their individual prices of

and this is so precisely because of the phenomenon of

of suro I u
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the variable portion of the capital is solely responsible for the

valorization of the total capital, it is obviousìy not the case that

those branches of industry which devote a greater portion of their

capital to the acquisition of labor-power than to investment in constant

capital items real ize more surplus-value than those which are more

r¡capital-intensive." lnstead, a portion of the aggregate surplus-value

becomes a constituent of the price of individual commodities in the form

of profit and in proportion to the capital invested in their production:

The various different capitals here are in the position of
shareholders in a joint-stock company, in which the dividends
are evenly di str ibuted for each ì00 uni ts, and hence are
distinguished¡ âS far as the individual capital ists are
concerned, only according to the size of the capital that each
of them has put into the common enterprise, according to his
relative participation in this common enterprise, according to
the number of his shares. (l4arx l98tbi 258)

The tendency i s therefore for the capi tal i st to recei ve as an

increment to his invested capitaì, not the surplus-value which his own

workers have produced, but the profit which is his due in accordance

with the general rate of profit caìculated on his capital investment.

Accordingly, the price of production is calculated as the sum of cost

price (the value of the constant capital and variabte capital consumed

per unit output) and average profit, or Pr=C*V+P. The divergence between

the value and the price of individual commodities is resolved only at

the macro-economic ìevel, where total prices are held by I'tarx to equal

total surplus-value:

(f)ne sum of prices of production for the commodities produced
in society as a whole--taking the total ity of aì I branches of
production--is equal to the sum of all their values.(¡U¡d;259)
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The Transformation Problem

Although l'Tarx provides no mathematical formula for the transformation

of value(s) into prices of production, he attcmpted to i I lustrate the

transformation with an example involving five unrelated capitals

operating at a uniform rate of profit and a uniform rate of surplus-

value, but with different organic compositions (in this case, different

ratios of constant to variable capitaì) . llarxts i ì lustration ends with

the conclusion that total value equals total prices of production (i.e.

negative deviations of value from price are cancel ted out by positive

deviations) and total profit equals totaì surplus-value. This

i I lustration sustains the theoretical formula for the transformation

process g iven by f,larx:

When a capital ist sel Is his commodities at their price of
production, he recovers money in proportion to the value of
the capitaì consumed in their production and secures profit in
proportion to his advanced capital as the al iquot part in the
total social capital. (lgZ8;159)

Harxrs solution to the transformation probìem has been the subject of

considerable and unrelenting criticism. lt has been rejected by critics

as well as sympathizers of his theory of value; and it has been defended

in more ways than the critics have found to attack it. The classical

f ormu I at ion f or the cr i t ique of l'tarx's so lut ion was f urn i shed by the

Ricardian economist Von Bortkiewicz, and popularized by Paul Sweezy. The

core of the argument is as follows:

ln llarxrs price scheme the capital ists' outlays on constant
and variable capital are left exactly as they h,ere in the
value scheme; ¡n other words, the constant capital and the
variable capi tal used in production are sti I I expressed in
val ue terms. (Sweezy 1968; I l5)
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Thus, llarx' s formu I a for the transformat i on of the va I ue of a

commodity, c*v*s, into its price of production, c*v*p, al lows for the

transformation of s into p, but leaves c and v (the cost price)

unchanged. This poses no problem if it is assumed that the organic

composition of capital is invariant between departments of production.

But once this assumption is dropped, it is alleged that ltlarx's solution

to the transformation problem becomes i ncompatible wi th the condi tions

of simple reproduction which he establ ished in Capital I l.

To i I lustrate this, Sweezy divides the economy into three departments

of production with different organic compositions of capital: the first

producing means of production, the second producing consumer goods for

the workers (wage-goods), and the third producing consumer goods for the

capitalists (luxury goods) . When l'larxrs transformation procedure is

applied to this modeì, it is discovered that a discrepancy arises

between the quantity of I'constant capitalil produced in Department I and

the total quantity of constant capital consumed in production.rr A

simi iar discrepancy arises with respect to the variable capital produced

and consumed. lt folìows that in general (i.e. assuming variance in

organic compositions between departments) I'larx's solution to the

transformation problem is inconsistent with an equi ì ibrium model of

simple reproduction.

Sweezy's "correct i onil of l4arxrs transformat i on procedure, wh i ch

amounts to applying the general rate of profit to c and v as well as to

s' resul ts i n a d i rect correspondence between the output of each

rr lt should be noted that Department I does not produce constant
capi tal, but some of the elements exchanqed wi th constant capi tal
i.e. means of production--machinery, rau/ materials, energy,etc.
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department (expressed in price terms) and the income of each department

(also expressed in price terms). As Sweezy puts it,

The output of Department I equals the constant capitaì used
up; the production of Department ll equals wages paid out; and
the output of Department I I I is sufficient to absorb the total
surpìus-value accruing to the capital ists. (ibid;.l20)

ln passing, it should be noted that the Sweezy rrcorrectionil of I'larx

entai ls a rrtransformationrr in the whole nature of the problematic which

concerned f'larx. lle no longer have the transf ormat i on of va ì ue i nto

prices of production, but the transformation of prices... into prices of

production! Nevertheless, the Sweezy model appears to start from l,larxts

value scheme, and results in a solution in which total value equals

total prices and the conditions of simple reproduction are maintained.

But Sweezy does not stop with th is rtcorrectedtr vers ion of l,larxrs

solution. He proceeds to present Von Bortkiewicz's al ternative solution

which involves a deviation of total value from total prices as a

necessary consequence of the fact that the go I d i ndustry (wh i ch

Bortkiewicz situates in Dapartment I I l) is I ikely to have an organic

composition different from the social average. Sweezy's "correctedrl

version of l'larxrs transformatíon is now regarded as a I'speciaì case"

which assumes that the price and value of gold will be equal. Following

Bortkiewicz, Sweezy takes this assumpt¡on to be unurarranted, using an

example where the price of gold is less than its value owing to a

relatively low organic composition in the gold industry. The

impl ications of this are explained by Sweezy as fol lows:

(l)f all other commodities are expressed in gold fithe "money-
commodity"--14.S.], their totaì price must be less than their
total value. This can be pr.rt otherwise as follows: since ex
hypothesi the price and the value of a unit of gold are both
numerical ly equal to one, the fact that its price is rrhigher"
than its value can be expressed only by the fact that the
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average pr¡ce of aìl other commodities is lower than their
average value... The same reasoning appl ies, mutatis
mutandis, to the case where the organic composition of capital
in the gold industry is relatively low. ln this case total
price will be greater than totaì value....Since in this case
the organic composition of capital in the gold industry was
relatively low, the transformation from value to price
resu I ted i n a tota I pr i ce greater than tota I

value. (i¡¡d; t2t -122)

Thus, the Bortkiewicz/Sweezy alternative solution restores the

conditions of simple reproduction (equi I ibrium), al ìows for the identity

of totaì surplus-value and total profit, but permits total value to

deviate from total prices. The solution rests on a model which makes the

following basic assumptions: a) that the unit of account for both value

and price is money (goìd); b) that the price of gold (money) can deviate

from its value, owing to an organic compos¡tion of capital in the gold

industry which diverges from the sociaì average; c) that total value and

total prices are equal in Department I I l; d) that the variation between

goldrs value and price systematically alters the purchasing power of

gold (money) such that the average price of all other commodities wilì

be higher or iower than their average value.

It will be shown later that the B/S model deals w¡th a number of

prob I ems that l'larx regarded as extraneous to the transf ormat ion of va I ue

into prices of production, and that the way these problems are handled

is in open contradiction to l4arx's theory of money in any case. However

i t cannot be den i ed that the B/S cr i t ique of l,larx has exerted a powerf u I

influence, and that their alternativerrsolution"--in its most general

form-- has been adopted by many others who reject many of the specific

assumptions of their model. "simultaneous valuation' and a three

department model have been the most common devices used by those seeking
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l'loreover, it has been

model which accepts the

c and v along with s must

value and total prices of

generally accepted that g¡y three department

need to simultaneously transform the value of

lead to a discrepancy either between total

production or between total surplus-value and total prof i t.

aware of the supposedI'lost of l4arxrs cr i t ics contend that he was wel I

incons¡stency in his transformation procedure, yet failed to draw the

appropriate conclusions. This contention rel ies on the fol lowing passage

from ilarx's discussion of prices of production:

It was original ly assumed that the cost price of a commodity
equalled the value of the commodities consumed in its
production. But for the buyer of a commodity, it is the price
of production that constitutes its cost price, and can thus
enter into forming the price of another commodity. As the
price of production of a commodity can diverge from its vaìue,
so the cost price of a commodity, in which the price of
production of other commodities is involved, can aìso stand
above or below the portion of its total vaìue that is formed
by the value of the means of production going into it. lt is
necessary to bear in mind this modified significance of cost
pr i ce, and therefore to bear i n mí nd too that i f the cost
price of a commodity is equated with the Velqe of the means of
production used up in produc ing it, ¡t lfarwãÏrEsElffi to
go wrong. (i98¡¡; 26k-265--emphasis acrded)

When l'larx states that it is possible to go brrong when cost price is

equated with the value of means of production consumed, it would appear

that he is contradicting what he says in his transformation formula,

namely that " (the capital ist) recovers money in proportion to the value

of the capital consumed...rr However I'lage emphasizes the point that 'rthe

value of the means of production consumed" and'rthe value of the capital

consumed'r are not interchangable formulations. Capital is not reducible

to th i ngs, i e means of production¡ and hence the value of the capital

consumed is not necessari ly the same as the value of the means of
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by the

passage in l'larx immediateìy f ol lowing the one quoted above:

The cost price of the commodity is a given precondition
ndependent of his, the capital istrs production, whi le the

result of his production is a commodity that contains surpìus-
value, and therefore an excess value over and above its cost
pr i ce. (¡ O¡d;265--emphas i s added)

ln other words, inasmuch as it is the value of the capital exchanged

with the input commodities (means of production and labor-power) that is

consumed in the production of a new commodity, the value expression of

cost price takes into account the status of means of production as

commodities subject to the transformation process. The input commodities

have already been valuated in accordance with the general rate of

profit, and they have been exchanged on this basis with a magnitude of

capital representing a def inite amount of value. As l'lage puts it:
The difference between the value created by its production and
its price of production has alreadv been transferred to other
capital ists through the averaS" =t" of prof ¡t....Accordingly,
in the l.larxian formulas c*v*s and c*v*p, c and v are indeed
va I ue express i ons : they express the va I ue of the cap i ta I
consumed. (lge¡t243)

l'landel makes a s imi lar point, start ing with a f urther quote f rom

f'larx:

(A) genu i ne change i n the genera I rate of prof i t, one not
simply brought about by exceptional economic events, ¡s the
final outcome of a whole series of protracted osci I lations,
which reguire a good deal of time before they are consolidated
and balanced out to produce a change in the general rate. ln
a I I per i ods shor ter than th i s , therefore, and even then
leaving aside fluctuations in market prices t â change in
prices of production is always explained prima facie by an
actual change in commodity values, i.e. by a change in the
tota I sum of ì abour-t i me needed to produce the
commodi ties. (op.ci t. ;266-'emphasi s added)

The a:ssumption that the g4 general rate of profit appl ies to the

to thecalculation of the prices of production of input commodities as
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prices of production of the commodities representing final output leads

to l.landel rs point that rrinputs in current cycìes of production are gþþ,

which are given at the start of that cycle, and do not have a feedback

effect on the equalization of the rate of profit in various branches of

production during that cycle." (l98lb;23) l.loreover l'landel argues

convincingly that this is by no means an arbitrary assumption, but

corresponds closeìy to the concrete operations of capital in a given

timespan. l,landel differs with l'lage, however, when he states that inputs

'rare I ikewise calculated in prices of production and not in value,rr and

that this fact eliminates the apparent inconsistency in l,larxrs

transformation procedure. But this immediately poses the fol lowing

question: Who is it thatrrcalculates'r these inputs in terms of prices of

production--the capitalist, who buys them at market prices, not at their

prices of production; or the theorist, who thereby assumes the identity

of value and prices of production for input commodities? The answer of

course ¡s that the former does not carry out any such calculation, and

the latter can make no such arbitrary assumption. The only way of

resolving the apparent contradiction in llarxrs argument is to recognize

with llage thatrrcost price'r is a value expression of the money capital

exchanged for inputs and subsequently consumed in production.

The arguments cited from l'lage and l'landel go a long way to debunk the

traditional criticism of I'larxrs solution to the transformation problem

as propounded by Bortkiewicz and Sweezy. They do so primari ly by

exposing the elementary misunderstandings, together with the formal ist

methodology, which inform this criticism, demonstrating in particuìar

that l.larx' s argument conta i ns no i nterna I i ncons i stency.
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Nonetheless a series of other problems deserve closer scrut¡ny. For

even if one accepts that there is a valid theoretical rationale for not

simuìtaneously transforming cost price and surplus-vaìue, the fact

remains that the B/S model appears to demonstrate the incompatibil ity of

I'larx's transf ormation procedure with his schema of simpìe reproduction.

This objection has been met with a range of responses, some emphasizing

issues of 'rquaì itative methodoìogyrr and theory, others attempting to

meet the Ricardian foe on a common terrain of formal mathematical

models.r2

Let us recall the specific characteristics of the model into which

B/S cast l'larxrs transformation procedure and their own aìternative

procedure. First' this model involves the existence of three departments

of production, not the two specif ied by l,larx in his simple and expanded

reproduction schemas of Capitaì I l. Second, the model assumes that the

organic compositions of capital prevailing in the three departments will
be unequal (wit¡r Department I having the highest organic composition,

Department I I the lowest, and Department I I I in between). Third, the

model allows no variance between the aggregate prices of production and

the aggregate value of the luxury goods produced in Department I I l.
Fourth, the model identif ies l'larxrs concept of price of production with

market price, and takes money (gold) as the unit of measure for both

value and price. Further, the deviation of the money commodity's price

One theor ist, Pierre salama, has not only exposed the arbi trary
quality of the B/s model; he has also revealed that it contains an
internal inconsistency of its ownr Fêlating to the fact that "in the
aggregate of Department l, those means of production which are
exclusively used for the product¡on of commodities in Department I I I

wil I have a different status.tr (l'landel l98lb;29--referring to
Salamals argument in Sur La Valeur, Paris, l97F;16\)

L2
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from its value accounts for the deviation of total value from total

prices, and therefore for the identity of total surpìus-value with total

profit. F¡fth, the model attempts to establ ish a theoretical space into

which the problem of simple reproduction (relating to the turnover of

the total social capital) encounters the problem of the transformation

of value into prices of production (which relates to the interaction of

many cap i ta I s) .

The great diversity of responses to this model has been occasioned by

the fact that there are grounds for questioning al I of these

characteristics of the B/S scheme. Vlhat fol lows is a survey of these

resPonses.

First, is there a theoretical justification for a three department

modeì of simple reproduction? The ansbrer is yes. There are nevertheless

real d¡fficulties with the way in which B/S conceptual ize Department

I I l. ln the first place, they do not distinguish between capital istsl

means of consumption ('tluxuriesr') on the one hand and gold as a means of

circulation on the other. ln Cap i ta I l_!, f'larx treats i ndustr i es wh i ch

produce luxury goods as a sub-department of Department I l. He also

discusses the possibility of separating out the gold industry as a

distinct department of production because of the special nature of the

money-commodity. But this too poses certain difficulties inasmuch as

gold is used not only as a money-commodity, but also as a raw material

in the production of goods in both Department I and Department I l.

Horeover f'lage argues that once currency is made inconvertible the gold

industry as a whole retreats to the status of only one industrial branch

among many, with an indeterminatg departmental classification.
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Department lll is a useful conceptual device for distinguishing the

circuit of capital from the circuit of capital ist revenue. The Iatter

circuit describes a flow of surplus-value which is not used for new

investment (capital accumulation) but for the purchase by capital ists of

a wide variety of consumer goods and services (luxury items among them).

Accordingly, capitalist personal revenue represents a flow of surplus-

value which falls outside the circuit of capital and which has a speciaì

status in the process of expanded reproduction.

But whi le Department I I I has its conceptuaì uses, it is hardly

accidental that l'larx failed to include it in his reproduction schemas.

Capitalist personal revenue finds its way not only into the luxury goods

sector, but into the wage-goods sector as weìl; and the relationship of

this personaì revenue to the money commodity, gold, as g cost of

circulation, is certainly not at al I clear. lndeed, what is the

justification for classifying the gold industry as part of Department

I I l? ls the money-commodity a I'luxury itemr'? Here we enter very

content i ous ter r i tory concern i ng the theoret i ca I treatment of the

circulation costs of which 'rgold and silver as money-commoditiesr'(l,larx)

are a part. lt has been common to treat these unproductive, though

socially necessary' circulation costs as a kind of luxury expenditure on

the part of the capitalist class as a whole. lt will be a major concern

of this thesis to call this interpretation of l'larxts meaning into

question [see chapter Four below]. ln any case, it is unequivocally

clear that there are major d¡fficulties with treating the gold industry

in toto as exclusivel y a branch of Department I I l; and this in itself

casts serious doubt on the significance of the gold industry's specífic

organic composition for interdepartmental equi I ibrium.
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This Iast point reìates directly to the second characteristic of the

B/s model: the arbitrary inequality of organic compositions along

depa r tmenta I I i nes. This problem becomes somewhat plainer if we

dispense with the premise of a three-department economy (granting that

the precise nature of Department I I I is not clear) and consider a two

sector model.

It will be recalled that B,/S assert the incompatibil ity of I'larxts

transformation procedure with the conditions of simple reproduction in a

model in which organic compositions diverge not only between individual

capitals, but between departments of orod ct i on. Thus, the assumpt i on

of interdepartmentaì divergence of organic compositions is essential to

their whole argument. Yet this assumption is probably more arbitrary

than the assumption of equaì organic compositions between departments,

as both Garcia (197Ð and f'lage have argued. l4age argues as follows:

(f) o assert the ex i stence of a charact eristic difference
between the organic composi tions in Departments I and I I

involves the impl ici t assumption of a substantial correlation,
positive or negative, between organic composition in an
incìustry anci the percentage of its output soìd to ind ividual
final consumers. The existence in real ity of such a
correlation is most improbable, since it is evident that even
among industries entireìy wîthin Department I there are to be
found whole groups with relatively labor-intensive technoìogy
(machine-tool production, for instance), ?longside extremeìy
capital-intensive sections I ike primary metal lurgy. There is
thus every reason to make the opposite assumption, that of a
zero correlation between organic composi tion and departmental
classif ication. (1963;238)

I'lage nevertheless grants the theoretical poss¡bi I ity of

undertakes to prove that in a two department modeì f'larxrs transformation

procedure is consistent with simple reproduction provided

organic compositions between Departments I and I l, and

d i fferent

ther efor e

that cost-

The resul tprice is identified with the value of the capital consumed.
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of l'lagers mathematical model is a solution to the transformation problem

in which total prices of production equal total values and the

conditions of simple reproduction are maintained. (see ltlage 1963;2\3-2\5)

The third controversial characteristic of the B/S model is that ¡t
permits no variance between the prices of production and the value of

the luxury goods produced in Department lll (in aggregate). J.

Winternitz (l9t+8) contends that this is an entirely arbitrary

assumption, inconsistent with llarxist theory and resulting in an

artificiaì deviation of total value from total price. lnstead of holding

value and price invariant in Department I I l, [,linternitz holds total

value and total price invariant, proceeding with the transformation on

this basis. Thus, Winternitz does not question the B/S assumption that

cost-price must be transformed; he simply imposes on their model a

different variance postuìate. The resuìt is that total profit diverges

from total surplus-value.

The problem with winternitzrs solution is that it shares the

essential theoretical assumption of the model it attempts to refute. At

the same time, it is just as vulnerable to the accusation of being

arbitrary as the B/S solution. ln this connection, Setonrs observation

is particularly apt:

There does not seem to be an objective basis for choosing any
particular variance postulate in preference to al I the others,
and to that extent the transformation probìem may be said to
fal I short of complete determinacy. (1957 il53)

winternitzrs solution has nevertheless opened up a new field of

theoretical inquiry. lf the conservation of value through exchange is

accepted, how is it possible to explain, at the same time, a deviation

between total surplus-value and total profit? The most original response

to this question has been provided by Anwar Shaikh:
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To the extent that price-value deviations give rise to
transfers between the circuit of capital and the circuit of
capi tal i st revenue, these transfers wi I I mani fest themselves
as differences between actual profit and direct profits
[monetized expression of surplus-value--11.S.]. (1981;286)

Shaikh's argument is supported by a quotation from Harx: I'This

phenomenon of conversion of capital into revenue should be noted,

because it creates the illusion that the amount of prof it grows (or in
the oppos i te case decreases) i ndependent I y of the amount of surpl us-

value." (i¡iu;286) ln shaikh's words, "profit...depends not only on the

mass of surplus-vaìue but also on its specific mode of

ci rcuI at ion. " (ibid; 286)

The fourth character i st i c of the B/s mode I concerns the

identification of price of production with market price and the

possibi I ity of a deviation between the value and price of gold (as

money). Bortkiewicz argues that: I'without paying the slightest regard

to the conditions of production of the good serving to measure value and

prices, l'larx simply asserts in generaì terms that total price eguals

total value.i'(.l952;ll) ln making this statement, Bortkiewicz

demonstrates that he has not paid the rrsl ightest regardrr ei ther to

l'larxrs theory of money or to l,larxrs expl ic it statement that wi th respect

to the transformation problem'rwe are not referring...to a mere change

in the monetary expression of values." (1981bi266) Nor has Bortkiewicz

understood in this connection that the problem does not concern the

transformat¡on of value into market prices, but their transformation

into prices of production, a category which constitutes an intermediate

link in the overall analysis.ls

r3 The Ricardian presuppositions of the B/S model are nowhere more clear
than in its treatment of money. I.Jhen Bortkiewicz allows for the
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The final controversial aspect of the B/S model concerns the problem

of directly relating llarx's transformation procedure to the process of

simple reproduction. Some aspects of this question were taken up in the

last point. Prices of production are not iltangible" phenomena which

directly regulate social reproduction. ln the reaì worìd, market

pr i ces--wh i ch are subj ect to fur ther determ i nat i ons beyond the

production-price form--give concrete definition to the movement of

reproduction (which, needless to say, never takes the concrete form of

simple reproduction). A fresh source of determination bearing on the

market-price form of value is inherent in the contradiction between use-

value and exchange-vaìue. sweezy fai led to understand this point,

interpreting flarx once again through a Ricardian lens and maintaining

that use-value is not a significant economic category in flarx¡s system.

Its I'significancerrrhowever, is most clear in l,larx's treatment of the

problem of reproduction, where the contradiction between use-vaìue and

exchange-value finds expression in the relationship between the

structure of ciemand and the structure of production (suppìy), the latter

possibi I ity of the price of gold to be greater (or less) than its
value (due to an organic composit¡on in the gold industry that is
unequaì to the social average), he is talking utter nonsense in
l'larxrs terms. Gold, as money, is valuerrin itselfrrranrrinstrinsic
vaìue,rr the measure of abstract human labor. As I'larx says,rrThe
relative vaìue of money îs expressed in the innumerable prices of all
commodities; for in each of these prices in which the exchange-values
of the commodity is expressed in money, the exchange-value of money
is expressed in the use-value of the commodity. There can therefore
be no talk of a rise or a fall in the price of money....But Ricardo
actually maintains that, for instance, the price of money in terms of
cotton has risen or the price of cotton in terms of money has fallen,
because the relative value of money has risen aga¡nst'lhat of cotton
while it has retained the same value as against clothes or wheat.
Thus the two are measured wi th unequa I measure. " (TSV I I , 1975;
201-202) see Yaf f e, 1971i and l'landel, 198ìb for a further discussion
of the monetary confusion in the B/S model.
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seeking to anticipate --and never with perfect success--the precise

contours of the former.r4

The general conclusion which emerges from the foregoing discussion is

not that f'larxr s so I ut i on to the transf ormat i on prob I em poses no

difficulties, but that the traditional critique--centered on llarx¡s

'rfai lurerr to transform inputs-- points to no necessary inconsistency in

his overalì theory. To the contrary, it has been shown that it is his

critics who violate, if not the rules of mathematics, then certainìy the

rul es of theoret i ca I r i gor.

The Value Rate of

A somewhat

transformat¡on pr

by the neo-Ricard

The central
i nput pr i ces
i ncons i stent

treatment
rCapitall

Steeciman bases his objeciion on the fact that ther¡signif icant¡¡ rate

of profit in a real capital ist economy is the "money ratet and not the

r¡va ì ue rater¡ : rr [l'larx] assumes that s/ (c+v) i s the rate of prof ¡ t but

derives the result that prices diverge from values, which means

precisely, in general, that s/(c+v) is not the rate of profit."(ibid;31)

Ia sweezy incorrectIy states that "llarx excìuded use value (or, as ¡t
now would be cal led, 'uti I i tyr) from the field of investigation ofpolitical economy on the ground that it does not directly embody a
social relation.rr (1968;26) see Roman Rosdolsky's excel ìent

Prof i t and the Pr i ce Rate of Prof i t

d if f erent cr i t íc ism of l'larx, rel at ing to the

oblem but with broader implications, has been developed

ian economist lan Steedman:

objection [to t'larx's solution] is that, even if
are transformed, llarx's solution is internal ly

. (1981;29)

of the rrprob I em of use-va I uerr i n The llak i no of l,larx r s
(1977t73-9Ð.
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Steedman considers aì ì value calculations to be redundant and

meaningless. The rates of prof it, \^rhich in.the reaì wor'ld determine the

movements of capital between branches of inclustry, êVince a tendency to

equal ization, and through this consti tute a general rate of profi t, are

money rates (i.e. rates calculated in price terms). Accordingìy, it
makes no sense to say that there is a general value rate of profit which

plays a role in the formation of uniform prices of production.

steedman's argument is superficial and inconsistent. lt is

superficial because it fai ls to recognize that the substance of profit
(money profit) is surplus-value and that the magnitude of surplus-value

places definite I imits on the magnitude of profit. The fact that the

process of ci rculation might permi t the magni tude of surplus-value to

d i verge f rom the magn i tude of prof i t does not mean that prof i t
originates in circulation; profit is nothing more than a transformed

form of surplus-value, distributed in the process of circulation among

individual capitals according to their share in the total social

--- 
? !- I'-dp¡Lar. rne stgntrtcance o1 Ene vatue rate of profit is that ¡t

estabì ishes the axis from which the price rate of profit devolves. The

discrepancy that may exist between the thro is attr¡butable to turo

factors:

F i rst, ¡ t depends on t,he extent to wh i ch the pr i ces of
capital istsr articles of consumption deviate from the value of
these articles... And second, it depends on the extent to
which surplus-value is consumed by capital ists as
revenue--that is, on the distribution of surplus-value between
capi rat and revenue. (Shai kh t98t i287)

But the complicating factors bound up with the process of circulation do

not obviate therrsigníficancerrof the value rate of profit, any more

than a wind blowing a leaf upwards obviates the significance of the law

of gravity. As Shaikh puts it:
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(l) n the relatively autonomous mirror of circulation, the
transformed rate of profit appears as a displaced image of the
value rate of profit, essential ly the same in determination
but somewhat different in magnitude....The variations in the
form of value are...conditicned and ìimited by the very
structure of value itself. (¡bid;290)

Steedmanrs argument is also inconsistent inasmuch as he commits the

same rrerroril that he attr ibutes to l'1arx. I f the va lue rate of prof i t is

a meaningless and insignificant abstrãction with no bearing on the

concrete 'rdecisions¡r of real capital ists, then the same thing can be

said about the uniform money rate of profit so integral to Steedmanrs

Sraffian model. capital ists in the real world do not rrcalculate" a

uniform rate of profit and on this basis determine the price of their

commoditiesi the uniform rate of profit (which is aìways a tendency,

never a permanent real ity) operates behind their backs, imposinq on them

certain decisions pertaining to price sett¡ng, profit tmark-up' and

capital investment. Thus, steedmanrs rrrealismil is simply a cover for his

ovún'rarbitraryrr theoreticaì presuppositions. Apparently, the use of

theoretical abstraction is permissible in his able hands, but

impermissible in the hands of I'tarx and those who continue to see the

impor tance of l{arx ' s va I ue ana I ys i s .

I .5 SUI4|4ARY 0F CHAPTER oNE

This chapter has sought to introduce and explain the basic conceptual

structure of I'larxrs theoretical system, the theoret¡cal categories

corresponding to it, and the llarxist understanding of the law of value,

No attempt has been made to deal with aìl of the objections that have

been levelled against llarx's theor¡'. However the principal objection-to

f'larx' s theory of va lue, concern i ng the supposed i ncompat ib ¡ I i ty between
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his Capital I and Capital I I I treatments of this issue, has been met

through a d i scuss i on of the controversy surround i ng the I'transformat i on

problem.rr We are now in a position to summarize the essential features

of the law of vaìue, upon which l'larxrs theory of crisis and the law of

the tendency of the rate of profit to fall are founded.

The Iaw of value in its ful ly developed capital ist form encompasses

an ensemble of laws which together determine the fundamentaì dynamic and

historical motion of the capitalist mode of production. lt both subsumes

and lends a specifical ly capitaì ist form to general historical laws

common to all modes of production (the necessity of a social division of

labor; the imperative to deveìop the forces of production in order to

secure the conditions of human existence; etc.). At the same time, the

law of value generates a number of subsidiary laws which are peculiar to

the capitalist mode of production (ttre law of the tendency of the rate

of prof¡t to equalize and, as we shall see, the tendency of the rate of

profit to fall). The operation of the law of value therefore finds

manifoìci expressions in capitaìisi societies anci comes to cietermine much

of what is essentiaì to human activity within them. The followíng three

points summarize the most sal ient features (functions) of the law of

value in a society where commodity production has become generaìized:

1. The law of value determines the al location of the total social

labor (t iving and objectified) in the production of specific

commoditiesr or groups of commodities, and thereby constitutes

the capitalist mode of articulating a social division of labor in

the production of use-values.
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The law of value governs the rate of exchange between commodities

by imposing two basic principles on the exchange reìation: the

principle of the exchange of equivalents (which requires that

commod i t i es exchange i n proport i on to the amount of abstract

social ly-necessary labor time contained in them, i.e. at their

value, when they are produced by capitals of a social ly average

character); and the principle of the equalization of the rate of

profit (which requires the redistribution of surplus-value among

branches of industry with capitals that are not of a social ly

average character, i.e. with organic compositions that diverge

from that of the social capital as a whole). value is therefore

the intrinsic regulator of price, the axis around which relative

prices oscillate.

The law of vaìue rules economic growth and the social

reproduction of the entire capital ist formation (relations of

production, forces of production, and, indirectly, the

I'superstructurairr aspect,s of sociai existence as welì).

3



CHAPTER Tl.J0: THE THEORY 0F CRIS lS

¿. I I4ARX rS¡1 AND THE CoNCEPT 0F CRtS tS

For I'larx and his followers, câpitalism is a crisis-prone system. The

inner contradictions and laws of motion of the capital ist mode of

production repeatedìy give rise to economic, sociaì and pol itical

dislocations that are specific to capital ism and a particular form to

disequi I ibrating phenomena of a more general nature (i.e., phenomena,

like crop faiìures or raw material shortages, reflecting humanityrs

sti I I incomplete command over nature). The cap¡tal ist order can be

thrown into crisis in more than one uray and not every crisis has a

directly economic character. France in 1968, Chile in 1913, and Portugal

in 1975 experíenced pre-revolutionary crises of class rule. The

Chinese, Vietnamese and Cuban revoìutions, not to mention the col lapse

of colonial ism in Af rica and Asia in the post-Wl^J ll period, produced a

crisis of the world imperial ist system. Since the 1960's, the Western

capitalist world has been afflicted by acute ideological and

rrlegitimationrr crisesr âS radicalized youth and intellectuals have

called into question the sacred cows of the existing order. The 1970¡s

saw arrcrisisrrin the relations between the sexes, and the l98O,s have

seen a growing crisis of international relatíons with the heating up of

a new cold war. Crisis, in the broadest sense, is a part of the fabric

of everday life; and the subject of I'larxist crisis theory can

legitimately encompass every manifestation of crisis affl icting the

capi tal ist order, from trade wars to class wars.

-72-
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l'larxrs theory provides a general framework for explaining the

articulation and interconnections of these cr ises precisely by locating

the barriers to capital ist development.

Such barr i ers are an express i on at bottom of the contrad i ct i ons of

the capital ist mode of production: between use-value and exchange-value,

between production and ci rculation, between the labor-proces and the

valorization process, between the forces of production and the relations

of production, between capital ismrs internationaì extension and its

nationaì bases, between the working class and the capitalist class.

l'lichaeì Lebowitz has argued that:

For l'larx, a crisis was a "violent eruptionr" a 'rmomentary and
forcible solution of the existing contradictions"; it was, not
long-term or permanent. What was significant about a crisis is
that it revealed a barrier to capital....lt is, of course, the
ex i stence of barr i ers--rather than thei r momentary and
forcible soìutions--which is the subject of l4arxian crisis
theor i es. (1982¡6)

lndeed, nowhere in Capital or in any of his other writings does lçlarx

mention an economic crisis lasting more than two years. For l4arx, "the

crisisr!was an ephemerai phase of the industriai cycle occurring between

the rrboomrr and the rrbustrr¡ ã conjunctural and I imited phenomenon

necessary to restore vital ity to the capital ist economy. Barring the

intervention of a class-conscious proletariat capable of resolving the

crisis through the expropriation of capital and the establ ishment of

social ism, no single crisis could sound the death-knel I of the

capital ist order. capital ism would never simply rrcol lapserr under the

weight of its own contradictions; there vJas no'tobjectively determined"

point beyond which ¡t could not survive. ln f'larxrs theory, it is not

rrobjectiverr barriers :r even I imits that will aboì ish capitalist

relations of production; it is the class conscious working class.
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This last proposition, however, immediately suggests an equally

important, if distinct, dimension of lçlarxts theory of crisis. so long

as capital ism continues to pìay a generaì ìy progressive role in the

development of the productive forces; so long as ther¡existing relations

of product i onrr are not transformed i nto fetters to the forces of

production, there can be no epoch of social revolution and there can be

no proletarian resolution to the crisis of capital ism:

No social order is ever destroyed before all the productive
forces for which it is sufficient have been deveìoped, and new
superior relations of production never replace older ones
before the materiaì conditions for their existence have
matured h,i th i n the framework of the ol d soc i ety. (l 970;2 l)

l'larx was more than a theorist of the business cycle, and his theory

of historicaì material ism demands that we go beyond the analysis of

conjunctural crises to the analysis of the epoch in which we live. For

if we are indeed I iving in an epoch of social revolution (as many of

I'larx's heirs have argued), then it is necessary to situate conjuncturaì

economic crises in relation to the special barriers posed by the

ïetter lng ot the forces of production by anachronistic relations of

production. No theory which claims to provide a l,larxist explantion of

capital ist crisis tendencies can be complete if it sidesteps this

crucial issue.

Both Leninrs theory of imperial ism/monopoly capital ism and

Luxemburgrs theory of capital ist accumulation in the imperial ist epoch

provide important insights ¡nto the historical, as distinct from the

cycl ical, barriers (and perhaps I imits) facing capital ist development in

the twentieth century. The absorption of non-capi tal ist economic

formations and mi I ieux into the capital ist worìd marketi the
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consol idation of a specifical ìy capital ist international division of

labor; the pecul iar interdependence between advanced capital ist

countries and the semi-capital ist periphery; and the

internationaì ization of capital ist production and exchange in a world

economy characterized by combined and unéven development and by finite
geographical I imits: al I of these factors contribute to the definition

of an historical-structural barrier to the qua I i tat i ve devel opment of

the CHP on a global scale.

The emergence of this globaì, historical-structuraì barrier to

capital has progressively narrowed the strategic options of the

capital ist class in its efforts to overcome the contradictions inherent

in the Cl'lP. Twice in th is century, the leading capi tal ist powers have

plunged the planet i nto catastrophic world wars fundamental ly over the

question of markets and arenas for investment. The "dependencyrr of

imperial ist capital ism on the colonial and semi-colonial countries

(where capitalist relations of production coexist with precapitalist

economic forms anci where capitaiism has proven itseîf to be incapabie of

generalizing itself in the way that it did in Europe, North America and

Japan in earl ier periods) has not only given rise to anti-imperial ist

and nationalist movements seeking to alter the terms of world trade, but

also to anti-capitalist social revolutions seeking to throw off the yoke

of capitaì once and for all. The twentieth century has indeed been an

epoch of rrwars and revolutions," just as Lenin predicted; and this lends

suPport to the idea of an epochal crisis of the capitalist order within

which conjunctural economic crises must be situated.
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The fundamental laws of motion and contradictions of the capital ist

mode of production as anal yzed by l,tarx not onìy unfoìd within the gìobaì

framework defined by an historical-structural barrier to imperialist

capital ism; these contradictions and laws of motion have themseìves been

decisive to the formation of this barrier. This is a crucial point to

grasp, because it is only upon this basis that ¡t becomes possible to

recognize the global consequences of capital ismrs laws of motion and

therefore the particular form in which capital ismrs contradictions have

asserted their historicaì consequences to date.

The most saì ient features and contradictions of the imperial ist/

monopoly stage of capitalist development--the continuous division and

redivision of the woìrd market amongst the leading capital ist powers;

the fusion of industrial and banking capital into finance capital; the

imperative of advanced capital ism to export surplus capital; the

interpenetration and mutual interdependence of capital ist and

precapitaì ist economic forms in the underdeveìoped countries; the

phenomenon ofrrunequal exchange'r on a world scale --all reflect, as well

as intensify' the elementary contradictions anaìyzed by t'1arx in relation

to a model of capitaì ism which was both abstract and profoundly

iì lustrative of the ClilPrs essential structure and dynamic.

2.2 
'-IARX 

' S THE0RY 0F ECoNofitq CR tS tS

ln his original plan for capital, l.larx had intended to devote a

separate (the sixth) volume to crises and, significantly, the world

market. Although this plan was abandoned, l'larx never abandoned his

ambi tion to elaborate a systematic and coherent theory of cap¡ tal i st
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economic crisis. The fact that this ambition remained partially

unfulf ilìed explains the great d¡ff iculty that I'tarx's followers and

critics alike have encountered in attempting to understand and

reconstruct the elements of his cr is is theory. lndeed, l,larx appears to

have provided at ìeast the seminal expression of a number of distinct

--and even mutual ly contradictory-- theories of capital ist crisís.

Underconsumption theory, disproportional ity theory, rising organic

composition of capital/falling rate of profit theory, and wage-

push/profit-squeeze theory all appear to find some support, albeit to

varying degrees, in f'larx's various writings on the subject of capital ist
economic crisis.

It is of course poss ible to argue that f'larx bel ieved that capital ist

crises couìd be brought about in more than one way and that therefore

each of these supposedly rrmonocausal" explanations of capital ist crisis
couìd, in specific historical and conjuncturaì contexts, be more or less

adequate for the analysis of part¡cuìar crises. (See E.0. l.lright, 1978

for an argument along these lines.) However, such an argument merely

s¡desteps the central problem confronting tlarxist crisis theory, namely

the relationship between crises and the fundamental laws of motion of

the cl'lP as these were pos i ted by l.tarx. wh i I e cr i ses can be, and have

been, triggered by rraccidentaIrr events and even by factors rrexogenous"

to the normal operations of the capitalist system, they are typically a

recurrent and necessary phase of the industrial cycle.

The regularity with which crises--albeit of var y ¡ ng degrees of

acuity--erupt after a period of growth suggests that most crises are not

rraccidentalr'; nor are they the product of foolish government policies,
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"unreal istic" unions, or even avaricious capitaì ists. Rather, they are

the product of capital ismrs own laws of motion, an interruption of

capitalrs processs of self-expansion that is imposed upon capital by its

oì^rn contrad i ct ions, by i ts own 'r immanent barr i ers .rr Thus, f or ltarx, rrThe

true barrier to capital ist production is capital itself." (t98lb;358) But

ilcapital itseìfrr is fundamental ly a social relation, and as such it

conceptual ly subsumes al ì of the intrinsic features, contradictions and

barriers of the capital ist mode of production. The question remains:

what are these barriers to the uninterrupted self-expansion of cap¡tal,

how are they articulated with one another, and how do they result in

crises which are seìf-correcting on a cycl icaì basis and yet set the

stage for the resurrection of these barriers on a 'rmore powerfuì

scalerr(¡bidt358)?

l'larxrs most general (though not "monocausalrr) explanat ion f or

capital ist economic crisis--the barrier of rrcapital ,i tself"-- is one

which is ignored by most llarxist crisis theorists, pFêcisely because

they are typi cai i y preoccupi ed wi tn oni y one aspect or even one

manifestation of the social relation that is capital. This reflects a

retreat from f'larxrs dialectical method, one frequently encouraged by the

appetite to find points of contact between Harxrs theory of crisis and

orthodox (bourgeois) theories of crisis.

When l'îarx states that the true barrier to capital ist production is

capital itself, he is saying nothing less and nothing more than

capital ist crisis is precipitated by an ensemble of contradictions and

barriers peculiar to capital as a social relation. The task of l'larxist

crisis theory is therefore to establish the specific character of these
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barriers, their mediations, and f inatly the r^ray in which they combine

(or are unif ied) to form the iltrue barrier.r,

It has been suggested that Capital I provides the inspiration for

"wage-push/prof it-squeeze¡' type theories; Capital I I for

underconsumptionist and disproportionaì ity theories; and Capital I I I for

rising organic composition/falìing profit rate theories. VJhile it is

unguest ionab ly true that I'tarx h igh I ighted d if f erent aspects of the

contradictions of capital ¡sm in the three volumes of Capital, it would

be misleading to suggest that these volumes correspond to three (or

four) discrete and distinct theories of crisis.

Capital l- concentrates on capitalist production and upon the

capital/labor relation; it therefore largely abstracts from problems of

circulation, distribution and consumption. However, the chapter deaì ing

with the general law of capital ist accumulation not only discusses the

impl ications of rising wages, but also the tendency of the organic

composition of capital to rise; and, insofar as Capitaì I explains the

-^^L-- 
? --- -tmecnan i sms 01 eap :r-t!-rrLarrsL exptotfal'ton it Ìays ihe basis for an

appreciation of the factors underlying the I imited consumptive power of

the working masses.

Capital I I, which concentrates on the circulation of capital and

divides the capital ist economy into two great departments of production,

suggests a plethora of factors which can influence the rate of profit
(turnover especial ly) as wel I as departmental di sproportions which may,

or may not' reflect Department I I rs inability to sell its (overproduced)

wage-goods to the (relatively impoverished) working population.
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Capitaì I I I ' which attempts to analyze the capital ist economy as a

whol e, seeks to i ntegrate the i ns i ghts of the f i rst two vol umes and

provides the fullest treatment of l'larxts theory of crisis. lt is here

that l'larx d iscusses the mechan isms of the equa I izat ion of the rate of

profit (including competition); it is here that the distinction between

values and prices of production is drawn; ¡t is here that the rtwo-

faced'r law of capitaì ist deveìopment is compìeted with a discussion of

how the general law of capital ist accumulation gives rise to a

tendentiaì law of the rate of profit to fall; it is here that the

division and redistribution of surpìus-value is most ful ly treated; and

it is here, ironical ly, that Harx also provides the strongest textual

support for an rrunderconsumpt i on" theory of cr i s i s.

Thus, the elements of l,larxrs theory of crisis--and the various

barriers to the self-expansion of capital identified by tlarx-- are

either present, or at least impì ied, throughout Capital. The probìem is

to draw these elements together, to integrate them into a plausible

^.,--- I I ¡L---.. 
-! ---- | !frverdtr Lne(fry ()l captI.atts[ crlSls.

The Elements of Underconsumptionism in Harxts Theorv

Perhaps the most f requently quoted passage f rom l,larx adduced

support an underconsumption theory of crisis is the fol ìowing:

to

The ultimate reason for al I real crises always remains the
poverty and restricted consumption of the masses, ¡n the face
of the drive of capital ist production to develop the
productive forces as if onìy the absolute consumption capacity
of soc¡ery ser a limit to them. (l98lOi6t5)

The key to understanding this passage and to placing ¡t in i ts proper

restr i ctedcontext i s the d i st i nct ion wh i ch l4arx draws between 'rthe
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consumpt i on of the massesrr and the 'tabsol ute consumpt i on capac i ty of

society.r' Here an example might be useful. lt is entirely possibìe for

someone to consume twenty pies at a pie eating contest. However that

personrs normal consumption of p¡e is restricted by his I imited

purchasing power (not to mention physiological I imits and social norms).

l'larxrs basic argument is that social needs systematicaìly outstrip the

capacity of capital ist production to satisfy those needs at a profit.

The rrnatural¡r demand for use-values ís never a barrier to capi tal ist
production¡ the barrier to this production is the I imited rreffective

demandr¡, the I imited abi ì ity of those seeking use-vaìues (whoever they

may be) to purchase those use-values at establ ished market prices. Thus,

the starting point of l'larx's critique of capitaìism is not

underconsumption, but underproduction:

It is not a fact that too many necessities of life are
produced in proportion to the existing population. The reverse
is true. Not enough is produced to satisfy the b/ants of the
great mass decently and humanely....lt is not true that too
many means of subsistence are produced in relation to the
existing population. 0n the contrary. Too I ittle is produced
to sat i sfy the mass of the popul at i on i n an adequate and
humane way. (t98lb i366)

And in a similar vein: rrlt is not that too much wealth is produced.

But from time to time, too much wealth is produced in its capital ist,
anatgonistic forms." (ibid;367) Production for profit therefore

periodicallv comes up against the barrier of 'rthe restricted consumption

of the masses,rra restricted consumption which is not imposed by the

I i m i ted nature of the masses ' needs (these are never adequate ì y

satisfied), but by their limited ability to consume these use-values in

their capitalist @, as commodities embodying exchange-value, i.e. to

buy them in the first instance.
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The immanent barr i er to capi tal posed by the r¡restr i cted consumption

of the masses" is a constant condition of capitalist society; and only

in this sense can we refer.to it as arrcause" of capitalist crisis. lt

is for l'larx both a necessary result of and an impediment to capitalist

accumulation; both a corol lary to the capital ist exploitation of the

working class and a barrier to the unrestricted 
. 
development of the

productive forces I'as if only the absolute consumptive capaci ty of

society set a limit to them." This I'constant'r of capitalist society is

transformed from an immanent barrier into a reaì barrier only when ¡t
combines with other barriers in the crisis itself. lf this were not the

case' if this restricted consumption could constantly operate to prevent

the capitaì ist from real izing the exchange-value of his commodities,

then capitalism wouìd be a wholly unworkabìe system. lndeed, it might be

legitimately asked: if the underconsumption of the masses were a self-

suff icient explanation of capitalist crises, then \^rhat would be the

explanat ion f or capi ta I ist recover ies? lf t'larx had been pos i t ing the

rcsti' i cteci consumpt ion of the masses as the immeci iate cause of

capital ist crisis, then he could only reply by saying: the end of

capital ist exploitation, the triumph of the social ist revolution! ln

fact, however, Harx never posed the quest ¡ on i n th i s manner; nor,

indeed, do most underconsumpt¡onists. The real issue is: does a ìack of

effect i ve demand trigger capital ist crisis? l4arx gives a direct answer

to this question in Capital I l:

[The crisis] first becomes evident not in the direct reduction
of consumer demand, the demand for individual consumption, but
rather in a decline in the number of exchanges of capital for
capital, in the reproduction process of
capi tal . (1981a:'156-157)
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0f course, the fact that f'larx rejected def icient effective demand as

the precipitating factor in a capitalist crisis does not make it wrong.

Nor does it mean that this problem has no pìace in his theory of crisis
(after all, a crisis of overproduction might result from an insufficient

increase in consumer demand and not simply from its reduction). lt is

nevertheless qui te clear that Harxi sts who have sought to locate the

source of capital ist crisis in capital ismts al leged tendency to
rrgenerate ever more surpìus, (whi le fai I ing) to provide the consumption

and investment outlets for the absorption of a rising surplusrr (Baran

and Sweezy 1966;ì08) or in anrrinherent tendency to expand the capacity

to produce consumpt i on goods more rap i d I y than the demand for

consumption goods (Sweezy lg68;.l83) must do so by rejecting key elements

of I'tarx's own theory of crisis and even his key analyticaì categories.

The barrier posed by the restricted consumption of the masses is one

which capital ism constantly seeks to overcome. However a crisis is

caused, there is no doubt that its manifestations can be suppressed and

:+^ -¡¡--r- *:-:-:---lI LÞ cr resLs IIrrrìlm¡zec¡ 9Y an lncrease ln elfectlVe demancl . The

overproduction of commodities associated with capital ist crisis can be

mitigated to the extent that the sale of these commodities is not wholly

dependent on the'rnarrow basis on which the relations of consumption

rest." (l98lb;353) f,tarx points to the expansion of the worìd market as

key in this respect:

The market. . .must be cont i nua I I y expanded, so that i ts
relationships and the conditions governing them assume ever
more the form of a natural law independent of the producers
and become ever more uncontrol ìable. The internal
contradiction seeks resolution by extending the external field
of production. (ibid r353)
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the world market and the export

strateg i es for curb i ng cr i s i sof capital become increasingly important

tendenc i es . I ndeed, l,larx argues that:

whereas the expansion of foreign trade was the basis of
capital ist production in its infancy, it becomes the specific
product of the capital ist mode of production as this
progresses, through the i nner necess i ty of th i s mode of
product i on and i ts need for an ever extended market. . . .
Capi taì invested in foreign trade can yield a higher rate of
profit, firstly because it competes with commodities produced
by other countries with ìess developed production faci I ities,
so that the more advanced country sells its goods above their
value, even though sti I I more cheaply than i ts competi tors.
(ibid;3\\-3\5)

The increasing dependence on the world market, however, suggests a

whole series of new "immanent barriersrr and new contradictions on a

higher internat,ional pìane. To the extent that a particular national

capital is not able to effectively compete on the world market, it will

not only be unable to extend its markets and seìl its commodities above

their value (or even at their vaìue); it might also face the problem of

diminishing domestic markets, a further narrowing of the I imited basis

or consumpï,lon upon hrnlcn tI ntstortcat ty rel ted.

ln a gìobal context in which it is increasingly difficult to extend

markets except at the expense of other capitals, the problems associated

with the restricted consumption capacity of the masses become ever more

acute and the solutions ever more elusive. Nonetheless, this immanent

barrier to capital ist production becomes a real barrier only in concert

with those other barriers which constitute the more immediate triggers

of capital ist crisis, one of which is suggested in the fol lowing

criticism of underconsumption theory made by llarx:

It is a pure tautology to say that crises are provoked by a
lack of effective demand or effective consumption....we need
only note that crises are always prepared by a period in which
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wages generalìy rise, and the working
receive a greater share in the part of
destined for consumprion. (t98tb;486-482)

class actually does
the annual product

E lements of l,lage-Push/Prof it Squeeze in l,larxrs Theory

Like the theory of underconsumption, the wage-push/profit-squeeze

theory of capitalist crisis focuses its attention primarily on the

sphere of exchange, not the sphere of production.r5 unl ike the

underconsumpt i on i sts, however, the advocates of th i s theory I ook to a

fal I ing profit rate as the precipitating factor in capital ist crisis, a

faìling profit rate which is occasioned by risinq waqes. ln this sense,

the wage-push/prof it-squeeze theory is the obverse of the theory of

underconsumption. Crises result not from the exploitation of the working

class (or i ts corol lary, the restr ícted consumption power of the

masses), but from a decline in the level of this exploitation.

Along with the organic composition of capital, the rate of surplus-

value is the key determinant of the rate of profit, hrhich in turn is the

!rÍunciamentaÌ premise anci clriving force of accumuìatíon.i'A decline in

the rate of profit below a certain point wilì arrest capitalist
investment, resulting in a disturbance to the accumuìation process. This

is the occasion for a crisis:
(l)n view of the fact that the rate at which the total capital
is valorized, i.e. the rate of profit, is the spur to
capital ist production (in the same way as the valorization of
capital is its sole purpose), a fal I in the rate slows down
the formation of new, independent capitals and thus appears as
a threat to the development of the capitaì ist production
process; it promote overproduction, speculation and crises,

It shouìd be noted that some brage-push/profit-squeeze theorists look
beyond the r¡distributionalrr struggle and emphasize the importance of
struggìes over the labor-process as a factor which might tend torrsqueezerr prof its.

l5
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and ìeads to the existence of excess capi tal alongside a
surpìus populati on. (l98lb;349-350)

Unl ike the theor ists of a r^Jage-push/prof it-squeeze, however, l,îarx

looked to a rising organic composition of capital and not to a falling

rate of surplus-value as the key factor underlying the tendency of the

rate of profit to fall:

The rate of profit does not fal I because the worker is less
exploi ted, but rather because less labour is genera'l ly appl ied
in relation to the capital invested. (ib¡d;354)

But even here, l'larx is merely trying to establish that a decìining

rate of surplus-value is not a necessary precondition for a falling rate

of profit. He makes this statement only after describing a hypothetical

situation in which rrlabour is unproductive,r' there is a I'high rate of

surpìus-valuerrr and the Ilow level of wages corresponds to a lack of

energy on the workers' part." (ibid;353-354)

f'larx was at pains to demonstrate that a falling rate of prof it could

emerge under conditions of a stable or even a rising rate of surplus-

value, and also under conditions of a growth in the mass of surplus-

value. Nevertheless, there is a substantial amount of evidence to

suggest that I'larx believed that cyclically a rising wage rate and a

corresponding decline in the rate of surplus-value could combine with a

rising organic composition of capital to produce a fall in the rate of

profit sufficient to precipitate a crisis.

ln Capital j t'larx observes that rr...sooner or later a point must be

reached at whìch the requirements of accumulation begin to outgrow the

customary suppl y of I abour, and a r i se of wages therefore takes

places." 0977:/6Ð ln Capital !!_, as ure have already seen, he notes that

"crises are always prepared by a period in which wages general ly rise,
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and the working population actually does receive a greater share in the

part of the annual product desti ned for consumption.r' (l98la¡487) I t
should be noted that neither of these passages suggest that the rate of

profit has not already begun to fal I before the increase in the wage

rate. ln this connection, l'larx argues in Capital lll that

...it is the fall in the profit rate that provokes the
competitive struggìe between capitals, and not the reverse.
This competitive struggìe, moreover, is accompanied by a
temporary rise in wages and a further temporary fal I in theprofit rate, deriving from this. (tg8lb;365)

This competitive struggle among the capitalists over (scarce) labor

in the labor market suggests that the faì I in the profit rate has not

yet Ínterrupted the process of accumulation and has therefore not yet

resuìted in a crisis, in a contraction of production. However, the

'rfurther temporary fal I in the profit rate' produced by a "temporary

rise in wagesrr could be sufficient to bring accumulation to a

standstill, i.e. to create a crisis situation. Thus, I'larx argues that:

where...the expanded capitaì produces only the same mass of
surplus-vaìue as before, there wi I I be an absolute
everproc¡ucrton or captrat; t.e. Ine expancled g++C wi I I not
produce any more profit, or wiìl even produce less profit,
than the capital c d¡d before its increase by *c. ln both
cases there wouìd be a sharper and more sudden fall in the
general rate of profit, but this time on account of a change
in the composition of capital which would not be due to a
development in productivity, but rather to a rise in the money
value of the variable capital on account of higher wages and
to a corresponding decì ine in the proportion of surplus-labour
to necessary labour. (l98ta;360)

Significantly, the fal I in the rate of profit rrwould be accompanied

this time by an absolute decl ine in the mass of profits." (ibid;360) lt
is important to realìze here that l'larx is assuming that thettmoney vaìue

of th,e variable capítalrr is determined in the labor market and that the

rise in wages preceding the crisis (and preparing ¡t) is a function
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primarily of a relative scarcity of labor and not necessarily the result

of rrclass struggle.rr lf one supplements ltlarx's observations concerning

the effects of the competition of capitals in the labor market with

considerations pertaining to the effects of t'inter-classrr competition

(i.e. the class struggìe) , then a wage-push/profi t:squeeze becomes an

even more important element in a Harxist theory of crisis.

However, the theor i sts of the wage-push/prof i t-squeeze go further

than l'larx by arguing that the faìl in the prof it rate is not only

supplemented, Fêinforced or accentuated by rising wages, but caused by

them in the first instance. Essential ìy, wages are seen as the

¡'independent variabìer¡ in capital ist development. This being the case,

it is not at all surprising that these theorists have typically evinced

a great aff inity for Ricardian or neo-Ricardian critiques of l,1arx. lt is

not at all surprising, for exampìe, that t'laurice Dobb's interpretation

of l'larxrs crisis theory in his Pol itical Economv and Capitalism --an

interpretation which posited rising wages as the spur to capital's drive
!*-.----_Le rfìsrease Lne organtc compostrton o1 capttal-- paved the h,ay for

Dobbrs later infatuation with Piero Sraffars neo-Ricardian chal ìenge to

Harx. (cf. shaikh 1978b) contemporary wage-push/prof it-squeeze theory

onìy needed to take the additional (neo-Ricardian) step of dismissing

Harxrs distinction between productive and unproductive labor (and

therewith his precise definition of variabìe capital) to empirically

"prove" that falling profits are a direct result of rising wages.

Rising OCC/FRP theorists, in their haste to refute the profit squeeze

theory, have f requently cited the following passages f rom l.larx:

(l)t is clear that at the best of times an increase in wages
means only a quanti tative reduction in the amount of unpaid
labour the worker has to supply. This reduct¡on can never go
so far as to threaren rhe sysrem itsetf.(1977:/69-770)
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And further:

The law of capital ist accumulation...expresses the situation
that the very nature of accumulation excludes every diminution
in the degree of exploitation of labour, and every rise in the
price of labour, which would seriously imperif the continual
reproduction, on an ever larger scaìe, of the capi tal
relation. (ibid;7717-772)

Neither of these passages suggest that an increase in the money-value

of variable capital is'rexcluded.rrf'larxrs argument is simply that such

an increase cannot I'threaten the system itselftr or trseriously imperil

the continual reproduction on an ever larger scaìe of the capital

relation.'r He does !g! say that it cannot play a role, in concert with

other factors, in temporarily disrupting the accumulation process.

John l^/eeks, a f ierce critic of the wage-push/prof it-squeeze theory,

has argued that, in the second passage cited above, Harx rtcategorical ly

and without qual ification rejects the idea that accumulation can be

fseriously imperilled' by rÍsing wages.,'(1979i267) lt is interesting to

note that Weeks makes this claim after careful ly distinguishing between

expanded reproduct ion (to wh ich f,Tarxrs passage ref ers) and

accumulation.r6 Leaving aside the impl icit contradiction in Weeks'

argument, however, there are two essential points that must be made.

The first is that an increase in the money-value of variable capitaì

musto to the extent that it involves a fal I in the rate of surplus-

value' contribute to a falling rate of profit. The second point is that

a falling rate of surplus-value will no more permanentìv imperil

expanded reproduction or accumulation than will a falling rate of profit

l'/eeks : "By expanded reproduct i on we mean the pure I y quant i tat i ve
expansion of the circuits of capital, and by accumulation we mean the
expansionary process that incorporates the development of the forces
of production, concentration, and central ization, and the
establ ishment of new vaìues." (¡bid;260)

16
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resulting from a rising organic composition of capital. Both a fall ing

rate of expìoitation, associated with a rising wage rate, and a rising

Occ will lead to a crisis which wiìl necessarily entail the

devalorization of both variable and constant capital, thereby creating a

new material basis for expanded reproduction and accumulation.

A more relevant passage f rom l,larx ref lect ing h is d i stance f rom the

notion of a wage-push/profit-squeeze is the fol lowing:

The tendential fall in the rate of profit is linked with a
tendentiaì rise in the rate of surplus-vaìue, i.e. in the
leveì of exploitation of labour. Nothing is more absurd, then,
than to explain the faìl in the rate of profit in terms of a
rise in wage rates, even though this too may be an exceptional
case. (l98lu;3\7)

Again, houlever, this should not be construed to say more than it
actually does. The law of the tendency of the rate of profit to falì and

capital ist crisis are not synonymous. This last passage forms part of

llarxrs d iscuss ion of rtthe law'r and not a part of h is d i scuss ion of

crises as such. We have already seen that l'ìarx, in his treatment of

crises, âl lows for a rising wage rate which is both the product of a

falling profit rate and a further contributing factor to an even lower

rate of prof i t. r ?

One of the more serious points made by v'leeks is the fol lowing:

ln the accumulation process, capital increases the demand for
Iabor with one hand (through the expansion of total capital),
and
(bv expelling livi

increases the supply with the other hand
ng I abor) . . . .lJhen the accumul at i on of

mu I taneous I

Since l'larx normally attríbuted the falì in the rate of prof it to a
rise in the organic composition of capital, Sweezy has concluded thatrrl'larx is here talking about a kind of fall in the rate of prof it
dif ferent f rom that implied in the I lawr.r (1968¡152n) But, as f,iage
has pointed out, "only if the 'laÌn,' is in continual operation is it
legitimate to expect arstronq and sudden' fall in the rate of profit
to result from a period duríng which the real wage has increased
faster than the average net productivity of labor.,,(1963;l06)

17
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capital is such that surplus-vaìue is reduced by rising wages,
the rate of accumulation slows its pace, then accelerates
again when the reserve army has been sufficently replenished.
But this does not lead to crisis, only to the adjustment of
the tempo of accumularion, (1979i269 E 27\)

As a criticism of the wage-push/profit-squeeze theoryrs claim to

provide a self-sufficient explanation of crises, this I ine of criticism

is entirely relevant. However Weeks apparently misses the point that if

the reduction of surplus-value by rising wages occurs at a time when the

rate of profit is already falling due to a rising OCC, then the

'radjustment¡r in the tempo of accumulation could indeed take the form of

a crisis. This is not to suggest that crisis is avoidable to the extent

that the wage rate is kept down. Theoreticaììy, it is conceivable that a

rísing Occ could depress the rate of profit sufficiently--on its own, so

to speak--for a crisis situation to develop.

It should be further noted that the factors contributing to the size

of the reserve army are not exclusively of a cycl ical character.

Relative reductions in the reserve army during the Great Depression, for
aw¡mnla .^ro.o ll^^-nana¡+a¡llf h., ;+ -1-^^1,.+^ ^:-^- ^--:--À ¡L-e^glrl/rer wer s vvilrpEr¡-qLeu vf rL .9jdÈljjj= Þr¿st EVEil ÞLrr c¡gctft5L LIte

backdrop of massive long-term unemployment and general ly depressed

conditions, cYclical fluctuation did occur. lf rising wages contributed

at aìl to the recession of 1937-39, it was certainly not because of the

depletion of the reserve army; it could only be explained with reference

to the successful class battles waged by workers between ìlJ4 and 1937,

It would be tempting to conclude that the role of rising wage rates

and a corresponding decl ine in the rate of exploitation has only a

conditional or provisional status in l'larxrs overall theory of capital ist

crisis. But, as we have already noted, ljlarx did assert that rrcrises are
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working class actuaì ly does

annual product desti ned for consumption." (198ì ;l+87) Wh i le

clearly a subordinate aspect of flarx's theory of crisis, it

al I an inconsequential one:

Assuming the necessary means of production, i.e. a sufficient
accumulation of capital, the creation of surplus-value faces
no other barr i er than the work i ng popu I at i on , if the rate of
surpìus-value, i.e. the level of exploitation of labour, is
given; and no other barrier than this level of expìoitation,
if the working population is given. (t98tbt35t)

The Over-Accumulation of Capital and Capital ist Crisis

The barrier to capital ist production is the surplus time of
the workers....The development of productivity is only
important to it in so far as it increases the surplus labour-
time of the working class and does not just reduce the labour-
time needed for material production in general; in this way it
moves in contradiction. (l98lb;373)

Crises of overproduction--the characteristic form of capital ist
economic crises--have a very precise meaning in llarxrs theory. Such

crises signify an ¡roverprociuction of capital and not of individual

commodities--though this overproduction of capital always involves

overproduction of commodities--[which] is nothing more than the

overaccumulation of capi tal ." (iU¡d;359)

We have already pointed out that for l'larx a falling rate of prof it
and the accumulation of capital represent tï^ro sides of the same process:

rrA fal I in the profit rate, and accelerated accumulation, are simply

different expressions of the same process, in so far as both express the

productivity of labour..."(ibid;349) The accumulation of capital

involves successively the production, the real ization, and the
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transformation of surplus-value (i nto addi tional capi tal) . Except i n the

short term, however, this process of accumulation does not move

independentìy of the rate of profit. Since the valorization of capital

is the sole purpose of capital ist production, the accumuìation process

is decisiveìy regulated by the r¡rate at which the total capital is

valorized," i.e., by the rate of profit. ilarx argues that accelerated

accumulation rel ies upon an increase in the productivity of labor, but

that the means employed to effect higher productivity have the effect of

raising the organic compos¡t¡on of capital--the ratio of dead to I iving

labor in the total process of production--which in turn has a depressing

effect on the rate of profit. This contradiction is an inescapable one.

what is meant by the iloveraccumuìation of cap¡tal"? Simply that too

much surplus-value has been transformed into additional capital, that

too much capital has been accumulated in relation to that which can be

orof i tably uti I ized in production. Thus,

Overproduction of capital never means anything other than
overproduction of means of production--means of labour and
means of subsisi,ence--that can function as capitai, i.e. can
be appl ied to exploiting labour at g, qiven level of
exploitation, a given level, because a faì I in the level of
exploitation below a certain point produces disruption and
stagnation in the capital ist production process, crisis and
the destruction of capi tal . (ibid;364)

ln other words, these means of production can only function as

capital-- as self-expandinq value --if the level of exploitation and

with it the rate of profit are increased. But coincidentaì with this

overproduction of capital is an overproduction of commodities:

Too many commodities are produced for the value contained in
them, and the surplus-value included in this value, to be
real ized under the conditions of distribution given by
capital ist production, and to be transformed back into new
capital, i.e. it is impossible to accomplish this process
v,,i thout ever recurrent explosions. (ibid;367)
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Thus a crisis of overproduction creates a situation in which capital

must seek to raise the level of exploitation in order to valorize itself
(at an r¡adequate" level); but at the same time, it must seek to realize

the value of its commodities on the market "under the conditions of

distribution given by capital ist production.rr These two objectives are

mutual ly contradictory. Capital is therefore forced into án "investment

strike," which is fol lowed by the fami I iar pattern of capital

underuti I ization, layoffs and the 'rslaughtering of the values of

capitals,r'permitting a higher rate of profit to emerge. ln this way,

the crisis creates the conditions for restoring the capital ist economy

to heal th.

From this perspective, it is clear that the crisis manifests itself

both through the production of an insufficient amount of surplus-value

(too little to susta¡n the equilibrium rate of profit) and through

real ization problems (an insufficient amount of effective demand for

ex i st ing commod i ty inventor ies) . Ernest l.landel is theref ore correct

when he argues that¡rcrisies of overproduction are simultaneously crises

of overaccumu I at i on of cap i ta I and cr i ses of over-product i on of

commodities.rr (l98lb;42) He is on much shakier ground, however, when he

attempts to separate the problems of surplus-value production and

real ization:

ln this vulgar sense Ii.e., that crises are tcaused, by
insufficient surplus-value productionl, explanation of
overproduction crises by the decl ine in the rate of profit
alone is both wrong and dangerous. lt is wrong because ¡t
confuses the impossibi I ity of valorizing additionally
accumulated capital with the imposs¡b¡ I ¡ty of valorizing al I
previouslv invested capital; because it identifies
fluctuations in the investment decisions of capital ist firms
with the fluctuations of current surplus-value production. The
former, however, may continue to groh, when the latter is
already decl ining, and vice versa. The explanationrs main
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weakness i s i ts concentrat i on on the sphere of product i on
alone, which, in the last anaìysis, is founded on a confusion
about the very nature of the commod i ty and of commod i ty
production. ln the same way as Jean-Baptiste Say's famous loi
des debouches, it assumes tacitly that there is r,o specific
problem of value real ization, only one of surplus-value
production... that somehow, at least at a micro-economic
level, all value produced is automaticaìly
real i zed. (ibid;39-40)

The problem with this argument is that llandel, in characteristic

underconsumptionist fashion, has radical ly separated the problem of

surplus-value production from the 'rspecific" problem of value

realization; and he has thereby aìso separated the probtem of a falling

rate of profit from the problem of rrdeficient effective demand.r'

l4oreover l'landel impl ies that a f al I ing rate of prof it can exert its

consequences only by affecting the conscious ¡nvestment decisions of the

capitalists. lndeed, earlier l'landel states that r¡very early in the

history of modern industrial capitaì ism, the average rate of profit is a

known ent i ty (bank cred i t and the stock exchange pl ay i ng a not

unimportant role in establ ishing this)." (ibid;20) But it is preciseìy

because the capitalists do not know about the fluctuations in the value

rate of profit, or even in the price rate of profit at every moment,

thatrrIinvestments] may continue to grow when [surplus-value production]

is already decl ining and vice versa.'l

The importance of the value rate of profit as distinct from the price

rate of profit flows from the fact that the value rate of profit

operates in a more rrhiddenrr way, determining through its equaì ization

the prices of production of commodities. The impl ications of this for

the problem of value realization have been elaborated by t'lage:

Sayrs I aw asserts the equal i ty of an g ante magni tude,rrproceeds," to an g ggþ schedule, "aggregate supply price."
llarx, however, states the identity of proceeds and aggregate
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value--and both of these are ex post magnitudes....lf the
fal I ing tendency of the rate of profit is in operation, the
realized rate of return based on the identity of proceeds with
aggregate value must be less than [tne] ',given" expected rate
of profit, and thus the effective demand must be less than the
aqq r eqa te supp I v pr i ce. (l 963; ¡ 39

ln a branch of industry enjoying a rate of profit and an organic

composition of capital exactly equal to the social average (i.e. one

wh i ch ne i ther benef i ts nor suffers from the red i str i but i on of surpl us-

value resulting from the equal ization of the rate of profit), the

aggregate value of its commodities wi I I equal its prices of production

(i.e. c+v+s=k+kpr). The market price set for these commodities, given a

fairìy stable rate of profit, wi I I normaì ly fluctuate around their

actual prices of production. Now, if there is a fall in the rate of

profit' the value of the commodities might st¡ll be equaì to their

actuál prices of production, but these actual prices of production are

unknown to the capi tal i st unt i I they are establ i shed through exchange.

I t is therefore probable that the capital ist wi I I continue to set the

market price of his commodities on the basis of the previously-

establ ished (normal) "aggregate supply price' schedule, and this

schedule wi I I refìect the capi tal ist's expectation that the previous

rate of profit is still in effect. But the realization of this price is,

at least normally, excluded'rsince the commodities produced contain an

insufficient amount of surplus-value....The products would be sold at

their aggregate vaìue, but this aggregate value is less than their

aggregate prices of production ex ante. The difference between the

aggregates wi l I appear to be 'deficient effective demand.," (ibid; l3l) ln

this way a decline in the value rate of profit (initially "unseen") can

produee the phenomenon of a demand gap (real izations problems) insofar
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as the problem of deficient effective demand can be understood as the

difference between the current aggregate value of the commodities and

the previous aggregate prices of production.

This suggests that a crisis can begin before the capital ists set

about to reduce their level of investment due to the percept¡on of a

falling profit rate in price terms; indeed the problem of deficient

effective demand wi I I most I ikely be seen as the precipitant of the

fal I ing profit rate. (Natural ly, the capital ist can block a fal I in

the price rate of profit if he manages to sell the commodities above

their va!g' i.e. sidesteps the problem of effective demand through

successful competi tion on the worìd market or, conceivably, through the

expans i on of consumer cred i t domest i ca I I y) .

Aìì this is to argue that the rate of profit does not operate only at

the level of appearances: that it exerts its consequences, pL only by

affecting the conscious investment decisions of capitaì ists, but that it
begins to exert its consequences in the unseen realm of values first,
precisely by producing a discrepancy between the aggregate vaìue

produced and the aggregate pr i ces that the cap i ta I i sts attempt to
real ize. lt is precisely at this moment that the immanent barrier

represented by the limited consumption capacity of the masses is

transformed into a real barrier. For if this consumption power were not

limited, then the rroverproduced'r commodities could be sold above their

value in order to meet the aggregate social need for them.rB

rs The problem of I imi ted consumption power can be partial ly mi tigated
through an expansion of credit. The long-term impl ications of the
wide-spread availability of credit, and of an increasing burden of
private and public debt, remains to be fully analyzed in relation to
the law of value and the rate of profit. lt cannot be ruled out that
the rate of profit has been artificially sustained over the past few
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This argument obviously has important impl ications for the evaluation

of Keynesian-type state economic pol icies. To the extent that the state
rrfills the demand gâp," it may attenuate a faìl in the price rate of

profit, but not a fal I in the value rate of profit.

None of this is to suggest that the problem of deficient effective

demand can be understood gnly as a phenomenal expression of a fall in

the value rate of profit. A disproportional development of the two main

departments of production, with Department I I outgrowing Department l,
could create a situation where the market is flooded with wage-goods for

which there is insufficent demand. ln this case, "too many commodities

are p roduced for the value contained in them, and the surplus-value

included in this value, to be real ized under the conditions of

distribution given by capital ist production." (l98lb;367--emphasis added)

lf this tvpe of overproduction intersects the other conditions preparing

a crisis, then the crisis will be all the more severe.re

Contrary to llandel, the problem of real ization i s in important ways

bound up with the problem of insufficient surplus-value orodu ct ion, a

problem which is manifested in the fal I ing off of effective demand for

consumer goods only after it has already manifested itself in the

decades by mechan i sms (consumer cred i t, government def i c i t
spending,etc.) which have permitted the sale of commodities above
their value. A fal I ing money rate of profit, under these conditions,
might point to a value rate of profit that is decl ining even more
sharpl y.

1e This type of overproduction is also dependent on world market
conditions, the exigencies of international trade from the standpoint
of a given national capital, etc. ln this connection ¡t is also
useful to distinguish betvreen economic crises (recessions or
depressions) that arerrnationalttin scope (e.g. Germany in 1967) and
those that coincide with a general contraction of world capital ist
product i on (e. S. the rtsynchron i zedtt i nternat i ona ì recess i on of
197\-7Ð .
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purchasing behavior of capital itself:

[The crisis] first becomes evident not in the direct reduction
of consumer demand, the demand for individual consumption, but
rather in a decline in the number of exchanges of capital for
capi tal, i n the reproduction process of capi tal . (l98lail56-57)

This phenomenon should not be at all surprising in view of the fact

that capitalists, unlike wage-laborers, purchase not only means of

subsistence (not to mention luxury items), but also means of production

and labor-power. This investment is strictly governed by rtcost

effectiveness" and for this reason there is a greater sensitivity and

therefore resistance to the purchase of any commodity that it being sold

above its value. Thus, the decl ine in the number of exchanges of

capital for capital is simply the first manifestation of a decl ining

effective demand for al I commodities, which in turn is ìargeìy

expl icable in terms of insufficient surplus-value production and a

fa I I i ng rate of prof i t.

The Credi t Cvcle and Departmental Disproportions

I n the preced i ng sect i ons, attent i on has been focussed on the

barr iers to capi tal i st production represented by a fal I i ng rate of

profit induced by a rising organic composition of capital; by a faìling
rate of surplus-value induced by rising wages; and by rtreal ization

problemsrr rooted in the I imited consumptive power of capitaì ist society.

I t should be noted that other potential barriers to the uninterrupted

development of capital ist production have not been examined. ln
particuìar, problems of the credit cycle and probìems stemming from the

uneven development of the two fundamental departments of production have

not been integrated into the discussion. This is not beeause l'larx failed
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to address these issues; on the contrary, he wrote extensively on them.

I t nevertheì ess appears that both the cred i t probl em and the

departmental disproportion problem have a somewhat provisional status in

his theory of crisis. The barrier of credit can develop in many

different ways, and so can the problem of disproportional ity. The

concrete uJays in which these problems develop and find expression can

have a profound effect on the nature, scope and duration of the crisis,

as well as the ensuing recession (or depression). But this is also true

for such other potential barriers as foreign trade, government economic

policies, or even the citizenship of the reserve army.

At the most general and obvious level, cFises are the product of a

decl ine in the rate of investment below the point which permits the

economy to remain on an equi I ibrium growth path. To create such a

situation, the rate of profit must not onìy fall; it must fall to some

determined fraction of the previously prevai I ing rate. This fraction is

determined in part by the prevailing rate of interest, which in turn is
influenced by a credit cycle which is I'partially desynchronized from the

industrial cycle." (l'landel 1981;56) The timing and severity of a crisis

are therefore profoundly influenced by the exigencies of the credit

situation, inasmuch as the part¡cular way in which a fall ing profit rate

i ntersects the rate of i nterest w¡ I I affect the degree to wh i ch

investment wi I I be arrested.

Just as it is impossible to specify the nature of this intersection,

or its determinants, âs a general characteristic of capital ist crisis,

it is futile to attempt to specify the specific features of departmental

disproportional ity which might precede a crisis. Disproportions arising
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from uneven levels of investment between the two departments, for

example, wiìl tend to reflect a higher than average rate of profit in

one or the other department of production. However, there i s ì i ttìe
reason to believe that this will necessarilv occur. (For a different

opinion, see llandel, l98l;49.) Nevertheless it is perfectly clèar that

either an increase in investment or a decrease in investment above or

below a certain level (a level determined by the equi I ibrium growth

requirements of the economy) wilì have necessarily disequilibrating

effects, driving the economy up against the barriers to capital ist
production al ready identif ied.

The interdependence of the two departments of production obviously

implies that the potential for a disprortion between the two has serious

impl ications for a capital ist economyrs growth pathi but the

determinants of such disproportions are not I'inherent" in some sense in

the process of accumulation itself (orrrnecessary" to the dynamic of the

industrial cycle), but rather coniunctural (disproportional investment,

for example, arising from a multi tude of factors determining the

relative profitabi l ity of the rrcapital-goods" sector as against the

I'consumer-goodsrr sector) .2 o

It is impossible to construct a generaì theory of crisis on the basis

of considerations pertaining to either the credit cycle or departmental

disproportional ity. ln each crisis, these factors wi I I manifest

themselves in different ways and with varying degrees of importance. ln

Yaffe correctl y poi nts out that
disproport¡onal ities are continual features
of production [but] they are only partial in
they are always present, they cannot be
cr isi s cycle." (19732211)

rrd isturbances and
of the capi tal i st system
their effeet, and since

the explanation for the

20
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other words, the factors underìying the crisis are of greater importance

than the factors wh i ch contr i bute to shapi ng i ts concrete express i ons.

I t is f or th is reason that l'larx largely abstracts f rom the issues of

credit and disproportional ity in the del ineation of his theory of

crisis--a theory which we will now attempt to summarize.

¿.å SYNTHEStS AND SU¡4t'tARY

The accumulation process (i .e. the capi tal ization of surplus-vaìue)

i s character i zed by the dr ive of capi tal to make i tsel f as i ndependent

as possible rrf rom the I imited basis of its expansion,r' the working

population, through its attempts torrreduce the labour time to a minimum

by increasing the productivity of labour." 0n the other hand, r'it needs

to increase the basis of its expansion, that is the labour-power

avai lable for exploitation; that means to increase simultaneousìy the

working population.'r(Yaffe 1973;19Ð ln the Grundrisse, l,larx argues that

"the unity of this contradictory tendency therefore, of the I iving

contradiction, [comes] first with machinery.'r Through the introduction

of ìabor-saving machinery capital ism simultaneously increases the

productivity of labor and the relative working population. The

accumul at i on process i s therefore character i zed by the d i spl acement of

I iving labor by machinery, by rrdead' or "objectified' labor. The result

is a rise in the organic composition of capital--in the rat¡o of dead to

I iving labor--in production, and a relative increase in the number of

workers avai lable for expanded production, âs wel I as in the reserve

army of labor.
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The increasing mechanization of production and the rising organic

composition of capital bring with them not onìy an increase in

productivity, but a falling rate of profit as well. As long as the

accumulation process proceeds, however, the reserve army of labor is

gradual ly depleted. The fal I ing rate of profit rrprovokes the competitíve

struggle between capitalsr' (the Ueginnings of 'rreal izationrr problems and

a competitive struggìe over the avaíìable labor supply). r'This

competitive struggle...is accompanied by a temporary rise in wages and a

further temporary fal I in the profit rate, deriving from

this.'' (1981136Ð l'loreover, this shows that rrthe rate of accumulation is

the i ndependent not the dependent var i ab l e; the rate of wages the

dependent, not the independent variable.rr (Grundrisse, cited by yaffe,

op. cit.; n.8)

The rising Occ now combines with a temporary fall in the rate of

surpìus-value to provoke a I'sharper and more sudden fal I in the generaì

rate of profit' but this time on account of a change in the compos¡tion

of capítal which would not be due to a development in productivity, but

rather to a rise in the money value of the variable capital on account

of higher wages and to a corresponding decline in the proportion of

surplus labour to necessary Iabour." (l98lb;360)

This represents the beginning of the crisis. Since the rate of profit
is,now falling sharply, the volume of investment declines and there is a

decl ine in the exchange of capital for capital. Prices remain inflated,

howeverr âs capital ists seek to real ize a rate of return on their

invested capital consistent with the previously prevail ing rate of

profit. But since effective demand is already fal I ing off, this is

excluded (at ìeast for the social capital as a whole).
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With profits fal I ing and many commodities going unsold, capital íst

firms seek to cut their losses by reducing their productive capacity.

Layoffs and plant closures ensue, reducing the purchasing power of the

working class. (With this, it becomes impossible to reaì ize even the

aggregate value of wage-goods on the market, much less the inflated

prices.)

competition among capitals increases and many are driven to

bankruptcy. The more efficient capitals are then able to central ize idle

cap i ta I (means of product i on and I abor power) on a trcost-effect i ve'l

basis. A faìì in prices, reflecting the devalorization of capital, the

rrslaughteringil of capital values, means that al I commodities (means of

production, means of subistence, and labor power) are now more cheaply

available. 0lder technology and machinery, which could not compete with

those of more efficient capitals, can be bought from bankrupted firms at

prices which permit their profitable employment by other firms. The

collapse in consumer-goods prices and the growth of the reserve army of

labor tend to reduce the value and price of ìabor power. The result is

the formation of a lower organic composit¡on of capital and a higher

rate of surplus-value, permitting an upturn in the rate of profit. ln

this way, the crisis accompìishes its restorative function, and the rate

of investment begins to increase.

ln broad outl ine this is the scenario for a capital ist crisis as

suggested by llarx. The centrality of the tendency of the rate of profit
to fall in this exposition of his theory of crisis should now be

apparent. At each stage, the two-faced law of accumulation and falling
profit rates governs the transformation of immanent (or rrpossibIe")
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barriers to capital ist production into real (or actual) barriers. The

accumulation process and it corollary in the falling rate of profit are

the I'independent variables," the lead actors, in the deveìopment of the

drama and in the initiation of the crisis:

The barriers to the capital ist mode of production show
themselves as follows: l) in the way that the development of
labour productivity involves a law, in the form of the falling
rate of prof i t, that at a cer ta i n po i nt conf ronts th i s
development itself in a most hostile way and has constantly to
be overcome by way of crisesi 2)in the way that it is the
appropriation of unpaid labour, and the proportion between
this unpaid labour in general--to put ¡t in capital ist terms,
profit and the proportion between this profit and the capital
appl ied, i.e. a certain rate of profit-- it is this that
determ i nes the expans i on and contract i on of product i on,
instead of the proportion between production and social needs,
the needs of socialìy developed human beings. Barriers to
production, therefore ¡ àt i se al ready at a level of expansion
which appears completely inadequate from the other standpoint.
Production comes to a standsti I I not at a point where needs
are satisfied, but rather where the production and real ization
of profit impose this." (.l98lb;367)



CHAPTER THREE: rrTHE LAW'I

å.f THE C0NTR0VERSY oVER THE "StcNtFtCANCE'' OF THE LAW

The last chapter estabìished the central place of the tendency of the

rate of prof it to fall in l'larxrs theory of cyclical crisis. An equaìly

important question remains to be explored: the significance of this law

of motion for the rrhistorical-structuralrr crisis of the capital ist mode

of product ion wh ich has been pos i ted by many twent ieth-century ltlarx ists.

This question immediately suggests that the law of the tendency of the

rate of profit to fall has secular as well as cyclical implications:

Traditionally, llarxists...have considered Harxts theory of the
tendency of the average rate of profit to decl ine within two
specific--and very different--time spans: inside the
industrial (or business) cycle itself; and over the'rseculartl
time-span of the historical existençe of the capital ist mode
of production (for whose capacity or otherwise for indefinite
survival it is a vital question).t'(Èlandel l98l;33)

conceptually, the notion of a cyclical fall in the profit rate has

been idenitifed as a temporary (mere) I'barriertr to capital ist
production' while the notion of a secular decline in the rate of profit

has been identif ied as a I'limit.'r Th¡s temporal distinction has also

been related to the distinction between the actual rate of profit
(referring to cycl ical fluctuations) and the maximum rate of profit
(referring to secular trends). Just as cycl ical fluctuations troccur

within'r (whi le at the same time defining) secular trends, the actual

rate of profit is constrained by the maximum rate of profit possible

under given historical (and not merely conjunctural) conditions. ln

t06 -
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other h/ords, fluctuations in the rate of profit are determined not only

by cycl ical influences, but by factors which are historical products of

a falling maximum rate of profit.2r At the same time, the falìing
maximum rate of profit finds secular expression precisely in the methods

employed by capital to overcome its more immed'iate (immanent or real)

barr iers. ln other words, the very rrstrategyrr and rrtact icstt resorted to

by capi tal i n surpass i ng i ts barr i ers may i ncrease the pressure exerted

by the maximum rate of profit as a ìong-run rrl imit.t'

An inexact image which helps to illustrate this notion is that of a

ball bouncing in a vacuum between a floor and a ceiìing. The'barrier'l

to the continued motion of the ball is gravity; but the ìimit to its
motion is the ceiling. Now, if the ceiìing is lowered, this action will
simultaneously assist the bal I to overcome the barrier of gravity in

reaching its ìimit and at the same time further limit the ballrs motion.

Eventually, however, the floor and the ceiling will meet and the baììrs

motion will cease as it is crushed. ln a very rough sense, the analogue

to this downward moving ceiling is the maximum rate of profit, and the

analogue to the ball is the actual rate of profit. The analogy becomes

more exact if we drop the assumption that the ball must always reach the

ceiling (i.e. that the actual rate of profit will always reach its
limit) and if we provide for the possibility that the ceiìing could be

forced to rise on occasion (i.e. that the maximum rate of profit, as a

I imit' eould be redefined through some dramatic, historical reversal).

2r The notion of a "maximum rate of prof it'r has its origins in l.larxrs
discussion of the limits to the rate of profit under conditions where
the workers rrlive on air," i.e., where the rate of surplus-value
reaches infinity. lt has been used both in this sense and in a
modified sense in recent discussions of the law.
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The maximum rate of profit is defined by long-term historical trends

and influences; the actual rate of profit by more immediate conjunctural

or cyclicaì influences, which are themselves defined by the constraints

of the maximum rate of profit. Thus, whiìe Lebowítz is correct to insist

thatrrthe drive of capital to go beyond its barrier, expressed as the

negation of capitaì, is the law of motion of capital,,' he is wrong to

conclude that the law of the tendency of the rate of profit to fal I

impl ies only a surpassable barrier to capital ist production and not a

barrier which is constantly being redefined (more formidabìy!) by this

lawrs own results. (1976t2\Ð Understood in this wây, the law of the

tendency of the rate of profit to fall may be conceived as more than a

precipitant of cycl ical crises; it may be conceived as a harbinger of an

epochal crisis of the capitalist order.

A secular fal I in the maximum rate of profit is, of course,

empirically meaningful only if it contributes to a secular decline in

the actual rate of profit. lf in the course of the history of

capital ism, the distance betureen the maximum rate of profit and the

actual rate of profit had always been great then the maximum rate of

profit could fal I tremendously without necessari ly affecting the actual

rate of profit. But there is no good reason to believe that this gap

should have been all that formidable. 0n the contrary, capital strains

every muscle and every nerve to ensure that the actual rate of profit

wi I I be as close as possible to the historical lv-establ i shed maximum.

(lt is curious that so many neo-Ricardians seem to forget th¡s in their

haste to point out that the law has relevance-- on the plane of pure

theory at least--,f or the maximum rate of prof it aìone.)
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It is of course true that in general l'larx examines the effects of a

faìling rate of profit within a cycìical time-frame and only hints at

the secular implications of a fall in the actual rate of profit, or at

the implications of a secular fall in the maximum rate of profit. (These

hints are to be found primarily in capital lll, chapter 15 on'rThe

Development of the Lawrs lnternal Contradictions.r') llarx develops the

law on the basis of an abstract model of competitive capital ism--a

capital ism which has not yet been 'radulterated' by the lawrs own

resuìts. However, oñ a secular scale, the falling rate of profit can

only find expression alonq side and through the other major laws of

motion of capital ism--concentration, central ization, monopol ization,
ilobjective socialization,r'etc. The falling rate of profit is seen as

the effect of capital ist accumulation, of a rising organic composition

of capital; and it is seen as the cause of cyclical crises. But these

crises, themselves, cause more than a return to rrsquare one.,l

Through h i stor i cal exper i ence, capi tal attempts to deal wi th these

crises, i.e. wi th the effects of cycl icaì decl ines in the rate of

profit, in historical ly-evolving and historical ly-adaptive ways. The

restructurat i on of cap i ta I provoked by cr i ses; chang i ng government

pol icies; the increasing rel iance on the world economy as a potential

palliative to the domestic illnesses of the capitalist economy-- all of

these, together with many other factorsr êñter into the strategy of

capital to sustain the highest rate of profit possible and at at the

same time to surmount the ever-recurring barriers to capital ist
development. Thus, the fal I ing rate of profit does more than ',cause,'

periodic crises; it also gives rise to, alters, attenuates, accentuates
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and med i ates the other I aws of mot i on of the capi ta I i st mode of

production, and, possibìy, even its own secular expression.

The attempt to dismiss the fal I ing rate of profit as a secular

tendency has gone hand in hand in recent years with the notion that this

law is only an rrabstract tendency that coexists with the abstract

tendency for the counteract i ng i nf I uences to operate. " (f i ne and Harr i s

1979;6Ð Vr,eeks has c I a imed rhat:

Nothing distorts the analysis of the relationship between
these two laws (tendencial laws) more than interpreting the
I aw as such as a ì ong-run phenomenon, though th i s
interpretation is appallingly common...The law as such and its
accompanying familiar, the law of counteracting tendencies,
are laws of the accumulation process, at work in each circuit
of capital. lf they are to be placed within a time dimension,
then they are i ndeed shor t-run I auls , I aws of va I ue
f ormat i on .rr ( 198 ì ; 20l-2oz)

This type of argument seems to be supported by empirical studies of

what is taken to be the organic composition of capitalrs trends in

twentieth century capitaìist economies. l,lost studies seem to indicate

that, in contrast to the situation in the nineteenth century, the upward

tendency of the OCC in the present century has not been particuìarly

pronounced in the secular t¡meframe. While the actual ups and downs of

the rate of profit are governed, it is argued, by changes in the Occ,

these are strictly cycì ical phenomena, present¡ng few secular

impì ications. However, as we have already pointed out, cycì ical

phenomena help to define ìong term trends by calling forth a respose(s)

by capitalists,and workers which may redefine the maximum rate of profit

such that the actual rate of profitrs motion will be forced into a

I'lower range." ln this connection it is vital to consider both the

secular trend of the organic compos¡t¡on of capitaì and the secular
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trend of the rate of surplus-value as codeterminants of the secular

trend of the rate of profit.

It is str¡king that so many theorists who argue that the organic

composition of capitalrs upward secular trend has been modest or even

negligibìe are among the most vociferous in claiming that t,here has been

a strong secular tendency for the rate of surplus-vaìue to rise. 0n

this basis' many of these theorists have even deduced a secular tendency

for the rate of profit to rise! ln chapter Four, it wilì be argued that

the secular tendencies of both the rate of surplus-value and the organic

composition of capital have been misjudged due to theoretical confusions

over the OCC and the specification of the fundamental value categories

of the l,larxian system.

å.¿ THt ||LAW AS SUCH" AND THE CoUNTERACTtNc TENDENC I ES

The Average Rate of Profit

The Harxian average rate of profit is arithmeticalìy defined as the

total surplus-value produced divided by the total social capitaì

advanced for its production. ln other words, the rate of profit is

nothing other than the average net rate of return on capital invested

for the purpose of producing commodi ties and real izing surplus-value.

I'toney-capital wh ich is not invested in the product ion process does not

figure therefore in the determination of the average rate of profit.

Since the aggregate surplus-vaìue is divided between industrial,

financial and commercial capital, however, there is a sense in which

l4arx regards the process of c i rcu I at i on as part of the product i on

process "as a whole," even though ¡t is quite cìear that he regards the
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labor involved in the circulation process as unproductive of surpìus-

value. For l'larx, the division of labor between industrial, f inancial and

commercial capital in the total production and real ization process

signifies that aìl three must be taken into account as fractions of the

social capital rradvancedrr for the purpose of capitalist prof it making.

The i nexactness of l'larxr s own f ormu I at ion of the average rate of

profit has resulted in an enormous amount of confusion concerning the

precise specification of the value categories employed in the

calculation of the rate of prof it. l,larxts failure to disaggregate the

basic value categories of his system, even though the necessity of this

i s sugges ted by h i m, has served to obfuscate a number of key

distinctions which must be made in any theoretical or empirical

investigation of the l'larxian rate of prof it. For example, in many of his

arithmetical illustrations, ltlarx identifies the value of variable

capital as a constituent of the denominator in the formula for the

profit rate, i.e. s/ctv. Later, in his discussion of "the law,r,this is

redef i ned as s/c, where the upper-case c i s def i ned as tthe total

capital."(l98lb;3.I8) At the same time, l'larx is unequivocaìly clear that,

insofar as the rate of profit and the organic composition of capital are

concerned' it is only therrinvestedrr or "advanced" capital that shouìd

be cons i dered.

The confusion could have been averted had f,larx normal ly distinguished

in an expl icit way between constant capital and variable capital as

stock variables and as llow variables. (cf. Hage t963rch.2) The

commodityrs value, together with that of the aggregate social product at

the macro-economic level, represents the sum of the constant capital
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variabìe capital (tne value of the productive ìabor-power

employed in its production), and surplus-value; i.e., c*v*s=p. ln the

process of production, a fraction of the constant capital invested is

consumed and enter s i nto the va I ue of the commod i ty product ; that

fraction is determined by the rate of turnover of the constant capital.

lf, in each production period, the rate of turnover were IOO%, then the

value of the constant capital consumed would equal the value of the

constant capi tal i nvested. Thi s would be a reasonable assumption,

however, only if the invested constant capital takes the singular form

of circulating constant capital (raw materials, fuel, etc.) Once the

existence of f ixed capital (ouildings, machinery, etc.) is aìlowed for,

then the assumpt i on of IOOZ turnover per product i on per i od must be

dropped; and so must the identi ty of constant capi tal consumed and

constant capitaì invested. The former rnust be seen as a flow variable

and the latter as a stock variable. The constant capital flow is the

constant capital used up in production (raw materials, energy, and a

fraction of the value of the fixed capital transferred to the commodity

through depreciation) . The constant capital stock represents the value

of the total constant capital invested or advanced for the purpose of

capi tal i st production.

ln principle' it would seem that variable capital should be treated

in a simi lar fashion; that is, the variable capital stock shouìd be

distinguished from the variabìe capital flow. But this very procedure

immediately underl ines the important difference between constant capital

and variable capital. Not only is labor-power ilnmediately consumed in

the process of production; ¡t is apparent that capitalists do not invest
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in labor-power in the way they do in means of production. Not only is
the rate of turnover enormously different between constant and variable

capital; ¡t is so great that it would not be unrealistic to assume that

the variable capital stock has, for al I intents and purposes, a non-

the value of the

stock of var i ab I e

assumed to cons i st

justification for

existent value. The best procedure for determining

i nvested capi tal i s therefore I'to assume that the

capi tal i s zero, so that the capi tal stock i s

entirely of constant capital...r¡(l'lage 1963-37) The

this is well stated by l'lage:

f'lost large businesses in practice segregate the 'rvariablertportion of their circulating capital in a special payroì ì

account, whose maximum size is sì ightly above the average
payrol l. But since production workers are general ly paid
several days to a week after the close of the payroll period,
the rrstock of variable--ãlital" is aìways eqlalled or even
exceeded by the l iabi ì ity rrwages payable," so that its net
value is actualìy zero or even negative! l{arx was quite wãil
aware of this, when in Voìume ¡ (p.621) he wrote ilthe laborer
is not paid unti I after he has expended his labor-power....
he has produced, before it flows back to him in the shape of
wages, the fund out of which he himself is paid, the variable
cap¡ tal .'r (ibidi37-38)

lf the rate of profit is the ratio of surplus-vaìue to the invested

or advanced capital stock, it follows that the formula s/C is indicated,

where C represents the value of the constant capital stock.

These considerations would appear to be fairly non-problematic. Yet,

as Hodgson has pointed out,

it has been traditional for l'larxists to ignore the [constantcapital stock] in their formulation. However, apart from the
oe eas iona I assumpt ion that [ttr ¡ s stock] i s zero [where l,larx
abstracts from the problem of fixed capital--l'l.S.l, lilarx
repeatedly asserts that the rate of profit must include [the
constant capi tal srockl. (t974;58)

Numerous passages in l'larx could be cited to substantiate this point,

but the fol lowing one should suffice:
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so far as prof i ts are concerned, the var i ous capi tal i sts arejust so many shareholders in a stock company in which the
shares of profi t are uniformly divided per lOO, so that
profits differ in the case of the individual capital ists only
in accordance with the amount of capital invested by each in
the aggregate enterpr i se, i .e. accord i ng to this investment in
social producti on as a whoìe, according to the number of his
shares. (Capital I I l,.l978¡ I!8--emphasis added)

The preceding argument should not be construed to suggest that the

value of the variabl'e capital consumed in production plays no role in

the determination of the average rate of profit; ¡t obviousìy must.

However, in the formula s/c, changes in the value of ìabor-power will be

reflected in the nu$erator, in the total surplus-value produced. ln the

formula for the rate of profit, surplus-value serves as an index of the

total value of the I iving labor consumed in production, an index which

is determined at any given time by the rate of surplus-value, s/v. Later

it will be shown that the rate of profit s/C can be redefined precisely

i n terms of the rate of surpl us-val ue together wi th the organi c

compos i t i on of capi ta I .

The Law as Such

The law of the tendency of the rate of profit to fal l, as it is

initîal ìy developed by Harx, is an inexorabìe concomitant of his

appreciation of the fundamental dynamics of the accumulation process.

Capitalrs tendency to augment the physical means of production (or means

of labor) without a corresponding augmentation of the mass of I iving

labor which sets these means of production in motion signifies a

relative diminution in the role of I iving labor in the process of

production. But since living labor remains the sole source of new value

and therefore of surplus-value (since new value is nothing othcr than
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the labor time of living labor), such a pattern of accumulation will

necessarily give rise to a fall in the rate of profit, since there will

be an increase in the total capital advanced for production but there

wi I I not be a corresponding increase in the mass of surplus-value

produced.

ln his ari thmetical i ì lustrations of the law as such (l98lOi3t7) ,

l'larx assumes

the i ncreased

an essential

that the rate of surplus-value wi I I

investment in means of production

assumption; it is adduced only

remain constant despite

But this is by no means

for the purpose of

simpl if ied illustration. Thus, llarx argues that:

The law of the falling rate of profit, as expressing the same
or even a rising rate of surplus-value, means in other words:
taking any particular quantity of average social capitaì, e.g.
a capital of 100, an ever greater portion of this is
represented by means of labour and an ever lesser portion by
I iving labour. (¡¡id;122--emphasis added)

It is moreoever absoluteìy clear that l'larx saw in this changing

composition of capital a means of increasing the productivity of labor

and therewith a means of increasing the rate of surpìus-value:

The progressive tendency for the general rate of profit to
fal I is thus simply the expression, .@!3! to the capi tal i st
mode of production, of the progressive development of the
social productivity of labour. This does not mean that the
rate of profit may not fal I temporari ly for other reasons as
well, but it does prove that it is a self-evident necessity,
deriving from the nature of the capital ist mode of production
itself, that as it advances the general rate of surplus-value
must be expressed in a falling general rate of profit. Since
the mass of I iving labor appl ied continuously decl ines in
relation to the mass of objectified labour that it sets in
motion, i.e. the productively consumed means of production,
the part of this I iving labour that is unpaid and objectified
in surplus-value must also stand in an ever-decreasing ratio
to the value of the total capi tal appl i ed. But th i s rati o
between the mass of surplus-value and the total capi tal
appì ied in fact constitutes the rate of profit, which must
therefore steadi ìy fal l. (l98lU;3.l9)
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It is self-evident that capitalists will increase their investment in

the constant capital stock (i.e. the fixed capital stock) either in

order to increase output or in order to increase the productivity of the

labor employed. lmproved productivity helps to make their invested

capital more rrindependentrr of the I imited basis of its self-expansion,

and it helps them to increase their share of the mass of surplus-value

produced on an economy-wide basis. llarx's assumption is that the rising

organic composition of capitaì wi I I be accompanied, in general, by a

rising rate of surplus-value, but that this latter trend will be

insufficient to prevent a fall in the rate of profit even though it may

al ìow for the production of a greater mass of surplus-value:

As the process of product i on and accumul at i on advances,
therefore, the mass of surplus labour that can be and is
appropriated must grow, and with it too the absolute mass of
profit appropr¡ated by the social capital. But the same laws
of production and accumulation mean that the value of the
constant capi tal i ncreases along wi th i ts mass, and
progressively more quickly than that of the variable portion
of the capital which is converted into living Iabour. The same
ì aws, therefore, produce both a growi ng absol ute mass of
profit for the social capital, and a falling rate of profit.
(ibidt325)

The rate of profÍt is determined at any given time by the interaction

of the organic composition of capital and the rate of surplus-value, two

quantitative relationships which will now be examined more closely.

The Rate of Surplus-Value

I n Cap i ta I I ' f'larx def i nes the rate of surpl us-va lue as the rat io of

surplus-value to the variable capital emploved in production. An

increasing amount of attention, however, has been directed in recent

years to his quite different concept of the I'annual rate of surplus-
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value.r'22 Developed in Capital I I in connection with the problem of

turnover and circulation time, the annual rate of surplus-value is

conceived by ilarx as the ratio of annuaììy-produced surplus-value to the

variable capital advanced for production. Essent.ially, I'larx seeks to

show with this ratio that both the turnover period of the variable

capital and the time required for the circulation of commodities enter

into the determination of the actual magnitude of the surplus-value

produced annua I I y. To the extent that the turnover per i od of cap i ta ì i s

reduced (the time required for the production of commodity-capital and

its transformation back into money-capital through circulation), a

greater number of turnovers per year becomes possible and therewith a

greater mass of surplus-value. Even if each of these turnovers of

capital is undertaken on the basis of the same rate of exploitation, the

annual rate of surplus-value wilì rise, simply because a greater amount

of surplus-value has been produced and reaìized in relation to the value

of the variable capital originally'¡advanced.'r The acceìeration of the

rrreplacementrrof this advanced varaibìe capital--which is made possible

by a reduction of the turnover period--obviously means that, on the

basis of the same 'roriginal investmentrt in variable capital, the

capital ists stand to derive a greater amount of surplus-value.

The annual rate of surplus-vaìue is a concept which serves to

underl ine the importance of turnover time and the 'tbarrier of

circulation'r to the process of capital ist production. Theoretical ly, ¡t
is therefore quite useful. lt starkly reveals that the absolute

magnitude of the annual ly-produced surplus-value is dependent not only

22 See in
2\5-\6

particular: Geof f rey Kay,l976¡ and f,lichael Lebowitz,l976
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on the rate of exploitation (the real rate of surplus-vaìue) but also

upon the rate of turnover and the ease or difficulty of reaì izing

surplus-value in the circulation process. Since the magnitude of

surpìus-value reaì ized is a key determinant of the rate of valorization,

it is apparent that an increase in the annual rate of surplus-vaìue will
have the effect of increasing the rate of profit.

Empirical ly, however, the annual rate of surplus-value, as a ratio,

has no real utility in Harx's system. lf we assumer âS we did in the

last section, that the variable capital advanced by the capital ists to

start up production is zero, then the ratio disappears altogether. What

is important is not the value of the variable capitalrradvancedrr; what

is important is the total magnitude of surplus-value produced and

real ized' which is obviousìy dependent on the rate of turnover of the

total capital advanced. This magnitude forms the numerator of the actual

rate of surplus-vaìue; and the vaìue of the variabìe capital employed

forms its denominator, i.e. s/v. when this is computed over a period of

a year, a very d i fferent 'rannua I " rate of surpì us-va ì ue appears--an

annual rate of exploitation, which is one of the key determinants of the

annual average rate of profit.

Capital ists seek to maximize the actual rate of surpìus-value in

myr i ad þJays. Var i ous techn i ques and strateg i es are empl oyed to i ncrease

both absolute and reìative surplus-value. However, for l,iarx, the single-

most important long-term taetic in the strategic arsenal of the

capital ists for increasing labor productivity and the rate of surplus-

value is the ¡ntroduction of labor-saving machinery--machinery which

will permit a fewer number of workers to produce as much or more
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same amount of t i me. But th i s very tact i c,

to capital, involves a relative diminution in the

in production¡ it involves a rising technicaì

which could have the effect of driving down the

Anwar Shaikh has admirably recast l'larx's fundamental argument in the

fol lowi ng terms:

I ncreas ing mechan izat ion g ives r ise to what l'larx ca ì ls a
rising technical composition of capitaì. Ever greater masses
of means of production and materials are set into operation by
a given number of workers. According to ltlarx, this in turn
impl ies that out of the totaì labor value (C+L [where C

represents constant capital and L the value added by living
labor--l,l.S.]) of the f inal product, progressively more comes
from the means of production used up and progressively less
from I iving labor. ln other words, the rising technical
composition of capital is reflected in value terms as a rising
rat io of rrdead to I iv i ng I abor , ,' of C to L .

The rate of profit...is S/(C+V¡. But S=L-V, since surplus
labor-time (S) equals the time workers actual ly put in (L)
m i nus the t i me necessary to reproduce themse I ves (V) .
Theref ore, even if 'rworkers I ived on a i rr, (V=0) , the most that
S could be is S(max) /C=L/C. Consequently, L/C is thlããiting
to the rate of profit, whi le the floor is of course zero.
Now, if a rising technical composition does indeed refìect
itself as a rising ratio C/L--hence a falling ratio L/C-- then
the actual rate of profit will be progressively squeezed
between a descending cei I ing and an unyielding floor, so that
it must itself exhibit a downwargl tendency. (1978at233)

Theoretically the ratio of dead to I iving labor can rise to infinity.

where theBut the ratio of I iving to dead labor (the rate of profit

workersrrlive on air") has a very precise ìimit in the length of the

work i ng day. 0f course, th i s argument concerns the tendency of the

that the risingmaximum rate of prof it to fall. I'loreover, it assumes

technical composition will be r¡ref lected in value terms.t But, as

Lebowitz has pointed out,
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(F)or ltlarx, it is the technical basis or technical
composition-- therrdefinite quantity of means of production,
machinery, raw materials, etc.rr in relation to a I'def iníte
number of I aborersr'-- wh i ch determi nes the I evel of
product i v i ty rather than the aggregate va I ues of those
components, the vaìue-composition of capital or the organic
composi tion of capitaI ." (1976i2t+3-\\)

To the extent that the rising technical composition is not refìected

in vaìue terms in a rising organic composition of capital, the

capital ists can achieve an increase in productivity without risking a

dec I i ne i n the rate of prof i t. It is therefore the actual tendency of

i s v i ta I to l'larxr s argument, and notthe orqanic composition which

simply the rising tendency of the technical composition of capital.

The 0rqan i c Compos i t i on of Cap i ta I

since the rate of profit is a ratio of values, the organic

composition of capital's motion (either upwards or downwards) can affect

the rate of profit only if the OCC is itself conceived in terms of

vaìue. ln this connection, l'larx distinguished between the technical

composition of capital (TCC--a ratio of physical magnitudes, of use-

values) and the value composition of capital (VCC). Thus, in Capital l,
l,larx states:

The composi tion of capi tal is to be understood in a twofold
sense. As value, it is determined by the proportion in which
it is divided into constant capital, or the value of the means
of production, and variable capi tal, or the value of labor-
power, the sum total of wages. As material, as it functions in
the process of production, al I capital is divided into means
of production and I iving labor-power. The latter composi tion
is determined by the reìation between the mass of means of
production employed on the one hand, and the mass of labor
necessary for their employment on the other. I call the former
the value composition, the latter the technical composition of
capital. There is a close correlation between the two. To
express this, I call the value-composition of capital, in so
far as ¡t is determined by its teehnieal composition and
mirrors changes in the latter, the organic composit¡on of
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capital. I,lherever I refer to the composition of capital,
without further qual ification, its organic compos¡tion is
a lways undersrood. (1977 I 63)

As an immediate prelude to his discussion of the equalization of the

rate of prof it, lvlarx restates these distinctions in capital lll:

The value-composition of capital, inasmuch as it is determined
by, and reflects, its technical composition, is called the
orqanic composition of capi tat . (1978b; 'l46)

Virtuaì ly aì I commentators agree that the value-composition of

capi tal should be designated as the ratio of constant capi tal to

variable capi tal, or of constant capital to the total capi tal employed;

i.e., c/v or c/ (c+v). (See Sweezy 1968; ilage t!61; Gi I lman 1957¡ Fine

and Harris 1979.) However a reaì difficulty emerges with the attempt of

many theorists to identify the value composition with the organic

composition (nouu, sweezy, Gilìman, l'landeì). while it is admittedly

unc lear what l'larx is suggest ing prec isel y when he states that the VCC

may be cal led the Occ insofar as the former I'reflects,' tmirrorsr" or

¡'is determined by'r the TCc, it is nevertheless quite clear that l'larx

sought to distinguish between the VCC and the Occ. For l{arx, the Occ

must be grasped from both its value side and its material (or technical)

side; it is therefore not reducible to the VCC or the TCC considered

a I one.

An additionaì d¡fficuìty arises when it is noted that in his Volume

Three discussion of the OCC and in his subsequent use of the c/v ralio
in arithmetical i I Iustrations of the effects of a changing Occ,

especially in relation to the rate of prof it, l'larx adopts a rather

drastic and unwarranted assumption: a constant rate of surplus-value.

Whi le this assumption is useful for purposes of simpl ified i I lustration,
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it must be dropped as soon as one turns to the concrete analysis of reaì

economic processes. lt will be shown later that the resolution of this

difficulty provides an important clue to the satisfactory definition of

the OCC.

l,Jhile I'larx provided no explicit formula for the TCC, a number of

formulae have been suggested in recent years. Both shaikh (.l978a) and

Sharpe (1980) define the TCC as the ratio of constant capital to net

product. Thus , T=c/ (v+s) . E I sewhere, sha i kh has def i ned the TCC as

T=K/N, where K represents the constant capital stock and N the number of

workers (cf. 19781îi;250-251). This latrer definition brings him close

to l'lage who argues:

By I'technical compositionrr l'larx essentially signif ies what
modern economi sts cal I ¡rcapi tal i ntens i ty, " the quant i ty of
capital goods inr¡real'terms cooperating with each worker at
somer¡normal" leveì of full employment, the ratio: l'leans of
Production/Number of Workers. (1963;72)

Un I i ke many commentators however , l.tage i s concerned wi th concret iz i ng

this formula and establishing in what sense changes in the TCC can have

a rrc lose correl at i ontr uri th changes i n the vcc. To render the Tcc (a

ratio of physical magnitudes) commensurable with the VCC, f,lage deploys

the formula T=c/v x lv/lc, where lv and lc are the ilvalues of the prÍce

indexes for labor power and means of production, respectiveìy."(1963i73)

He concludes that a rrstrict correlationil can exist between the TCC and

the vcc only when rrthe price indexes themselves are aìways equal, a

virtual impossib¡l¡ty." (ibid;73) Later in his work, llage points out that

the TCC is a ratiorrin which the numerator is expressed in real terms

(i.e. as a quantity of use values) and the denominator in value terms

(¡.e. as a quantity of labor time) ." (¡bid;158)
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Since the OCC is assimilable to its VCC only insofar as a close (or

r¡strictrr) correlation exists between the latter and the TCC, it is

readily apparent that the OCC and the VCC cannot normally be identified.

The necessary discrepancy between the OCC and the VCC reflects

indeterminacy of the reìationship between the value expressions of

price indexes of C and v resultinq from changes in the TCC at the

of production but only manifestinq themselves later in the realm

the

the

t ime

of

exchange. Put simpìy, values chanqe along with changes in technique; and

there is no reason to beìieve that the values of C and v wilì change in

a un i tary way.

Fine and Harris make a similar point; however, as bre shall explain

later, they reverse the conceptual statuses of the VCC and the OCC:

the distinction between old and new values, between the OCC
and the VCC, is based on the unity between the sphere of
production and exchange. The new leveìs of productivity are
created ín the sphere of production, but only have become
estab I i shed as new va I ues through the exchange of the
commod i t i es concerned. Thus the VCC i s onl y formed on the
basis of the complex articulation of production, exchange and
distribution. The OCC, however, exists at a higher Ievel of
abstraction; it exists within the sphere of production
abstracting from exchange and distribution... (1979i6O-61)

To a very important extent, the distinction between old and new

values reflects changes in the rate of surplus-value and related changes

in the social productivity of ìabor. lt is for this reason that l'lage

adopts a f ormula f or the OCC which drops f'larxrs assumption of a constant

rate of surplus-value and i ncorporates thi s ratio i nto the formula for

the OCC, i.e. 0CC=Q=C/v(l+s/v). This formula is equivatent to C/s*v,

which is akin to the capital/output ratio in orthodox economics; in

Èlarxian analysis, it is nothing other than the ratio of dead to living

labor expressed in value terms. lt wi I I be recal led that this is
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precisely the same formula which Shaikh adopts for the TCC and which he

uses to establish the looicaì basis of falìing rate of profit theory.

The use of a seemingly identical formula for the Occ-- c/(s+v)--has

become a source of controversy in recent years. Upheld by Cogoy (lgll)

and other rrorthodoxrr interpreters of I'tarx, i t has also been adopted (if

rather agnostical ìy) by the neo-Ricardians Steedman (198'l), Himmelweit

(.l974), and Hodgson (1974), âlthough the latter commentarors typicat ly

regard the formula as a ratio of prices, not values. perhaps in

reaction to this neo-Ricardian embrace, other l'larxist theorists have

rejected the formula, retreating essential ly to the assimi ìation of the

OCC and the VCC. Frequently this is accompanied by an attempt to invoke

llarx; even Hodgson feels compel led to admit that this formuìa trdiffers

f rom llarx's def inition." (197\i8o-81) yet ltlarx developed more than one

possible definition of the OCC, especial ly in his Theories of Surplus-

Vaìue (Part lll) where he suggests both c/snv and the similar c,/c+s*v.

He even goes so far as to identify the Occ with the TCC at one point:

By the organic composition of productive capital. By this we
mean the technological composition. t/ith a given productivity
of ìabour, which can be taken as constant as long as no change
occurs, the amount of raw materials and means of labour, that
is, the amount of constant capital--in terms of its material
elements-- which corresponds to a definite guantity of I iving
Iabour (paid or unpaid), that is, to the material elements of
variable capital, is determined in every sphere of production.
0975i382-- emphasis added)

ln relation to the TCC it clearly makes little sense torrnot count'l

al I of the labor performed in production, since this would deny the

material reality of a definite magnitude of means of production being

set into motion by a definite number of workers, and since it would also

deny the status of the TCC as an index of labor productivity. Thus, for
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this technical reìationship to be reflected in the value compos¡t¡on

properly' the value of the total labor employed must be taken into

account. Variable capital is a value index for the commodity labor-

power, the use-vaìue of which is precisely its abi I ity to produce more

value than is necessary to sustain and reproduce itself; it is the

"j-¡.¡|14 of a definite quantity of labor-power, or of a definite number of

ìaborersr or a def inite quantity of living ìabor set in motion.r' (ltlarx

1979;.l46--emphasi s added)

clearly, to the extent that variable capital is the index of a

'rdef inite quantity of living ìabour set in motion,r' ¡t is the index of

the total newly-created value arising from production. Surplus-value can

be ignored in the formula for the organic composition of capital

therefore only insofar as it can be regarded as a "given,'r i.e. onìy

ïnsofar as we can ignore changes in the rate of surplus-value.

ln a criticism of Cogoy, Fine and Harris adduce the following reasons

for rejecting c/(s+v) as the formula for the oCC:

The use of living labour, s*v (ttre length of the working day),
as opposed to the variable capital v to measure the OCC has
the effect of captur¡ng changes in the vaìue of constant
capital whi le ignoring changes in the value of variable
capital... Abstracting from distributional struggles in
[Cogoy's] way is equivalent to examining movements in the
maximum rate of profit. As the neo-Ricardians have shown, this
falls if the OCC, defined as c,/s*v, rises. Cogoy has to assume
that it does rise, and this he does by arbitrarily assuming
that constant capital always grows faster than the mass of
I iving labour. This is inconsistent because more surplus-value
becomes accumulated than is being produced. (1979;7\)

Cogoyrs abstract model is indeed marred by his unfounded assumpt¡on

that constant capital always grows faster than the mass of living labor.

Nevertheless, Fine and Harrisr suggestion that there is a necessary

Iinconsistencyttin the notion of a rising e/(s+v) ratio is very curious
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coming from theorists who have already argued that the ratio s/(c+v) can

decline. Surely this also means that rrmore surplus-value becomes

accumulated than is being produced.'r The plain and simple reason for

such a phenomenon is that not al I accumulation (increments to employed

capital) result from the transformation of current surplus-value;

hoarded money-capital may also be invested in the expansion of the

constant capi tal stock.

There exists an important dif f erence between l'lagers ratio C/ (s+v) and

Cogoy's c/ (s+v¡. First, and most obviously, l,lage's upper-case C refers

to the constant capital stock; cogoy's lower-case c to the constant

capital consumed. The impl icatíons of this difference only become

apparent however when one cons iders that l'lage is attempt íng to def ine

the organic composition of capital, lot the value-composition of the

qross product (i.e. the ratio of constant capítal consumed in the

production of the gross product to the total new value embodied in

it).za

Fine and Harrisr own treatment of the conceptual differences between

the VCC, TCC and OCC are also subject to serious criticism. tJhile they

have made a contribution to a clarification of these differences, their

basic definition of the OCC reduces itself to the VCC measured in oìd

values (i.e. c/v before technical advances reduce the value of the

elements of constant and variable capital in a subsequent stage of the

eireuit of eapital). Building on Fine and Harrisrwork, weeks has

argued that the Occ should be defined as "the value composition

calculated prior to the estabì ishment of the new values which are

23 Another way of defining the value composition of
(or commod i ty) i s: the rat- io of i nd i rect to d i rect

the gross product
I abor i nputs.
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impl ied (¡ut not yet acrual ized) by technical change.', (l98t;199) I r

follows that the OCC is the value composition calculated on the basis of

the rroldrr values establ ished (or rractual ized'r) by the previous TCC (tne

level of technique and productivi ty establ ished as social ly average

through exchange in the immediately preceding period). I,Jeeks

reformulates his definition in the next paragraph to read: "the organic

composit¡on is the technical composition valorized by the old set of

values.rr (¡bid;.l99) The clear implication is that the oCC is either the

TCC insofar as the "emerging" VCC is abstracted from, oF it is the VCC

insofar as this is calculated on the basis of a previous Tcc, i.e.
insof ar as it does æ! "ref lect'r or rrmirrorrr the present Tcc. For al I

intents and purposes such a definition of the OCC is identical to the

rrconventionalrrdef inition which assimilates ¡t with the VCC and which

takes no account of a changing rate of surplus-value resulting from

technical advances.

To summarize, the preferred definition of the Occ is c/(s+v) as

formulated by l'lage. !,Jhile this ratio can only imperfectly capture the

effects of a changing TCC on the VCC (since a changing rate of surpìus-

value wiìl have somewhat different impacts on the value formation of the

elements of constant capital and variable capitaì), it provides a more

dynamic and concrete picture of the Occ in process, i.e. as it is

formedrron the basis of the complex articulation of production, exchange

and distributioR.rraâ lR empirical analysis this becomes particularly

important; and for this reason the rat¡o c/(s+v) is the most appropriate

It should be noted that all of the basic quantitative relationships
of the l'larx ian system are f ormed on th i s bas i s; not on I y the Occ, but
the rate of surplus-value and the rate of profit as well.

24
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for empirical calcuìations of the 0CC.

C/(s+v) and s/v as Codeterminants of the profit Rate

0n the basis of the previously estabìished definitions of the rate of

surplus-value and the organic composition of capital, the rate of profit

may now be defined algebraically in terms of its codetermining ratios.

The rate of surplus-value is the ratio between two flows of I iving

labor (!) which comprise the net value of the commodíty product:

surplus-value and variable capital. Thus s'=s/v. 0nce the total number

of hours of productive labor performed is known, the rate of surplus-

value on this labor establ ishes the magni tude of the surplus-value

produced. Thus, s=L-v=L- (s/s')=L/ (l+l/s')=L (sr/l+s') . Now, if the OCC

(0) equa I s C,/ (s+v) , then Q=C/L, and the cap i ta I stock C=LQ.

lf we now return to our definition of the rate of profit as the ratio

of surplus-value to the capital stock, s/C, it is immediately evident

that the rate of prof i t p'=L (s'll+s') /tq= s'/Q (l*sr) .

This formula2s establ ishes that the direction of the rate of profit

is determined by the movements of both the OCC and the rate of surplus-

value. There are clearly a number of permutations in the

interrelationship of Q and sr that will lead to either a falling or a

rising rate of prof it. But in his elaboration of the "law as such,rr l'larx

asserts that the upward motion of the OCC will not be offset by a rise

in the rate of surplus-value. I t is from this premise that he deduces

the tendency of the rate of profit to fall.

25 This aìgebraic
was originally

transformation of the formula
suggested by llage 1963;vii.

for the rate of prof i t
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The Counteract i nq I nf ì uences

ln Chapter ì4 of Capitaì lll, l,larx outlines f ive factors capable of

counteract i ng the rrl aw as such, I' at I east temporar i ì y. l,larx def i nes

these factors as follows: l) 'rlncreasing the lntensity of Exploitation'l

2)'rReduction of Wages Below their Value'r 3) rrCheapening of the Elements

of constant capitaì'r 4) I'Relative Overpopulation" and 5) rtForeign

Trade.r' The first, second and fourth factors are easi ly regrouped as

factors which raise the rate of surplus-value. The third exerts its

influence by lowering the 0cc, i.e., by reducing the value of the

capital stock. The fifth factor, foreign trade, can act to increase the

rate of surpl us-va I ue and to cheapen the el ements of the constant

cap i ta ì stock .

ln his explanation ofrrincreasaing the intensity of exploitation,rl

l'larx po i nts out that the rate of surp ì us-va ì ue can be i ncreased (an¿

with it the rate of profit) through a number of methods available to the

capitalists:

There are many aspects of the i ntens i f i cat i on of I abour that
involve a growth in the constant capital against the variable
capital, i.e. a fall in the rate of profit, such as when a
single worker has to supervise a larger amount of machinery.
(1981 ;339)

ln this case it is obvious that the intensification of labor (while

yielding a higher rate of surplus-value) wi I I not act as a

countertendency to the faì I ing rate of profit, since it is accompanied

by a higher VCC. llarxrs argument is not conclusive on this score,

however, s i nce i t must be demonstrated that the i ncreas i ng rate of

surplus-value wi I I be insufficient to cancel out the effects of the

rising VCC on the OCC and therewith on the rate of profit.
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For Harx it appears that an increase in the intensity of expìoitation

can have a genuinely counteracting effect on the tendency of the rate of

profit to falì in only three ways: intensification of work that is not

associated wi th a rising occ (e.s. speedup, rracceìerated speed of

machine'¡); the prolongation of the working day ("this discovery of

modern industry, which increases the amount of surplus-labour

appropriated without basical ly altering the ratio of the labour-power

applied to the constant capital set in motion"); and "the temporary but

ever repeated increases in surpìus-value that appear now in this branch

of production, now in that, and raise it above the general Ievel for the

capitalist who makes use of inventions, etc. before they are universally

appl ied.r' (ibid|z\0-2\l)

All of these methods, it should be pointecl out, have only s hor t- term

impl ications. The intensification of work through enforced speed-up

must, in the course of events, produce an increased drain on therrvital

forcesil of the workers, forcing an increase in the subsistence component

of the rea I wage. (cf . I'tage I 963;88) Pro I ongat i on of the work i ng day

(which serves to increase absoìute surplus-value) has not proven to be

an historically viable option, given the secular trend in the history of

capital ism towards a shorter work day. Compulsory overtime is sti I I

resorted to in certain industries for ì imited periods of time (usual ìy

at the height of a boom); but the efficacy of overtime as a method of

increasing the rate of surplus-value has been largely negated in most

advanced capital ist countries by the power of the labor movement--in

particular, its success in raisinq the wage rate for overtime labor

(time-and-a-half, doubìe time, and even triple time, depending on when
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the labor is performed). Finally, the ability of particular capitalists

to increase the rate of surpìus-value "above the general level" through

the introduction of neu, "inventionsil is at best a dubious counteracting

factor in light of l'larxrs whole argument. Generally inventions can

increase the level of relative surplus-value only by increasing the

technicaì composition of capital and therewith the OCC. (lt is possîble

that lllarx is referring here to the possibility of rrcapital savingrl

innovations, but he nowhere makes this expì ícit.) Therefore, particular

capital ists might be able to increase their own rate of profit in th¡s

way in the short term; but only at the expense of other capitalists who

enjoy a lower productivity of labor, and only by setting off a chain

reaction which will lead to a fall in the general rate of profit. As a

means of increasing the general rate of profit (which is presumably what

a countering factor is supposed to accompl ish), it is far from cìear how

l'larx sees th i s happen i ng.

Harx's second counteract i ng factor-'the reduct i on of wages below

their value--has the effect of increasing the rate of surplus-value

without provok ing a r ise in the 0cc. However, th is f actor, as l'iarx

himself points out, can only be analyzed in relation to the problem of

competition. Normal ly the value of labor-power is determined in the

labor market; however, both intraclass and interclass competition play a

role in the determination of its price. ln a situation where the reserve

army of labor is relatively small, wages may rise above their value; and

in a situation where the reserve army is relatively large, wages may

fall below their value. The demand for labor, the balance of class

forces (reflecting the relative strengths of capi tal and the labor
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movement) ' and a number of other factors determine the fluctuations of

the wage rate i n rel at i on to the actua I val ue of I abor-power. Except

under conditions where the labor movement has either been smashed or

effectiveìy integrated into the capital ist state machine, it is

d¡fficult to see how wages can be reduced below the value of labor-power

over an extended period of time.

I'Relative overpopulation'¡ as a counteracting influence can I ikewise

only play a role in increasing the rate of surplus-value in the short

term, i.e. unti I the reserve army of labor is reduced sufficiently to

force an increase in the value of wages. lt can play a long-term role,

however, under conditions of protracted depression, or in a situation

where capital ism is uprooting precapitaì ist forms of production and

employing workers in labor-intensive industries where "wages are below

the average, so that both the rate and mass of surplus-value in these

branches of production are unusual ly high.,' (¡b¡d;344)

The counteracting factors adduced by l4arx as contributing to a higher

rate of surplus-value (without contributing to a corresponding increase

in the 0CC) may be summarized and evaluated as follows:

l. speed-up, which must eventually lead to an increase in the wage

rate;

2. ìengthening of the working day (or week) in order to increase

absolute surplus-value, which has been historical ly checked by

the labor movement's success in reducing the length of the

working day (and week), and by its success in winning an increase

in the bJage rate for overtime labor;
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3. reduction of wages below the value of labor-power, which is

possible only through the incapacitation of the iabor movement;

4. relative surplus population, which has the effect of lowering

I^/ages below their value and encouraging labor-intensive

i ndustr i es wi th a I ower ' than average occ, and wh i ch i s

significant only so ìong as cheap labor is in pìentiful supply.

This summary points to the conclusion that none of the factors which

llarx cites as genuinely counteracting tendencies due to their capacity

to raise the rate of surplus-value can have anything more than a short-

term expression. Certainly none of them would seem to have a secular

significance.

I'tarx's apparent expectation that the rate of surplus-value would

evidence a secuìar tendency to rise was inseparable from his expectation

that it would rise as a result of a rising technical composition of

capital, reflected in a rising Occ and a falling rate of profit.0nly to

the extent that a rising technical composition of capital could increase

the level of productivity and the rate of surplus-value without bringing

about a rise in the OCC would it be possible to prevent a fall in the

rate of prof i t.

It is in this connection that the third counteracting influence-- the

cheapening of the elements of constant capital--derives its great

importance. l,larx argues the f ol lowing case:

Viewing the total capital as a whole, the value of the
constant capital does not increase in the same proportion as
its material volume....(The) same development that raises the
mass of constant capital in comparison with variable reduces
the value of its elementsr âs a resuìt of a higher
productivity of labour, and hence prevents the value of the
constant capital, even though this grows steadily, from
growing in the same degree as its material volume, i.e. the
material volume of the means of production that are set in
motion by the same amount of labour-power. (ibid;3h3)
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This fact alone, however, does not explain the way in which the

elements of constant capital are cheapened sufficiently to prevent a

rise in the OCC. All its suggests is that the OCCrs growth wiìl tend to

leg behind that of the technical composition. For the OCCrs growth to be

blocked completely, the elements of constant capital must rrincrease Iin
mass--l'l .S.] while their total value remains the same or even

falls."(¡bid;343) But this can only happen in "certain cases.rr2ó

l,larx is clearly alluding here to the possibility of "capitaì savingrl

innovations and techniques: fixed capital with a longer life span and/or

of cheaper manufacture; greater efficiency in the use of raw materials

and fuels; the development of ersatz substances as substitutes for more

costìy raw materials, etc.

It should be pointed out that the same innovations and techniques

that can lead to at least a temporary cheapening of the elements of

constant capital wi I I also lead to a cheapening of the elements of

variabìe capital; so that not only the numerator in the formuìa for the

Occ wi I I decrease (the value of the constant capital stock), but also

the denominator (the value of the variabìe capitaì). The trend line for

the value composition of capital (c/v) should therefore remain

relatively stable, although the OCC (C/(s+v)) might stílì fall as a

result of a constant or grob/ing mass of surplus-value.

The impact of foreign trade--l,larx's fifth counteracting influence--

is a complex phenomenon to analyze. f'larx points to tt,,o brays in which

foreign trade can help to increase the rate of profit:

26 This is translated as
(1978).

I'isolated casesil in the Progress edition
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ln so far as foreign trade cheapens on the one hand the
e I ements of constant cap i ta I and on the other the
necessary means of subs i stence i nto wh i ch var i ab I e
capital is converted, it acts to raise the rate of
prof i t by ra i s i ng the rate of surpl us-va I ue and
reducing the value of constant capitaì....Capital
invested in foreign trade can yield a higher rate of
profit, firstly, because it competes wìth commodities
produced by other countr i es wi th I ess developed
production facilitiesr So that the more advanced
country sel ls its goods above their value, even though
still more cheaply than its competitors.

As far as capital invested in the colonies, etc. is
concerned..., the reason why this can yield higher
profit rates is that the profit rate is generalìy
h i gher there on account of the I ower degree of
deveìopment, and so too is the exploitation of labour,
through the use of s I aves and cool i es, etc.
(¡bid;34\-3\5)

ln the f i rst passage, l'larx appears to be d iscuss ing the phenomenon of

"unequal exchange'r on the world market. This unequal exchange has a

double significance. 0n the one hand, it plays a role in cheapening the

elements of constant capital and variable capital insofar as it permits

the acquisition of raw materials at relatively cheap prices. 0n the

other hand, it permits the sale of commodities ilabove their valuerr (and

thereby brings about an international redistribution of surplus-value).

Foreign trade on such terms must obviously serve to raise the rate of

prof i t.

ln the second passage, llarx discusses the results of capital

investment in the colonial and semi-colonial countries. Here, a higher

rate of profit prevails due to a lower OCC and a higher rate of surplus-

value. To the extent that the surplus-value produced through thi s

capital investment is transferred back to the imperial ist metropol is,

there is no reason in l'larxrs view why thís surplus-value rrshould not

2
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enter into the equal ization of the general rate of profit and hence

raise this in due proportion, unless monopol ies stand in the way."

(ibid;345)

What is apparent in both of these passages is that foreign trade and

foreign investment can play a role in raising the rate of profit only to

the extent that either the terms of trade continue to improve and/or the

rate of return on capital invested abroad continues to rise. Foreign

trade and investment have been essential features of capital ism since

i ts genes i s; they are not the sort of ttcounteract i ng i nf I uences" that

can be resorted to as a kind of last-resort tactic on the part of

capital ists to increase the rate of profit. The historical results of

foreign trade and investment are alreadv inscribed in the general rate

of profit which exists in a particular capital ist country at any given

time. Horeover' with the global expansion of capital ism, foreign trade

and investment run up against formidable barriers and even I imits to

their expansion: a world market which is extensively ì imited; an

increasing competition among the most advanced capital ist countries over

I imited markets and arenas for investment (u competition which can lead

to war and which has only increased with ther¡decolonization¡r of the

semi-colonial countries); the development of anti-imperial ist movements

in the semi-colonial world which seek to alter the terms of world trade

and which sometimes succeed in expropriating capital entirelyi the

development of international cartels (OpfC, etc.) which, in concert with

imperial ist monopol ies, might increase the price of certain rah,

materials. All of these factors suggest that foreign trade is, at best,

a two-edged sword, the exigencies of which can as easily reduce the rate

of profit as raise it.
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The forego i ng survey of the rrcounteract i ng i nf I uences, to the

tendency of the rate of profit to fall has sought to establish above all

that the attempt to place "the law as such' and the rrcounteracting

tendencies' on an equal footing is inappropriate. There is I ittle

support for such a notion either in l'larx's exposition (he nowhere

mentions a I'law'of counteracting infìuences) or empiricalìy in the

actual history of capitalist development. The kind of theoretical "even-

handednessrrt^rhich simultaneously asserts that the falling rate of prof it

is strictly a cyclical phenomenon, and that "the Iaw'r and 'rthe law of

counteracting tendenciesrrhave a coequal theoretical status, can only

end up by asserting that there is no good reason to believe that either

a secuìar or a cycl ical fal I in the rate of profit is a neces sar y

concomitant of capital ist development. This is not to suggest that there

are no further obstacles to be cleared in estabì ishing an actual

tendency for the rate of profit to fal I due to the factors cited by

l'larx; only that the counteracting factors cited by llarx himself are

unable to account for a compìete negation of this tendency.

The real challenge to therrlaw as suchrrcomes from those theoreticaì

criticisms which reject is rras suchrr--in particuìar those criticisms

which challenge the necessity of a rising Occ (either cyclically or

secularly) or which see the effects of 
,such 

a rise as cancel led by a

compensating increase in the ìevel of productivity brought about by a

rising technical composition of capital.
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å.å cR tT I C I St'lS 0F THE LAW

itlarxrs theory of a rising organic composition of capital is

predicated on two key assumptions: a) that capitaì ist development

involves a growing technical composition of capital, and b) that this
growing techn¡cal composition of capitaì wi I I be reflected in a rising

organic composition (in value terms). critics of the theory of the

falling rate of profit have traditionally concentrated their fire on the

val idity of these assumptions, aìthough in recent years an increasing

amount of attention has been given to the'¡choice of technique,'argument

which claims to provide a rigorous mathematical proof of the

impossib¡lity of a rising-0cc induced falì in the rate of profit.
Whi le there is a certain amount of overlap between the three

principal lines of attack on l'larxts theory, it is nevertheless possible

to identify them as foì lows: a) the argument according to which

technoìogical progress under capital ism is just as I ikely to be

constant-capitaì saving as labor saving, which shall be referred to as

the rrneutra I techno log i ca'l progresstr argument; b) the argument accord i ng

to which a rising TCC is not accompanied by a rising OCC due to the fact

that a rising technical composition is accompanied by an equaì

(compensating) rise in productivity, which shal I be referred to as the

'rrising TCClconstant Occ'r argument; and c) the argument according to

which capitaìists wilì never opt for a choice of technique which has the

effeet of lowering the rate of profit, which is usually referred to as

the r'0k i sh io Theoremrr argument.
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The Neutral Technolooical Proqress Argument

A cornerstone of llarxrs theory of the falling rate of profit is the

notion that technological progress under capital ism has an inevitably

labor-savinq bias. Against this, his neo-Ricardian critics argue that,

qiven g. constant real gg9, rrthere are no good reasons...why

[capitalists] should economize on labor more than on [constant]

capital.'¡ (van Parijs 1980;3) The neo-Ricardians typically place great

emphasis on the assumption of a given real wage precisely because for

them fluctuations in the rate of profi t are almost exclusively

determined by the movements of the wage rate. ln their opinion, ã tising

]CC/falìing rate of profit scenario can be theoretically sustained only

on the condition that a changing wage rate is not a factor determining

the movements of the rate of profit. However, it is preciseìy the

possibil itv of a variabìe wage rate (in particular, one which rises

faster than the growth of net productivity) which is one of the most

powerful arguments i n favor of l4arxrs assumption that technological

progress will typically exhibit a labor-saving bias.

Technological progress under capital ism is impel led both by the

exigencies of the competitive struggle among different capitaìs and,

more fundamentalìy, by the capital/labor relation itself. Shaikh has

pointed to the key consideration underlying the (constant) capital-

saving argument which seeks to marginal ize the importance of ìabor-

saving innovations for capitalist production: 'rTaken by itself...all
that competition establ ishes is the necessity rfor the reduction of

production costsr; from this perspective al I types of technical change

are equal ìy feasible.rr However, inter-capital ist competition ís not the
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only determinant of the techniques employed to reduce production costs:
rrl4arx der ives the dom i nance of mechan i zat ion I i . e. of techn iques wh ich

displace l iving ìabor by machinery--tl.S.] from the relations of

production, rout of the relation of capital to I iving ìabour, þrithout

reference to other capitalsr (i.e. to competition) (l'larx 1973;77Ð,',

(shai kh 1978b;240-241)

The labor-saving bias of capitaì ist technical innovation has its most

fundamental basis in the drive of capital to subordinate labor to

itself , i .e. in what l'larx called the 'rreal subsumption of labor by

capital.'l

The subordination of labor to capital is completed only when the

labor process is transformed in accordance with the requirements of the

valorization process. Capital ism inherits a labor process which from the

standpo¡nt of its own historical ly-evolving requirments rapidly becomes

a fetter to the production of surplus-value. This suggests the key

I imitation to the (merely) formal subsumption of labor by capital (tne

precondition of which is solely the transformation of labor-power into a

commodity, i.e. the institution of wage-slavery):

the fact is that capital subsumes the labour process as it
finds it, that is to say, it takes over an ex,istinq labour
pp95, developed by d if f erent and more archa ic modes of
production... The work may become more intensive, its
duration may be extended, ¡t may even become more continuous
or orderly under the eye of the interested capital ist, but in
themselves these changes do not affect the character of the
actual Iabour process, the actual mode of working....ln the
formal subsumption of labour under capital, Iincreasing
absolute surplus-value] is the sole manner of producing
surp I us-va I ue. (l,larx 1977 ¡ l}2l)

The movement to the production of relative surplus-value is possible

only wi th the advent of the real subsumption of labor, which involves
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the relegation of I iving labor to a mere detai I function of the

production process; the deskilling of as many workers as possible (since

sk i I I ed workers represent an obstac I e to the harmon i ous devel opment of

the labor and valorization processes); and the denial of the primacy of

living labor to capitalist production (since the 'robjective'r principle

of production is strengthened in relation to the "subjective'
principle). I'lore complexly, the real subsumption of labor by capital
¡lmystifiesil the capital/ labor reìation by obscuring the fact that l iving

labor is indispensabìe to the valorization process; it creates the

iìlusion that workers are mere extensions of the machines which they set

in motion. For this reason, the production of reìative-surplus-value

augments capi talrs claim to productive power as an independent 'rf actor

of production.rr Productivity is increased not because the workers toil
for longer hours, but because the necessary labor-time is reduced by

labor-saving (productivity-increasing) machinery. Thus, labor-saving

technical innovation (tne utility of which is to increase relative

surplus-value) strengthens the hand of capital as against labor by

making capital as "independentrr as possible from I iving labor (and in

particuìar from skilled labor). This might be referred to as the first
rrfunctionalrr benefit to capital stemming from a rising technical

composition of capital: the real subsumption of labor is advanced,

together with the intensification of ther¡mystification" inherent in the

eapi tal /labor rel ation.

The second functional benefit of labor-saving (and TCC-increasing)

innovation is more stra¡ght-forward, and was already pointed to in the

last chapter. Since the I imited size of the urorking population is a
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barrier to the accumuìation process, câpital ists must find ways of

increasing their output in the face of a limited supply of ìabor. Labor-

saving and labor-displacing machinery represents the most viable

solution in this respect; for if the TCC remains constant, the capital

stock cannot grow faster than the I abor force, and th i s i s prec i sel y

what i s requ i red for the process of accumu I at i on to proceed as

independently as possible of its I imited basis, the working population.

lf technical change exhibits a neutral tendency or a rcapital-saving'

bias, on the other hand, capital's dependence on the avai lable working

population becomes al I the greater, to the point where the very

existence of the reserve army would be cal led into question. As liage

observes, "'neutralr technological progress creates a ful ì-employment

situation in which there are irresistable pressures for a rapid increase

i n wages.rr (t'lage 1963;156) Does th i s suggest that i n the course of the

industrial cycle capitaì ist technical innovation can shift from a

rrcapital-savingrr bias to a labor-saving one as the reserve army is
depleted? lt is certainly clear that so long as labor is in plentiful

supply the inducements to rrcapitaì-saving innovationrr are greater than

when wages are rising as a resul t of a relative labor shortage. But

there is no compel I ing reason to bel ieve that capital ists would prefer

capital-saving to labor-saving innovations even under conditions of high

unemployment, unìess the relative surplus population's size had the

effect of driving waqes beìow the value of

an exceptional case.

I abo r -Þower , which would be

l'laurice Dobbrs theory of crisis (cf . Dobb r938), which in many

respects anticipated many recent neo-Ricardian and ilwage-push/profit-
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squeezer¡ arguments ' I^/as pred i cated prec i se I y on the not ion that ì abor-

saving technical innovations (and with them¡ â tising TCC) could only be

interpretcd as a response to a faìling profit rate induced by rising

wages in arrfull employmentrrsituation. Dobb¡s argument was that the

r i s i ng TCC was theref ore assoc i ated r^, i th attempts to stem a ¡,wage-

push/profit-squeeze," to increase the rate of profit. lmpl icit in this

argument, of course, is the assunption that a rising TCC wi ì I not

produce a rising Occ or that, if it does, the rising Occ's depressing

effect on the rate of profit will be more than compensated by the rising
productivity (and rate of surplus-value) associated with ¡t. This

brings us to the second argument under consideration.

The Risinq TCClConstant OCC Arqument

ln l'larxrs theory, a rise in the technical composition of capital can

produce a rising organic composition of capital only if the TCC tends to

increase faster than the productivity of labor. lt has already been

pointed out that l'larx bel ieved that the growth of the oCC would lag

beh i nd the growth of the Tcc due to the product i v i ty i ncreases

associated with the latter. The issue is whether these productivity

increases can completely negate the tendency of the OCC to rise along

with the TCC. llany of l'larxrs critics allow for just this possibil ity.
Thus, Gusten has argued that rrin the long run, [the Qcc] wi ì I increase

only if produetivity in the producer goods industries increases more

slowly than capital intens¡ty (technical composition).'r (cited by llage

1963;15Ð Hodgson argues that whilerrthe amount of living labor required

for every item of output' might be reduced, there is rno reason to
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suupose that the labour embodied in machinery per unit of output will
increase at a slower rate.r' (197\16Ð And van parijs argues that rno

argument can make the postulated technical fact (that the 'marginal

productivityr of TCc-increasing technical progress tends to fal I more

than a contingent fact of capitalism...."(1980;4)

Each of these arguments bu i I ds upon the pr i or assumpt i on that the

priority of labor-saving techniques over rtcapital-saving" techniques has

not been establ ished. Each assumes therefore that technical progress

does not typical ly involve a proportionaì diminution in the role of

living labor relative to objectified ìabor, and that in any case there

is I ittle reason to bel ieve that productivity increases wi I I tend to

systematically lag behind increases in the TCC. But it is precisely

because technical innovations exhibit a labor-saving bias that this lag

must occur. ln order to understand this, it is important to establ ish

the roìe of 'rcapital-goods" in ltlarx's theory of production:

The cap i ta I i st process of product i on i s the un i
process and valorization process. ln order to tr
into capitaì, it is transformed into commo
constitute factors of the labour process. The
used first to buy labour-power and, after that
without which Iabour-power cannot be consumed
work. W¡thin the labour process the sole significance of
these things is as the means of subsistence of labour, gE
va l ues f or ì abou!. " (l'larx 1977 ;995)

The use-val ue of these rrth ingsrt (¡ .e. means of production) has a

the commodity. 0n the onedouble aspect reflecting the dual nature of

hand' they are required for the production of other things--other use-

values. 0n the other, they are required for the product¡on of exchange-

to the extent that they areva I ue embody i ng surp I us-va I ue. l'loreover ,

ty of I abour
ans I ate money
dities which
money must be
, the th i ngs
i.e. cannot

labor-saving, their specific uti I ity involves increasing relative
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surplus-value. I t is for this reason that flage has argued that a

capital-goods¡s rrutil ity is...a combination of it capacitv-increasinq

effect and i ts I abor-sav i ns effect.rr (1963; I 58-59)

0n this basis, ¡t is possible to develop what l'lage calls the

'rlogicalrrargument for the tendency of ìabor productivity to lag behind

the growth of the TCC. Both the TCC and the productivity of labor are

ratios in which the numerator is expressed in use-values and the

denominator in labor time. The technical composition of capital is the

ratio of the mass of means of production to the number of workers

involved in production (or the number of productive ìabor hours worked).

Labor productivity is the ratio of the mass of use-values produced

(capacity) to the number of productive workers (hours worked). lf the

capacity for production is the sole criterion for the use-value of means

of production (machines), then this use-value is equal to the output of

the machine. Thus, if a machine emplying !o workers has an output of loo

units, then both the technical composition of capital and ìabor

productivity wi I I both equal IQQ/jQ= 2. Now, if a second machine is

introduced which doubles the total output, but employs only 2g workers,

then labor productivity and the TCC witì equal 200/75= 2.666... This is
seì f-evi dentì y a pecul i ar resul t s i nce the use-vaì ue of the second

machine is obviously greater than that of the first; but since its use-

value is determined solely by its capacity, it is measured by the same

yardstick as the first machine. Once we drop the assumption that a

machine's use-value ¡s determined soìely by its capacity (or output), Ì,r,e

may then conclude that the numerator of the TCC has risen gþg 2oo and

that the TCC must therefore exceed the index of labor productivity, i.e.
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that the growth of the TCC has exceeded the i ncrease i n I abor

productivity.2?

This argument is completed if criteria are estabìished for

determining the real use-value of both the first and second machines. lf
the use-value of a machine is equal to the èum of output and the index

of productivi ty expressed as a percentage, then the f i rst machi ners

productivi ty wi I ì equal 1gg/j}= 2; i ts use-vaìue wi I I be IOO+2 (lOO) =

300¡ and the technical composition of capital will equal 3oo/5o= 6, Now,

if the second machiners productivity equal s IOO/2j= \; its use-value

will equal 100+4(t00)= 500; and the TCC wiil equat 5OO/25= ZO. tf rhe

second machine is added by a firm to the first, then labor productivity

wi ì I equal 2oo/75= 2.666...; the use-value of the machinery wi ì I equal

300+500= 8oo; and the technical composition of capitaì will equal

8OO/75= 10.666... The net effect of adding rhe second machine wilt be ro

increase ìabor productivity from 2 to 2.666 (or 1332) and the technical

composition from ! to .l0.666 (or l77Z). ln other words, the introduction

of a new machine with doubìe the productivity index of an existing

machine increases the technical composition to a greater extent than it
changes labor productivity once it is al lowed that the use-vaìue of a

machine must be judged by the criteria of labor-saving effects as wel I

as capac i ty-expand i ng effects.

Since increases in productivity are the principal means for reducing

the va I ue of a g i ven mass of mach i nery (or any other mass of

commodities), Hodgsonrs cìaim that as a result of a rising TCC there is
rrno reason to suppose that the labour embodied in machinery per unit of

2? This
I'lage

is a somewhat clearer exposition of the argument developed by
1963t 159.
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output wilì decrease at a slower rate [than the amount of living labour

required for every item of output]rr is revealed to be specious; and the

same can be said for Gusten and van Parijs' arguments. A rise in the

techn i ca I composition of capital must entai l a rise in the orqanic

composition of capitaì, which is but rranother expression" for the

increase in ìabor productivity. The rising TCClconstant OCC argument

cannot be sustained except by appeal ing to the counteracting influences

c ited by llarx.

l'lany neo-Ricardians are willing to grant as a theoretical hypothesis

that the organic composition of capital wi I I rise with an increase in

the technical composi tion of capi tal . But they do not conclude from

this that the actual rate of profit wi I I fal l. Fine and Harris have

summar i zed the argument as fol I ows:

Hodgson and Himmelweit both argue that the element of truth in
l,larxr s law is that a r ise in the va lue composition
(numer ical ly equated to c,/ (s+v) ¡f it occurs, will involve a
fall in the maximum attainable rate of profit--in the rate of
prof it that would be obtained if wages ìárere zero.. ..The
important point for neo-Ricardianism, however, is that the
rate of profit is below its maximum since wages are greater
than zero. As Himmelweit concludes, the fact that the maximum
rate of profit will fall if the rorganic' composition rises
says nothing about whether there is a tendency for the actual
rate of prof it to fall. l,Jhat is emphasized is that changes in
wage-rates are the sources of changes in the profit rate.
(1979;7o)

ln this connection, it is of decisive importance to distinguish

between the r¡max imum rate of prof i t" heoretical I conceivable (i.e.

when workers rrlive on airrr--a rate which is obviously not "attainable'r)

and therrmaximum rate of profit" possible (i.e. that which is attainable

under given historical conditions). The point is that if we regard the

value of labor-power as a given, and wages of productive workers as a
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constant percentage of net domestic output, then a rising Occ must

produce a fall in the actuaì rate of profit, not just in the theoretical

maximum. However, it is obvious that we cannot just "assumet' that wage

rates wi ì I exhibit a tendency to reflect a constant percentage of the

net value produced. lt is therefore still possible for the maximum rate

of profit to fall' while the actual rate of profit does not. lt is this

theoretical possibility which provides the opening for the rrchoice of

techn i que" argument.

The 0kishio Theorem--Choice of Technique Argument

ln characteristic neo-Ricardian fashion, the defenders of the choice

of technique argument focus exclusively on the role of competition in

determining the nature of technical change under capital ism, abstracting

from (or rejecting) the concept that physical means of production

express particular social relations of production and reflect the

capital/labor anatagonism. Even Ernest l,landel falls into this trap with

his one-sided exp lanation of the 'rfunctional role of the increase in t he

organic composition of capital in l,larx's analysisr': trAccording to l1arx,

technical progress is induced under the constraint of competition, by

the constant pressure to economize on production costs, whose macro-

economic outcome cannot be different from its micro-economic results.rt

0975i20Ð As has already been argued, capital ist competit¡on does not

explain why the pressure to economize on costs must involve a labor-

saving (i.e. 0CC-increasing) bias. l,landel's functional explanation for a

rising OCC must be supplemented by the functional explanations cited

above: the need to promote the real subsumption of labor, the increasing
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importance of reìative-surplus-value techniques to the valorization

process, and the need to ma i nta i n a reserve army of I abor as a

constraint on the tendency of the wage rate to rise.

However, once ¡t is admitted that a rising oCC is compatible with a

stable or rising actuaì rate of profit (as distinct from maximum rate of

profit), it becomes necessary to estabìish the precise criteria by which

(individual) capital ists wi I I evaluate different techniques. Okishiors

theorem sought to demonstrate that the cr i ter i a actua I I y empì oyed by

capitalists would rule out the possibility of a fall in the actual rate

of profit, and that these criteria are shaped precisely by the

exigencies of capital ist competition. Van Parijs summarizes the argument

as fol lows:

under competitive capital ism, a profit-maximizing individual
capitalist will only adopt a new technique of production...
if it reduces the production cost per unit or increases
profits per unit at going prices. A technical innovation which
satisfies this requirement...enabìes the capital ist to get
(temporarily) a transitional rate of profit higher than the
initiaì generaì rate in the economy.tr (1980; l0)

As Shaikh observes, what the 0kishio theorem seeks to prove is that
rrthe new average rate will be higher than the old average, due solely to

the introduction of a cheaper technique (real wages being given)."

(1978b;2\z) ln his devasrat¡ng critique of the choice of technique

argument' Shaikh demonstrates that al I 0kishio has proven with his

elaborate algebra is what llarx himself asserted, namely that "the battle

of competition is fought by the cheapening of commoditiesr' (capital l)
and that 'rthe cheapest method of production wi I I win out in the wars

among capitals.rr (shaikh 1978bi2\Ð But the important point is that

there is a dif ference beth,een the trcheapest method of production,' pg
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unit of output and therrcheapest methodil from the standpoint of capital

invested. ln order to grasp this, it is necessary to return to our

earlier consideration of the difference between capital stocks and

flows. The cheapening of commodities is predicated on the lowering of

unit cost-price, i.e. a reduction of the flow of capital used up in the

production of each unit. Generally, the way in which this flow is
reduced is through an increase in the fixed capital stock. The price

paid by capital ists for the "increase in the productive powers (of

labourers),rr which brings about the lowering of unit costs, is an

increased rrroundaboutness' of production. (cf. l4arx 1973;776-77Ð shaikh,

foìlowing Èlarx, argues that:

a lower production cost per unit output is achieved by means
of a greater i nvestment cost per un i t output. Once the
difference between production costs and investment costs is
grasped, it immediately fol lows that there in fact exist two
different measures of profitabi ì ity; profits in relation to
capital used up in production (i.e. in relation to cost
price), which I shall call profit-maroin on costs and profits
in relation to capital advancedr oF the profit rate. The
former is a ratio of two flows, the latter a ratio of flow to
stock....it becomes apparent that what 0kishio has in fact
demonstrated i s that such a choi ce wi ì ì rai se the averageprofit-marqin which corresponds to a given real wage.
( I 978b ;2\2'2\3)

Since the rate of profit is a ratio of the surplus-value flow to the

constant-capital stock, the increased fixed capital needed to cheapen

commodities r¡will lower not only the maximum but aìso the actual rate of

prof it--precisely because this cheapening'necessitates a costly and

expens ive apparatus | (l4arx) . " ( ib ¡d ;24\)

The argument does not end here, however; ¡t merely shifts its ground

from the realm ofrrrigorous mathematical proofsil to the realm of theory.

Why' the neo-Ricardians ask, would capitalists opt for a technique which
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wouìd lower their transitional rate of profit, even if it increased

their prof it margins? Af ter al I , even l'larx asserts that no capital ist

"ever voluntari ly introduces a new method of product i on. . . so I ong as i t
reduces the rate of profit." (capital I I I 1978;26\) The point is that

the trans i tional rate of profit for the innovating capitalist is not

ìowered, unless he seeks to turn his technical advantage against his

compet i tors immed i atel y:

every such new method of production cheapens the commodities.
Hence' the capitalist sells them originaìly above their prices
of production, or, perhaps, above their vaìue. He pockets the
d i fference between the i r costs of product i on and the market
pr i ces of the same commod i t i es produced at h i gher costs of
producrion. (¡b¡d t26\)

lf the capital ist sel ls the cheapened commodities at set market

prices, he can reap a surplus profit and a higher transitional rate of

profit. lf he sells them at a lower price, the capitalist can still make

a profit while at the same time undercutting the competition in the

market, thereby increasing his market share and his mass of profits. At

this point' the innovating capital istrs competitors are no longer faced

with a rrvoluntaryil decision concerning the new method of production;

they are compelled to adopt the new technique on pain of competitive

ruin. Once the new technique becomes general ized, however, the result

will be a lower average rate of profit.

ln his debate with the neo-Ricardians, Shaikh assumes that in general

the r¡competitive criterion't will predominate over the toptimality

criteriontr in the price-setting decisions of the innovating capital ists
(i .e. that they wi I I immediately turn thei r technical advantage against

their competitors by slashing prices in an effort to inrcrease their

market share). þlhile the above passage from ltlarx gives no direct
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support to this argument, Shaikhrs position is nevertheìess completely

cons istent wi th the burden of f,larxrs theory of inter-cap i ta I ist

competition. For f'larx, capitalist competit¡on is ä brar. For the neo-

Ricardians, who adhere to the ideal istic, neo-classical notion of
rrperfect competition,tr it is a much more trcivil ized" af fair--a
gentlemanly rivalry, the goal of which is to better oners competitors in

the game of making profits, as if one capitalistrs gain does not involve

anotherrs loss. As Shaikh incisively observes, for the neo-Ricardians:

The firm is not only a profit maximizer; ¡t is aìso a passive
profit maximizer which by assumption never seeks to cut its
prices to attack the positions of its rivals. lnstead, it
peaceably and politeìy sells all that it can at the market
price: it is a'rprice taker.rr Thus antaqonism between f irms
is excluded þy assumption.... it becomes necessary to assume
that each firm is infinitesimaì in relation to the total
market: each industry is assumed to consist of an infini te
number of firms, each of which is infinitesimally small and
produces an infinitesimal portion of an infinitely divisibìe
product. (1982;78)

Summarv

Once it is granted that the technical composit¡on of capital has a

tendency to rise but that productivity cannot ríse to the same degree

(simply as a result of the rising Tcc), it is clear that a rising TCC

must be accompanied by a rising organic compos¡tion of capital, all
other things being equal. As against the r¡neutral technological

progressrrargument, it has been argued that a rising TCC (accompanied by

a rising OCC) has three essential and indíspensable functional benefits

to capital: a) it promotes the production of relative surplus-value and

the tendency towards the real susbsumption of labor (rendering capital

as "independentrras possibìe from living labor within production); b) ¡t
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Admittedly, a rising TCC involves a rising Occ only if al I other

factors remain equal. Moreoverr âS we have pointed out already, the

OCCrs motion is dependent not only on changes in the TCC and associated

changes in productivity; it is dependent more generaìly on the rate of

suro I u -va ì ue , which is not onìy a function of labor productivity.

It wiìì be recalled that the formula for the OCC, C/s+v, is

algebraically equivalent to C/v (l+s'¡. Given the fact that this formula

already takes into account changes in the rate of surplus-value, it is

extremeìy difficult to see how a rise in the rate of surplus-value could

compensate for the depressing effect on the rate of profit that would

result from a rise in the OCC. Sweezvrs arqument that this couìd take

place is predicated precisely on an inadequate definition of the QCC and

hence an i nadequate a I gebra i c representat ion of the l'larx ian rate of

profit. By defining the OCC as c/v (and by not distinguishing between

stock and flow variables), Sweezy arrives at p= s'l(l-q) as the formula

for the rate of profit and concludes that "there is no general

presumption that changes in the organÌc composition of capital will be

relatively so much greater than changes in the rate of surplus-value

that the former will dominate movements in the rate of profit.r'
(ì968;102-,l03) A very different picture emerges, however, with a brief

consideration of our or^/n algebraic representation of the rate of prof it,

P'=s'lQ(l+s').

Here, any increase in the 0cc. regardless of how much the rate of

surplus-value has risen, will resuìt in a fall in the rate of profit;

and this is precisely the reason the neo-Ricardians acknowledge that a

rise in the OCC (defined as the ratio of dead to living ìabor) must lead
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to a declining maximum rate of profit. The only way to prevent such a

fall is by preventing a rise in the Occ. ln the formula c/v (l+s'), it
is clear that this ratio wi I I not rise if the elements of constant

capital are cheapened more quickly than the elements of variabìe capital

and/or if the rate of surplus-value grows more rapidly than the capital

stock. However, the cheapening of the elements of constant capital will
normally result in a corresponding cheapening of the elements of

variable capital; moreover, this faci I ita tes an i ncrease i n the rate of

surplus-value, and it is a principal way in which productivity increases

are reflected in a rising rate of surplus-value. Since it is established

that productivity increases associated with a rising Tcc are

insufficient to prevent a rise in the occ, the rate of profit can be

prevented from fal I ing only if the rate of surplus-value can be

increased in other ways (productivity increases not resulting from a

rising TCC, speedup, driving wages below the value of ìabor-power, etc.)

or ¡f the elements of constant capital can be cheapened through such

mechan i sms as unequa I fore i gn exchange. These are prec i se I y the

counteracting inf luences to the rate of prof it to fatl adduced by l'larx,

the limitations of which have already beeen discussed in the preceding

sect i on.

å.! sur4t'lARY 0F CHAPTER THREE

Therrlaw of the tendency of the rat,e of prof it to fall' is a logical

derivative of f'larxrs understanding of the operation of the law of value

in a capital ist economy, of the relationship between 'rcapital in

generalrr and labor' and of the interaction of individual capitals
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(capitaì ist competition). lt is the corol lary of the trgeneral law of

capitalist accumulation,rr which involves the relative diminution in the

role of I iving labor in the process of production. This diminution is

bound up with the efforts of capital to improve the productivity of

labor, to make itseìf as ¡'independentrras possible from the working

population (which is a ìimiting factor in its process of seìf-

expansion), and to reduce the costs of production per unit of output in

order to undercut competing capitaìs in the market. ln the course of

capital ist development, the displacement of ì iving labor (which is alone

capable of producing new value) by objectified labor, in the form of

labor-saving machinery, must reduce the mass of surplus-value produced

in relation to the capital advanced for its production, i.e. lower the

average rate of profit.

The only way for capital to avoid a fall in the rate of profit, given

a constant real wage, is to prevent the organic composition of

capital--the rat¡o of dead to I iving labor in value terms--from rising.

I n general , thi s can be accompl i shed only through a cheapeni ng of the

elements of constant capital and/or through an increase in the rate of

surplus-value. Both of these outcomes are faci I itated by the increase

in productivity associated with a rising technical composition of

capital. However, productívity increases associated with a rising TCC

are not sufficient, in themselves, to prevent a rise in the Occ. Only

the counteracting influences cited by f,tarx can, ât least temporarily,

block the tendency of the organic composition to rise. But each of these

counteracting inf luences has a rrbuilt-in'r limitation. Relative surplus-

value increasing techniques associated with speedup increases the value
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of labor-power and are effective in increasing the rate of surplus-vaìue

only so long as the real wagerrlags behindt this value. lncreasing

absoìute surplus-value, on the other hand, is aìso usefuì only to the

extent that ¡t is reflected in a rising rate of surplus-value; but the

lengthening of the working day has not proven to be an efficacious means

of accompl ishing this end historical ly, especial ly where the organized

labor movement has succeeded in winning higher wage rates for overtime

ìabor. Depressing wages below the value of labor power is possible for

limited periods of time, or even over ìonger periods in a situation of

high unemployment (ìarge relative surplus population). However the

notion ofrrpermanently'r lowering the wage rate below the value of labor-

power is foreign to l'larx and absurd on the face of it, since this would

really invoìve a redefinition of the value of labor-power (for which an

ensemble of factors would have to be responsible).

The primary method of cheapening the elements of constant capital is

through productivity increases. For this counteracting influence to
bìock a rising OCC, however, it must be associated with the development

of genuinely rrcapital-saving'r innovations (i.e., innovations which will
not increase the technical composition of capital) or with the discovery

and employment of cheaper raw materials. Whi le technical innovations

which do not increase the TCC are theoretical ly possible (and are

undoubtedly employed from time to time) , they are, in generaì,

incompatible with productivity increases. Therefore, whi ìe they wi I I

curb the tendency of the occ to rise, they wiil not contribute to a

higher rate of surplus-value, wi I I not promote the rrreal subsumption of

labor,rr and might create the conditions for an increase in wages above
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the value of ìabor-power (by inhibiting the growth of the reserve army

of I abor) .

Foreign trade and investment can faci I itate a higher rate of profit
in a number of l^,ays. However, these counteracting influences are useful

onìy while the terms of foreign trade or the return on capital invested

abroad cont i nue to i mprove; i f these terms deter i orate f rom the

standpoint of any given national capital, this wi I I be reflected in a

falling rate of profit.

ln the last anaìysis, it is the cyclical crisis which acts to check a

fall in the rate of profit--and this through the'rslaughtering of the

values of capitals.rr At the same time, there is certainly no guarantee

that any particular crisis wiìl restore the rate of profit to its
previously prevai I ing higher level. The crisis simply creates a 'new

material basisrrfor stepped-up accumulation and ultimately for the

resurrection of the barriers to capital¡s process of self-expansion on a

"more powerful scale.rrlt does this, however, not only by redefining the

values of capitals¡ the new material basis is also created by the

results of the inter-cìass and intraclass real ignments and

recomPositions brought about by the crisis itself. Accumulation does not

occur in a social vacuum; it is framed not onìy by the impersonal laws

of value formation, but also by human prqctice. lt is the interaction

of the laws of value formation and of class practice which continual ly

redef ines the rrmaterial basisrr of capital ist accumulation; and ¡t is

this interaction which determines the secular expression of the three

frundamental relationships of the I'tarxist system: the rate of surplus-

value, the organic composition of capital, and the rate of profit.



The impl ications of this interaction are

theoreticaì controversy over the specification of

of the f,larxist system, which is the subject of the
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h i gh I i ghted by the

the value categories

next chapter.



CHAPTER FOUR: THE SPEC I F I CAT I 0N 0F THE VALUE CATEGOR I ES

!.f ¡îARX ANp r4opERN CAP ITAL I STl

' The law of motion is a dynamic paradigmrr in l'larx's system. ln

Capitaì ' Harx sought to disclose the objective laws of development of

the capitalist mode of production which frame all human activity under

capital ism. Whi le these laws of motion are both fundamental and

determinate, their expression and, especial ìy, their supercession

involve the individual and col lective decisions of conscious human

beings expressed through their activity. The interaction of "objective
Iawsrr and 'rsubject ive pract ice, r' med iated by consc iousness and

reflecting humanityrs quest for control over its natural and social

destinies, impl ies that human practice (which, in capital ist society, is

a class practice) influences the unfolding of these laws of motion, even

if ¡t does not determine them and even it is incapable of completely

regulating or suppressing them within the existing mode of production.

lloreover, these laws of motion, by continuously transforming the global

context of their operation, exert their consequences in historically
ever-chang i ng ways.

Capital ism testifies to its own historical ly transitory nature by

qualitatively increasing the I'social power'r of labor (¡ottr the

productivity of labor and the potential social/political strength of the

working class through the proletarianization of ever larger segments of

2A Lebowi tz, 1976

t6t
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the population) and, what is already impl ied here, by unreashing a

process of ob-iective social ization, a process which can only be a

contradictorv tqndencv under the capital ist mode of production. The

tendency towards the objective social ization of capital ist production

and reproduction takes shape under the impact of the fundamental laws of

motion of capi tal i sm, al l of which poi nt "objectiveì y" i n the di rection

of increased sociaì ization. Human (class) practice and the outcomes of

i nnumerabl e c I ass struggl es can ei ther promote or retard th i s tendency;

they can, in other words, determine within I imits the contours of its
uneven development. But historicallv, this tendency is inexorable.

The law of the tendency of the rate of prof¡t to fall--this objective

law of motion of capitaì ist development--derives its exceptional

importance in llarxrs system by highl ightíng the tendential

incompatibi I ity of the growing social productivity of labor with the

goal of capital ist production, namely the private appropriation of

surpl us-va lue. I t is f or th is reason that l'larx regarded i t as the most

important ìaw of motion'rfrom the historical standpoint.¡r fi973;7\8)

ltloreover, through the cr ises and restructur ing of capi ta I that i t
provokes' this law gives rise to the concomitant laws of concentration

and central ization of capital which promote monopol ization and the

process of objective social ization; and through the same mechani sms, i t
gives rise to an increasingly wel ì-organized and powerful labor

movement, seeking to establish a monopoly ovcr the labor market in order

to improve the terms and conditions of the sale of labor pohrer and

seeking to exert its political influence and power as welì.
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l'larxrs analysis of the fundamental laws of motion involved in
capital ist development elucidates and explains a number of the

fundamentaì features of twent¡eth-century capitalism: the rise of

monopoly capital ism (which changes the form of capital ist competition,

but does not eliminate it); the increasing proletarianization of the

population (involving the decl ine of the traditional petty-bourgeoisie,

their expropriation by big capital, and their transformation into wage

laborers); the tendential homogenization of the working class (which

results from the reduction of ì iving labor to the status of a detai I

function, i.e. from systematic deski I I ing, and which tends to dissolve

the sectoral divisions within the working class associated with craft,
ski I I and ilprofessional" distinctions).

ln one of the most famous passages of Capítal, I'tarx summarizes the

rrhistorical tendency of capital ist accumulation' as fol lows:

This expropriation [of smal ler capitals by larger one--l'1.S.]
i s accompl i shed through the immanent I aws of capi tal i st
production itself, through the centralization of capitals.0ne
capital ist always strikes down many others....The
central ization of the means of production and the
social ization of labour reach a point at which they become
incompatible with their capitat ist integument. This integument
i s burst asunder. The knel I of capi tal i st pr ivate property
sounds. The expropr i ators are expropr i ated . (1977 i 9Zg)

But the monopoly (and imperial ist) stage of capital ism has survived

for close to a century; and whi le the knel I of capitaì ist private

property has sounded in a number of countries, the expropriators have

not yet been expropriated on a world scale, or eveR in those eountries
rrmost riperr-- by Harxts criteria--for the'rnegation of the negation,,l

i.e. for anti-capital ist social revolution. The fai ìure of the working

class to expropriate the capital ¡sts, despite the "objective'r maturity
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of the conditions required for socialist transformation, led Leon

Trotsky to observe (in 1938!) tfrat thetrobjective prerequisítes for the

proletarian revolution have not onìy rripenedr; they have begun to get

somewhat rotten.rr 097317Ð This is surely a judgment with which l,larx

would have concurred; and ¡t is also a useful starting point for

applying l'larxrs tools of analysis and his basic analytical categories to

what many theorists have called rrlate capitalism.'l

lnnumerable critics of l'larx never fail to assert that his theory of

capital ist deveìopment did not anticipate (and, impì icitìy, cannot

exp I a i n) a number of the more sa I i ent features of contemporary

capitalism¡ the rise of a "neh/ middle cìassrr; the massive growth of the

modern state; this state's ability to attenuate class contradictions and

to implement counter-cycl ical pol icies (through its rrlegitimation'r and

"crisis managementrr functions, respectively); and, more general ly, the

tremendous expansion of what l'larx wouìd have regarded as 'tunproductive

labor" relative to productive labor. This criticism points to Èlarxrs

I imitations as a cassandra (a role to which he never aspired); but it
does not really call into question the scientific merit of Harxrs

fundamental analysis of capital ism's objective laws of motion, or even

his great prophetic vision (which vastly surpassed that of his

contemporar i es) .

Certainly' l'larx was never guilty of underestimating the capacity of

the capitalist order to adapt itself to changed conditions, to radicaìly

aìter its physiognamy in the interests of its self-perpetuation. His

main shortcoming I^Jas in underestimating the subjective obstacles that

the work i ng c l ass must surmount on the road to rexpropr i at i ng the
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expropriators." As arrrevolutionary optimist,rr l'larx was confident that

the objective maturity of the conditions for sociaìist transformation

wouìd bring in its wake the consciousness and organization necessary for

the work i ng c I ass to carry out i ts great h i stoi rc tasks. Even Sor

however, there is a clear tension between llarx the sociaì scientist and

l'larx the political activist; for already, in his theories of commodity

fetishism, of reification, of ideology and consciousness, and of the

real subsumption of labor by capital, are to be found the seminal theses

of much twent ¡eth-century I'Tarx i st d i scuss ion of the prob lem of the

rrsubjective factorrr in the transition f rom capital ism to socialism, a

problem which l'larx never systematically addressed in his political

capacity and which failed to influence his theoretical prognosis

concerning the ìongevity (and resiliency) of capitalism.

What distinguishes contemporary capitalism from the capitalism

analyzed by f'larx? Leaving aside the features identif ied above, which are

in any case only phenomenal expressions of the underìying tendencies,

contemporary capi tal i sm i s character i zed by a further intensification of

the basic contradictions of the capitalist mode of production and by an

adu I terat i on of capitalism's laws of motion, which is the resul t of

these i nten ified contradictions.

This has important ímplications for the application of l,larxrs value

anaìysis to the study of contemporary capital ism, for clearly the rnew

featuresrrwhich set it apart from the capitalism depicted by llarx are of

enormous macro-economic and sociological interest. Yet this appl ication

is theoretical Iy problematic given the incomplete and unresolved nature

of l'larxrs treatment of the relevant issues: the status of unproductive
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ìabori the relationship of the state to the mode of production; the

significance of taxation; etc. Admittedly, these issues were of only

passing interest to him, concerned as he was with discìosing the

fundamental aspects and laws of motion of the capitaì ist mode of

production. But the complexi ty and importance of these guestions have

only been magnified by the actual course of capitalist development since

l'larx¡s death. lncreasing problems associated with the realization of

surplus-value have only intensified the contradiction between production

and circulation, and between use-value and exchange-vaìue. The growing

strength of the workers movement (in organization, if not always in

consciousness) has only intensified the contradiction between the

working class and the capital ist cl"ss. ïhe emergence of post-capital ist
(ostensibly sociaì ist) states and of anti-imperial ist movements in the

semi-colonial world has intensified class contradictions and the

contradiction between production and real ization (by reducing the

potential size of the capitalist world market). All of these intensified

contrad¡ct¡ons, together with many others that could be cited, account

for the much-heralded 'rnew featuresrr of modern capi tal i sm, wh i ch are

supposedly incompatible with the llarxist rrscenariorr of capitalist
development. This issue of I'incompat¡bility" will be returned to in the

last chapter. The present task is to articulate these new features in
relation to I'larxrs fundamental value categories.

l4ost of the quest i ons assoc i ated wi th the ¡rnew featuresr may be

subsumed under the prob I emat i c of rrunproduct ive I abortr as th i s r^ras

understood by f'larx; and it is f rom this standpoint that they wi I I be

treated here.
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Unproduct i ve Labor in Harxrs Theory

For the classical pol itical economists (l ike Smith, Ricardo and

l'lalthus), the problem of unproductive labor held a considerable interest

bc¡th theoretical ly and practical ly. The bel ief that this labor--which

largely took the form of domestic servitude or personal services to the

ruling classes during the opening phases of the capitalist era-- did not

contribute to the "wealth of nations,treven indírectly, prompted some of

the classical theorists to conclude that this type of labor was a

detriment to economic growth and development.

l'larx accepted the va ì id i ty of the d i st i nct i on between product ive and

unproductive labor, but sought to situate this distinction in relation

to his more advanced theory of value. Therefore, much of his work on the

subject took the form of critical ly integrating Smith's val id insights

into his own overall theory. The longest of l,larxrs treatments, and also

the earliest, is to be found in Chapter lV of Theories of Suro ì u s-Value

Part One, and largely takes the form of a polemic against Smith and the

physiocrats. However the problem of unproductíve labor is also taken up

in all three volumes of Capital and assumes particular importance in the

Iast two volumes, where the rrcosts of circulationt'and 'rcommercial

cap i ta I rr are d i scussed .

Bef ore survey i ng the cr i t i ca I eì ements of l.tarxr s theory of

unproductive labor, two prel iminary observations are in order. The

f irst is that l,tarx's views on the subject appear to have undergone

significant evolution and alteration, especial ìy between the writing of

the Theories and the writing of capital ll-- indeed, it is by no means

clear that l'larx ever resolved the issue completely to his ohrn
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sat i sf act ion. The second is that I'tarx appeared to bel ieve that wi th the

deveìopment of capitaì ism rrunproductive labor...r^rould tend to diminish

(thougfr not entirely disappear) as time went by.', (Foster 1gï2i27Ð This

assumption was rooted in his fundamental understanding of the dynamic of

capital ist development, which saw the general ization of commodity

production as a movement away from the precapital ist forms associated

with the most conspicuous employers of unproductive labor: the

I andown i ng c I ass and merchant cap i ta I .

ln a one- i ded sense, l'larx was quite justif ied in projecting a

relative diminution of the role of unproductive labor. Since,for l'larx,

productive labor under the capitalist mode of production is labor which

produces surplus-vaìue, the entire epoch of transition from feudal ism to

capital ism h,as an epoch marked by the increasing growth of the

productive workforce, in the specifical ly capital ist sense, and the

decl ine of aì I forms of labor which did not produce surplus-value for
private appropriation. ln his own time, the decl ine of unproductive

I abor was rather pronounced due to the def i n i t i ve ascendancy of

industrial capital over both merchant capital and the remnants of

feudal ism. This was the heyday of an ascendant capitaì ism, of a

capital ism which sti I I has a world to win.

ln hindsight, however, it is clear that llarx appreciated the problem

of unproductive labor in light of what had gone before, but not in light
of what was to eome. His rrone-sided" error v\ras in fail ing to articulate
the problem of unproductive ìabor in reìation to the problerns of the

epoch of transition from capitalism to socialism. l'lore specif ically,
l'larx failed to account for the impl ications of the ongoing process of
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objective social ization under the conditions of capital ist decì ine: the

manner in which this social ization tendency would find expression

through the increasing collectivization of the overhead costs of

capital ist production and reproduction. And again, this fai lure is
expl icable primari ly in terms of his rroptimistictr poì itical projections;

his confidence that the working cìass would not al low capital ism to
survive through a proìonged death agony.

It is in light of these considerations that the whole problematic of

unproductive labor should be approached, both as it was interpreted by

l'larx and as we conf ront it under contemporary capital ism. We are guided

in this by l'larxrs own methodological advice:

The question whether objective truth can be attributed to
human thínking is not a question of theory but
question. ln practice man must prove the truth,

ts a Dr ac tical
that i s, the

real ity and power, the this-sidedness of his th i nk i ng. (Theses
on Feuerbach, S.W. l, 1969;13)

!.¿ uNPR0pucTtvE LABOR: CIRCULATION AND THE STATE

The def initions of l'larxrs fundamental vaìue categories as they emerge

from Capital I may be briefly summarized. The commodity productts totaì

value is divided among its constant capital, variable capital and

surpl us-va I ue components . Hence, GP=c*vfs. The constant cap i ta I

component represents the value of the means of production consumed (or

used up) in the production of the commodity; the value represented by

the depreciation of fixed coRstaRt eapital and by the circulating

constant capi tal consumed is transferred to the new product. The

var i abl e capi tal nt represents the value of the wages paid tocom

workers directly involved in commodity (and surplus-value) production;
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it corresponds to the value of the necessary labor time expended in the

process of production. Final ly, the surplus-value component represents

the value created during the unpaid portion of the working d"y, the

value arising from the surplus-labor performed by productive labor. lt
takes three main forms according to llarx: profit of enterprise, rent,

and i nterest.

As "things," the value categories of the gross domestic product can,

at this level of abstraction, be reduced to the following equations: l)

constant capital = the value transferred from fixed capital (¡uilaings,

machinery) and from circulating constant capital (raw materials, fuel,

etc.) to the commodity; 2) variable capitaì = the value embodied in the

net money-income of productive workers; and 3) surplus-value = the vaìue

of the net money-income of the capital ist class.

ln volumes two and three of Capital, I'tarx moves beyond the sphere of

(surplus-value) production; and ¡t is in this connection that he takes

up the problem of unproductive labor and the problem of the distribution
of surplus-value among a class of capital ists which has a clearly

definabìe division of labor. Capital ist reproduction involves more than

the production of use-values; it involves the production of use-values

to be sold on the market, i.e. commodities whose exchange-value can only

be real ized in the sphere of circulation. This sphere, which is the

province of commercial and financial capital, is largely an unproductive

sphere in the sensc that the labor employed here does not produce

surplus-value. lt nevertheless performs an indispensable and necessary

role in the process of capitaìist production and reproduction taken as a

whole. The question arises: how are the costs of this sphere and the net
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income of this sphere to be treated in reìation to l,larx's fundamental

value categories? Unfortunately, Harxrs answer to this question is not

always clear, and this has given rise to an enormous amount of

confus i on.

The difficulty is further compounded when we consider the problem of

taxation and state expenditures. The sphere of state activity is hardly

discussed at al I in Capital and llarxrs other writings on the state are

of only suqqestive value in develo p¡ng a theoretical approach which can

account for the impact of state activity on the economic life of

capi tal .

One thing is absolutely clear however. l,tarx regarded both the sphere

of ci rculation and the state as fundamental ly unproduct i ve. l,/hether or

not l'larx ant ic ipated the tremendous expans ion of the costs of

ci rculation and of state activi ty that has occurred in the twent¡eth

century, it is unequivocally cìear that, in terms of his own basic

theory' this can only signify the growth of unproductive activity in

relation to productive activity; and this cannot fai I to have

ímpl ications for his fundamental prognosis concerning the increasing

productivity of labor under capital ism.

It is in this connection that we may return to the notion of an

"adulteration" of the fundamental laws of motion of capital. The falling
rate of prof i t i s, accord i ng to l'larx, j ust another express ion of the

growing productivity of labor under capital ism. However, twentieth-

century capitalism has been characterized both by an increase in the

productivity of labor and by a relative diminution of the productive

labor-force in relation to the total labor empìoyed. The growth of the
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unproductive sphere has brought wi th i t a tremendous expansion of

soeial ly-neeessary but unproduetive labor. While there is a sense in

which one can rneasure therrproductivityil of unproductive labor, the key

point is that this type of ìabor does not directìy produce surplus-value

and yet unproductive labor is obviously paid for out of the value of the

gross domestic product. We are thus confronted with a paradoxical

situation in which the productivity of labor is increasing, but an

important part of this labor is unproductive of surplus-value (i.e. of

commodi ties embodyi ng surplus-value) .

The concept of rrunproductive, social ly-necessary laborrr is an

expression, at bottom, of the contradiction between the tendency towards

the socialization of labor under capitalism and the goal of capitalist

production, the private appropriation of surplus-value. Just as this

process of objective social ization is both a necessity of and an

impediment to the accumulation of capital (since ¡t is advanced by the

r¡real subsumption of labor,¡rinvolving a rising organic composition of

capi tal and a fal ì i ng rate of prof i t) , the pr ivate appropr iation of

surpl us-va I ue has a contrad i ctory determi nat i on on the process of

objective social ization of labor. This process involves not only the

growth of therrsocial productivity of laborrr; it also involves the

growth of labor activity which is social ized in accordance with the

requirments of capital ist social relations of production and the

reproduction of those relations. Accordingly, "unproductive laborrl

which performs t'social ly necessaryil functions is "social ly necessary"

from the standpoint of the reproduction of the specifical ly capital ist

social relations, but not necessari ly from the standpoint of what is

social ly necessary in any suprahistorical or iluniversalil sense.
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There is a c ìear tens ion in f'larx's wr i t ings on the subj ect of

unproductive labor. 0n the one hand, he treated it as a legacy of

economic forms and activity which preceded the "specificalìy capitalist

mode of productionrr (part of the luxury consumption of the ìandowning

class or labor subservient to merchant capital). 0n the other hand, he

recognized that there was a specifically capitaìist use for this labor

(even though he apparently did not anticipate its proliferation) . l¡Jhile

his theory of unproductive labor remained seriously incomplete, it

remains enormously suggestive in coming to terms with the contradictions

i nherent i n the concept of rrsocial ly-necessary unproductive labor."

The E lements of I'tarx¡s

I n Theor i es of

Theorv of Unproductive Labor

Surpl us-Va I ue, Harx def i nes product i ve and

asunproductive labor "from the standpoint of capital ist productionrl

fol lows:

0nly labour which produces capital is productive labour.
Commodities or money become capital, however, through being
exchanged directly for labour-power, and exchanged only in
order to be replaced by more labour than they themselves
contain...

This is one of [RAam Smith's] greatest scientific merits...
that he defines productive labour as ìabour which is direclv
exchanqed with capital that is, he defines it by the exchange
through which the conditions of production of labour, and
value in general, whether money or commodity, are first
transformed into capital (and labour into wage-labour in its
scientific meaning).

This aìso establ ishes absoluteìy what unproductive labour
is. lt is labour which is not exchanged with capital, but
d i rectì v r^r¡th revenue, that is, wi th wages or prof it
(including of course the various categories of those who share
as co-partners i n the capi tal i strs prof i t, such as i nterest
and rent) . (Part l, 19781156-157)
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l'larx emphas i zes the f act that "product ive and unproduct ive I abour i s

here throughout conceived from !þ standpoint of the possessor of money¡

f rom the standpoint of the capitalist, not f rom that of the WgI@."
(ibid¡ 158) For thi s reason,

An actor, for example, or even a clown, according to this
definition, is a productive labourer if he works in the
service of a capital ist (an entrepreneur) to whom he returns
more ìabour than he receives from him in the form of wages;
while a jobbing tailor who comes to the capitalistrs house and
patches his trousers for him, producing a mere use-value for
h im, i s an unproduct ive I abourer. The formerrs I abour i s
exchanged wi th capi tal , the I atter's wi th revenue. The former
I abour produces a surpl us-val ue; i n the I atterrs revenue i s
consumed. (iUid;157)

There are four noteworthy points emerging from l'larxrs discussion: 1)

a productive laborer produces surplus-value; 2) a productive laborer

need not produce a material obiect (tn¡s is implied in l'larx's example of

an actor, and is later expl icitly stated in a criticism of Smith

Iibid;]71]) ¡ 3) a productive laborer is one who I'works in the service of

a capital ist...to whom he returns more labour than he receives from him

in the form of wages"; 4) productive labor is labor which is directly

exchanged with capital, while unproductive labor is directly exchanged

with revenue (which in ltlarx's theory can only take the form of wages or

surplus-value).

But these points are by no means the necessary representation of

f'larxrs theory of productive and unproductive labor as this is developed

in his later works. lndeed, gdJ the first two points seem to be carried

over to his treatment in Capital. The last two points have a more

provisional status in the later treatment. The reasons for this

discontinuity are not difficult to disclose, and yet they have been

largely overlooked in the voluminous literature that has appeared on the

problem in recent years.
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The f irst reason is that in Theor ies of Surpl us-Val ue l'larx approaches

the problem from the standpoint of the individual eapital ist and not

from the standpoint of the sociaì capital as a whole. lt is only in

Capital I I that f'larx estabì ishes this vital distinction, âs Ernest

lilandel correctly points out:

l,larx distinguishes labour productive for capital as g whole
from labour productive for the individuaì capital ist. For
capital as a whole, onìy that labour is productive which
increases the total mass of surpìus-value. Al I wage-labour
which enables an individuaì capitaì ist to appropriate a
fraction of the total mass of surplus-value, without adding to
that mass, [äy be 'rproductiverr for the commercial, financial
or service-sector capitalist whom it allows to participate in
the general sharing of the cake. But from the point of view of
capital as a whoìe, it is unproductive, because it does not
augment the total size of the cake. (.l981;42)

The second reason for the definitional discontinuity between the

Theories and Capit,al ll has to do with the fact that l4arx was focusing

on & different kinds of unproductive labor in the two works. ln the

Theories, ltlarx was intersecting the debates of the classical economists

on the status of labor which was either not in the direct empìoy of

capital' (the labor of certain petty-bourgeois independent producers) or

wh i ch represented a form of ì uxury consumpt i on on the part of the

wealthy (domestic servants, etc.) . llarx observes that there wi I I

rrdevelop more and more a material difference between productive and

unproduct ive I abourers, i nasmuch as the former, apart from mi nor

exceptions, wi I I exclusively produce commodities, whi le the latter, with

minor excpetions, wi I I perform only personal services." (lgZg;160-l6l)

Whi le this kind of unproductive labor is mentioned in passing in

Capital ll (l'larx refers to unproductive workers "who receive for their

services a part of the ìuxury expenditure of the capitalistsrrandr¡who
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the main focus

on unproduct ive

buying/selling and

labor with a very

i temrr:

bookkeeping are singled out by l4arx as unproductive

d i fferent i mport than unproduct i ve I abor as a rrl uxury

Labour-power and labour-time must be spent to a certain degree
in the circulation process (in so far as this is a mere change
of form). But this now appears as an additional outlay of
capi tal ; a part of the var iable capi tal must be deployed i n
acquiring these labour-powers that function only in
circulation. This capital advance creates neither products nor
value. lt proportionately reduces the scale on which capital
advanced functions productively. (1981 ;2.l0-21 l)

Clearly, the kind of unproductive labor with which llarx is concer ned

'rpersona I

social ly-

here is not a I'luxury itemrr consumed by the capital ist as

service.rrRather, it is a kind of unproductive labor which is

necessary from the standpoint of the social capital as a whole; indeed,

it is just as socially necessary as commercial capital itself for the

completion of the circuit of capital (that is, for the reproduction

process of capital). flarx is unequivocal ly clear that this type of

unproductive labor i s exchanged for capi tal , not for revenue; i t

involves rran additional outlay of capital.rr Problematically, Harx

states that this capitaì putlay takes the form of variabìe capital. But

in light of l,larxrs f undamentaì def inition of variable capital, this must

be a variable capitaì sui seneris, a portíon of the social capital

exhibiting some, but not all, of the characteristics generally

associated with variable capital. ln Capital l, llarx provides the

fol lowing fundamental definition of variable capital:

that part of capital which is turned into labour-power does
undergo an alteration of value in the process of product¡on.
I t both reproduces the equivalent of i ts own value and
produces an excess, a surpì us-va I ue, wh i ch may i tsel I vary ,
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and be more or less according to circumstances. This part of
capital is continual ly being transformed from a constant into
a variabìe magnitude. I therefore eal I it the variable part of
capital, or more briefly, variable capital. (19771317)

ln what sense then is the capitaì exchanged for this unproductive

labor "variablerr? lt is variabìe only from the point of view of the

capi tal who expends i t, because th i s type of unproduct ive I abor, I i ke

productive ìabor, involves the performance of unpaid labor. ln the case

of a I'buying and sel l ing agentrr who sel ls his labor-power to a

capitalist, ltlarx states that I'as a wage laborer he works part of the day

for nothing. He may receive every day the value product of eight hoursl

labour, and function for ten.r' (198ì;2ì0) But since his labor I'creates

neither value nor products,rrhis surpìus-labor time cannot take the form

of surplus-value: rrThe two hours' surplus labour that he performs no

more produce value than do his eight hours of necessary labour, although

¡t is by means of the latter that a part of the social product is

transferred to him.'r (ibid;210) For the industrial capital ist who

empìoys this type of unproductive labor, as well as for the total social

capital, the exchange of capital for unproductive labor is anrroverhead¡'

cost of production, a faux frais (incidental cost) of production. lt

does not produce surplus-value, but it rrperforms a necessary function,

because the reproduct i on process i tseì f i nc ì udes unproduct ive

functions." (¡bid;209)

We are clearly a long way from I'larxrs original def inition of

unproductive labor as stated in Theories of Surplus-Value. The type of

unproductive labor with which l4arx is principal ly concerned in volumes

tr^ro and three of .9-ú.I, and wh ich has assumed such important

dimensions in twentieth-century capitalism, is precisely a form of
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unproductive labor which shares the following two things in common with

productive labor: the fact that it performs surplus-labor and the fact

that it is exchanged with capital. What this sociallv-necessarv

unproductive labor has in cornmon with unproductive labor exchanged with

revenue (and consumed as a "luxury itemrr) is that it does not produce

surplus-value. The f ailure of twentieth-century l'larxists, in general,

to distinguish clearly between these two forms of unproductive labor,

which is clearly implied in I'larxrs treatment of the subject, has served

to hopeìessly confuse most attempts to empirical ly specify the value

categor ies of the l'larx ian system i n I ight of contemporary rea I it ies.

Two additional difficuìties have hindered the attempt to clarify the

distinction between productive and unproductive labor. The first is

suggested, if not resolved, by Fine and Harris:

llarxrs distinction between productive and unproductive labour
is, in fact, one which is simple to understand. lf labour
directly produces surplus-value ¡t is product¡ve; if not, it
is unproductive. This criteria has the corol lary that only
labour which is performed under the control of capital (on the
basis of the sale of labour-power from worker to capital ist) ,

and i n the sphere of product i on, i s product i ve. (1979156)

What is not so simpìe to estabìish, however, is the precise boundary

between the sphere of production and the sphere of circulation. lndeed,

Harx wrestled with this problem at ìength in both the Grundrisse and

Capital I l. We shall return to this problem shortly under the heading

of the sphere of c i rcu I at i on.

The second difficulty, which in some respects overlaps the first,

concerns the definition of a commodity. Surplus-labor can become

surplus-value only in the commodity form. Hence, productive labor is

labor which produces a commodity embodying surplus-value. The question
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rrexterna ì obj ect,rr ora I ways

effects somet i mes be regarded as commod i t i es?

ln the Theories llarx adopted the position that a clown and an actor

are productive workers from the standpoint of the individual capital ists

who employ them. ln Capital I he also appears to hold the view that

productive labor, in the specifically capitalist sense, can exist

outs ide the sphere of rrmater i a I I' product i on:

The only worker who is productive is one who produces surplus-
value for the capitalist, or in other words contributes
towards the self-valorization of capitaì. lf we may take an
example from outside the sphere of material production, a
schoolmaster is a productive worker when, in addition to
belabouring the heads of his pupils, he works himself into the
ground to enrich the owner of the school. That the latter has
laid out his capital in a teaching factory, instead of a
sausage factory, makes no difference to the relation. The
concept of a productive worker therefore impl ies not mereìy a
relation between the activity of work and its useful effect,
between the worker and the product of his work, but also a
specifical ly social relation of production, a relation with a
historical origin which stamps the worker as capitalrs direct
means of va I or i zat i on. (1917; 644)

A commodity is characterized by an exchange-value

even though i ts exchange-va I ue i s conce i ved i n

Criticizing Adam Smith, l4arx argues:

l.lhen we speak of the commod i ty as a mater i a I i zat ion of
labour-- in the sense of its exchange-vaìue--this itself is
only an imaginary, that is to say, a purely social node of
existence of the commodity which has nothing to do with its
corporeal reality; it is conceived as a definite quantity of
social labour or of money. lt may be that the concrete labour
whose result it is leaves no trace in ¡t. (Part l, .|978;l7l)

This clearly suggests that a commodity can take the form

But a use-value need not take the form of an external

effect as well as a materiaì thing. (cf. Shaikh 1978c; 4)

and a use-val ue.

object or product,

I'materialtr terms.

of a useful

And yet i n

'ran externa IÞpjlg_L I, l{arx def ines the commodity more narrowly as
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object, a thing which through its qualities satisfies human needs of

whatever kind." (1977 i125)

Ernest ltlandel , an exponent of the view that a commod.ity must take the

form of an external object, has argued that "as a general rule, al I

forms of wagejlabour which exteriorize themselves in and thus add value

to a product (materials) are creative of surplus-value and hence

productive for capitalism as a whole." (.l981;44) Curiously, however,

l4andel distorts the most concìusive passage in Capi tal I I which

demonstrates that i\arx believed that a commodity could take the form of

a useful effect. l,landeì attempts to distinguish between the transport of

products and the transport of persons, arguing that the first involves

'ran additional production processrrand is "an indispensable condition of

the realization of use-values," while the second isrra personal service

on which individuals... spend their own revenue." (¡bid;44) Citing

Chapter Three of Capital I l, l4andel asserts that l.larxrs view conforms

with his own:

While explicitly stating that transportation of persons by
capital ist enterprises does not create commodities or use-
values of any kind, [t'tarx] ñI"s that it is nevertheless a
rrproductive branch,rr even though the rrusefulrr effect is only
consumable during the production process itself. (ib¡d;44)

Unf or tunate I y, ltlande I does not attempt to reso lve th i s apparent

contrad i ct ion, and bre are I ef t to conc I ude that l,larx was hopel ess ly

befuddled over the issue. However, if we turn to I'larxrs own text, a very

di fferent posi tion emerges:

What the transport i ndustry sel I s i s the actuaì change of
pl ace i tsel f. The useful effect produced i s i nseparabl y
connected wi th the transport process, i.e. the production
process specific to the transport industry. People ,and
commodities travel together with the means of transport, and
this journeying, this spatial movement of the means of
transport, is precisely the production process accompl ished by
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try. The useful effect can only be consumed
on process; it does not exist as a thing of
h i s process, a th i ng wh i ch funct i ons as an
and circulation as a commodity only after

However the exchange-vaìue of this useful
ef fect i's still determined, like that of any other .ryg!j-!y,
by the elements of production used up in it (labour-power and
means of production), plus the surplus-value created by the
surpìus-labour of the workers occupied in the transport
i ndustry. I n respect of i ts consumpt i onr too, th i s useful
effect behaves just like other commodities. lf it is consumed
individual ly, then its value vanishes with its consumption; if
it is consumed productively, so that it is itself a stage of
production of the commodi ty that fi nds i tself transported,
then its value is carried over to the commodity as an addition
to it. (r98r;r35)

While llandel is correct to note that l'larx distinguished between

passenger transport and commodity transport on the grounds that the

former is r¡consumed individuallyrr and the latter is rrconsumed

product ive I y, 'r he does not grasp I'larxr s i ns i stence that the usef u I

effect (or service-commodity) produced by the transport industry is in

both cases'rthe actual change of place itself.rrlçloreover, the fact that

this useful effect is, in the case of passenger transport, paid for out

of revenue (i.e. the income of capitalists or workers) is completely

irrelevant; this no more disqual ifies it as a commodity than it would

any other product of Department I I or Department I I l.

What is involved in passenger transport is not the exchange of

revenue with unproductive labor (of the rrluxury-item" type), but the

exchange of revenue with a product of labor, namely the change of place.

As is so often the case in the controversy over unproductive labor, the

inappropr iate appl icat ion of l,larxrs def in it iona I catch-phrases (l i¡<e

Itexchanged w i th revenue'r) serve on I y to conf use the terms of the

discussion.
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The Sphere of C i rcu I at i on

The process of capital ist production as a whole is a unity of the

sphere of product i on and the sphere of c i rcu l at i on, j ust as the

commodity (and its value) is a unity of exchange-value and use-value.

The aim of capital ist production is the self-expansion, the

valorization, of capital through the production of commodities which

possess exchange-va I ue exceed i ng that of the commod i t i es necessary to

their production. But the exchange-vaìúe (and surplus-value) of these

commodities can only be real ized in the market, ¡n the realm of

circulation. The circuit of capital is completed only when the

commodity-capital produced has been transformed back into money-capital;

it is only successful ly completed when the magnitude of this real ized

money-capi tal i s greater than the money-capi tal i nvested i n the

production and circulation of the commodities.

ln llarxrs formuìa for the circuit of capital, the sphere of

production and the sphere of circulation (or exchange) are conceptually

separable. Thus, the overall circuit, def ined as 1.1-C(l'lP,LP).".P...C'-1,1',

embraces two overlapping phases of activity: C(l4P,LP)...P...C', which

takes place in the sphere of production, and C'-11'-C(ltp,tp), which takes

place in the sphere of circulation (exchange). lt is onìy in the sphere

of production that surplus-value is created. lt is only in circulation

that commodities are bought and sold, and that surplus-value is

real ized. For this reason, the sphere of circulation represents a

barrier to the valorization of capital:

Capital exists as capital only in so far as it passes through
the phases of c i rcu I at i on, the var i ous moments of i ts
transformation, in order to be able to begin the product¡on
process anew, and these phases are themselves phases of i ts
realization--but at the same time... of its devaluation. As
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long as capitaì remains frozen in the form of the finished
product, it cannot be active as capital, it is negated
eapital..."This loss of capital means in other words nothing
else but that time passes it by unseized, time during which ¡t
could have been appropriating al ien labour, surpl us- I abour
t ime through exchange with I iving labour. (l'1arx 1973;5\6)

l¿luch of Cap i ta I ll, wh i ch f ocuses on the sphere of c i rcu lat ion and on

the reproduction process of capital, is devoted to exposing the

significance of circulation time as time wasted or diverted from the

fundamental purpose of capital ist production: the appropriation of

surplus-labor which can take the form of surplus-value avai lable for

accumulation. Circulation is a "necessary evilrr in the overall process

of capital ist production and reproduction, a barrier which capital seks

constantly to diminish. As was shown in Chapter Three, the total mass of

surplus-value can be increased through the simple expedient of reducing

the time spent in the circulation of commodities and therewith the

turnover period of capital. ln this way, a reduction in circulation time

can raise the rate of profit by increasing the mass of surplus-value

appropriated relative to the capital advanced. But such a reduction is

not easi ly accompl ished since the circulation time of commodities is

governed by the ava i I ab i I i ty of markets and by the effect i ve demand

represented by those markets. l'loreover, the attempt to reduce th is

circulation time brings with it material and labor costs above and

beyond those associated with the production of commodities.

While the aggregate circulation costs are borne by the social capital

as a whole, the capital required to meet them is advanced in accordance

with a functional division of labor among the various fractions of

capital (industrial capital, commercial capital, financial capital) .

lndustrial capital remains the only fraction which is directly
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of new value and therefore of surplus-value. However,

and commerc i al capi tal pl ay an

capi tal

indirectly product i ve rol e

they permit industrial to operate more independently

of the sphere of circulation than would be the case ¡f it had to sell

its commodities to the final consumer or if it had to undertake the

tasks of a banker. This means thatrrthe producer can...regularly apply a

greater part of his capital in the actual production process, leaving a

smal ler part as money reserve." (l98lb;387)

This functional division of labor among capitals, therefore, helps to

reduce the overal I costs of ci rculation and speeds up the reproduction

process of capital, thereby increasing the magnitude of the surplus-

value produced. The'rprice'r of this division of labor from the point of

view of the industrial capitalist is that he must share a portion of the

surplus-value produced with commercial and financial capital. ln the

case of financial capital, industrial capital must pay interest on its

loans and pay for other financial services. The situation with

commercial capital is somewhat more complex:

Just as industrial capital makes its profit by sel I ing labour
that is already contained and real ized in the commodity,
Iabour for which it has not paid an equivalent, so commercial
capital makes a profit by not paying productive capital in
full for the unpaid labour contained in the commodity...and,
as against this, itself receiving the additional portion which
i t has not pa i d for once the commod i ty has been so I d .
Commercial capital's relationship to surplus-value is
different from that of industrial capital. The latter
produces surplus-value by directly appropriating the unpaid
I abour of others. the former appropr i ates a port i on of th i s
surplus-vaìue by getting ¡t transferred from industrial
capital to itself. (ib¡d;407)

Nonetheless, the condi tion of the transfer of surpl us-va I ue to

(surpl us- I abor) bycommercial capital is the performance of unpaid labor

commercial capi tal rs (unproductive) employees:
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The very function by virtue of which the commerciaì
capital ist¡s money is capital is performed in large measure by
his employees, on his instructions. Their unpaid labour, even
though i t does not create surpl us-va I ue, does create h i s
abi I ity to appropriate surplus-value, which, âS far as this
capitaì is concerned, gives exactly the same result: i.e. it
is its source of profit. (ib¡d;407)

It is for this reason that commercial capital regardsrrthe commercial

labour that it buys (as) directly productive." (¡bid;l+16) From the

standpoint of the social capital as a whole, however, this labor is only

indirectly productive: it helps to reaì ize surplus-value, but does not

create it. This labor is a cost of real ization. 0f course, the exact

same thing can be said of commerciaì employees in the direct employ of

industrial capital: they do not create surplus-value, but only help to

realize it. The difference is that they do not facilitate a transfer of

value to their employer in the Ì^ray that commercial workers do f or

commerciaì capi tal ists. lndeed, whi le helping to reaì ize the value of

the industrial capital istrs commodities, they wi I I sel I these

commodities to a commerciaì capital ist below theif yg]-!g, thereby

faci I itating a transfer of surplus-value from their ourn empìoyer to

another cap ital ist. The fact that this is a necessary act¡vit y rn no bray

contradicts the real ity that the costs of circulation (including

commercial labor) wi I I be viewed differently by industrial capital and

commercial capital; the f ormer will see it as a rrdeductiontr f rom its

profits, the latter as a source of its profits. The social capital as a

whol e embraces both i ndustr i al and commerc i al capi tal , but i ts

rrstandpointrr remains fundamental ly that of industrial capital, for the

simple reason that only industrial capital produces surplus-value:

lndustrial capital is the only mode of existence of capital in
which not only the appropriation of surplus-value, or surpìus-
product, but simultaneously its creation is a function of
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capital....The other kinds of capital, which appeared before
industrial capital amid conditions of sociaì production that
have receded into the past or are now succumbing, are not only
subdordinated to it and the mechanisms of their functioning
altered in conformity with it, but move solely with it as
thei r basis, hence I ive and die, stand and fal I wi th thi s
basis....so far as they function as vehicles of particular
branches of business, side by side with industrial capital,
(ttrey) are noth i ng but modes of ex i stence of the d i fferent
functional forms now assumed, now discarded by industrial
capital in the sphere of circuìation--modes which, due to
social division of labour, have attained independent existence
and have developed one-sidedly. (1977b;57)

The necessary functions performed by commerciaì and financial capital

stem from the inescapable requirements of industrial capital; this is

their raison.d.,l3lg, and the reason they form a part of the total social

capital. The fact that these functions are carried out apart from

industrial capitaì, however, in no way alters their fundamental

significance:

lf by a division of labour a function, unproductive in itself
a I though a necessary el ement of reproduct i on, i s transformed
from an incidental occupation of many into the exclusive
occupat i on of a few, i nto the i r separate bus i ness, the nature
of this function itself is not changed. (iUid;134)

llarx is very clear that the net income of commercial and financial

capital is nothing other than redistributed surplus-value. But how are

fundamenta Ithe costs of circulation to be treated in relation to Harxrs

va I ue categor i es?

The conventional treatment followed by most l'larxists has been to

subsume these costs under surplus-value, as deductions from the surplus-

value transferred from industrial capital to commercial (or financial)

capi tal . Fol lowi ng Sweezy (.l968) and many others, Gi I lman has argued

that: rrThe whole congeries of administrative expense and sel I ing costs,

as well as rent, interest, and business taxes, are all part of surplus-
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value.lt (1957i17) Shaikh has posed the matter in substantial ly the same

r^ray: 'rThe quest ion l4arx poses . . . i s: out of what f und are these

distibution activities to be supported? And the answer he gives is: out

of the surplus-product, out of surplus-value. After the replacement of

the costs of production, there remains the surplus product from which

al I further costs of capital ist reproduction must eventuaì ly be

defrayed.'r (1978c;8) But llarx never provided such an unequivocaì answer

to the quest i on attr i buted to h i m by Sha i kh. 0n the contrary, he

provided, at least impl icitly, a very different answer. The sole basis

for the interpretation provided by Sweezy, Gillman, Shaikh et. al. is

Harxrs ambiguous concept of arrdeduction from surplus-value'r and his use

of this concept in the following passage from Capital ll:

The general law is that al I circulation costs that arise
simply from a change in form of the commodity cannot add any
value to it. They are simply costs involved in real izing the
value or transferring it from one form into another. The
capital expended in these costs (including the labour it
commands) belongs to the faux frai s of capi tal i st production.
The replacement of these costs must come from the surplus
product, and from the standpoint of the capital ist class as a
whol e i t forms a deduct i on of surpl us-va I ue or surpl us-
product, in just the same way as the time that a worker needs
to buy his means of susbsistence is lost time for him.
(ì981a;225-226)

The problem with this passage is that it appears to contradict l4arxrs

treatment of commercial capital and the costs of circulation as this is

elaborated in Capital lll. lndeed, the way in which the passage has

been interpreted by Sweezy and the rest renders ¡t totally incompatible

with the burden of the latter treatment, which we shall turn to shortly.

The contradiction disappears, however, if we amend the words of the

f irst serìtence to read "any ry valueil instead of r¡any valuerrrand if we

examine the concept of rra deduction from surplus-valuer¡ a I ittle more

closely.
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The f irst point to be made is that the way in which most f'larxists

have interpreted th is concept is i n open contrad ict ion wi th f'larxr s

il'ts istence that unproduct ive, soc ia I ly-necessary I abor i s exchanged with

capital and not with revenue (in this case, surplus-value). The second

point, which i s related to the fi rst, i s that the concept has been

egregiously misunderstood as an absolute deduction. ln the one passage

where ltlarx provides a fairly cìear def inition of the concept, such an

interpretation is logical ly excluded:

lf one imagines al I production carried out by labour alone,
then all the larger advances which ¡t requires during its
real ization appear as what they are-- deductions from surplus-
va I ue.

Circulation can create value onìy in so far as it requires
fresh employment--of alien labour --in addition to that
directly consumed in the production process. This is the same
as if more necessary labour were used in the direct production
process. 0nly the actual circuìation costs increase the value
of the product, but decrease the surplus-value....

The costs of c i rcul ati on general ì y, i n so far as thei r
merely economic moments, circulation proper are
concerned. . .are to be regarded as deduct i ons from surpl us-
value, i.e. as an increase of necessary labour in relation to
surpl us- I abour. (l 97315\8)

Consistent with his Capital I I I treatment, llarx is here quite clear

that the costs of circulation increase the value of the commodity

product. I f the ci rculation costs were paid for out of surplus-value,

there would be no increase in the value of the product; all that would

happen is that the surpìus-value would be divided between the payment of

circulation (and other unproductive) costs and the revenue available for

private capital ist consumption and accumulation. But since, according to

Itlarx, these costs do i ncrease the va I ue of the product (w i thout,

however, adding fresh surplus-value to it), ¡t is absolutely clear that
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any decrease in surplus-value is only a relative, not an absolute one.

l.lhat is involved in arrdeduction from surplus-valueil is a relative

diminution in the proportion of the commodity-productrs value which

takes the form of surplus-value. lf the added circulation costs did not

exist (i.e. if they were not necessary), the absolute magnitude ofr¡newrl

surplus-value would not increase, but this magnitude would represent a

larger proportion of the total value of the commodity. The corollary of

this is that industrial capital would appropriate al I of the surplus-

va I ue.

It shouìd also be noted that l,larx suggests that a deduction f rom

surplus-value signifies anrrincrease of necessary labour in relation to

surplus labour" (assuming that al I circulation costs are ìabor costs).

Now if, as Sweezy, G¡llman and Shaikh suggest, the costs of circulation

are a "non-profit component'r of surplus-value, then I'tarx's definition

would be nonsensical. Since surplus-value is nothing other than a form

of surplus-labor, and since a rrdeduction from surplus-valuerr is sti I I a

component of surplus-value, then llarxrs statement would have to read:

'rThe costs of circulation...are to be regarded as surplus-labour, i.e.

as an i ncrease of necessary I abour i n rel at i on to surpl us- I abour. "

Clearly, insofar as a deduction from surplus-value represents an

rrincrease in necessary labor,rr the wage-bill of this necessary labor

cannot be considered a component of the aggregate surplus-value on any

logical ìy coherent grounds. lts assimi lation with the surplus can only

result from a conceptual conflation of surplus-value, which is a current

@, and social surplus product, which is an historical category. Such

a treatment is also associated with a normative approach to the
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differentiation of

the appl ication of normative

productive and unproductive ìabor) .
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itself, often

eriteria to the

These poi nts wi I I

be taken up further in Section 4.3.

lf the costs of circulation are not to be regarded as a part of the

aggregate surplus-value, how then are they to be treated? The most

adequate answer to date has been provided by llage:

(t,l) hat takes place in the unproductive spheres is simply
outlay of a determined and necessary constituent part of
toral social capital. (198;eS)

the
the

Currently, these costs form a component of the capital flow, not a

component (non-profit or otherwîse) of the surplus-value flow. lndeed,

th i s is the only approach cons istent wi th l,larxrs observat ion that

rrCommercial capital...contributes to the formation of a generaì rate of

profit according to the proportion it forms in the total capital.rl

(1981b; 399) Expand i ng on th i s po i nt, ltiarx argues that:

I f these addi tional costs that are bound up wi th the
c i rcu I at i on bus i ness as such are taken over from the
i ndustr ial capi tal i st by the merchant, there i s sti I I (a)
reduction in the profit rate, but to a lesser extent and in a

d i fferent manner . What happens now i s that the merchant
advances more capital than would be necessary if these costs
did not exist, and that the profit on this additionaì capital
raises the total commercial profit, so that commercial capital
enters together with industrial capital into the equal ization
of the average rate of profit on a grander scale' and the
average profir fal ls. (ibid;405-406)

A capital advance is in no sense a component of current surplus-

value; rather it represnts past surplus-value which has been accumulated

as capital and then reinvested. lt is precisely by advancing capital in

order to meet the costs of circulation that commercial capital adds

(old) vaìue to the commodity and claims the right to participate in the
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distribution of surplus-value. Just as the capital of the industrial

capitaì ist must be rrmade goodil out of the value objectified in

commodities, so too must the advanced capital of the merchant:

(T) hese (ci rculation costs) form addi tional capi tal, but do
not creat surplus-value. They must be made good out of the
value of the commodities, because a portion of the value of
these commodities must be reconverted into these circulation
costs. But no additionaì surplus-value is created thereby. So
far as this concerns the total capacity of society, it means
in fact that a portion of it must be set aside for secondary
operations which are no part of the seìf-expansion process,
and that thi s portion of the soci al capi taì must be
continual ly reproduced for this purpose. (Capital I I I , 1978i
291 -292)

Since circulation activities can add no new value to the commodity,

l'larx concludes thatrr...the additional value which (the merchant) adds

to the commodities through his expenses resolves itself into an addition

of previouslv-existing values.'r (ibidi29Ð The relationship of

commercial capital to the commodity product is therefore similar to that

of a machine, which can only add previously-existing value, and which is

also indirectly productive insofar as it is merely a means of 
.l 

iving'

productive labor. This interpretation is supported by I'larxrs own

i magery:

One merchant (here cons i dered a mere agent attend i ng to the
change of form of commodities, a mere buyer and seller) may by
his operations shorten the time of purchase and sale of gg¡y
producers. ln such cases he should be regarded as a machine
which reduces useless expenditures of energy or heìps to set
production time free. (1977b;134)

The capital advance lrequired to meet the labor costs of
circulation-- 1,1.S.] creates neither products nor value. lt
proportionately reduces the scale on which the capital
advanced functions productively. lt is the same as if part of
the product was transformed into a machine that bought and
sold the remai ni ng part of the product. (l98la;21 l)
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I t i s impor tant to note that l,larx does not d i scr im i nate between

material and ìabor costs in his treatment of the eireulation eosts as an

rraddition of previously-existing values.'r For unl ike the productive

labor under the command of industrial capital. the unproductive labor

operating in the sphere of circulation creates no new value (neither the

value embodied in its h,ages, nor the surplus-value transferred to

commercial capital). Therefore, the variable capital sui generis that

commercial capital exchanges for the unproductive labor of its employees

is, from the standpoint of the social capital as a whole, Similar to

constant capital; ¡t is "variablerr only from the standpoint of

commercial capital, inasmuch as it permits a transfer of surplus-value

from the productive to the unproductive spheres. l'larx's implicit

treatment of the wages of unproductive labor as a component of the

constant capital f low is expl icitly defended by lilage:

(T) he d i fference between var i abl e capi tal and constant capi tal
is founded on their differing modes of transferring value to
the commodity-product; and in the case of constant capital
this characteristic mode is precisely the addition of
previously existínq values. Consequentìy, the appropriate
treatment for the outlay on unproductive expenses in general,
provided only that they are "social ìy necessaryrr under the
existing form of social organization, is to regard them as
part of the conatant capital advanced and expended. (lg6¡;ee)

Like the labor of productive workers, however, the labor of socialìy-

necessary but unproductive workers is rewarded only after it has been

performed; and so the variable capital sui qeneris exchanged with it

does not form a part of the capital stock. Accordingly, it plays no

roìe in the calcuìation of any of the quantitative ratios of the l.larxist

system. The characterist¡cs which render it simi lar to variable capítal

prevent it from being considered a stock variable; and the
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characteristics which render it a form of constant capital prevent it

from being considered a component of either the variable capital or

surplus-value flows.

Nevertheless, the wage-bill (together with the rrrate of

exploitation") of this rinproductive ìabor influences the rate of profit

indirectly ln order to apreciate this, it is necessary to analyze the

s ign if icance of the 'runpa idI or rrsurplusrr I abor perf ormed by

unproductive workers, and the impact of increasing or decreasing

productivity in the unproductive sphere on the rate of profit. The

nature of this problem is systematical ìy obscured by the conventional

value specifications, inasmuch as both commercial profit and commercial

Iabor income are treated as components of surplus-value. The

conventional schema is therefore unable to satisfactorily explain the

impact of changing levels of productivity in the commercial sphere

except by introducing a distinction between rraggregate surplus-valuel

and rrdiminished surplus-vaìue,r' the latter representing the actual

profit component of surplus-value. For example, a rise in the non-

profit component of surplus-value in relation to the profit component

would sígnify diminishing productivity in the commercial sphere.

Logically, this is a tolerabìe treatment of the problem. An increase in

the surpìus-labor performed by unproductive workers would "reìease" a

port i on of the transferred surpl us-va I ue from the rrnon-prof i trr to the

'rprof it" component of surplus-value.

How would the aìternative approach to the value specifications handle

the problem? ln this approach, commercial capital ists do not pay their

workers out of the currently-produced surplus-value transferred from
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industrial to commerciaì capital. The chief significance to be attached

to the unpaid or surplus labor of these unproductive workers is that lt

permits a transfer of value to commercial capital. ln order to finance

its activity, the sphere of circulation mustrrexploitrrthe sphere of

production. But since this actívity, this labor, is performed by workers

in the employ of capital, they do not receive any portion of the

surpl us-va I ue transferred to the commerc i a I sphere from i ndustry. They

are exploited--and therefore perform unpaid labor--precisely because

they are g! recipients of the transf erred surplus-product r^rhich their

activity alone makes possible and justifies.

The surplus-labor of unproductive workers can be increased in a

number of ways: through an i ncrease i n the transferred surpl us-val ue

appropriated by commercial capital relative to the value represented by

the wages of unproductive labor, or by productivity increases which

permit a release of value from the constant capital to the surplus-value

flow. ln the latter case, improved productivi ty al lows commercial

capital to add less'¡previousìy-existing vaìuerr to the commodity,

signifying that some of this vaìue has beenrrfreed'r from the continuous

process of reconversion and may enter the pool of current surpl'us-value.

Obviously, the increased surplus-labor performed by unproductive

workers does not directlty create this increment to surplus-value; it

simply al ìows the "previously-existing valuesil to be used for other

purposes. The analogy with a machine is here quite clear. lf a cheaper

machine replaces a costly one, then the depreciation component of the

constant capital flow will be lowered, and some of this oìd value may

therefore take the form of profit, indistinguishable from currently-
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produced surplus-value. Natural ly, there are important I imits to this

anaìogy: maehines represent objeetified labor, and they are ineapable of

performing surplus-labor. The rechannel ing effect can only occur

through investment in new fixed capital. Unproductive workers, on the

other hand, cannot be viewed as fixed capi tal; they are social actors,

sharing many of the same condit¡ons as productive workers-- variable

wage rates, variable work days, variabìe rates of exploitation, all

expressing a social relationship to commerciaì capital ists. Their

surplus-labor is therefore a more volatiìe and unpredictable mechanism

for the rechanneling of values between the constant capital and surplus-

value flows than are fixed-capital saving techniques.

As we have already noted, llarx did not usualìy distinguish between

stock and flow varaibles in his fundamental formulas. This is also true

for his discussion of the impact of unproductive (commercial) labor

costs on the rate of profit. The following passage nevertheless provides

strong ev idence that l,larx wou ld have rej ected the convent iona I treatment

of these costs as a component of the aggregate surplus-value:

The expenditure on this, even though incurred in the form of
wages, is distinct from the variable capital laid out in the
purchase of productive labour. lt increases the outlays of the
industrial capital ist [together with those of the commercial
capitalist--tl.S.], the mass of capital he has to advance,
without directly increasing the surplus-value...Just like
other outlays of this kind, this too reduces the rate of
prof i t, because the cap i ta I advance grours, but not the
surplus-value. The surplus-value g remains constant, but the
capital advanced ! still grows from I to 89, so that the
profit rate s/C is replaced by the smaller profit rate
s/(c++c). (i¡¡d;4r3)

¡t Jc fc

The preceding considerations on the differences between productive

and social ly-necessary unproductive labor are not only indispensable to
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the specification of the value categories of the Harxian system; they

also provide us with the theoretical tools for demarcating the spheres

of production and circulation in a more concrete fashion.

What distinguishes productive labor and socially-necessary

unproductive labor is not that the former performs unpaid labor and the

latter does not; i t i s not that the former i s exchanged wi th capi tal ,

while the latter is exchanged with revenue; it is not that the value of

the labor-power of productive workers is added to the commodity, whi le

the value of the labor-power of unproductive workers is not; and it is

not that productive labor produces material things, whi Ie unproductive

labor performs rrimmaterial'r services (or I'producesil useful effects) .

What distinguishes these thro categories of labor is that productive

labor produces commodities (Ue tney material things or useful effects)

and thereby adds new value (incìuding surplus-value) to these

commodities as they are beinq produced, whereas sociaì ly-necessary

unproductive labor facilitates the transfer or distribution of these

commod¡t¡es from their producers to their final buyers, rradding" only

pre-existinq value to the commodities through its activity.

Another way of approaching the problem is to del ineate the specific

use-values of product¡on una circulation workers. From the standpoint of

the total social capital, the use-value of production workers is their

capacity to produce commodities containing surplus-value. From this same

standpoint, the use-vaìue of unproductive labor in the sphere of

circulation is its role in changing the form of capital in the sphere of

c i rcu I at i on, ãñ act i v i ty necessary to the real ization of sur plus-value.

The labor of cìerks, credit employees, bank tellers et al. facilitates
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the buying and sel I ing of commodities--the transformation of money-

capital into commodity-capital, or of commodity-capitaì into money-

capital. These activities--which change titles of ownership--cannot

create new vaìue, even if the value allocated to these activities

(wages, etc.) must be added (or transferred) to the value of the

commodi ty product after i t emerges from the immedi ate process of

production, and thereby find expression in its market price.

These considerations constitute the essential starting point for

demarcating the spheres of production and circulation from one another.

As Sha i kh has observed, the sphere of c i rcu ì at i on rreffects the

circulation, the distribution of pre-existing use-values, changing not

their properties as objects of consumption but rather the conditions

under which their possession is transferred from their owners to their

f inal consumers." (1978c;5)

l.lith the above theoretical criteria in mind, the task of

distinguishing the spheres of production and circulation from one

another (and the employees corresponding to them) becomes far less

problematic. Even so, diff¡culties present themselves on the

rrboundar ies. "

Seizing upon the difficult question of the staus of workers employed

in advertising f irms, E.K. Hunt has argued that l,larx provides no clear

grounds for considering circulation workers as unproductive. Hunt

develops his cr¡t¡c¡sm of l4arx by arguing that employees of advertising

firms produce commodities and surplus-value, since "a capital ist who

ov',ns an advertising f irm and a capítalist who oh/ns a manufacturing f irm

each puts his capital through an identical metamorphosis in order to
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create surplus-value and real ize the surplus-value as profit.rl

0979;321) This may or may not be true; but it is unclear, at best, how

Huntrs demonstration of this point reinforces the basic thesis which he

has set out to prove, nameìy that

l,larx' s demons trat i on that no net surp I us-va I ue can be
generated through exchange...seems to me to be total ly
unrelated to his classification of wage laborers working in
the sphere of ci rcuìation as unproductive. (i¡id;321)

ln effect, what Hunt is doing with his argument concerning

advertising employees is making the case for their classification as

productive workers and for situating advertising firms in the sphere of

production. After arguing that advertising copy should be regarded as a

commod i ty, Hunt attacks l'larx f or 'r i ncons i stency'r because h i s

rrclassification of workers employed in the sphere of circulation as

unproductive is based solely on the use-vaìue of the commodity they

create.rr ( ib i d; 322) But l,larx argued that c i rcu I at ion workers do not

create commodities by definition; if they did, they would be production

workers, not circulation workers. (l'loreover, Hunt provides no reference

for his imputation that l,larx characterized advertising empìoyees as

unproductive.) The only inconsistency that Hunt manages to expose is his

own, when he proceeds to his conclusion that the "circuìationrrworkers

of the advertising firm ilcreate their surplus-vaìue while working in the

sphere of production.r' Triumphantly, Hunt declares that

Harxrs classification of such workers as unproductive obscures
rather than clarifies his demonstration that surplus-value is
a lways created i n product i on and never i n exchange.
(¡b¡d;323--emphasi s added)

Huntrs final legerdemain is the phrase I'such workers,rrfor ¡t is no

longer clear whether he is talki.ng about advertising workers (who,
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arguably, might belong to the sphere of production, but to whom l'larx

never referred specifieally in any ease) or whether he is talking about

circulation workers (the category of workers with whom he started and

whose company is not to be enjoyed by our newly productive workers of

the advertising firm). Either way, Hunt faiìs to meet the challenge

impìÌed in the opening statement of his argument. ln the end he proves

nothing except the possibility that advertising firms are commodity

produc i ng, and that the i r empl oyees are therefore proper l y cons i dered

production, rather than circulation, workers.

While Hunt is undoubtedly confused by the terms of his own argument,

his errors are nevertheless instructive. Hunt¡s attempted demonstration

that the labor employed in advertising firms is productive proves not

that the classification of circulation workers as unproductive is

problematic, but that some productive workers may be disguised as

circulation workers due to the fact that their activity bears on

exchange. lndeed, why should those workers who produce cash registers

for use in the sphere of circulation be deemed productive (as they

surely are), while those engaged in the production of advertising copy

are considered unproductive?

Clearly, ¡t is much easier to argue that advertising employees

produce advertising copy as a commodity than it is to argue that a bank

tel ìer I'produces" a commodity in the form of a financial exchange.2e

St¡ll, it is not so clear that Hunt has succeeded even in his more

This is due in large part to the fact that advertising employees
produce a rrmater i a I productrt or rrexterna I obj ectrr--a use-va I ue wh ich
is not merely a rruseful effect.rrHourever, it has been argued that a
commodity needs not take the form of an external object. The
corol lary to this is that not al I tangible products of labor under
the command of cap i ta I are commod i t i es.

29
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I imited objective of attributing productive status to the creators of

advertising eopy; for in what scnse ean advertising eopy be eonsidered a

commodity produced for the market? Would ¡t not be more precise to say

that such copy is produced in order to sel I a particular commodity

produced by industrial capital (or a range of commodities being sold by

commercial capital), i.e. to facilitate the reaìization of the value of

commodities that are produced for the market? Does an advertising firm

produce advertising copy for beer, enter the market, and sel I its copy

to any number of beer manufacturers for use in advertising campaigns?

What is a commodity if ¡t is not a product produced for and exchanged in

the market?

I t could be objected that many commodi ties are produced with a

particular buyer in mind. For example, General f'lotors could contract

with a steel company for the latterrs products before the steel is

produced; or, to use an earl ier example, a chain of department stores

could order from a manufacturer of cash registers before they are

produced. But an important di fference sti I I remai ns: the use-value of

advertising copy is inseparabìe from the specific commodity (or firm)

which ¡t is promoting. Not onìy is advertising copy (l ike cash

registers) useful only in the sphere of exchange; it is useful onìy in

the exchange of the particular commodities for which it is designed.

But an even more important point needs to be considered, one advanced

by I'larx in a passage guoted earl ier:

lf by a division of labour a function, unproductive in itself
although a necessary element of reproduction, is transformed
from an incidental occupation of many into the exclusive
occupation of a few, into their separate business, the nature
of this function itself is not changed. (1977b;l3l+)
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Hany industrial firms have their own advertising departments which

produce promotional material for use in the sale of their commodities.

CIearly, the advertising copy (or other materials) produced by these

departments are not commodities¡ the firmrs "incidentalil advert¡s¡ng

activity--no matter how important to the firmrs sales effort--remains an

unproductive, although necessary, activity. lf this function is

transferred to a private firm special izing in advertising, does this

realìy change the advertising copy from a non-commodity into a

commodity? After al l, a commercial capital ist--no less than an

advertising agency-- beì ieves that he is putting his capital through a

metamorphosis identicaì to that of industrial capital. But does that

perception make it so? Advertising copy--whether it is generated

internal ly by an industrial firm or external ly by an agency with which

an industrial firm contracts--remains an unproductive expense, not

because of normative considerations pertaining to its uti I ity, but

because it lacks the attributes of the commodity form.

The State Sphere: Taxation and State Expend i tures

While f'larx provides extensive insights into the treatment of the

sphere of circulation (its relationship to the sphere of production and

the nature of its costs and profits) , he abstracts almost completely

from the impact of the state sphere on the economic life of capital.

l,larxr s ref erences to taxat ion and state expend i tures (wh i ch requ i re

specif ication in relation to f,larxrs value categories) are at best

fragmentary in his major ileconomic" works: Capital, Theories of

Surplus-Value, and The Grundrisse. The lack of attention to the state
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i n these works contrasts markedl y wi th h i s ful I some treatment of the

subject in his historical and pol iticaì writings. Nevertheless, the

status of l4arxrs theory of the state remains the focus of considerable

controversy, al I the more so when Engels' independent contributions to

the subject are included in the discussion.

There is no single 'rHarxist theory of the state'r capable of

satisfying alì ostensible l'larxists. Even more than economic theory,

state theory is intimately I inked to programmatic perspectives and

political practice. Poulantzasr rrstructr..¡ralistil account of the state is

far from unrelated to the Eurocommuni st project he supported

politically. l'1¡Iibandrs rrfunctionalistil treatment of the issue lends

itself to atrKautskyan'r (lett sociaì-democratic or centrist) vision of

the transition to social ism. Lenin's 'rinstrumental istrr theory, which

appears closest to the mature views of l,larx and Engels on the state,

I eads i nexorabl y to a revoì ut i onary or I'i nsurrect i onary" strategy

centered on the destruction of the capital ist I'state machinerr30 and its

replacement by a workers state, â dictatorship of the proletariat.

l,lany of the content ious issues wh ich f igure in th is controversy are

beyond the scope of the present study and wi I I therefore not be

addressed. They are, in any case, often irrelevant to the task at hand:

the specif ication of the value categories of the l'larxian system. Whether

Engels uras oversimpl ifying when he characterized the capital ist state as

a I'body of armed menil (a descr i pt i on guranteed to e i ther de I i ght or

offend feminists); whether the state is single-mindedly preoccupied with

3 0 rrThe modern state, no matter what
capitalist machine, the state of
personification of the total national
368)

its form, is essentialìy a
the capitalists, the ideal

capi tal ." (Engel s, Anti-Duhrinq



perpetuati ng the capi taì i st prof i t system, preservi ng capi tal

relations, and serving the capital ist class (as an r¡executive

of the bourgeoisie) ; whether the state enjoys complete, rela

autonomy from the class of capi tal ists; whether the state is

first andrrpatriarchall second, or vice versa, it cannot be d

the state plays a key role in all capitalist social formations

since llarxrs time that role has increased enormously.

For I'larx, it seems cìear, the state is a class weapon. I

other aspects; it may have a relatively autonomous logic and I

oh,n¡ it may conjunctural ly take on the appearance of a neutr

between contending classes. But when al I is said and d

capitalist state is finally a machine, an instrument of c

indispensable to the reproduction of capital ist social rela

discharges this task of reproduction in historical ly-spe

determined ways: through legi timization, through repression

"crisis management,rr and through social integration. lt is

immediately answerable to the dominant group of rul ing ca

indeed, it may take actions inimical to the conscious desir

economical ly dominant class. But in the end, this too only en
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capac i ty to ass i st i n the reproduct i on of capi tal i st soc i ety.

The question is: what is the relationship of the capi tal i s

the capital ist mode of production, from the standpoint of the

mode of production, and not simply from the standpoint of the capitalist

class or the working class (not to mention civi I servants or feminist

critics of patriarchy)? The capitalist class might sometimes regard the

state as robber-baron, rude intruder, oF bul lying regulator: as an
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obstacle to profit-making and devourer of surplus-value which might

otherwise have been private profit. 0n the other hando the working elass

might sometimes see the state as its benefactor, curbing the bossesl

unbridled appetite to monopol ize the social wealth and redistributing

income to the benefit of the working population and the disadvantaged.

But these subjective perceptions are irrelevant to defining the actual

relationship of the capital ist state to the mode of production.

From the standpoint of capital ism, a mode of production geared to the

production of surpìus-value for private accumulation, the state sector

is a col lectivizer, a mitígator of sociaì tensions and economic

contradictions, and a defender of national capitals against al ì domestic

and internationaì threats. lt is, in other words, a gþl_U, necessary

apparatus. Even when it plays a directly productive role in generating

surplus-value (as with national ized industriaì firms), it usual ly does

so in order to strengthen the conditions of private accumulation. At the

same time, however, from this same standpoint of the capital¡st mode of

production, the state represents an enormous overhead g! on the

reproduction of the social relation that is capital. Like any other

machine, it requires maíntenance, Fêplacements and fuel; and therefore

the total social capital must set aside a portion of the value it

realizes (with the not inconsiderable assistance of the state) in order

to finance state activity.

The capital ist state clearly plays a particular role in the division

of labor required for the reproduction of the total social capital. ln

this sense, the state is assimi lable to an unproductive, but social ly

necessary 'rreproduct i on sector" to wh i ch the sphere of c i rcul at i on al so
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belongs. I ts costs may therefore be treated in a fashion simi lar to

those of commercial and financial capital. For this reason, those

theorists who regard both commercial profit and costs as a component of

the aggregate surplus-value also regard the state sphere as supported by

(current) surplus-value; and it is for this reason that it wi I I be

argued here to the contrary that most of the income accruing to the

state should be treated as part of the constant capitaì flow, consistent

with our view that the costs of circulation are most adequately treated

in this way.

Fol lowing Gi I lman, Sweezy and Shaikh and operat¡ng within the

framework of the conventional value specifications, Fine and Harris

(ì976) have developed the logic underlying the partial assimi lation of

the state sphere and the circulation sphere:

State workers are i nd i rect I y product ive for capitaì in the
sense used þy |,larx.... lnsof ar as state employees become more
productive, thi s can release more surplus-value for
distribution to capital. Also they are indirectly productive
for capital, not because of the performance of surplus labour,
but because of their contribution to social conditions of
reproduction. This is analagous to, but not the same as,
flarxrs treatment of the sphere of circulation in the circuit
of capital. This sphere is a necessary part of the whole
circuit of capital; activity in it, therefore, contributes to
the conditions necessary for the reproduction of capital, but
workers in it do not produce surplus-value. (1976;104-105)

While Fine

surpì us- I abor

what i s the

productivity

productivity

performed?) , they succeed i n

and c i rcu I at i on workers and

showi ng the qual i tative s imi lar i ty of state

and Harris are wrong to dournplay the signif icance of the

performed by unproductive workers ¡n these spheres (indeed

meaning of the assertion that an increase in their

can "release more surplus-valuerr unless this increased

i s assoc i ated wi th an i ncrease i n surpl us- I abor

ín showing that there are no grounds (except
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arb i trary ones) for treat i ng the costs of c i rcu I at i on and the costs of

the state ín different ways"

l,landel has recently made just such an arbitrary distinction:

(t)t is not true that all unproductive labour is paid out of
currently produced surplus-value. An important part of that
labour (e.g. commercial employèes, workers in the financial
sector and those in unproductive service industries) is paid
not out of currently produced surplus-value, but out of that
portion of the social capital which is invested in these
sectors. Onl y the prof i ts of these capi ta I s form part of
currently produced surplus-vaìue.... (S)ocial capital is the
result of past extortion of surpìus-value....Part of the wages
bill of unproductive labour, however, is financed out of
currently produced surplus-value. This concerns essentiaì ly
the wages and salaries of state employees in publ ic services
and administration (not, of course, the state industries,
where autonomous commod i ty product i on and therefore va ì ue
production occur) . (ì98.|;49)

There are at least tr^/o notev',orthy points to be made about th is

passage. The f irst is that l,landel seems to have broken with the

conventional treatment of circulation costs, adopting a position simi lar

to llage's.3r The second, houlever, is that he continues to defend the

conventional position which treats state expenditures as financed out of

surplus-value, a position which he defended against llage in Late

Capi tal i sm:

[l'tage] takes on I y the net prof i ts (and the net i nterest and
annuities) of capital ist firms as surplus-value, although for
llarx taxes represent part of the social surplus-value. (Note
by f'landel: rrln l'larxrs theory al I revenues are traced back to
r^rages or surplus-value. Since state revenues can hardly be
regarded as var i ab I e cap i ta I --un I ess they are used to buy
productive Iabour-power, for instance in state industrial
enterprises--they can only be regarded as a redistribution of

3 r Hol^Jever , s i nce he does not def i ne whether the rrport ion of soc ia I

capitalrrinvested in circulation labor is variable or constant, this
remains open to further clarification by |landel. lt could be that he
has adopted what was still only a hypothesis in his Late Capitalism,
namely that rrthose [white col lar workers] who are indispensable for
the production and real ization of surplus-value" (1975t17Ð should be
considered recipients of variable capital.
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social surplus-value or an increase of it by deductions from
wages. Their function becomes even clearer in cases where
taxes are directly capital-forming, so that their character as
part of the social surplus-value cannot be di sputed wi thout
throwing the whoìe of llarxrs theory of capital into
quest i on. ") (1975;176)

The theoretical root of l'landeì rs arbitrary dif f erentiation of

circulation and state workers is to be found in this criticism of llage.

I t centers on llandel 's use of the concepts "revenue" and I'social

surp ì us-va I ue .'l

First, is the state a recipient of revenue (used here by Handel to

denote new value)? The answer is yes, at least sometimes. But this is

also the case for commercial capitaì, whose profit is redistributed

surplus-value ("revenue") . Does this mean that al l of the value

transferred to the state through taxation is currentìy produced surplus-

value? The answer is no; the major part of it goes towards the

maintenance of the state machine and not towards its expansion ("capital

formation"). lt is therefore necessary to disaggregate the staters

income into its constant capital and surplus-vaìue components; to

distinguish the state's gross income from its net income. The state is

a recipient of redistributed surplus-value only when its income

exper i ences rea ì growth, perm i tt i ng the stater s expans r on.

Second, l,landelrs concept of I'social surplus-value" confuses rather

than clarif ies the necessary distinction between the constant capital

and surplus-value components of state income by conflating the concepts

rrsocial surplusrrand "surplus-value.rr As f,landel now recognizes in his

treatment of the costs of circulation, surplus-value is a current and

ephemeral flow of new value. Social surplus product, on the other hand,

is an historical category, which is not even specific to the capitalist
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within capitalism

is created inusually refers to the

production and real ized

surpl us of use-vaì ues wh i ch

as value only through exchange, there is a sense

in which it may also refer to previousìy accumulated surpìus-value, i.e

surp I us-va I ue wh i ch has been transformed i nto (constant) cap i ta I or

surplus capital. ln ltlandelrs theory, the category rrsocial surplus-

valuerr has the status of a theoretical legerdemain, permitting an

arbi trary classification of certain I'overheadrr costs of production (tne

circulation costs) as a "portion of the invested social capitalil and

others (those associated with state activity) as "surplus-value.rr This

procedure is reminiscent of Baran and Sweezy's use of the rreconomic

surpìus'r category, which has been trenchantly criticized by l\landeì:

Sweezy and Baran'define the category "economic surpìusrr as
rrthe difference between what a society produces and the costs
of producing it" in a very loose way. lf one uses the
definition in a I iteraì sense, one could conclude that the
probtem which they cal I r¡surplus absorptionil is just the old
problem of "surplus-value real ization." But the authors do not
stick consistently to that definition. Surely, depreciation
costs-- abstraction made of excess al ìowances which are just
hidden profit, i.e. surplus-value--are not part of surpìus-
value but reproduction of constant capital....So one gets the
impression that the authors have mixed together surplus
capital and surplus product, and that they would need at least
to d¡sentangìe these two categories before they could prove
conv i nc i ng I y that the rrsurpl us" (and the rate of prof i t) has
been constantly rising since 1929. (Handel 1967)

With his category of 'rsocial surplus-value,'r l'landel has been doing

some "mixing" of his own. To paraphrase l'landel, surely I'depreciation

costs'r faced by the state machine are not part of surplus-vaìue but part

of the reproduction of constant capital, a reproduction of that portion

of the social capital necessary to maintain the state and to perpetuate

¡ ts funct i ons .
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The problem with l,landel's approach is that it f ails to recognize that

the value rrconsumedrr by the state apparatus represents an "investmentrl

sui qeneris by the social capitaì as a whole in the reproduction of the

social co¡rditions necessary to capital ist production. Taxation merely

alìows these investment costs to be recouped by the state.

Unlike private industrial, commercial or financial capitals, the

state is not primari ly in the business of appropriating surplus-value.

l,lhereas the spheres of production and circulation reflect a division of

Iabor among capitals, the state sphere is a sphere of mediation of these

individuated capitals; it is a reconci ler and a harmonizer, the

embodiment of the historical interests of the total national capital.

Accordingìy, the state's position in the social division of labor is

altogether unique. Except where it runs national ized industrial firms,

it does not compete with private capitals, and it is not itself an

autonomous capital which benefits in the usual sense from the

redistribution of surplus-value. þJhi le such a redistribution to the

state might occur under certain circumstances, the main goal of state

activity is not the maximization of its own "profits" or the

accumulation of capital unto itself. Rather ità fundamental goal is the

reproduction of the social, pol itical and economic conditions propitious

to the private accumulation of capital. ln other words, to the extent

that the staters functions are I imited to regulation, ìegitimization,

repression, etc., it is not an autonomous accumulator, but an

accumulator on behalf of the soc¡al capital as a whole.

State rraccumulationil f acil itates the collectivization (on behalf of

the social capital) of functions and activities which are necessary to
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individual capitals, and which, if left to individual capitals, would be

regarded as part of the overhead costs of private firms. An historical

example i I ìustrating this point is the Hudson's Bay Company, which, in

the absence of a consol idated state machine, discharged many of the

functions of government in the territories it occupied. Therrcompany

townrr model suggested by this example does not adequately resoìve many

of the questions surrounding the specificity of the capital ist state;

however it does provide the most adequate basis for conceptual izing the

staters income and expenditures in relation to the value categories. The

costs of maintaining the state apparatus are a determined and necessary

const¡tuent part of the value of the gross domestic product; and this is

so precisely because capitalist production involves not just the

production of physical goods, but the reproduction of capital ist social

relations as well.32

An alternative approach to the treatment of state expenditures has

recently been advanced by James 0'Connor (197Ð and lan Gough (197Ð,

from an underconsumpt i on i st and a neo-R i card i an perspect ¡ ve

32 The following passages f rom l.landelrs Late Capitalism f ully accord
with the treatment of state expenditures and income defended here:

rrThe starting point of l4arxrs theory of the state is its
fundamental distinction between State and society--in other words,
the insight that the functions performed by a State need not be
transferred to an apparatus separated from the mass of the members of
a society, but only become so in historical ly determinate and
spec if ic cond i t ions. " (lglSt+ltr)

r¡Capi tal i st competi tion... inevitably determines a tendency towards
an autonomization of the State apparatus, so that it can function as
an I ideal total capi tal i st' servi ng the i nterests of the protection,
consolidation and expansion of the capitalist mode of production as a
whole, ovcr and against the esnfl ieting interests of the rreal total
capi tal i st' that i s composed of 'many capi tal sr i n the actuaì
world."(¡bid;479)
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respectively. Arguing that state expenditures should not be subsumed

under any one of the value categories of the I'larxist system, these

theorists of the "fiscal crisis of the staterr discern three categories

of state expend i tures:

"!ocþL investment cons ists of projects and services
that increase the productivity of a given amount of
labour-power and, other factors being equal, increase
the rate of prof it." This is I'social constant capital.r'

"lggjgl consumption consists of projects and services
that lower the reproduction costs of labour and, other
factors be i ng equa I , i ncrease the rate of prof i t.rr Th i s
is I'social variable capitaì.rl

"5gþI expenses consist of projects and services which
are required to maintain sociaì harmony...r' (Gough,
197 5i7o)

The central issue raised by 0'Connor and Gough, which is of immediate

interest to the present study, is the legitimacy of positing a category

of 'rsocial variable capital." The rationale for including publ ic

education, state-subsidized health care, and social welfare expenditure

within an expanded definition of the variable capital flow has been

clearly stated by Gough:

(S)ociaì services have increasingly been viewed by labour
movements as an integral part of wages, to be defended and
increased in the same l^ray as money hrages. They are a social
r^/aqe prov i ded co I I ect i ve I y by the state or some other
body. (ibid;75)

And further:

[social expenditures] can better be regarded as a part of the
value of labour-power col lectively provided rather than a
tcost that capital must pay for social stability'etc.r... lf
this is sor these services are not luxuries, but part of
llarxrs department I I (produc i ng the mater i al el ements of
variabìe capital) as 0rConnor correctly emphasizes, and are
indirectly productive of surplus-value. (ibidi56-57)

2

3
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Whi le Goughrs argument has a certain superficial appeal, it makes

l¡ttìe sense in terms of l,larxist economic analysis. The services

provided by the state to the working cìass and to the general population

are not commodities, and the state is not assimilable to any of l{arxrs

departments of production for precisely this reason. A commodity is a

good or service produced for the purpose of exchange and the realization

of surplus-value. The state is not in the business of producing

commodities (except where it operates national ized industrial

enterprises); its function is to provide services necessary to a

capital ist social formation which cannot be provided efficiently or

profitably by. private capitals. lt fulfi ls its role as the rrideal

personification of the total national capitalrr (Engels) not by behaving

I ike just another private capital (i.e. by producing marketable

commodities with a view to realizing profit), but by collectivizing and

central izing those social ly-necessary but unproductive expenses and

activ¡t¡es vital to the reproduction of capital ist society.

Fine and Harris have correctly pointed to the key weakness of the

"social wage" concept:

(T)he payment of urages by capital (i.e. Goughrs category of
'money wagesr) involves the exchange of commodities with
equivalent values (i.e. the purchase of labour-power), whereas
the provi s i on of wel fare servi ces by the state does not
involve such exchange relationships and is primari ly
determined by the outcome of pol itical struggle. The two
categories are entirely different. lf we were to accept
Goughrs fusion of the two into the concept of wage, we would
have to argue that an unemployed workerrs labour-power is a
commodity that has an exchange-value equal to the value of the
dole and other welfare benefits, ¡f it remains unsold.
(1976; l07)

Welfare payments and educational, medical

provided by the state to the working class

and other social services

undoubtedl y improve the
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quaìitv of the commod¡ty labour-por^rer, while at the same time promot¡ng

the integration of the working class into capi tal ist society. However,

it is quite another thing to say that the value of these services

enjoyed by the working class represent elements of variable capital

which enter into the determination of a workerrs wage. Gough impl ies

that these services have the effect of lowerinq the reproduction costs

of labour-power, permitt¡ng private capitals the opportunity to empìoy

their workers at wages lower than would be the case if therrsocial wage'¡

did not exist. Yet this is an entirely arbitrary assumption. lt would be

just as plausible to argue that these services, by improving the quality

of the commodity labour-power and increasing the expectations of the

working cìass, have the effect of increasing the market value of labor-

power. A healthy, educated and adequately fed worker is generally better

placed to seìl his labor-power than a worker who ìacks these attributes

and whose productivity is therefore immediately suspect.

Contrary to Gough, the services collectively provided by the state to

the working class (and not only to the working class) represent the

outcome of generations of political class struggle which has been shaped

by , but does not determ i ne, the fundamenta I I aws of mot i on of the

capitalist economy. l,lhile the state's role is determined by political,

economic and ideological factors (not to mention its own bureaucratic

logic), the economy remains subject to its own logic, to its own laws of

motion, flowing from the law of value. The notion of the'rsocial wagerl

suggests the determination of the economic by the political; and, in so

doing, it obviates the determinate role of the law of value under

capi tal ism.
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The state machine is a structure which has evolved to facilitate the

reproduction of capital ist social relations under constantly changing

economic, social and ideological conditions. lts costs are the costs of

the reproduction of the social order understood in the broadest sense.

The costs of this I'ideal total capitalistrrare indeed among the overhead

costs of therrreal total capitalr'--the many, private capitals which

benefit from the social harmony, higher labor productivity, and reduced

class confl ict promoted by the state in the interests of reproducing

capital ist social relations. And as overhead costs, irrespective of

their specific purposes, state expenditures are most adequately

conceptual ized and treated as part of the constant capi tal flow--that

value set aside and "preserved'r to maintain the machinery of capital ist

society, whether that machinery takes the form of instruments of

product ive I abor or whether i t takes the form of i nstruments of

circulation, real ization and reproduction.

l+.å THE VALUE CATEGORIES AND THE RATE 0F PR0F lT

The importance of an accurate specification of the vaìue categories

of the llarxian system to the empirical analysis of its key quantitative

relationships--the rate of surplus-value, the organic composition of

capital, and the rate of profit-- should be apparent. The treatment of

unproductive labor as paid for out of surpìus-value (the conventional

treatment) wi I I obviously y¡eld very different empirical results than if

this labor is treated as part of the constant capital flow. lnasmuch as

most empirical investigations of the rate of profit have been undertaken

on the basis of the conventional specifications (notably Gi I lman11957),
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Weisskopf ll979l, Baran and Sweezy [ì966], Sharpe [.l980]), the results

of these investigations have provided an empiricalìy dubious basis for

assessing l'larxrs ìaw of the tendency of the rate of prof it to faì.l.

Undeniably, important differences exist among those who adhere to the

conventional value specifications (especially between those who utilize

Baran's "economic surplusrrcategory and those who distinguish between

aggregate and 'rdiminished'r surplus-value as do Gillman and Shaikh).

Shaikh, in particular, under the influence of l4age's empirical work, has

produced empirical results of great interest. However, only one

theorist, Flage (lg0¡), has operated within the value specifications

defended here.

Before reviewing the results of these empirical studies, it would be

weì I to further expìore the theoretical underpinnings of the

conventional vaìue specifications--which have given rise both to the

economic surplus category and to the differentiation of aggregate and

rrdiminished" surpìus-value categories--as wel I as to the alternative

conceptualization of the vaìue categories originally proposed by I'tage.

The Concept of Surplus and the Category of Surplus-Value

An enormous amount of confus i on has attended the attempt to

theoretically and empirical ly def ine the constituents of l'larxrs category

of surplus-value. This confusion paral lels (and, to some extent,

mirrors) the floundering attempts of classical, neo-classical and

Keynes í an theor i es to def i ne the or i g i ns and content of the category

prof it. (cf . Obrinsky,l983) Historically, the ability of I'larxism to

locate the institutional basis of profit and to define its substance as
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surplus-value has contrasted markedìy with rrorthodoxrr theoryrs fai lure

to resolve or often even to address the rrprofi t puzzle.rr Neo-classical

and right-Keynesian orthodoxy in particular have most often simply

defined away the probìem by regarding profít as a cost (usual ìy of

entrepreneurial initiative or risk-taking). l.larxrs category of prof it of

enterprise is thereby obviated; but just as significantly, so is the

very concept of surplus product. Al I income is conceived simply as

rrf actor returns.'l

The orthodox approach, however, immediately cal ls to mind Goethers

life is green."

i t most assuredly

dictum that rrtheory is gray, but the eternal tree of

Prof i t may not ex i st for the or thodox econom i st, but

does for the cap i ta ì ¡ st and h i s accountants:

Distinction must also be made between profits as understood by
the accountant and profits as understood by the economist. the
former clearly include implicit factor returns....(The)
problem of capitaì measurement and its relation to profit and
interest suggests that it may be even theoretically impossible
to distinguish the one from the other....lt is common, though
by no means universal, to define profit as the income to a
f í rm resul ti ng from the di fference between revenue and cost.
The difficuìty comes both in deciding what should be counted
as cost and, more important, i n determi ni ng why th i s
(positive) differential should occur. (OOrinsky 1983t7)

As we have seen, the l'larxian framework provides a clear explanation

to the second question: this'¡differentialrroccurs as a result of the

appropriation of the surplus product by the capital ist class. However,

the first question concerning the definition of costs has produced many

neo-class ical economi stspeculiar responses among f'larxists. l,/hile the

have sought to reduce all income

assuming rrperfect competi tion,rr33

returns ("prof it as costtr)

have sought to demonstrate

to factor

lilarx i sts

33 Edward Chamberl in, for example, bel ieves that the only real profits
are profits arising from monopoly, i.e. from an absence of
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that many nominal costs represent components of surplus-value. ln doing

So, however, many l'larx ists have sought to expand Harx¡s rrnarrowrl

calcuìus of surplus-value beyond the sum of profit of eneterprise,

interest and ground rent.3a l.toreover, it is by no means coincidental

that the expanded definition of surplus-value (which we have referred to

above as the rrconventionalil defi ni tion) has been most powerful ly

articuìated by those theorists most heavi ly influenced by

underconsumptionist notions of capital ist crisis and development. For

these theorists, many of the nominal costs of maintaining and

reproducing the capital ist firm, the capital ist state and ultimately the

capitalist social formation as a whole are components of surplus-value

precisely because they function to rrabsorb the surplusrr and not merely

to assist in the rrreal ization of surplus-vaìue.r' Thus, Paul Sweezy, the

preeminent modern underconsumption theorist, exercised a decisive

influence in defining the costs of circulation, administrative expenses,

and taxes as components of surplus-value in The Theory of Capital ist

Deve I opment (1942), and in broadening the concept of the surplus sti I I

further through his col laborative work with Paul Baran in l,lonopoìv

Capital (1966).

The great vaìue of Baran and Sweezy's "economic surplus'r category

resides in its abi I ity to elucidate the theoretical roots of the

conventional, "expanded'r definition of surplus-value. Approaching the

competition. Thus, rrprof its are just suff icient to cover the minimum
necessary to attract capital and business ability into the field,
which sum is always included in the cost curve." (ì958;21-22)

34 ln this sense, it may be said that Goethers d¡ctum applies to these
llarxists as wel l. r'Surplus-valueil may exist for the l'larxist
economist, even where ¡t doesnrt for the capital ist and his
accountants.
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probìem from a more sympathetic point of view, Henryk Szlajfer has made

a similar point in his assessment of Baran and Sweezyrs resort to more

than one definition of the economic surplus:

The multiplicity of definitions...does not mean a lack of
logic, but results from their method of handl ing the problem.
They start from the simplest forms and pass on to more
compl icated ones. (1983; I l4)

l./hat Baran and Sweezy, together with Szìajfer, make strikingly clear

is that their'rmethod of handìing the problemil is decisively informed by

an underconsumption theory of capi tal i st development and by normative

considerations pertaining to the definition of costs.

ln his original formulation of the economic-surplus category, Baran

distinguishes among three forms: rtactualrt"rpotentiaì,'r and'rplanned.rl

Baran def i nes the actua I economi c surpl us as rrthe d i fference between

soc i etyrs actual current output and i ts actual current

consumption."0968',22) He further notes that it "comprises obviousIy a

lesser share of total output than that encompassed by llarxrs notion of

surplus-value. The latter, it wi I I be recal led, consists of the entire

difference between aggregate net output and the real income of labor.

The ractual economic surplusr... is merely that part of surplus-value

that is being accumulated, it does not include, in other words, the

consumption of the capital ist class, the governmentrs spending on

administration, mi I itary establ ishment, and the I ike.'r (ib¡d;22)

The potential economic surplus, according to Baran, i s the

rrdifference between the output that could be produced in a given natural

and technological environment with the help of employable productive

resources, and what might be regarded as essential consumption."

(¡b¡d;23) This, in turn, is distinguishable from the planned economic
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surplus, which is "relevant only to comprehensive economic pìanning

under social ism¡': r'lt is the difference between society's 'optimuml

output attainable in a historical ìy given natural and technological

environment under conditions of planned roptimalr utilization of all

avai labìe productive resources, and some choåen roptimal' volume of

consumpt i on. t' ( ¡ ¡ i a; 4 I -42)

l'lany theorists have noted that Baranrs whole conceptual apparatus

involves an evaluation of the capital ist mode of production rrfrom the

outsider'r by means of social ist rational ity criteria. lt has also been

noted that the precise difference between the planned and the potential

surplus remains unclear. (cf. Szlajfer 1983; I I l) Nevertheless, what does

emerge quite clearly, particularly in Baran and Sweezy's llonopoly

-94_L!.qI, is that unproductive costs should be treated as part of the

I'consumptionrr of the capital ist class, âS a component of net output

which is'rconsumed unproductively.'r This treatment suggests that these

costs, which are social ly necessary from the standpoint of the

capital ist mode of production, are merely capital ist rrluxuries[ from the

standpoint of rrsocial ist rational ity criteria.r' Thus, Baran argues that

unproductive labor "consists of all ìabor resulting in the output of

goods and services the demand for which is attributable to the specific

conditions and relationships of the capital ist system, and which would

be absent in a rationally ordered society...(it may be) useful within

the framework of the capitaì ist order, indeed be indispensable for its

existence.rr (op.citi32) 0n the basis of socialist rationality criteria,

however, Baran mainta¡ns that the costs of this labor remain a component

of the "economic surplus,r'and this is precisely how they are treated in

Honopoly Capital.
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The treatment of unproductive expenses as a component of either the

"economic surplusil or the aggregate surplus-value involves abstract i nq

from the specificity of the capital ist mode of-production, a procedure

which is wholly incompatible with l'larxrs method and his project of

laying bare the laws of motion specific to capital ism. lloreover, what

is impl ied in this treatment of unproductive expenses is the

underconsumptionist notion that these expenditures constitute del iberate

rrmake-workil used to el imi nate (or at least attenuate) tne immanent

tendency toward unused surpl us. Aga i nst th i s not i on, Joseph Seymour, a

def ender of the I'lage thesis, has made the following argument:

Valid f,larxist analysis must conform to capitaìist
behaviour. I f a corporate manager were told expenses for
advertising, market research or credit accounting are real ly
an alternative to profits, he would reply that, within I imits,
just the opposite is true. The more that is spent on marketing
and systemat i c account i ng, the I arger the prof i t. For
capital ist firms, administrative and distributive expenses are
absolutely necessary to real ize the value of thei r commodi ties
on the market. ln other words, these expenses are needed to
maintain the conditions of capital ist reproduction, which is
the reproduction of value and not simply of physical goods....

0nly by treating the employment of unproductive Iabor as
necessary overhead expenses can one explain actual capital ist
behaviour. lt is obvious that capital ists regard
r¡unproductive laborrr as necessary and not charity coming out
of profit. Capital ists are just as concerned with economizing
on rrunproduct iverr I abor as on rrproduct ive'r labor . The
tremendous expansion of computers, photocopiers t cãlculating
mach i nes and other off i ce equi pment i s des i gned to i ncrease
the productivity of clerical and administrative labor.

A Sweezyite might counter that while these expenses are not
surplus for individual capitalists, they are for the
capi tal i st system as a whol e. Th i s argument amounts to
app I y i ng those categor i es wh i ch l,larx used to ana I yze
capitalism to a rational economic order (i.e. socialism). This
is a technocratic bias, treating economics as relations
between things ra-ther than between men. Under socialism, there
would indeed be a rationalization ofr¡unproductive expenses,"
but one cannot theefore treat them as a surpl us under
capitalism. After all, under socialism there brould also be a
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radical rationaì ization of rrproductiverr labor as welì as
consumption patterns. (1972;Ð

Underconsumption theory has long been the dominant paradigm within

flarxist economic theory, especially in the English-speaking world where

its affinities to Keynesian theory have been most obvious. ln the

ì970's, however, the crisis of Keynesianism and the I'rediscovery of

I'tarxrrby radical theorists combined to redirect attention away from the

prob ì em of rref f ect ive demandr' (or r¡surpl us absorpt i onrr) to the prob I em

of decìining prof itability. lronicaìly, however, the legacy of I'larxist

underconsumpt i on i sm and I eft Keynes i an i sm cont i nues to exert an

important influence over the two main trends within the camp of the

fal I ing rate of profit. The wage-push/prof it-squeeze theorists typical ly

continue to operate with Keynesian categories rather than l,larxist ones,

owing in part to the¡r fai lure to distinguish between productive and

unproductive labor. l.tore orthodox theorists, like Shaikh, make this

necessary distinction; yet they continue to treat unproductive expenses

in the way suggested by the ¡larxist underconsumptionists (i.e. as a non-

profit component of surplus-value), whi le counterposing to the

underconsumptionists a theory of crisis which emphasizes the rising

organic composition of capital. The result is that the valid insights of

the two trends are obscured by the i r mutual fa i I ure to break wi th

different aspects of their Keynesian/underconsumptionist lineage. ljlore

precisely, both the rate of surplus-value (s/v) and the organic

compos i t i on of capi ta | (C/ (s+v¡ ¡ cannot be determi ned to the mutual

satisfaction of the two trends precisely because both operate with

inadmissibly expanded definitions of one or the other of the relevant

value categories: the profit-squeeze theorists with a definition of
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var¡able capital which includes unproductive labor, and the so-cal led

fundamental ists (l ite Shaikh) with a definition of surplus-value which

subsumes unproduct i ve expend i tures . The rea I i mpact of unproduct i ve

expendi tures on the rate of surpìus-value, the organic composi tion of

capital, and the rate of profit is thereby systematically obscured by

these theoristsr choice of value specifications.

The Category of Constant Capital

The preceding section sought to disclose the theoretical roots of the

position which treats the socialìy-necessary unproductive labor and

material costs as a component of (deduction from) currently-produced

surplus-vaìue. This section will seek to supplement the arguments

already made in favor of treating these costs as part of the constant

capital fìow.

ln Chapter One, constant capital was defined as that portion of the

social capital which indirectly facilitates the production of value and

surplus-value; and in this it was distinguished from the variable

portion of the social capitaì (exchanged for labor-power) which is

directly responsible for the creation of new value. lt was also pointed

out that constant capital invested in means of production plays a direct

roìe in the production of use-values, which are therrmaterial bearersl

of exchange-vaìue. ln this sense, the physical means of production are

indispensable to the presentation of I iving labor as new vaìue, even

though living ìabor remains the sole ggurcg of the newìy-produced vaìue.

But is the specific function of means of production definitionally

identical to the general function of constant capitaì in the overall
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process of production and reproduction? Should constant capi taì be

reduced to the value expression of means of production? lmpl icitìy, ât

least, most llarxists have answered these questions affirmatively.

Constant capital and means of production have become virtual ly

interchangable categories in the lexicon of modern l.larxism.

This fetishization of the category of constant capital has had

important impì ications for the interpretation of a number of aspects of

I'larxrs theory, f rom the transf ormation problem to the treatment of the

faux frais of capitaì ist production. Not surprisingly, ¡t has

contributed to an enormous amount of confusion. And yet, constant

capital-- as a sub-category of capital-- has rarely been subjected to

the kind of theoretical analysis which wouìd befit the Harxist

understanding of capital as a social relation. This is preciseìy the

nub of the problem: how does the category of constant capital express

i tse I f other than as the accumu I ated va ì ue represented by an

rraggregation of machines, buildings and raw materials" (Perelman

l98l;43) ?

llarx's ohrn f ailure to f ul ly analyze the category of constant capital

as a social relation has undoubtedly contributed to the problem. His

bas i c def i ni tion of constant cap¡ tal appears i n Capi tal l, where the

unproductive sphere (ttre province of commercial capital, financial

capitaì and the state) are abstracted from in the interests of a clear

exposition of the p rocess of surplus-value production:35

Capital ! has an analytical focus which is well defined by Handel:r'...the capitalist process of production is at one and the same time
a process of production of value, a process of production of surplus-
value, a process of production of capi tal, and a process of
production and constant reproduction of the basic antagonistic social
relations....The ¡process of productionr which l4arx analyzes in

35
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The means of production on the one hand, labour-power on
the other, are merely the different forms of existence which
the value of the original capital assumed when it lost its
monetary f orm and \^ras transf ormed into the var ious f actors of
the I abour process.

That part of capital, therefore, which is turned into means
of production, i.e. the raw material, the auxi I iary material
and the i nstruments of I abor, does not undergo any
quantitat¡ve alteration of value in the process of production.
For thi s reason, I cal I i t the constant part of capi tal, or
more brief ly, constant capital. (1977t317)

I'tarx¡s principal def inition of constant capital is conceptualìy

conjoined in this passage with that section of the social capital which

is directly involved in the production of commodities, namely industrial

capital. At this stage of the analysis, the rrforms of existence which

the value of the original capitaì assumed when it lost its monetary

form" are simply means of production and labor-power. Commerciaì and

financial capital are nowhere to be seen. A question logical ly poses

itself: what are the fqrqs of existence assumed by the capital values

invested by commercial and financial capital ists? The self-evident

answer is the mea¡s of cllçLrl!Ìj_9.!l and exchanqe. I'loreover, this is

precisely the answer given by I'larx in Capitaì lll. The basic point to

be grasped at this point is that l'larx's def inition in Capital I
concerned only gg form of constant capital, the form it assumes in the

immediate process of production. This interpretation is supported not

only by his later discussion of commercial capital in Volume lll, but by

the fol lowing passage from Volume I l:

A part of the capital has been advanced in g form of constant
gepjlgl, i.e. means of production, which then function as
factors of the labour process so long as they maintain the
i ndependent use-shape wi th wh i ch they entered i t.

Volume ()ne is...essentially the process of production of surpìus-
va I ue ." 0977 ;33)
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(1981 ; 237--emphas i s added)

lleans of production constitute a general historical category; only

under capitalism do they take the form of constant capital. But it does

not Jol low that the general social reìation expressed by constant

capital takes the singular form of means of production directly involved

in the process of use-value production. lndeed, in the hands of

commercial capital, financial capital and the state, ¡t takes distinctly

d i fferent forms.

It could be argued that constant capital in the industrial sphere and

constant capital in the unproductive sphere(s) are qual itatively

different from an historical point of view. The former finds its form as

the material preconditions of use-value production (tools, raw

materials, machines, energy, etc.), whereas the latter finds its forms

i n the rr i nst i tut iona I 'r precond i t ions of commod i ty production. But does

this make any difference to their conceptualization as forms of capitaì?

The fact that retai I sales, banking, and the capi tal ist state are

dispensable from the standpoint of "use-value production in general"

does not mean that they are dispensable from the standpoint of commodity

production. Under capital ism, production is directed towards the

creation of use-values in a particular form-- the commodity form. The

commodity form is not an incidental feature of use-value production

under capital ism, precisely because the commodity is not simpìy a form

of use-va I ue, but of va I ue. When we speak of commod i ty product i on r r^re

are talking about the production of value; and the production of value

requires the maintenance of certain conditions of exchange and class

domination just as surely as the production of use-values requires the
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ma intenance of certa in techn ica I cond i t ions of product ion. I'loreover,

under capital ism, the production of use-values is dependent on (and

subordinate to) the production of vaìue; use-value production comes to a

halt when it becomes incompatibìe with the production of surplus-value.

Thus, it may be said that the production of value (and surplus-value)

requires the maintenance of certain social conditions of production, and

that these condi tions are preserved by the activi ty of the sociaì ly-

necessary unproductive agencies-- principally the sphere of circulation

and the state.

These observations (which should be unobjectionable in themselves)

permit us to pierce the forms of constant capital in attempting to

define the essentiaì content of the category. Constant capital-- as a

social relation--is that portion of the social capital which is directed

to the presentation of I iving labor as new value; its concrete forms

merely express the different ways in which constant capital serves to

play an indirect role in the production of this new value. Thus, means

of production fulfil this indirect role by playing a direct role in the

production of use-values, whi Ie means of circulation, exchange and

reproduction (incìuding the state) are indispensable to defining the

commodity-form of these use-values. Constant capitaì in the immediate

process of production is indispensabìe to the presentation of I iving

labor as ner^/ value insofar as it is indispensable to the production of

the material Erers of vaìue. Constant capital in the unproductive

spheres is I ikewise indispensable to the presentation of living l.abor as

new value insofar as it is indispensable to the maintenance of the

social conditions (market, exchange relations, property forms, etc.)

that constitute the premise of general ized commodity production.



Severa I lilarx i st authors have come c lose

d i scuss i ng constant cap i ta I and the concept of

activity. Thus, I'landel has written that:

f,tandelrs def inition f inds support in the following

by Fine and Harris, the implications of which they

fuì ly appreciate:

Constant capital represents that part of the wealth of the
capital ist class w¡th which it acquires and maintains a

monopoly of property and access to the material means of
production. Thereby it cuts the working class off from any
possibility of producing its own ìivelihood in an independent
way. (t977 t33)
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to this position in

indirectly productive

observation made

I i kewi se fai I to

(l) n t'tarxist analysis "indirectly productive'r and I'productiverl
activities are qual itatively distinct categories. lt is
therefore not i ncons i s tent for an act i v i ty to be both
unproductive and indirectìy productive. (1976;99)

These observations can only be concret¡zed, however, if it is

recognized that the soleìy productive agency is that I iving human ìabor

wh i ch produces g]39, and that the I'soc ia I mach i neryrr requ i red to

maintain the institutional framework of value production and real ization

and the machinery (and other materials) empìoyed in the immediate

process of use-value production are both indirectly productive of value.

Hage has argued that f'larx "never explicitly def ines the runproductive

but necessary expenses'of capitalist production as part of the constant

capital" since I'it would compl icate his analysis in several ways,

incìuding the seeming paradox that the fraction of consumer-goods output

consumed by unproductive laborers would have to be considered 'capital

goods' in a peculiar sense."(1g63i6il However, it is by no means clear

that Harx saw the problem so clearly, even though his Capital I I I

presentation of commerciaì activi ty suggests that the value transferred
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to the commodity as a result of this activity represents "previously

existing value," i.e. constant capital. I t would be more plausible to

say that f'larx bras aware of the probl em posed by soc ial Iy necessary

unproduct i ve I abor, but never resolved i t ful I y. However, the concrete

evolution of the capitalist mode of production since his time does point

to i ts resolution. The increasing importance of unproductive activity

flows not from the fact that it facilitates the 'rabsorption of the

surplus," as the underconsumptionists would have it. Rather, it flows

from the increasing difficulties encountered by capitaì in producing and

real izing a volume of surplus-value adequate to sustain the rate of

prof i t.

Constant capi tal represents and represents value. The form that i t

takes in the unproductive sphere is unquestionably distinct from the

form it takes in the sphere of immediate use-vaìue production. Yet these

pas t

i nto

forms have one overriding common characteristic--both represent

libol, the transformation of previously accumulated surplus-value

constant capital. Upon some reflection, therefore, it is easy to see

that what l,larx said about means of production applies equally well to

the means of ci rculation, exchange and reproduction:

As regards the means of production, what
their use-value, and the consumption o
labour results in the product. There is i

of their value and it would therefore

rs
f
n
be

really consumed is
th i s use-vaì ue by

fact no consumption
i naccurate to say

that it is reproduced. lt is rather preserved; not by reason
of any operation it itself undergoes in the labour process but
because the use-value in which ít originally existed vanishes
(although when it vanishes, it does so into another use-
value). Hence the value of the means of production reappears
in the value of the product, but it is not strictly reproduced
in that value. I'lhat is produced is a new use-value in which
the old exchange-value reappears. (1977a¡315-316)
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Clearly, unproductive ìabor has both a use-value and an exchange-

value. lnsofar as it is socally necessary under capitalism, its use-

vaìue consists--in the broadest sense-- of maintaining the social

cond i t i ons necessary for commod i ty product i on and exchange. I ts val ue,

however, is not consumed; ¡t reappears in the commodity product' adding

to the value of the commodity.

The argument may be summarized as folìows. l'leans of production exist

in all modes of production; but they take the form of constant capitaì

onìy in the capital ist mode of production. The general historical

funct i on of means of product i on i s to producer oF to ass i st i n

producing, use-values. Capital transforms them into means of producing

commodities (embracing value) in concert with ì iving labor.36 However,

the production of the commodity-form of vaìue requires an ensemble of

sociaì relations above and beyond the immediate process of (use-value)

production¡ it requires a market, a sphere of commodity circulation and

exchange, and a state apparatus wh i ch ass i sts the smooth-runni ng

operation of the entire system. ln the simplest terms, the production of

value requires the existence of special rrsocial machineryrr (which

includes unproductive I iving labor) specific to capital ism. This sociaì

machinery not onìy assists in the real ization of value and surplus-

value; it also sustains the institut¡onal means for the production of

36 The status of means of production as indi rectìy productive fol lows
from the fact that they are never the source of new value. l'leans of
production and means of ci rculation are simply forms of constant
capital, the function of which is to facilitate the production of
value. This is supported by llarxrs comments in the drundr isse: 'tTo
the extent that the instrument of production is itself a value,
objectified labour, i t does not contribute as a productive force....
lf capital couìd obtain the instrument of production at no cost, for
0, what would be the consequence? The same as if the cost of
c i rcu I at i on=O ." (197 3i265)
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stood in this way, the costs of circulation and of state

indirectìy productive of value in the same way as a punch

are simply means of presenting living, productive labor as

Some Relevant Empirical Studies

ln l,lonopoly Capital (1966) , Baran and Sweezy write:

[The law that the surplus tends to rise both absolutely and
rel at ivel y as the system devel ops] i mmed i atel y i nv i tes
comparison, as it shouìd, with the classical l'larxian law of
the fal I i ng tendency of the rate of prof i t. Wi thout enter i ng
into an analysis of the different versions of the latterr we
can say that they al I presuppose a competi t¡ve system. By
substituting the law of rising surplus for the law of faìling
profit, we are therefore not rejecting or revising a time-
honored theorem of pol i tical economy: u,e are simply taking
account of the undoubted fact that the structure of the
capi tal i st economy has undergone a fundamental change s i nce
the theorem was formulated. V./hat is most essential about the
structural change from competitive monopoly capitaì ism finds
its theoretical expression in this substitution. (1966i72)

Baran and Sweezy attempt to ver i fy the actua ì i ty of th i s ì aw of

monopoly capital ism by first measuring the magnitude of the rreconomic

surplusrr and then calculating it as a percentage of gross national

product for the years 1929-1963 in the U.S. VJithout I'entering into an

ana I ys i srr of Baran and Sweezy' s theory concern i ng the structura I

differences between competitive and monopoly capital ism, ¡t should be

pointed out that they at no point provide a theoretical justification

for their failure to work w¡thin the value categories of the I'larxian

sys tem.

Baran and Sweezyrs I'law of a rising surplusl of course is not

necessar il¿ counterposed to f,larxrs I aw of the f a I I ing tendency of the

rate of prof it" ltiarx certainly believed that both the mass and the rale
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of surplus-value r^Jould evince a ìong-term tendency to rise under

capi taì i sm; for llarx, thi s tendency was a concomi tant of both the

"increasing proletar ianizationil and ri sing labor productivi ty associated

with his vision of capitaì ist accumulation. l'loreover, llarx believed that

this tendency asserted itself in his own time, in the era ofrrclassical

capitalismrrwhich Baran and Sweezy refer to as the era of competitive

capitalism. However, äh analysis of the data presented in Joseph

Phillipsr statistical appendix to l4onopoly Capital discloses, in light

of the value specifications defended above, a tendency exactly opposite

to h,hat Baran and Sweezy propound for the monopoly capitalist era.

Baran, Sweezy and Ph i I I i ps def i ne the maj or components of the

economic surplus as fol lows: l) total property income, corresponding

roughly to l,larxrs def ínition of surplus-value as the sum of prof it of

enterprise, interest and renti 2) waste in distribution, which includes

a maj or par t of what ltlarx ca I I ed the costs of c i rcu I at ion; 3) corporate

advertising; 4) surplus employee compensation, corresponding to the

wages of unpro{uctive workers employed by financial, insurance, real

estate and legal f i rms; and f) surpìus absorbed by government, i .e.

taxes. With this (expanded) definition of the surplus, the authors

conclude that the surplus rose from S48,9ZO milìion in .I929 Io 5327,725

mitlion in 1963, or from 46.92 of GNP to 56.1% ot cNP. The trend for

"total property income" was, however, strikingly different: this

category rose much more modestly, trom SZ8,O67 mi I I ion to S104,6.18

million, and fell as a percentage of GNP fron 26.9% to 17.9? over the

same per i od.
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Baran and Sweezy make no calculations for the rate of profit, the

rate of surplus-value or the organic composition of capitaì. However,

it is clear that the tremendous expansion of the activities and costs of

the unproductive spheres accounts for a large part of the observed

decì ine in total property income (surplus-value) as a 'percentage of

gross national product.

Joseph Gillman (1957) attempts an analysis of the rate of profit from

l8l+9 to 1952 (an extremely ambitious timeframe considering the dearth of

rel iable statisticaì materiaì for nineteenth-century American

capitalism). He calculates the trends for the value composition of

capital, the rate of surplus-value and the rate of profit in a number of

ways, sometimes calculating the reìevant ratios on the basis of a stock

calculation of constant capital, at otlrer times on the basis of a f low

calculation, sometimes defining the magnitude of surplus-value as

inclusive oftrunproductíve expenses," at other times defining it as

'rdiminished srr (i .e., s-u) . Thus Gillman depìoys no less than f our

formulas for the rate of profit. 0f the four, his stock calculation of

(s-u)/C most closely resembles the I'larxian rate of prof it as we

understand ¡ t. Unfortunately, this particuìar calculation of the rate

of profit covers only the period from 19ì9 to 1939; it is therefore not

surprising that the overal I trend is downward, since ¡t is widely

acknowledged that the rate of profit fell drastically during the Great

Depress i on compared to i ts performance i n the boom i ng Twent i es.

l,loreover, unproductive expenditures in this calculation include only

sel ì ing costs and employment of non-production workers in the private

sector¡ Gil lman nets out taxes f rom his rrdiminished srr category only in
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his flow calculation of (s-u)/(c+v+u), and even then only for the years

1929, 1939 and 1949.

Gillman provides data for the value composition of capital (C/v),

which he defines as the orqanic composition, over a ìonger period of

time. This ratio rises from 0.8 in .l879 to a height of 5.6 in 1932 (one

of the r{,orst years of the Depression, when capacity utilization was low

and the ratio between the capitaì stock and the active labor force was

consequently very high). From 1932 to l94l+, the value composition of

capital falls from 5,6 to ì.5 and then begins to rise once again

following V'lorld War ll, reaching 2.6 øy 1952.

Overal l, the results of Gi I lmanrs study provide an extremely weak

test of l4arx's theory, pâFticularly in view of the way this theory has

been interpreted in the present work. l,loreover, this judgment is shared

even by those who are inclined to be much more indulgent concerning his

(largely irrelevant) flow calculations, his incorrect definition of the

organic composition of capital, and his use of the conventional value

specifications: I'The law of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall

is...neither weìl specified nor unambiguously seen to be proved or

disproved.tr (Desai 1979i197)

ln the early ì970's, two studies of the post-WW I I rate of profit

appeared pertaining to the American and British economies. Both have

been influential in buttressing the wage-push/profit-squeeze theory of

fal I ing profit rates. Gìyn and Sutcl ¡ffe (1972) record a fairìy

consistent fall in the pre-tax rate of profit in Britain from 16.52 in

the 1950-5\ period to 9.72 in 1970, and a faìl in the post-tax rate from

6.72 to 4.12. ln his study of therrrate of return on non-f inancial
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corporate capital'r in the U.S., Nordhaus ('l974) reports a pre-tax rate

of 16.22 in the 1948-50 period, falling to 9.1% in ì970 and rising to

lO.5Z in 1973. The post-tax rate shows a simi lar pattern, faì I ing

overal ì from 8.62 in 1949-50 to 5.\Z in 1973. Both of these studies

point to rising wages as the principal factor r¡squeezingrr the Irprof it

share¡r of nat i ona I i ncome.

ln 1979, Thomas Weisskopf publ ished a study of the post-l.lW I I

American economy which purported to test the "three variants'r of Harxist

crisis theory (defined by tJeisskopf as the "rising organic composition"

[ROC], "rising strength of laborrr IRSL] and'rreaìization faiIurer' [RF]

variants). Weisskopfrs study is both more mathematically elaborate and

theoretically sophisticated than many other studies of its type. But

like its predecessors, it identifies a number of the Keynesian

categories to be found in the orthodox accounts with l"larxist ones:

I wish to translate the ROC variant into a price framework so
as to test i t as an expl anat i on of the behav i our of the
conventional rate of profi t p. This may be readi ly
accompì ìshed by identifying constant capital with the stock of
(fixed and working) capital [, variable capitaì with the total
wage bill W..., and surplus-value with the volume of profits
t-. (glg;lt+l)

Since Weisskopf measures surplus-value as the volume of profits gross

of taxes, he impl ici tly treats the wage-bi I I of unproductive government

empìoyees as a componenL, of surplus-value, whi le treating unproductive

ìabor in the private sector as paid out of varaiabìe capital. 0n this

basis, Weisskopf defines the organic composition of capital as K/W, the

rate of surplus-value as #/V, and the rate of profit as #/R. lt will be

noted that none of these definitions are conceptual ly equivalent to the

fundamental ratios as we have defined them.
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Basing himself on the formuìa p=#/K=(#/y)x(y/Z)x(Z/¡<.), where Y is
rractual output or incomeil and Z is I'potential output or capacity,"

Weisskopf then seeks to show the relative contribution of the rising

organic composition of capitaì, rising labor strength (wage-push), and

realization failure to the falì in the rate of profit over the period

from .1949 to 1975. He records a fall in the rate of profit from 11.52

in the trough, fourth quarter of 1949 to 6.SZ in the trough, first

quarter of 1975, and fron 17,\% in the peak, fourth quarter of .1950 to

10. lZ in the peak, third quarter of 1973. Weisskopf summarizes his

findings as follows:

The ìong-term decl ine in the rate of profit from 1949 to.l975 was almost entirely attributable to a rise in the true
share of wages, which indicate a rise in the strength of
labor....

Deterioration in real ization conditions played a roìe in
each of the cycle-to-cycle decl ines, but a rising strength of
ìabor was the most significant element in al I but one of
them. . . .

The organic composition of capital displayed no significant
ìong-run trend in the postwar period, nor did it contribute
much to the cycle-to-cycle fluctuations in the rate of profit.
This was because the generalìy negative effect on the profit
rate of changes in the value of constant capital (due to the
deter i orat i ng terms of trade) bras I argel y offset by a
correspond i ngì y pos i tive effect on changes i n the techni cal
composition of capital. (1979;370-371)

Weisskopfrs negative verdict on the "ROC variantrr of llarxist crisis

theory is, however, far from concìusive given his pecul iar specification

of the value categories and his inadequate formula for the organic

composition of capitaì. His conclusion that the "RSL variantrr (or the

falìing rate of surplus-value hypothesis) accords better with the facts

is I ikewise based on a specification of surplus-value and variable
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capital which inadmissibly expands both in terms of the treatment of the

unproductive labor wage-biì1, rrrhile also ignoring certain components of

surplus-value (for example, corporate salaries) .

The two-fold purpose of Anwar Shaikh's þ|!ggl lncome Accounts and

Èlarxian Cateqories (1978a) is to construct a conceptual framework for

the translation of Keynesian categories into l4arxist ones and, on this

bas i s, to underm i ne the wage-push /prof i t-squeeze theory as an

explanation for the decline in the rate of profit. Shaikh acknowledges

his debt to Shane l'lage in the empirical component of his study; however,

as we have seen, his "translationrr procedure ís informed by the

conventional definitions of the value categories. Nevertheless, Shaikh's

empirical analysis is of considerabìe value, both because he calculates

a number of distinct measures of surplus-value (recal I ing Gi I lman's

distinction between surplus-value and'rdiminished s") and because he

provides a more adequate measure of surplus-value than do the "profit-
squeeze'r authors (i.e. he counts as variable capitaì only the wage-bi I ì

of productive WII9Iå, aìthough unfortunately gross of taxes) .

Shaikh seeks to show that an enormous difference exists between the

rate of surplus-value and the profit/wage ratio, both in terms of level

and trend, He begins by defining the magnitude of surplus-value as the

sum of s# (inclusive of before-tax profits, net rents paid, net interest

paid, corporate officers' salaries, and inventory valuation adjustment

in the production and trading sectors), st (inclusive of indirect taxes

and non-tax I iabi t i ty of the production and trading sectors) and se

(inclusive of material and depreciation costs of the trading sector,

wages of the trading sector, and wages of non-production workers in the

production sector).
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Shaikh demonstrates that the trends for these supposed components of

surplus-value are different over the period from 1929-1972. Al I

components rise, but st and se rise faster than s#. This, of course, is

simply another way of presenting Baran and Sweezyrs data for the "rising

surplus," and ¡t is subject to precisely the same criticism we made

earl ier. S# is a close measure of the aqgreqate sur plus-value, whi le st

and se are not components of surpIus-vaIue (or "economic surpIus") at

alì.

Shaikh measures the profit/wage ratio by defining profit as

rrcorporate profits with inventory valuation and capital consumption

adjustmentil and wages as "compensation of employees.rr This is fair

enough, since this corresponds closely to the profit-squeeze theoristsl

definition of the rate of surplus-value.

Shaikh summarizes the empirical resuìts of his study as fol lows:

(0)ver the post-war period, from 1948 onward, the two trends
differ. 0n the whole, the rate of exploitation increases over
this period, whi le the profit-wage ratio tends to decl ine
substantial ly....Whereas the former rises from l30Z in 1948-50
to 1\OZ in l97O'72, the latter falls from J1Z to ì/Z over the
same interval. (ibid;42)

Shaikh attributes a fall in the profit-urage ratio to therrincreased

burden of intensified capitalist competition'r (ibid;43) and not to a

fall in the rate of surplus-value, or to the problems of rrsurplus

absorptionil endemic to Baran and Sweezy's 'rmonopoly capital ism.r'

Curiously, however, he overstates his argument by denying thatrrworkers

have managed to increase their share [of value-added]." (ibid;43) Yet

such an overstatement i s necessary prec i sel y because he shares the

profit-squeeze theoristsrview that the wages of unproductive labor in

the circulation spheres represent new value. He differs with them only
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in considering these wages as a component of surplus-value instead of as

variable capital. Thus, Shaikh considers the wages of unproductive

workers as a component of the capitaì istsr "share" of rrvalue-added.rl

Andrew Sharpe's study (1980) of the Canadian economy differs from the

previously discussed studies in two important respects. First, he

analyzes the trends in the rate of surplus-value, the OCC, and the rate

of profit not only on the basis of their money (or price) expressions,

but aìso on the basis of value units (labor time, calcuìated in

thousands of man-years). Second, he I imits his analysis to the period

from l96l to 197\, an extremely short timespan.3?

Sharpe adheres to the conventional specification of the value

categories, and adopts the ratios C/V and s/c+v as his formuìas for the

organic composition of capital and the rate of profit respectively.

However, he al so anal yzes the trend for C/ (s+v) , wh i ch he cal I s the

technical composition of capitaì. l'loreover, he calculates both the TCC

(our 0CC) and the rate of profit on the basis of a stock specification

of constant capitaì (although, unfortunately, his constant capital stock

incìudes only fixed capital).

Whi le Sharpe's study is methodological ly superior to many of the

other studies reviewed here, his theoretical specification of the value

categories leads to highly misleading results. For example, it is not

surprising given his definition of surplus-vaìue and his findings that

its magnitude grew by \7.1?6 from l96l to 1974 that his calculations for

the composition of capital, C/(S+V), disclose a downward trend, if only

ln 1982, Sharpe publ ished a further study which covered the period
from 1926 to 1980. However, this study h/as carried out entirely on
the basis of a money calculation.

3?
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by 6.g'¿ (from 1.626 in .l961 to 1.5414 in 197Ð. Neither is it
surprising that Sharpe reports a sharply upward trend in the rate of

surplus-value (s/v), from ì.25\ to .l.439 for a total increase of 1\.72

over the fourteen-year period. A rising rate of exploitation and a

falli'ng organic composition of capital can onìy mean a rising rate of

profit, and this is precisely what Sharpe finds. He reports'an overall

increase in the ratio S/(C+V) fron.2739 in l96l to.3094 in \97\, a 1396

increase (rather modest actual ly considering the trends of its

codetermi nants) .

Sharpe not onìy misdefines the magnitude of surplus-value; he also

misdef ines the magnitude of variable capital by including the l^¿ages (or

rather consumption) of unproductive workers in the trading sector and in

the financial, insurance and real estate branches (ttre FIRE sector).

Consumption by government employees is impl icitly treated as part of

surplus-value. lnterestingly' even though this is roughly the same

procedure used by some of the prof i t squeeze theor i sts, Sharper s

findings are very different from al I those cited above for the British

and American economies. Sharpers study is the only one which suggests a

rise in the rate qf profit between the period 196l-67 and the period

1968-7\i for the former per iod, Sharpe's average prof i t rate i s .29\\'

for the latter period, it is .301+4.

Despi te ¡ ts theoreti cal weaknesses, the Sharpe study represents a

pioneering effort primari Iy because it attempts to analyze the

fundamental quantitative relationships of the l'larxist system on the

basis of labor-value units, moving beyond the phenomenal money-form of

vaìue. lt is, however, far less successfuì than Shane ltlage's original

attempt to do this for the American economy.
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l,lagers (1g63) study of the rate of prof it in the U.S. economy f rom

1900 to 1960 constitutes the most exhaustive attempt ever made to test

the leading propositions of Harxrs theory in I ight of the empirical

facts. Not only does it display greater methodological rigor than the

other studies reviewed above; ¡t is also theoretical ly superior in its

spec i f i cat ion of the va I ue categor i es of the l'larx i an system.

I'tage presents three tab les summar iz ing h is f ind ings: the f i rst

presents the rate of surplus-value, the OCC and the rate of profit on a

current dol lar basis (page 174); the second presents these ratios on a

labor-value unit basis, measured in mi I I ions of productive-ìabor

manhours (page 208); the third presents his findings adjusted to an

expanded (gross of taxes) measure of surplus-value in order to indicate

the extent to which increased taxation has influenced the rate of profit

(page 272). Since the overalì secular trends for his dollar and value

calcuìations are simi lar, the focus here will be on the ìast two tables.

l'lager s data on the va I ue rate of prof i t (net of taxes) i nd i cate a

secular decline in the rate of profit, accompanied by a secular increase

i n the organi c compos i t i on of capi tal . However, much of the observed

decìine in the rate of profit is attributable to a long-term fall in the

rate of surplus-value: "...3O2 of the observed fal I in the rate of

profit [between ì905 and ì960--l'1.S.] is accounted for by the increase in

the organic composition of capital, and 7OZ is accounted for by the

decrease in the rate of surplus-value.rr (lg6li222) At the same time,

l,lage records a fairly consistent rise in what he calls the "net

productivityil of labor. Comparing this to the growth in the magnitude of

variabìe capital and of the real wage, Hage finds thatrr... real wages
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have tended to i ncrease about I .3 t i mes as fast as I abor net

productivity." (ibid¡223) However, this accounts for onìy a smal I part

of the observed dec I i ne i n the rate of surp I us-va I ue. l'luch more

significant in this respect is the falì in the absolute m¿UÞ of surplus-

value, which falìs by aìmost a third between 1929 and 1960 and which is

evidently attributable to the increasing burden of taxation and the

growing costs of circuìation. (The current dol lar calculation reveaìs an

increase in the mass of surplus-vaìue trom $7200 million in 1929 to

$30,587 miilion in 1960.)

l,lager s ca I cu ì at ions of the rrexpanded rate of prof i t gross of taxesil

also reveals a downward trend, although not as pronounced: the expanded

rate falìs at an annuaì rate of .88U, compared with an annual rate of

decrease of 1 .722 f or the actua I rate of prof i t. ltlage conc I udes that

the effect of increased taxation is "a very substantiaì partial

explanation for the faì I i n the rate of surplus-value,rr (ibid;226) but

certa¡nly insufficient to account for the overaìl sixty year decline in

the rate of profit.

For the post-war (.l946-.l960) period, l,lage's f indings are particularly

interesting and invite comparison with Weisskopfrs and Shaikhrs

f indings. l,lage f inds no discernibìe trend in the post-war rate of

surpl us-val ue, al though a s I i ght upward trend becomes vi s i ble after

1953. The organic composition of capital, however, exhibits a very

pronounced tendency to rise. Except for a few years in the early ll!0rs,

it rises fairly steadily from 2.91 in 1946 to 4.20 in .l960. t'lage calls

this anrrultra-f4arxistrr picture, and so it is not surprising that the

rate of prof it behaves in an r¡ul tra-l,larxistrr f ashion. With a relatively
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constant rate of surpìus-value and a rising organic composition of

capitaì, the rate of prof it falìs overall tron 6.2?¿ in 1946 to \.682 in

1960. The latter figure is hlgher than the average annual rate of profit

suggested by his data for the period 1930-1940 (\.512), the years of the

Great Depression, but lower than the average annual rate for the l920rs

Q .3OZ) . The average annua ì rate of prof i t over the ent i re per i od

1946-1960 is 5.52?6; and the rate of profit fal ls at an annual average

rate of 1 .lr5'¿.

Compar i son of the trends i n the va I ue rate of prof i t wi th trends

calculated on a current-dol lar basis also reveals interesting results

for the post-war period. The current-dollar rate of surplus-valu" f,", no

discernible trend over this period, hovering around 30% for the most

part. The organic composition of capital rises sharply from 2.61 in .l946

to 3.48 in 1960. But the rate of profit has no clear direction. 0n an

average annual basis, it rises, albeit onìy by 0.llZ over the whole

period. However, it declines from an annual average rate of 7.5\Z in the

1951-55 period to 6.96% in the 1956-60 period. These discrepancies tend

to support the notion that the vaìue rate of profit can fall, even when

the money (or price) rate of profit is stable or even rising.

The only criticism of l,lagers data series of which we are aware is

that made by l'landel in Late Capitalism (dealt with above) and in an

earlier poìemic by t'landel (1973) against Geoff Hodgsonrs use of l'lage's

f indings (Hodgsonl 197Ð.38 While l.landelrs criticisms are for the most

See Jtlandel, 1973t63-6\. ln this article l'landel makes the foì lowing
astonishing statement ,3oncern¡ng l,lagers results: rrThe average
organic composition of U.S. capital is supposed to be cìearly stable
sinee l,',orld llar ll. The average rate of surpìus-value is supposed to
decl ine steepìy. lt fol lows that the rate of profit decl ines
uninterruptedly since 19\5.rr Needless to say, thisrrsummaryrr of

38
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part theoretically unfounded, there is some room for criticizing l'lagers

treatment of taxes as exçllJljl¿elJ a component of the constant capital

,f I ow.

ljlage fails to disaggregate state taxes into their constant capital

and surplus-value components. For this reason, he understates the

magn i tude of surpl us-va I ue produced dur i ng those years when the state

captured a portion of the aggregate surplus-value in order to expand its

operations (and therewith the constant capital flow in the state

sphere). A correction of I'lagers data on this score would change his

absolute figures in a number of ways, even if it is doubtful that it

would change the fundamental trends in any decisive way. However, this

procedure would undoubtedly narrow the gap between the trend in the

qross productivity of labor and the trend in the net productivity of

I abor wh i ch l,lage records, by i ncreas i ng the measure of net product iv i ty

for those years in which a net transfer of surplus-value was effected to

the state. This wouìd also have the effect of narrowing the gap between

the rise in real wages reported by f,lage and the rise in net

productivity. Real wages could then be shown to have risen less than l.J

times faster than net productivity over the entire sixty year period.

This would reduce the rrwage-push'r contribution to the secular decline in

the rate of surplus-value and in the rate of profit established by llage.

The decline in the rate of profit would be less sharp, but the relative

contribution of the rising organic composition of capital to this

decl ine would be greater.

l,lage concludes his study as follows:

l'lager s
ac tua I

f indings for the 1945-1160 period bears no relation to l.lagers
resu I ts .
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l4arxrs explanation of the faì I ing tendency of the rate of
profit as a result of a rising organic composition of capital
thus appears, on the basis of the data for the entire period,
to be at least partial ly adequate: even apart from the
unforeseen decrease in the rate of surplus-value, the rate of
profit would sti I I have faì len significantly over the period'
and for the reason llarx specified. (ibidi226-227)

ln fact, however, there is every reason to believe that the factors

contr i but i ng to the reduced rate of surpl us-va I ue mi ght have contr i buted

to preventing the rate of profit from fal I ing even more siqnificantìv.

How is this paradoxical statement to be explained? First, it should be

recognized that the reduced mass of surplus-value reflects the growth of

the unproductive spheres (increased costs of circulation and

government). But, as we have seen, ¡t is inescapably clear that

unproductive ìabor's use-vaìue is "productively consumedrrin the same

sense that the use-value of means of production is productively

consumed. This is especiaì ly true insofar as the specific use-value of

unproductive labor is direct'ly concerned with increasing the mass of

surplus-value by reducing the turnover time of capital (i.e. by

quickening the rotation of commodities in circulation). lndeed, this is

prec isel y the burden of l,tarx's argument concern ing the "annua I rate of

surplus-valuerr concept. lnsofar as .they are necessary to reduce the

circulation t¡me and increase the number of turnovers of capital, these

unproductive expenditures have the effect of increasing the rate of

surplus-value relative to what i t might have been wi thout the

contribution of the unproductive agencies.

0f course, not g!!_ of these unproductive expenditures contribute

directly to the reduction of capital turnover time. For example,

government expenditures directed to "social harmonyl maintenance, to
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legitimization, and to repressive functions obviously have a different

status. l'lilitary expenditures, too, especial ly in the United States,

account for a major part of these unproductive expenditures (although

this is a far more compìex issue in terms of economic impact than, sây,

welfare expenditures). Nonethless, government expenditures, too, if in'a

more indirect way, contribute to improving the productivity of labor and

reducing the turnover time of capitaì: notably, health and education

expenditures (which improve the qual ity of the commodity ìabor-power),

welfare disbursements (which have a positive effect on maintaining

effective demand), mi I itary expenditures (which increase effective

demand, encourage technological innovation, and contribute to surplus-

value production in certain branches of the economy). The precise

contribution of these various forms of unproductive expenditure to the

rate of surplus-value (either positively or negatively) is extremeìy

diff¡cult to establ ish precisely. Hourever, it is certainìy possible to

distinguish between those unproductive activities which have a

pr incipally economic rationale (ttre circulation costs) and those

unproductive activities which are pol itical ly determined (and which are

economical ly necessary only "in the last analysis"). Thus, advertising

is necessary to quickening the rotation of capital; but maintaining an

army may be regarded as necessary to guaranteeing markets and preserving

the social conditions which permit the rotation of capital (i.e. the

very existence of capital !).

One of the more interesting facts which emerges from Hagers study is

that the secular fal I in the rate of surplus-value and the modest

overall increase in the OCC reflects an increase in the constant capital
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Thef I ow outs i de of, and at the expense of, the product i ve

impl ications of this phenomenon wi I I be explored in Chapter

sphere.

S ix.



cHAPTER F I VE : THE cANAD I AN EcoN0l,1Y-- 1947- 1980

The preceding chapters provide the theoretical framework for the task

undertaken in this chapter: to anaìyze the long-term trends of the

fundamental quantitative relationships of the t'larxian system and in this

way to empirically evaluate the relevance of l,larx's analysis of the laws

of mot i on of capi ta I i sm.

The present empirical study has been limited to the period 1947-1980

for a number of reasons. First, although it wouìd have been desirable to

analyze the trends over a longer period of time (say, 1900 to 1980),

reìiable data is not readiìy available for the period prior to ì926 in

Canada. Second, although data is available for the period 1926-191+6, it

was felt that the extraordinary nature of this period (which included

the years of the Great Depression and World l.Jar ll) would compl icate the

analysis in a number of ways, particularìy in view of the fact that this

period could be situated onìy in relation to what followed it and not in

relation to what preceded it. Third, it can be pìausibly argued that the

post-World War Two period witnessed the emergence of a rr¡ìew¡r material

basis for capîtal ist accumulation both domestical ly and international ly.

This new situation was the outcome of the wrenching restructuration of

capital brought about by the Depression and the l'/ar, the increased

weight of the capitaìist state in the economy, and the changed

reìationship of class and international forces which appeared after WW

ll. ln a sense, the immediate post-WVrl ll period represented a "new

- 2\7
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pitalism; and it is therefore of considerable interest to

he laws of motion of capital ism have unfolded since then.

is concerned w¡th examining the secular trends of the rate

the rate of surplus-value, the organic composition of

va I ue compos i t i on of the gross product, gross and net

and the growth of the real wage. With the exception of the

tion of the gross product (a concept introduced in Chapter

se relationships constitute the decisive co-ordinates of

tical analysis of the capital ist mode of production. 0n the

analysis, Harx made certain rrpredictions'r concerning their

nds. These pred i ct i ons wi I I const i tute the hypotheses to be

s study. They have been defined as follows:

One: The rate of profit wi I I exhibit a secular tendency

Two: The organic compos¡tion of capital wi I I exhibit a

ncy to rise, a tendency which wi I I bear a significant

o the tendency of the rate of profit to faìì.

Three: The rate of surplus-value wi I I exhibi t a tendency

ehind the rate of growth of net productivity.

potheses, â sixth has been added:

S i x: The va I ue compos i t i on of the gross product wi I I

to rise.

Hypothes i s Four: Gross productivity will rise faster than net

productivity.

Hypothesis Five: The rate of growth of the real wage wi I l, tn

exhibit a secular tendency to rise.
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5. r |4ETH0pS ANp L il4 rTAT r 0NS

Statistics Canada and other sources of officiaì data have not made

the task of undertaking a l,larxist analysis of the Canadian economy an

easy one. Once a firm grasp of the theoretical categories of the llarxian

system has been achieved, i t should be a relatively simple matter to
rroperational izeu them, provided the necessary data is avai lable.

Unfortunately, there are significant omissions in the official data

which have complicated this study in a number of h,ays. l'lost importantly,

the unavai labi I ity of data on the number of hours worked in particular

sectors of the economy has made it impossible to make even a reasonable

estimate ofr¡sociaìly necessary labor timerrin the aggregate. Th¡s means

that a value calculation of the ratios is precluded. (Sharpers value

analysis rel ied on input-output data which is not avai lable prior to

1961; and Hage¡s value calculations for the United States were made

possible only through the availability of disaggregated data on manhours

wor ked . )

This problem has imposed an important compromise on this study. Al I

the rrvalue ratiosrr have been expressed in current doì lars. Such a

calcuìation Ieaves open the possibility that the true value expressions

of the ratios might significantly deviate from their money correlatives.

To this extent, the results obtained through such a calculation must be

regarded as inconclusive. Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind

that the va I ue rate of prof i t and the current-dol I ar rate of prof i t,

whi le different in magnitude, are almost certainly not I ikely to be

different in terms of long-term trends. This is not only a

theoretically-informed assumption; it has been empirically verified by
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I'lage (who calculated both a current-dolìar and arrlabor-unit" rate of

profit) and by Sharpe (1982¡..,

A dífferent sort of problem is posed by the structure of the national

income accounts. A large (thougn diminishing) sector of the Canadian

economy is aggregated into a sinole category, nameìy "Net lncome of Farm

Operators and Net lncome of Non-Farm Unincorporated Businessrr (Table 3l

in National lncome and Expend i ture Accounts). This rtnet income" could

not be disaggregated into its constant capital (wages of unproductive

employees, wage equivalent of working proprietors, etc.), variable

capitaì (wages of productive workers), and surplus-value (profit, rent

and i nterest) components.

ln the national income accounts, the net income of this sector is

treated ent i rel y as "personal i ncome, " the vast major i ty of wh i ch goes

to persons who are proprietors or employees of small businesses engaged

in a) agriculture (roughly l/3), b) whoìesale and retail trade (roughly

1/l+) ' c) community, business and personal services (roughly 1/\), and d)

financial, insurance and real estate, oF the "F IRE'r sector (roughly

1/\). f'lanufacturing, transport, construction, mining, etc. account for a

very smalì part of this rrpersonaì incomerr--less than 1/12. Since this

study is concerned only with the non-farm economy, it may be assumed

that the income of this sector (with the exception of agriculture) is

almost entirely the result of transfers of value from the productive to

the unproduct i ve sector of the economy: payment of profess i ona I

services, proprietors' wage equivalent, payment for (personal) f inancial

It should be pointed out, however, that the theoretical assumption
underlying both llage and Sharpers rrvalue rate of prof itrrcalculations
is that total value equals total price.

39
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serv¡ ces, rentaì payments on personal dwel I i ngs, etc. Wi th these

considerations in mind, the best procedure for deal ing with the problem

i s s impl y to assume that the surpl us-val ue and var i abl e capi taì

components of this income are roughly egual (i.e. cancel each other out)

and that no surplus-value is either generated or appropriated in this

sector. The logic of this procedure is to abstract from this sector of

the economy entirely; and this is precisely what has been done. This

i'epresents another "compromise" to be sure; but in the f inaì analysis,

it is not I ikely to be a significant one.

0n the basis of what has already been said, the unit of anaìysis for

the empiricaì testing of the hypotheses I isted above may rbe defined as

foì lows: the non-farm, incorporated business sector of the Canadian

economy from 1947 to 1980. Tabìe I provides a breakdown of the

industries included in this sector of the economy, and a prel iminary

indication of their contributions to the caìculation of the principal

variables. lt should be noted that the labor employed in the productive

sector of the economy is treated as exclusively productive; and the

labor employed in the unproductive sector is treated as exclusively

unproductive. 0f course things are not quite so simple in the real

world. l'lost firms invoìved in productive activity have a staff of

unproductive workers; and many firms classified as unproductive

(particularly in the trading sector) employ workers engaged in

productive activi ty (for example, cooks in restaurants) .
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Table l: lncluded lndustries

Productive Sector \.

l '' 

"d*tr 
'*.fF¡ n the ca lcu I at ion of cap i ta I stock, var i ab le

cap i ta I , and surp ì us-va ì ue) :

t.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

o

.l0.

il.

12,

r3.

t4.

15.

16.

17.

t8.

r9.

20.

21.

22.

23.

2\.

Food and Beverages

Tobacco Products

Rubber and Pìastic Products

Lea t her

Text i I es

Knitting t'tilìs

Clothing

Wood

Furniture and Fixtures

Paper and al I i ed i ndustr i es

Printing, Pubìishing and allied

Pr imary Fleta I s

l¿letal fabricating

l4ach inery

Transportat¡ on Equi pment

Electrical Products

Non-lletal I ic l'lineral Products

Petroleum and Coal Products

Chemical and Chemical products

l,1i sceì I aneous l'lanuf actur ing

Forestry

Fishing

llines, Quarries and 0il V'leìls

Construct i on

i ndustr i es
'- l
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25. Ai r Transport

26. Rai lway Transport

27. Water Tra_nsport

28. l'lotor Transport

29. Urban and Suburban Transport

30. Pipelines

Jl. Toll Highways, Bridges and Warehousing

32. Grain Elevators

33. Broadcast i ng

34. Telephones

35. Electric Power and Gas Distribution

36. Water Systems

Unprod uct i ve Sector (industries used in the calculation of constant

cap i ta I stock and surpl us-va I ue on I y) :

l. Commercial Services

2. Trading (wholesale and retail)

3. F I RE Sector (f i nance, i nsurance and real estate)

5.¿ pEFrNrTr0N 0F THE VARTABLES

The hypotheses under consideration concern the fol lowing quantitative

relationships:

l. The Rate of Profit: s/C, where s = aggregate surplus-value and C

= the constant capital stock. Both are measured in ç frent

dol I ars.

2. The Organic Composition of Capital: g/(s+v), where C = constant

capital stock, s = aggregate surplus-value and v = variable

capital flow. All are measured in current dollars.
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The Rate of Surplus-Value: s,/v, measured in current dollars.

Gross Prooductivity of Labor¡ GPINW, where GP = the value of the

gross product and NW = number of productive workers empìoyed.

The value of the gross product is defined as the sum of the

constant capital flow (S) and variabìe capital flow (y) consumed

annual ìy plus the aggrègate surplus-value produced, i.e. c * v *

s = GP. GP is measured in constant l!/l dol lars.

Net Productivity of Labor: NP/NW, where NP = the value of the net

product (i.e. v+s). NP is measured in constant l97l dollars.

Reaì Wage Rate: v/NW, where v is measured in constant 1971

dol lars.

The Vaìue Composition of the Gross Productt c/ (s+v), where c =

annual constant capital flow; c, s and v are measured in current

dol I ars.

procedures fol lowed in measuring the five fundamental variables

v, s, NW) are described below.

5

6

7

The

(c, c,

Constant Cap i ta I Stock

The constant capital stock is composed of two components-- fixed and

circulating constant capital. The calculation of both of these

components posed a number of difficulties.

Current-dol lar figures on the fixed capital stock in the non-farm

business sector were obtained from the Statistics Canada bul let¡n, |iÄ4
Capital Flows and Stocks,1926-1978, and from a more recent bulletin for

197\- 'l980. These bul leti ns provide a current-dol lar estimate of the

value of fixed capital assets for the entire economy on both a "grosst'
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and a "netrr bas i s. The d i fference between these two measures i s

explai ned as fol lows:

I n the gross capi tal stocks capi tal assets are i ncluded at
their fulì value during the entire time they remain in the
capi tal stock. I n other words, the deduction from gross
investments are due to the fact that the assets in question
have ceased to ex i st. An a I ternat i ve set of measures of
capital stocks is derived by adjusting the vaìue of the assets
i n ex i stence for the wear and tear and obsol escence they
undergo during their service life; these estimates are known
as net capital stocks. (Statistics Canada, l3-568 0ccasional;
p.vrrr,

For the purposes of this study, the use of the net capital stock

figures was cìearly indicated since they provide a more real istic

estimate of the current value of the capital investment. The figures on

the net capital stock include the value of four components of fixed

capitaì expenditure and investment: bui lding construction, engineering

construction, machinery and equipment, and capitaì items charged to

operating expenses.

The mid-year net fixed capital stock figures used in this study were

arrived at in two steps. First, the current dollar figures provided

under Tota I I'tanuf actur i ng and Non-Hanuf actur i ng I ndustr ies (Exc ì ud i ng

Housing) in the Statistics Canada bulletins rárere reduced by the

aggregate vaìue of the mid-year net stock in the non-business sector of

the economy. (The excluded categories were agriculture, governments,

schools, churches, hospitals, uñiversities and other institutions.)

Second, these figures were further reduced by an estimate of the vaìue

of the capital stock employed in the unincorporated business sector" A

certain amount of arbitrariness was unavoidable in making this estimate

inasmuch as the capitaì stock figures provided by Statistics Canada are

not disaggregated into incorporated and unincorporated categories. The
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most reasonabìe bray of arriving at a real istic estimate of the

percentage of the total f i xed capi tal stock employed i n the

unincorporated sector seemed tc be to determine the percentage share of

total national income represented by this sctor. Assuming a proportional

relationship between the fixed capital investment and net income of this

sector, the capital stock figures were reduced by this same percentage.

The figures obtained through these procedures yield a measure of the

value of the fixed capital stock in the non-farm, incorporated business

sector of the economy¡ hereafter referred to as Cì. (See Table I of the

appendix to this chapter.)

A second measure of the fixed capital stock was obtained by adding

the va I ue of the net cap i ta I stock i n the government sector (federa I ,

provincial and municipal) to Cì. This expanded measure, whi le not

strictly in accordance with the llarxist definitions, provides an

a I ternat i ve method of measur i ng the rate of prof i t--one wh i ch takes

account of therrinvestment sui qenerisrrrepresented by state activity in

the total production and reproduction process. This measure of the fixed

capital stock has been referred to as C2.

Comprehens ive data on the c i rcuì ati ng component of the constant

capital stock (i.e. raw materials, energy, etc. used in the total

production and reproduction process) is not available for the entire

economy. However data on this category of constant capital is available

for the manufacturing sector, which unquestionably accounts for the

largest percentage of the total circulating constant capital stock. The

major problem with using this data concerns the tendency of the

ciruclating and fixed components of the total capital stock to change in
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proportion to one another. Thus, if the fixed component of the capital

stock increases more rapidly than the circulating component (as l'larx

predicted it would), then the value of the total capital stock could be

biased over time to the extent that the rrweightrr of the manufacturing

sector decl ines in the economy. lt was therefore crucial to determine

whether or not the proportion of fixed capital in manufacturing to Cl

changed over time in a way that was roughly parallel to the change in

the proportion of circulating contant capital in manufacturing to Cl. A

prel iminary calcuìation revealed the fol lowing results. ln 19\7, the

ratio of fixed capital stock in manufacturing to Cl was .360; by 1978,

this ratio had decl ined to .185. The ratio of circulating constant

capital in manufacturing to Cì was .589 in .l947; and declined to .275 by

1978. The first ratio declined by \92, and the second by 532, indicating

that there had been only a sl ight increase in the specific weight of

fixed as opposed to circulating constant capital in manufacturing. Whi le

this factor should be recalled in the evaluation of the results, it was

felt that the inclusion of circulating constant capital in manufacturing

in the constant capital stock measures would not seriously bias the

overall trends in which the capital stock is involved.

The circulating constant capital stock for manufacturing was obtained

f rom the Statistics Canada bulletin, General Review of the l,lanufacturino

I ndus tr i es of Canada Vol. I (Catalogues 21-203 Annual and 3l-209

Annual). lt was calculated as the sum of rrCost of Fuel and Electricityil

and rrCost of l,laterials and Suppl ies Used.r' The f igures so derived were

added to Cl and C2 to obtain measures of the total constant cap¡tal

stock, i.e. Cl + CC = C3 and C2 * CC = Cl+.
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Variable Capital

The category of var i ab I e cap i ta I cor responds to the va I ue of the

wages received by workers directly involved in the production of

surplus-value; it is the value which enables productive workers to

purchase those commodíties required for the reproduction of their labor-

power. lnsofar as a portion of these wages is deducted for taxation, the

gross (before-tax) wage does not provide an accurate measure of variable

capital. Taxes on wages must be treated either as a component of the

constant capital flow or as surplus-value which has been redistributed

to the state. Accordingly, variable capital has been defined in this

study as the after-tax net income of the productive workforce. Thi s

i ncome r^/as est imated by reduc i ng the tota I hrage b i I I of product ive

workers by an amount indicated by the prevailing tax rate for each year

from 1947 to 1980. This tax rate includes both direct and indirect

taxes, the latter including sales taxes, rrtransfer paymentsrrretc. The

estimated empìoyer and empìoyee contr ibutions to unemployment i nsurance

and pension pìans hrere added to the after-tax wage figures to provide a

measure of r¡actualrr variable capital. Pre-tax variable capital is

referred to as Vl i after-tax variable capital (inclusive of UIC and

pens i on constr i but i ons) i s referred to as V2.

The current-dol I ar f i gures for Vl were obta i ned from the Stat i st i cs

Canada bulletins, Nationaì lncome and Expenditure Accounts Vol.ì,

1926-197\ (catalosue l3-531) and [l!\, 1967-1981 (catalosue l3-201).

Table 29 of these bul letins provide figures on rrWages, Salaries and

Supplementary Labor lncomerrfor fifteen sectors of the economy, of which

ten may be considered productive. Excluded from consideration as
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variable capitaì were wages and salaries paid out in agricuìture,

wholesale and retai I trade, the FIRE sector, Publ ic Administration and

Defence, and community, business and personal services. The totals of

the included sectors were reduced by )Z tor each year from 1947-1980,

this deduction representing an estimate of therrcorporate officer sharerl

of wages and sa I ar i es

The ilcorporate officer sharerrestimate was arrived at in an unusuaììy

indirect way. Since the Statistics Canada data is not disaggregated

according to the recipients of wages and salaries, or even between wage-

earners and salary-earners, it was necessary to either treat al I wages,

salaries and supplementary income in the included sectors as Vl (which

wouìd be the same as assuming that corporate officers are recipients of

variable capital rather than surplus-value, i.e. productive workers

rather than capi tal i sts) or to establ i sh an unchangi ng percentage whi ch

could reasonabìy refelect the share of wages and salaries going to

corporate officers as surplus-value. Using the much more detai led

off icial data available in the United States, llage was able to

distinguish between urages received by productive workers and salaries

rece i ved by corporate off i cers . When these categor i es are added

together, the resuìt is a total which corresponds closely to the content

of the Statistics Canada category 'rWages, Salaries....rr I t was found

that between 1947 and 1960, the corporate officer share of this total

h/as consistently in the range of 8% to l0Z. 0n the assumption that the

distribution in Canada is simi lar, a figure of 9Z was selected to

represent the corporate off i cer share of |tWages, Sa I ar i es and

Supplementary Labor lncomerr for all years from I 947 to 1980.
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The calculation of V2 from Vl required the construction of a

comprehensive tax rate table, a table which was also used in the

calcuìation of after-tax surplus-vaìue. The problem of taxation

represented one of the most serious obstacles to the operational ization

of the value categories as they have been specified in this work. The

ìabyrinth of direct and indirect taxes makes ¡t extremely difficult to

clearly differentiate between the effective tax rate on productive labor

income on the one hand and surplus-value on the other. Undoubtedly, the

weight of taxation fal ls unequal ly on ìabor and capitaì income, and

changing tax policies will tend to shift the tax burden now to the side

of ìabor, now to the side of capital. lt would be a heroic task to try

to construct two tax tables, one for labor income and one for capital

income; and it was beyond the scope of this study to attempt this. As a

compromise, it was decided to construct a single tax table for the

period 19\7-1980, which would derive an effective tax rate on al I

income. This table takes into account the three categories of taxation

described and calculated in the national income accounts: direct taxes

on persons, direct taxes on enterprises, and indirect taxes of all

kinds. (See Tabìes 44-46 of the National lncome and Expenditure

Accounts.) These categories were added together to arrive at a measure

of total taxes received by all levels of government. The ratio of these

total taxes to rrnet national income at factor costr' (Table l, National

lncome Accounts) was defined as the'reffective tax rate on income.rt (See

Appendix, Tabìe 3)

ln order to analyze the trend of the real wage, a third measure of

variable capital was calculated, V3, which is simply V2 calculated in

constant t97l dol lars. (See Tables 3-5 in Appendix)
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Surplus-Value

Four measures of surplus-value were calculated for this study. The

pre-tax measure Sl was obtained by adding profits and other investment

income (exclusive of agriculture), åS found in Table 30 of the nationaì

income accounts, to the estimated corporate officer share of "wages,

salaries and supplementary labor income.r'From this figure, inventory

valuation adjustment was subtracted to arrive at Sl. The after-tax

measure 52 was derived by deducting effective taxes from Sl, according

to the tax schedule already described. 52 may be regarded as the

magn i tude of surpìus-value privately appropriated. To this was added

53, which is an estimate of the amount of surplus-value effectively

transferred to the state as a result of a real increase in the tax flow.

The resultant sum is S4, a measure of the aqgregate surpìus-value

produced in a single year.

The only problem posed in these calculations was arriving at a

real istic estimate of S3, the surplus-value transferred to the state in

a given year. The reason for deal ing with this problem at al I has

already been explained. Even though most of the staters tax income

represents elements of the constant capital flow, the qrowth of the

staters assets and activity presupposes a transfer of some currently

produced surplus-value to the state. (tfre state can f inance its growth

by borrowing as wel I as through taxation; however it is clear that

taxation does play a role in permitting the state to appropriate some of

the new value required for its expansion.)

ln order to estimate the size of 53, it was first necessary to add

together Vl and Sl (pre-tax variable capital and surplus-value) and then
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to multiply this total by the effective tax rate. This yielded a measure

of the annual tax flow on newly-created value. An increase in the real

tax flow from one year to the next was taken to signify a net transfer

of surplus-value to the state; a decrease in this flow was taken to

signify that no such transfer had occurred. ln order to determine the

magnitude of change in the real tax flow from year to year, the sum of

Sl and Vl was calculated according to the value of the dol lar in the

preceding year. For example, the sum of Sl and Vl in 1950 was calculated

in 1949 dollars. The current dollar l9\9 figure was then subtracted from

the rrconstant dol lart' .l950 figure to determine the magnitude and

direction of change in the tax flow from l!4! to .|950. lf this magnitude

was positive, it would be considered a measure of Sl and added to 52 to

arrive at S4. lf the magnitude was negative, it would be considered an

indication that there had been no tranfer of surplus-value to the state

and therefore S4 would be the same as 52. I t should be noted that,

except for a few years, SJ represented a smal I percentage of 54. 53

represented more than lOU of SL in only eight of the thirty four years

studied. Sl was zero in six years (incìuding as recently as 197Ð. ln

onìy one year did 53 represent a large percentage of S4 (in 1974, when

it rose to over 252). (See Tables 6-8 in Appenix)

Constant Capital Flow

The annual constant capi tat f low (C¡) represents the annual

consumption of those rrfactorsrrof the production and reproduction

process that play an indirect role in the production of surplus-value.

Only a rough estimate of the magnitude of this flow is possible given
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the nature of the official data. The simplest way to caìculate an

estimate of the value of the constant capital flow for the sector of the

economy under consideration is through a process of el imination.

Accordingly, the constant capital fìow has been defined as the

difference between the value of the Gross National Product and the value

represented by the fol lowing flows: surpìus-value (S4), variable capital

(V2) , the accrued net i ncome of farm operators and non-farm

unincorporated business, and agricultural profits in the corporate

sector.

It shouìd be noted that C5 does not include the full value of the raw

materiaìs, fuel and energy used up in production (CC). The value of

these elemenis of constant capitaì also find partial expression in S4

and V2 precisely because they too const i tute commod i t i es (" i nput'l

commodities) representing a certain amount of new value. Given the way

the national income accounts are structured and the inevitable temporal

problem of distinguishing precisely between the old and new value

embodied in input commod¡ties, it h,as necessary to define C! as a flow

encompassing the fol ìowing categories: capital consumption al lowances

and miscel laneous inventory valuation adjustments, taxes accruing to the

state from the included sectors of the economy, and the costs of

circulation (mainly the wage bi I I of ciruclation workers) . Nevertheless,

i t shou I d be noted that a compar i son of the growth of C5 to CC

(circulating constant capital) provides a useful way of distinguishing

between the trends for productive and unproductive constant capital

consumpt i on.
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One component of Ci has been singled out for separate calculation.

This is the unproductive labor wage bill in the private sector. lt was

calculated as the sum of wages, sâlaries and supplementary labor income

in the trading, FIRE and CBPS sectors of the economy. The before-tax

value of this flow is referred to as C6; the after-tax value as C7. (See

Tables 9 and l0 in the Appendix)

"@ Surplus-VaIue"::!j

ln order to calcuìate an estimate of the magnitude of I'gross surpìus-

valuerr as ¡t is defined more conventionally, it was necessary to add

together 52, C7 and an estimate of the magnitude of total taxes flowing

to the state from the sector of the economy with which we are concerned.

Total taxes were reduced by the same percentage that unincorporated

business (farm and non-farm) represents in net national income. (See

Table ll in the Appendix.)

Number of Productive

An est imate of the number of product ive workers empìoyed (Nt^l) was

required in order to measure the trends of gross productivity, net

productivity, and the average real wage. Data was obtained from

Historical Statistics of Canada by Urquhart and Buckìey for the period

from I 9\7-1960 and from Economi c Revi ew (Department of F i nance) , Apr i I

1983 for the period from ì96.|-1980. Unfortunateìy, the latter bul letin

provides no data for forestry, fishing and trapping. ln order to render

the series consistent, the number of productive workers v{as calculated

from both sources as the number of workers employed in l)l'1ines, Quarries
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and 0i I Wel ls; 2) llanufacturing; Ð Construction; 4) Transportat¡on.

This means that the number of workers employed is inconsistent with the

number of workers receiving variabìe capital. Unfortunately, there does

not appear to be a way around this problem. However, the inconsistency

is not a major one, since'the number of workers employed in forestry,

fishing and trapping, together with the other categories that shouìd be

included (broadcasting, telephones, power and gas distribution, etc.),

is comparatively small, and overall probably has not changed much as a

percentage of the total productive workforce over the thirty four year

per i od covered.

5.3 oPERATToNALTZATT0N 0F THE

The operationaì ization of

categor i es:

VAR I ABLES

the variables has been grouped into four

the purpose of evaluating the

chapter :

Category A--Evaìuation of the Hypotheses:

The following ratios were computed for

hypotheses I i sted at the beg i nn i ng of th i s

For Hypothesis 0ne:

S2/C1, S\/CI, Sz/Ca, S\/Ca (the f¡rst two representing the rate of

return on fixed capitaì investment; the last two the rate of return on

total constant capital investment.)
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For Hypothesis Two:

Cll(V2+S4), C3l(VZ+S4); also C3lV2 (the value composition of capital).

For Hypothesis Three:

s\/v2

For Hvpothesis Four:

GNP/NW, cP,/NW, NP/NW

For Hypothesis Frve:

V3lt'lw

For Hypothesis Six:

c5l (slr+V2)

Cateqory B--The Before-Tax Ratios:

The following before-tax ratios were computed in order to assess the

impact of taxation on the rate of profit and on the rate of surpìus-

value: Sl/Cl and Sl/Vl respectively.

Ca tegqly C--0ther l'leasures of the Rate of Prof i t:

Since it is quite common to treat the capital exchanged for labor-

power as part of the capital rtadvanced,r¡ the rate of profit has also

been compured asz S\/ (cl+v2) , s\/ (ca+v2) , s\/ (ca+v2+c7). The rare of

profit has also been computed as SI+/C4 in order to take the fixed

capital of the state sector into account.
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Cateqory D--S5 Trends

Finally, in order to examine the fundamental trends as these wouìd be

represented if the value specifications corresponded to the

rrconventionalrr method of calculating "gross surplus-valuer'r the

f ol ìowing ratios were computed: 'rGross Rate of Prof ¡t'r: 35/C3,

55/ G3+VZ) ; '¡Gross Rate of Surplus-Value¡t: S5/VZ; 0rganic Composition of

Cap i ta I : cal (S5+V2) .
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5.! REsuLrS

Tabìes lll - V provide numerical values of the relevant ratios in all

cetegories for the years l9\7-1980.

Ca teqor y A: Evaluation of the Hypotheses

The ratios grouped into Category A refer to the central hypotheses of

this empirical study. Accordingìy, the results wi I I be reported with a

view to evaluating the strength of these hypotheses.

Four ratios under Category A bear on the evaìuation of Hypothesis One

which states that the rate of profit will exhibit a secular tendency to

fal l. Linear regression analysis establ ishes that al I four of these

ratios evinced a statistical ly significant downward trend over the

period 19\7 to 1980. W¡th time as the independent variable and these

rrrate of profitrr ratios as dependent variables, the foì lowing results

were obtained: 52/Cl, which measures the rate of private surplus-value

appropriation on fixed capital investment, decì ined more rapidly than

any other ratio. lts peak year was 1950 with a value of 0.155\97 (or

15.52); and its low point was reached in 1975 with a value of 0.080008

(or 8.02). The trend (regression) line falls from .144 in 1947 to .OBl

in 1980 and explains fully 76% of the variation (r-square of .76,

p<.000.l) . S4/Cl, which measures the rate of aggregate surpìus-value

appropriation on fixed capital investment, has a trend I ine which fal ls

from .l5l in 1947 to .088 in 1980 (r-square of .66, p<.0001). s2/C3,

which measures the rate of private surplus-value appropriation on total

constant capital stock investment, has a trend line which falls from

"095 in 1947 to .067 in 1980 (r-square of .62, p<.0001). Finally, S\/C3,
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which measures the rate of aggregate surpìus-value appropriation on

total capital investment, has a trend I ine which falls from .100 in .l947

to .07+ in 1980 (r-square of .\6 p<.0001). The downward slope of the

trend I ines for al I four ratios provides strong support for Hypothesis

One, particularly in view of the relatively high r-squares obtained for

at least the first three ratios (See Figures One, Two and Three.)
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Three rat i os bear on Hypothes i s Two wh i ch states that the organ i c

composition of capital will exhibit a secular tendency to rise. Once

aga i n, the resuì ts strongl y support the tested hypothes i s. Al ì three

ratios exhibit a strong tendency to rise over time. Therrfixed-capitalrl

ratio Cll(V2+S4) has a trend line which rises from 2.24 in 19\7 to \.75

in 1980 (r-square of 0.95, p<.0001) ; the rrtotal capital stock" rat io

Ca/(V2+S\) a trend line which rises from 3.48 in l9l47 to 5.97 in 1980

(r-square of 0.93, p<.0001); and the trvalue composition of capitaìr'

ratio C3/VZ a trend line which rises from 5.26 in 1947 to 10.70 in 1980

(r-square of 0.98, p<.0001). VJhen the organic composition of capital was

used as an independent variable and the rate of profit as the dependent

var i ab I e, i t was found that the upward trend of the OCC expl a i ned a

large amount of the variation in the downward trend of the rate of

profit. (An r-square of 0.83, p<.0001 was derived with S\/CI as the

dependent and Cll(V2+S4) as the independent variable; an r-square of

0.6$ was obtained when S4ICJ was the dependent variable and C3l(V2+S4)

the independent variabìe.) (See Figures Four and Five.)

Hypothes i s Three, which posits a rising trend for the rate of

surplus-value, was also confirmed, although less dramatically than

Hypothesis Two. The trend ìine for S\/Vz rises from .!46 in l!4/ to .8lO

in 1980 (r-square of O.56, p<.000.I). lnterestingly, the rate of surplus-

value appeared to fluctuate throughout most of the 1950's and 1960's

within a relatively narrow range (between 0.55 and 0.70), rising sharply

only in the late .|970's. (See F igure Six.)
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Three ratios bear on the evaluation of Hypothesis Four which states

that gross productivity will rise more rapidly than net productivity.

The trend line for cNP/Nh, rose from .l4.50 in 1947 to 39.25 in 1980 (r-

sguare of 0.98, p<.0001) , and the trend I ine f or GP,/NI/ rose f rom I t.30

in 1947 to 36.65 in 1980 (r-square of 0.99, p<.000.l). 0n the other hand,

the trend I ine for NP/N\.J rose f rom 5.03 in 19\7 to 10.]65 in ì980 (r-

square of 0.92, p<.0001). ln other words, gross productivity roughly

triples over the thirty four year period, while net productivity only

doubles. These results strongìy support Hypothesis Four. (See Figure

Seven . )

Hypothes i s I-!ve, which states that the growth of the real wage will

lag behind the growth of net productivity, is also upheld, although not

altogether clearly. The trend line for V3l¡lW rose fron 2.57 in ì947 to

5.88 in 1980 (r-square of 0,92, p<.000.l). Whi le this increase suggests

that the real wage has grown sl ightìy more than net productivity (ZZ9Z

f or V3,/NVJ, âS compared w i th 203? f or NP,/NW) , F i gure Seven shows that

increases in the real wage have consistently followed increases in net

productivity. lt should also be noted that comparison of the trend line

results for V3INW and NP/NW can be misleading, since, unl ike V3INt.l,

NP/NI^J actually fell in one year, .|970. Overall, it is clear that NP/NI/

has grown somewhat more than V3INW over the entire thirty-four year

period; and this is particularly true for the ì975-W80 period.

Final ly, Hypothesis Six, which states that the value composition of

the gross product will exhibit a secular tendency to rise, is also

confirmed. The trend line for C5/6\+V2) rises from 1.4! in 1947 to

2.7\ in .l980 (r-square of 0.82, p<.0001). lt is, however, interesting to



note that the trend with respect to this ratio is not as clear

the trends for the organic composition of capital and the

composition of capital. This would appear to be atti'ibutable in

the vicissitudes of taxation as a component of the constant

flow. (See Figure Eight.)
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Cateqory 9: The Before-Tax Ratios

The before-tax ratios, 51/Cl and Sl/Vl, were computed for the purpose

of compar i son wi th the after-tax rat i os presented i n Category A. Th i s

comparison is useful for two interrelated reasons. First, it provides a

way of assessing the impact of taxation on the rate of profit and the

rate of surplus-value; and second, it may serve as a partial corrective

to any possibìe skew in the after-tax ratios resulting from the use of

the rreffect i ve tax raterr schedu I e descr i bed ear I i er .

The before-tax rate of profit ratio Sl/Cl decl ines considerably over

time, although not as sharply as the after-tax ratio 52/Cl. The trend

I ine for Sl/cl falls f rom 0.199 09,92) in 1947 to 0.ll+3 fi\.32) in 1980

(r-square of 0.59, p<.0001). This would seem to indicate that whi le

taxation has contributed somewhat to the falì in the rate of profit, it

fal ls far short of explaining the overal I trend. (See Figure Nine.)

With respect to the rate of surplus-value, the before-tax and after-

tax ratios are even more similar in terms of overall trend. The trend

line for S1/Vl rises f rom 0.5.l4 in 1947 to 0.792 in 1980, and this line

explains even more of the variation of this ratio than the trend line

f or S2/Y2 (r-square of 0.72, p<.000'I) . (See F igure Ten.)
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Cateqory g : 0ther lleasures of the Rate of Prof i t

Four other measures of the rate of prof i t were computed i n order to

take into account other problems. Two involved the addition of the flow

variable V2 into the denominator; one involved the addition of both V2

and C7 (which amounts to the total after tax wage bilì for both

productive and unproductive labor in the private sector); and another

involved adding the value of the state sectorrs fixed capital onto the

total capital stock.

The trend ìine for S4l(Cì+V2) falls from 0.1213 in 1947 to 0.0831 in

1980 (r-square of 0.53, p<.0001). whi le the trend I ine for S4l(Ca+V2)

falls from 0.08! in 1947 to 0.068 in 1980 (r-square of 0.32, p<.0005).

When compared with the ratios computed soìely on a stock basis, these

ratios indicate that the addition of the labor costs of productive labor

has a restrainino influence on the tendency of the rate of profit to

fal I . I ndi rectly, these resul ts support the notion that the

displacement of living labor by fixed capital has the dual effect of

cutting labor costs and promoting the tendency of the rate of profit to

fall.

The trend ìine for Sl+/(Ca+V2+C7) falls from 0,0796 in t947 to 0.0621

in 1980 (r-square of 0.35\8, p<.0002), indicating that the addition of

the unproductive labor wage bi I I produces a sl ightly stronger tendency

for the rate of prof i t to fal I .

Finally, the trend Iine for S\/C\ falls from Q.076 in 1947 to 0.059

in ì980 (r-square of 0.367\, p<.0001). This resuìt may be profitably

compared with the result obtained for S\/Ca, which fal ls more

dramaticalìy (from 0.100 in 1947 to 0.074 in 1980; r-square of 0.1+6,



p<.0001). This indicates that

assets has not kept pace wi th

th is rrinvestment su i gg¡gl5"
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the growth of the state' s f i xed cap i ta I

that of the productive sector, and that

i n state

i n the fal I i ng tendency of the rate

Twelve and Thi rteen.)

activity is a very minor

of prof i t. (See F i gures

f ac tor

E l even,
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Cateqory 9: The !! Ratios

Since the 55 ratios involve a radically expanded estimate of the

magnitude of surplus-value, it should not be surprising that the trends

for these ratios are substantially different from those analyzed for the

Category A ratios. lnstead of faìling, the rate of profit exhibits a

tendency to rise; the organic composition of capital shows no

statistical ly significant tendency in direction; and the rate of

surplus-value rises very sharpìy.

The trend line for S5/Ca rises from 0.3190 in l9b7 to 0.3678 in 1980

(r-square of ,55, p<.OOOl). while the trend I ine for 55/ Ga+vZ) rises

from .2706 in 1947 to .3379 in 1980 (r-square of .76, p<.0001). The

trend line for S5/v2 rises from 1.632 in ì947 to 3.894 in 1980 (r-square

of .97, p<.0001). Finally, the trend line for Ca/ß5+V2) rises very

slightly from 2.022 in 1947 to 2.2O3 in 1980 (r-square of .38, p<.000.l).

0n the basis of these findings ¡t may be concluded that the

conventional method of specifying the value categories leads to

conc I us ions that are i n genera I counterposed to ltlarx¡ s rrpred i ct ions.'l

The secular tendencies of both the rate of profit and the organic

composition of capital fai I to conform to theoretical expectations. lt

should nevertheless be noted that a significant rise in the organic

composition of capital occurs in the l970rs, and that this is

accompanied by a leveìling off and slight fall in the rate of profit for

the same period. However the significance of this is not at al I clear

since a rise in the OCC in the late 1950's and early t960's is

accompanied by an increase in the rate of profit. (See Figures Fourteen,

F i fteen, S i xteen and Seventeen.)
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å.5 c0NcLUS r0NS

The empiricaì results reported in this chapter support two

conclusions: that l,larxrs anaìysis of therrlaws of motionil of capitalism

remains highly relevant, and that the confrontation of the empirical

facts with this analysis necessitates a particular specification of the

value categories of the llarxian system. The specification defended in

this work leads to empirical conclusions which uphold the essential

hypotheses suggested by l'larx's " law of the tendency of the rate of

profit to fallrrand his theory of capitalist accumulation. At the same

time, the conventional specification of the value categories (suggested

in the S! ratios) leads to very different conclusions: a stable organic

composition of capital and a rising rate of profit accompanied by an

impetuously ascendant rate of surplus-value. These results point to a

very different scenario of capital ist development and crisis: the rising

"economic surplus" and problem of "surplus absorptionil described by such

underconsumption theorists as Baran and Sweezy. lt should also be noted

that the results of this study provide I i ttle support for the I'wage-

push/profit-squeeze" theory of capitalist crisis, at least in itsrrpure

form.rr The secular upward trend of the rate of surplus-value and the

tendency for the real wage to lag behind net productivity suggest that

the phenomenon of profits beingrrsqueezedrrby wage increases is atypical

and only conjunctural ly significant.

There are nevertheless some grounds for qual ifying the apparent

resu I ts for both the S! rat i os and the trwage-push/prof i t-squeezerl

theory. ln fairness to theorists like Giìlman and Shaikh, it should be

recal led that they distinguish between I'grosst' and rrnetrr surplus-value,
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and bet!'reen a "gross" rate of prof it and a rrnetrr rate of prof i t. f,lh i ìe

the 55 rate of profit ratios correspond roughly to the gross rate of

profit as they conceptual ize it, the rate of profit ratios used to

evaluate the hypotheses under consideration here correpond roughly to

their concept of arrnetrt rate of prof it. lf the rrnetrr rate of prof it is

taken to be the "significantrrrate of profit governing the rhythms of

capital ist accumulation and investment, then it is stì I I possible to

maintain that their specification of the value categories is not

necessar i ly incons istent with the bas ic theses of l'larx's theory of the

fal I ing rate of profit. At the same time, however, this wouìd invite

another question: what is the significance of the 'rgrossrr rate of

profit, aside from providing grist for the mi I ls of underconsumption

theory? lt could be argued that the r¡grossrrrate of profit provides a

sort of index for the maximum rate of profit, that limiting ceiling on

the upward movement of the actual rate of profit; however, there are

serious grounds for questioning any such imputation. While ¡t is

unquestionably true that the pool of currently-produced surplus-value

will be augmented ¡f the value embodied in unproductive expenditures

(circulation costs and the state) is "releasedrr (through a reduction in

these expenditures), it is also true that the pool of surplus-value will

be increased through a reduction in the costs of production. AII

"previously-existingrr vaìue represents r¡potential" surpìus-value to the

extent that a rechannel I ing of value from the rrcost flowsrr to the

'rsurplus-value flowrr becomes possible. But there is no compel I ing reason

for suggesting that the costs of circulation or the state are any more

rrconvertiblerrinto surplus-value than are the costs of machinery, raw
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materials, or labor-power. These considerations point to the

indeterminacy of the "maximum rate of profit.r'Clearìy, ¡t is a concept

which is not subject to empirical calculation. All that can be said

about it is that it stands above the actual rate of profit at any given

time. lt is the rate of profit possible given an optimal utilizat¡on of

avai lable technology and resources, an optimal balance of class forces,

and an optimal international relationship of forces from the standpoint

of a given national capital.4o

A compar i son of rrgrossrr and 'rnet" rates of prof i t does prov i de one

possible strategy for assessing the impact of the growth of the

unproductive sector on the rate of profiti But nothing can be learned

from such a comparison which is not more precisely indicated by an

examaination of the components of the constant capital flow as these

have been specified in this study. l4oreover the analysis of this flow

permits us to appreciate the element of truth in the "wage-push/profit-

squeezeil theory. The following table provides a rough estimate of the

growth of the constant capital flow and its components between 1947 and

I980 in Canada:

A better approx imat ion of the rrmax imum rate of prof i t, r' as th i s was
actual ly understood by I'larx, could be calculated on the assumption of
workers rrl iving on air.r' To caìculate this, it would be necessary to
add the value of al I labor-power (V2 and C7, i.e. productive and
unproductive labor wage bi I ls) into the numerator of the rate of
profit, i.e. S4+V2+C7/C3. One could also add a number of other costs
into the numerator; but this would only yield a rough measure of the
maximum rate of profit theoretical ly conceivable, not the maximum
rate of profit possible under given historical conditions.

t0
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Component
Total Flow (c5)
Cap. Consump.
A I I owances
Tax Flow
(on Sl+Vl)
Total Tax Flow
U. L. Wases (c7)

t9\7
6982
1227

I 909

3484
1235

I q80

1921 13

33448

F ac tor
ñ
27 .26

25.\3

I ncrease

50\53

25.97
36.07

This tabìe clearly indicates that the systemicrroverhead cost'r which

has grown most dramatical ly over the past three decades has been the

wage bill of the unproductive labor force in the private sector. The

growth of the tax flow component, on the other hand, is about average

(indeed, it has grown somewhat more slowly than the total constant

capital flow). The inescapable conclusion is that the costs of

circulation represent an increasingìy significant barrier to profit

maximization; at the same time, their growth is probably associated brith

capitalrs attempt to increase the rrannual rate of surplus-valueril that

is, to permit the speedup in the turnover of capital required for the

production of a larger volume of surplus-value. Thus, in this sense too,

"the barrier to capital ist production is capital itself.'l

A comparison of the growth of the constant capital flow as it has

been specified with the growth of the circulating constant capital

consumed in manufacturing is also instructive. The circulating constant

capital stock (CC) grew f ron 5756 (mil lion) in 1947 to lO\,229 (million)

in 1980, a factor încrease of only l8.ll. ln an indirect fashion, this

reveals that an increasing proportion of the constant capital flow is

i nvol ved i n the rrma i ntenancer¡ of the unproduct i ve sector and a

decreasing proport¡on is associated with productive activity (and not

only in the specifical ly capital ist sense of the word rrproductive").

go4g r

\\5\1
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in theThe theoretical impl ications of this trend wi I I be addressed

f i na I chapter .



PRO LOG UE6.1

CHAPTER SIX: HIST0RICAL |4ATERlALlSl'1 AND THE FALLING RATE

OF PROF IT

The place of the law of the falling tendency of the rate of profit

within llarx's theory of historical materiaì ism has been a recurring

theme of th is study. We have seen that l'larx regarded it as the 'rmost

important law of pol itical economy from the historicaì standpointrr and

as the expression pecuì iar to capital ism of the increasing social

productivity of labor and of the growing contradiction between the

forces and relations of production. lt has been argued at the same time

that the much-hera I ded 'rnew featuresrr of twent i eth-century cap i ta I i sm

(which were not entirely anticipated by l'larx and which supposedly cal I

into question the'rrelevance" of his analysis, ãt least in the minds of

many modern economists and sociologists) in no r^Jay vitiate the

signif icnace of the "the lavv,rr but actually underscore its importance,

insofar as these new features are themseìves the products of the laws of

motion of capital. lndeed, these new features (tne nypertrophy of the

capital ist state and of the sphere of circulation; the growth of

unproductive, socially-necessary ìabor; the proliferation of

bureaucracy; etc.) must be regarded both as products of the secular fall

in the rate of profit and as an expression of this lawrs own

tradulteration." The progressive significance of capital ism's tendency

to promote the "objective social ization" of labor and production is now

- 298
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other words, the faì I ing rate of profit is no lonqer simpìy an

expression of the growing productivity of labor and of the growth of the

productive forces (capital ismrs rrprogressive" mission col liding with its

institutional framework); it is also an expression of the expansion of

unproductive activity and of the ob tacle posed by capi tal i st relations

of product i on to the devel opment of the forces of product i on

(capital ismts anachronistic institutionaì framework holding back the

development of the forces of production by diverting more and more of

the sociat wealth into activity which is "social ly necessary" only from

the standpoi nt of mai ntai ni ng that framework) .

These considerations point directly to the problem of therrstagerrof

capital ist development r,epresented by twentieth century capital ism.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief survey of the

course of North American capital ist development in this century in

relation to the fundamental quanti tative relationships (laws of motion)

of the l4arxist system, and to indicate some of the theoretical and

pract¡cal impl ications which flow from this.
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É.¿ s0r4E FEATURES 0F TI.JENT I ETH-cENTURY cAp I TAL I sr D EVE LOPI'lENT

The empi ricaì study reported in Chapter F ive provides an almost

rrultra-l,tarxistl picture of the development of the Canadian economy from

the immediate post-war period to .l980: a long-term trend for both the

organic composition of capital and the rate of surplus-value to rise,

and a long-term trend for the rate of profit to faì1. At the same time

it suggests that the growth of net productivity has consistently lagged

behind the growth of gross productivity, and the average real wage of

the productive workforce has generally lagged behind increases in net

productivity. By comparing these results with those obtained by Shane

l'ìage for the American economy from .l900-1960, certain interesting

conclusions may be drawn:

ln terms of l'larxian economics...the years of depression and
war brought truly decisive changes at basic points. (a) ln the
most spectacular sense, the years .|930-1945 were marked by a

"glj!g!..1þ.a!jg of the values of capitalsrr... At the same time
thís l^ras a period of rapid technological and scientif ic
advance, so that in .l945 much of the remaining capital stock
was already obsolescent. (b) The depression and war years saw
the formation and consol idation of mass industrial unions in
the basic sectors of American industry, r.rith a corresponding
change in the institutional structure of the labor market. At
the same time the government budget and tax system emerged as
a major economic fact (i.e. as a major factor restraining the
growth of net labor-productivity). ln comparison to 1929, the
situation in 1946...r^ras marked by two major changes: the rate
of surpìus-value had fal len by vi rtually 5O%... (and) the
organic composition of capital as computed had fallen by about
252....

lf the post-l!4! period is judged on its own, certain sharp
differences from the pre-war epoch become apparent. ln the
first place, after 1946 the fal I ing tendency of the rate of
surplus-value is completely arrested: fluctuations continue
within a relativeìy narrow range, but without discernible
trend.... Secondly, technological progress has become
extremely capi tal -i ntens ive. . .Consequently the organi c
composition of capital increased from ì!46 to 1960 by \52.
(t'lage 1963;228-229)
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Although certain differences exist between the performances of the

Canad i an and Amer i can economi es between 19\7 and 1960 (tfr i s i s

particularly true for the years l9\7-1950), the overall trends for the

turo economies are strikingly simiìar during this period. l'loreover, the

Itdecisive changes" that I'tage points to from 1930 to .l945 in the U.S. are

also true for the Canadian economy.

The high degree of integration which exists between the American and

Canad i an econom i es perm i ts us to make a number of tenta t i ve

general izations concerning the course of capital ist development in North

America from 1900 to 1980. These include: a substantially higher rate of

surplus-value in the period 1900-1930 than that indicated for the period

1930-.l960; a correspondingìy higher rate of profit for the former period

compared to the latter; and an organic composition of capital which

showed only a slight overall tendency to rise over the entire sixty year

per iod. As we have a I ready noted, I'tage attr ibutes the long-term dec I i ne

in the rate of surplus-value to the impact of increasing taxation

associated with the growth of the state, especial ly after 1930, and to

the success of organized labor in securing a real increase in wages

matching, and at times exceeding, the growth of net productivity. Ful ly

two thirds of the decline in the rate of profit recorded by llage for the

period 1900-,l960 is attr¡butable to the fal I in the rate of surplus-

value, and only one third to the rise in the organic composition of

capital. This picture stands is marked contrast to Hagers findings for

the period from 1946 to 1160 and to the present study's findings for the

period from 1947 to 1980. l4age notes that the fall in the rate of

surplus-value was arrested in the post-war period, and we have found
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that this period was merely transitional to a phase in which the rate of

surplus-value showed a definite upward trend (1960-.l980). At the same

time, '"he tendency of the organic composition of capitaì to f luctuate

within a relativeìy narroÌ,./ range is replaced by a strong tendency for it

to rise, this becoming the overwhelming factor in the tendency of the

rate of prof i t to fal ì . The fol lowi ng table summar izes the combi ned

results of the two studies in relation to three distinct periods of

turentieth-century capi tal i st development:

Per i od

ì 900-30

r 930-45

I 945-80

Prof i t Rate

Falling Trend

Rising Trend

Falling Trend

Rate of S.V. Oroanic Comp.

Falling Trend Rising Trend

Fal I i ng Trend Fal I i ng Trend

Ri s i ng Trend Ri s i ng Trend

At first glance th¡s table would seem to indicate that the opening

decades of the twent i eth century rrdev i atedil from llarxrs expectat i ons i n

two major respects: the organic composition showed only a weak and

uncertain increase, and the rate of surplus-value showed a serious

decline (particularly after þJorld War One). llagers f indings point to at

least two reasons for these trends: the tremendous increase in the

effective tax rate after 1917 (the period l9ì7 to 1930 saw a tax rate

more than double the rate from .l900-1917), and a "wage-push/profit-

squeezel reflected in the lag of net productivity behind the growth of

the real wage. Both of these trends continued into the l930rs, despite

the Depression. But what the Depression did accompl ish was a massive

devalorization of capital which permitted the rate of profit to make a
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recovery (a recovery consol idated by the \^rar economy of the ear ì y

.l940's). The "wage-pushrrcontribution to the decline in the rate of

surplus-value is, however, orìly partial ly attributabìe to the growing

strength and mil itancy of organized labor. ln the first three decades of

the twentieth century, the labor movement--with the notable exception of

organizations like the lndustrial Workers of the World and the One Big

Union-- remained craft-oriented and conservative; moreover the trade

unions encompassed only a small percentage of the total workforce

(typical ly the ski l led r¡aristocracy of labor") . The more I ikely

explanation for the rapid increase in wages which occurred during this

period was the continuing relative labor shortage pecul iar to North

American capital ism during much of the nineteenth century. The

tremendous growth of industry in North America, particularly fol lowing

the great world depression of the l87O's and l88O's, and the existence

of a still-open I'frontierrÌ which attracted wage-laborers away from

industrial employment repeatedìy shrank the avai lable pooì of employable

labor-power and created a labor market which favored laborrs wage

expectations. This peculiarity of the North American labor market (which

radical ly distinguished it from the situation in Europe) was el iminated

only by the Great Depression of the 1930's. However, the legacy of this

pecul iarity undoubtedly provided a powerful stimulus to the mi I itant

I abor organ i zat i on of the I 930r s. So that desp i te the format i on of a

massive "reserve army'r of the unemployed, the working class managed to

sustain the momentum of the wage-push by seeking and partial ly securing

a trade-union rrmonopoly" in the labor market (the rise of the powerful
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industrial unions of the Cl0).4r

The momentum of the wage-push seems to have been arrested in the

post-war period, having already abated during the war years.a2

Henceforth, increases in the real wage tended to lag behind the growth

of net productivity, which in turn was propel led forward by t'he massive

technological restructuring of the labor process reflected in the

increasing value and organic compositions of capital.

The peculiar (and priviìeged) position of North American capitalism

within the world economy from ì900-.l930 should also be recal led when

evaluating Hage's findings for this period. American capital ism (wittr

Canada as a junior partner) performed altogether better during this

period than any of its European capital ist rivals. ln fact, it hras

during this period that the epicentre of world capital ism shifted

decisively from Europe to America (World War One being the decisive

turning point). The rrexceptional'r position of North American capitaì ism

4r Labor militancy in maintaining the momentum of the wage-push cannot
fully explain the surprising failure of employers in both the United
States and Canada to ful ly exploit the high unemployment levels in
order to restrain the growth of the real wage. Employer acquiesence
torrsticky wages'r can only be explained with reference to a number of
other factors: "misperceptions" concerning the direction of prices
and the longevity of the depression, the desire to reta¡n an
experienced workforce (particularìy ski I led workers), a psychology
shaped by pre-Depression labor market conditions, a determination to
preempt industrial mi I itancy and to forestal I a working-class
radicalization which couìd result from a less rrenlightenedrl
industrial relations pol icy, etc. See Waldhauser, .l984 for a survey
of the explanations that have been adduced in relation to this
question.

42 A difference between Canada and the United States presents itself in
this connection. The I'wage-pushil was much stronger in the U.S. in the.l930's than it was in Canada, a fact which is largely attributable to
the more impetuous growth of industrial unionism in the U.S. ln
Canada, the wage-push gained real momentum only after 1937, peaking
during the war years. See Waldhauser, 1984 for a comparison of labor
market conditions in the U.S. and Canada from .l929 to l9\2.
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was well described by Leon Trotsky in 19262

America knows very I ittle about apprenticeship; time is not
wasted there on training apprentices because labour-power is
dear; apprenticeship is replaced through a subdivision of the
labor process ìnto infinitely smalì parts that require little
or no training....

(T) he American capital ists...fol low the old practice of the
British bourgeoisie: fatten the labor aristocracy in order to
keep the prol etar i at shack I ed. . . .

The new relation of roìes of nations is determined by the
new reìation between their respective wealths...Let us take
Europe and the U.S.A. as they were fifty years ãgo, at the
time of the Franco-German h,ar. The wealth of the United States
was then estimated at 30 bi I ì ion dol lars, that of England at
40 bi I I ion, that of France at 33 bi I I ion, that of Germany at
38 b¡lìion. As is apparent, the differences between the
respective ìevels of these countries was not great....Today,
Germany is poorer than in 1872 (36billion); France is
approximately twice as rich (68 Uitlion) ; I ikewise England (89
biìlion); but the weaìth of the United States is estímated at
320 bi I I ion dol lars....

American capital ism is far stronger and stabler than
European capi tal i sm; i t can look to the future wi th far
greater assurance. But American capital ism is no Ionger self-
sufficing. lt cannot maintain itseìf on an internal
equi l ibrium. lt needs a world equi l ibrium. (1971138-59)

The 'rwor I d equ i I ibr iumrr of wh ich Trotsky spoke was not to arr ive

soon; it took the Great Depression and World llar I I to inaugurate it.

Dubbed the I'American Centuryrrin the immediate post-war period, this

equilibrium h/as already showing serious signs of disintegration by the

late 1960's.

The massive destruction of physical capital in Europe, the effective

dissolution of the British Empire and other colonial systems, and the

mi I i tary, economic, and pol i tical prostration of European (and Japanese)

capital ism before America were among the most significant results of

World l'/ar Two; and these were also the ingredients that made possible a

temporary world equi I ibrium under the unchal lenged hegemony of the
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United States. But the war had other results: the establishment of new

"social istrr states under the aegis of the Soviet Union and the victory

of indigenous anti-capital ist social revoìutions in Yugoslavia and

China. The sudden and r¡unexpectedil loss of these countries from the

world capital ist system also served to encourage European and American

capital torrclose ranksrrfor a certain period; but in the longer term it

sowed the seeds of increasing rivalry among the capitalist nation states

as ther problem of an extensively ìimited world capitalist market

col I ided with each national capital's drive to increase its share of

world trade. ln llarxrs words, "the internal contradiction seeks

resolution by extending the external field of productionr'; but the

¡rexternal fieldrrwas already either saturated or closed off to capitaì

penetration. The I'internal contradiction'r had become def initively globaì

in scope by the early twentieth century; two l^rorld wars and the Great

Depression served only to suppress it for a time-- at ìeast in the

citadels of world capitalism. The post-l.lW ll evolution of the American

and Canadi an economies demonstrates that i t has reappeared wi th a

vengeance. As a result of their ful I integration into the world

cap i ta I i st economy and the I aws of uneven and comb i ned deve I opment,

these once-privi leged rrfrontier" capital ist societies now look to the

future wîth far less rrassurance.rr The new material basis for capital ist

accumulation which appeared following Vlorld War Two has been the soil in

wh i ch f'larxr s trobj ect ive I aws of mot i onrr appear to have taken deep

root. { 3

43 rr...the situation facing the advanced capital ist countries in the.l970's was markedly different from the earl ier post-war per iod.
Experiencing a slower rate of growth in trade, deteriorating terms of
trade with the colonial world, and the continuing burdens of policing
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There are nevertheless certain pecul iarities in the empirical results

for the 19\7-ì180 period that are not explicitly accounted for in l'larxrs

theory of capitaì ist development. And even the pecul iarities suggested

in I'tagers findings for the period 1900-1930 are not entirely

attributabìe to the specificities of North American capital ist

development as agai nst those of Europe. Al I of the advanced capi tal ist

countries have been faced with certain common problems throughout most

of this century (although these problems have developed unevenly and

confronted particular national capitals with unequaì force in different

conjunctures).

These problems are distinguishable from those confronting capital ism

in the nineteenth-century, and have contributed to defining twentieth-

century capitaì ism as a distinct rrstage" or "periodrr of capital ist

devel opment. As was noted ear I i er, Len i n referred to th i s new stage as

rrimperial ism/monopoly capital ism.'r ln more recent years, ostensibìe

fol I owers of Len i nrs theory have cons i dered i t necessary to suppl ement

its characterizations by emphasizing the gror^ring weight and roìe of the

state in the economy, the importance of the "permanent arms êcorìorÌrlrrl

and other "new features" of contemporary (post- I 930 or post- 19\5)

capi tal i sm. Thus, Baran and Sweezy have dubbed th i s new phase of

capitalist development as r¡monopoly capital ism" (while substantially

altering the content attached to this term by Lenin); the official pro-

l,loscow Communist parties, as well as most of the rrEurocommunistrr

currents, ref er to it as rrstate monopoly capital ismrr; and Ernest l,landel ,

the periphery, the imperial ist bourgeoisie appears
unable to meet the expectat¡ons and demands of their
classes...rr (Taylor, Wayne and Campbel l, Ken, .l980)

to have been
'ohrn' working
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together wi th some other theor i sts, have adopted the phrase I'Late

Capital ism.rr lmportant theoretical differences are associated with this

terminological diversity; but broad areas of agreement also exist. ln

one way or another, al I of these rrschool srr regard contemporary

capital ism as transitional, that is, objectively ripe for social ist

transformation, even if they disagree theoretically as to the dynamic of

this transition and programatically as to the means for achieving the

victory of social ism.

What then are these "common problems" and,/or "new featuresrr which

distinguish twentieth-century real ity from the real ity confronted by

l,larx? An inexhaustive list wouìd include the following: the emergence

of post-capital ist, ostensibly social ist states, characterized by the

el imination of private property in the means of production, central ized

economic planni ng, and a state monopoly of foreign trade; the

penetration of every corner of therrthird worldr¡by capitalist relations

of product i on and exchange¡ assoc i ated wi th these, the i ncreas i ng

difficulty of expanding the world market (world trade) or locating new

arenas for profitable capitaì investment; the existence of strong labor

movements and entrenched democratic traditions in most of the advanced

capitaìist countries; associated with the latter, a "class equilibriumrl

which has assured a relatively high degree ofrrcìass peacerr in these

countries, but which is also stubbornly defended by the working class in

t¡mes of economic crisis; the growth of the capital ist state as the

guarantor of the global interests of each national capital, as an

instrument of economic regulation seeking to identify and mitigate the

myriad contradictions generated by the law of value, and as the
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principal agency of social integration, ideological legit¡mization, and

repression without which any rrclass equilibriumrr becomes problematic;

the increasing costs of circulation, associated with the problems of

market extens ion and surpl us-val ue real i zati on, and wi th the need to

accelerate the turnover of capital in order to increase the mass of

surplus-value produced; and final ly, associated with these last two

features, the emergence of new social strata in the advanced capitalist

countries with an uncertain location on therrclass map.rl

It is undoubtedly true that È1arx did not anticipate all of theserrnew

features'r or thei r impì ications for the course of twentieth-century

capitaìist development. Yet it is also true that all of these features

may be subsumed under the general theme of "objective social ization"

enunciated by llarx. As was indicated in Chapter Four, l'larx's "errorrrì^ras

in fai I ing to appreciate the impl ications of this tendency once the

objective conditions for social¡st transformation had not only emerged

i n the advanced cap i ta I i st countr i es , but had become somewhat

"overripe.rr The reìatively privi leged position of the Western working

class (as against the working masses of the colonial and semi-colonial

countries), the defeat of the most promising revolut¡onary upheavals of

the 1920's and 1930's, and the persistence of formidable subjective

obstacles to the development of a working classrrfor itselfrrenabled

capital ism to fortify its positions against a tide of social revolution

which was increasingly displaced to the East. But this did not signify

the victory of capital ism over its own internal contradictions, which

are in part the product of the process of objective socialization and in

part its cause. lndeed, these contradictions have been intensified by
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the experience of the twentieth century, producing certain distortions

(or adu I terat i ons) of the I aws of mot i on of cap i ta I .

The proqress i ve content of capital ism¡s tendency to promote the

'robjective socialization of production'r was well understood by i'Tarx and

has been defined succinctìy by Mandel: rrthe growth of technicaì

coordination, interdependence and integration in production, by which

capital ism increasingly generates the negation of the private labour and

private production from which it is born--first inside single factoríes,

then within a number of production units and branches of industry, and

final ly between countries.rr $95.197Ð The twentieth-century has vividly

confirmed a contradictory corol lary to the (objective) negation of

"private labor and private productionrr heralded by capital ist

development; this very negation gives rise to a sort of'rbastardized"

sociaì ization, reflecting the historic decl ine of the capital ist mode of

product i on. Huge quant i t i es of mater i al and human resources are

diverted from production per se i nto activi ty di rected towards proppi ng

up the soc i a I rel at i ons of product i on. The hypertrophy of the modern

capitalist state, the growth of the I'costs of circulation,rr and the

squandering of social labor on unproductive activity which is socially

necessary onìy from the standpoînt of capital-- all signify the

inability of the capitalist mode of production to qualitatively expand

the forces of production, to expand the physical wealth in a way that

would realize the full potential of the technology and division of labor

that presently exist. lndeed, the contradiction underlying the tendency

of the rate of prof i t to fa I I --the conf I i ct between the forces and

relations of production--has reached the point where the relations of
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production must not only 'rcontain" the forces of production; they must

divert an increasing share of the social wealth into activities which

are wasteful from the standpoint of use-va I ue product ion and rrnecessaryrl

only from the standpoint of the production and realization of value.

The growth of the constant capital flow outside of, and at the

expense of, the productive sphere is an index of this generaì trend

toward the allocation of an increasing relative share of the

social/economic resources to the mai ntenance of the capi tal i st relations

of production rather than to the growth of the productive forces. lt is

therefore vital ly important, from an historical-material ist standpoint,

to distinguish between rrobjective socialization" as this pertains to

production (i.e. the production of use-values) and as it pertains to the

reproduction of capi tal ist relations of production (i.e. the

institutionaì preconditions of value production and reaì ization). This

distinction must aìso be borne in mind when assessing the long term

trends in the organic composition of capital, the rate of surplus-value,

and the rate of profit, all three of which tend to reflect a process of

"objective social izationrr which has become increasinqìv contradictory in

the twent i eth century.

The process of objective social ization finds somewhat different

expressions in the sphere of circulation and the state. The growth of

the costs of circulation reflects a tendency for the division of labor

within the capitalist class to increase and become more complex as the

problem of producing and real izing an increasing mass of surpìus-value

becomes more acute. The costs of social reproduction assumed by the

state on the other hand are not determi ned by the " immedi aterl
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requ¡ rements of valor izati on and real ization, ât least for the most

part. Rather, these costs are subject to a political determination,

framed and ì imited by capital ismrs laws of motion, but reflecting the

"voluntary" actions of conscious human beings as wel l. lf ¡t is

diff¡cult to imagine how the costs of circulation as an impediment to a

rrhealthyil rate of profit could be reduced, it is much easier to envisage

how the relationship of class forces-- and the political climate flowing

therefrom--can determine the extent and nature of state activity:

austerity versus expansion, monetarism versus Keynesianism, free

col lective bargaining versus incomes pol icies, fiscal belt-tightening

versus publ ic works and social services, etc. The element of truth in

the notion of a "social wagel resides in this: whether or not education,

medicare and social welfare programs should be treated as elements of

variable capital, they are incontestably important systemic gþ which

tend to reduce the potential volume of surplus-value avai lable for

pr i vate accumu I at i on and i nvestment. At the same t i me, they represent

important material gains for the working class, irrespective of whether

or not they also serve to promote a heaìthier, more qualified, more

productive and more subdued worki ng class from the standpoi nt of

capital. As the rate of profit fal ls, and with it even the ggg of

surplus-value, the capital ist class and the capital ist state are

confronted by agonizing political diìemmas imposed by an economic crisis

which is only partially exacerbated by high leveìs of government

spending, but which appears to brook no solution short of attacks on

both the real and the 'rsocialrrwage. lt is in response to this

capital ist offensive that the working class must eventual ly move, just
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as it moved in struggle to win its gains in living standards throughout

the twent i eth century.

Admittedly, a generation and more of relative class peace has not

equipped the working cìass for the decisive battles that are now posed

in most advanced capital ist countries. Horeover the abi I ity of the

existing capital ist system to maintain, much less extend, those social

reforms which the Western working class has come to take for granted has

been greatly weakened over the past decades. The early '|970's saw the

col lapse of the international monetary system establ i shed at Bretton

Woods in .l944; inflation was succeeded by "stagflationrrand the latter

supplemented by the crises of overproduction of the mid-.l970's and early

1980's. Recent years have also seen the emergence of a major crisis of

the international financial system, with major firms, banks and even

countr i es threatened wi th bankruptcy. Under these cond i t i ons, Brì

expansion of credit and other Keynesian palliatives are unlikely even to

be entertained, much less effectual. For if credi t inflation and

deficit spending helped ease the problem of surplus-value and probably

surplus-profit real ization during the post-WVJ I I epoch, it did so at a

terrible long-term price:

Bus i ness þleek has not hes i tated to character i ze the whol e
American economy as a debt economy. ln fact, at the end of
1978, total American debt had risen to nearly $4 tri I I ion (as
against 5500 billion in 1946 and Sl trillion in 1960); this
growth has been constantly higher than that of GNP. The annual
rate of growth of total private and public debt, which was
around lJ.! percent in the 1968-73 period, slowed down during
the 197\-75 recession, then reached a new high of 14.2 percent
in the 1976-78 recovery... Total consumer debt at the end of
1978 had reached the staggering sum of Sl.Z tri I I ion, thrice
the f i gure f or 1969. (t'lande I .l980; 

79-80)
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No reversal of this trend has yet become evident. Persistently high

interest rates, associated not only with massive government deficits but

with the general overloading of the credit system, intersects a fal I ing

rate of profit; and this portends continuing long-term economic

dislocations ín North America and in the world capital ist economy as a

who I e.

How strikingly this situation seems to differ from the situation that

existed fifteen or even ten years ago has found a certain theoretical

ref lection in the renewed interest in l.larx's ideas among economists and

sociologists. lf his theme of 'talienationrrr his 'rhistorical'r and rrmacro-

economic'r approach, and certain aspects of his theory of social class

were once viewed as ltlarx's major contributions to modern sociaì theory,

it has become increasingly difficult in recent years to ignore the

continuing relevance of a substantial ly ìarger body of his theoretical

legacy. lt has also become increasingly difficuìt to dismiss him with

superficial arguments concerning (for example) his at tegej theory of

I'increasing immiseration of the working class," or his "unwarranted

pessimismil concerning capital ism's abi I ity to overcome its basicaì ly

anarch i ca I character .

The redisovery and creative reinterpretation of f'larx that has taken

place over the past two decades has put an end to the prolonged period

in which l,larxism was ossif ied as dogma and/or treated as a straw man in

text books. The theoretical impl ications of this are far reaching. How

wel I can Weberian and neo-Weberian theories of bureaucracy and social

cìass stand their ground against ltarxist theories informed by l4arxrs

analysis of the "objectiverrlaws of motion of capitalism? This is an old
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debate to be sure; but its terms of reference are now being redefined as

a resul t of a more profound understand i ng of the probl emat i c of

sociaì ly-necessary unproductive labor under capital ism. How wel I can the

neo-cìassical synthesis (t¡rat amalgam of marginal ist and Keynesian

theory) stand its ground against a growing body of evidence that the

I'barrier to capital is capital itself'r? The proliferation of r¡post-

Keynesian" and monetarist "supply side" theories give an indirect answer

to this, just as the penetration of Marxism into more radical economic

circles provide a more direct ansì^,er.aa The concìusion is unmistakable:

"Being determines consciousnessril and the fortunes of capital ism have

put I'larxist theory back on centre stage.

É.å rue THEoRY oF "LoNG UAy!!,'

At the same t ime that there has been renewed interest in l'larx i st

theory as a tool for understanding the economic crises of the 1970's and

l980ts, there has also been a revival of interest in the theory of I'long

ì^raves" or rrlong cyclesrrr which has an ambiguous and controversial

relationship to turentieth-century l'larxism. 0riginated by Parvus, Van

Gelderan and Kondratieff, the notion of long waves remains I ittle more

than an hypothesis based on certain observed statistical regularities in

the history of capitalism, although attempts have been made in recent

years, notably by I'landel (1975 and .1980) and David Gordon (lgZa), to

provide it with a more sure l,larxist theoretical foundation. Briefly, the

hypothesis posits a tendency for capital ism to generate not only short

See Chernomas, Bob rrKeynesian, l{onetarist and Post-Keynesian Poì icy:
A lvlarxist Analysis'r (lgg¡) for an il luminating discussion of the
crisis in bourgeois "economic pol icyrr options.

41
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and long term industrial cycles of the kind analyzed by llarx, but

historical cycles or "h,avesrrof forty to fifty years duration. Each of

these uraves is characterized by a long-term phase of expansion and a

long-term phase of contraction; and these phases (or 'rsub-waves") are

deemed to have important impl ications for determining the contours of

the regular industrial cycle. Thus, the boom period of the industrial

cycìe becomes more vigorous and the crisis period less severe during the

expansionary phase of the long wave, whi le the phase of contraction

means deeper recess i ons (depress i ons) and weaker recover i es.

This theory has an easi ly discernible appeaì, explaining--or so it

seems--therrlong post-war boom'r which has now been succeeded by a phase

of crisis and slow growth, and promising an eventuaì return to

¡¡prosperity." But does it stand the test of theoretical, or even

empirical, scrutiny? Despite the many pages that have been written in

support of it in recent years, there remains a dearth of reìiable

empiricaì evidence to sustain the hypothesis and even less to provide

the basis for an adequate theoretical conceptual ization of long waves.

Both Gordon and f'landel rely on empirical indicators from the nineteenth

century (essentialìy growth rates of output) that are inadequate from a

l'larxist anaìytical standpoint and on a rather arbitrary periodization of

the long waves for both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. For

example, neither the l921ts not the 1950's fit easily into the phases of

contraction and expansion in which they are respectively situated.

lndeed, if one examines the average growth rates and average profit

rates of these two decades, it is clear that the American economy

performed somewhat better during the l920rs than ¡t did in the

supposedly rrboomingrr ll!0r s.



The theoretical chal lenge to the supporters of the

hypothesis is even greater, as Joseph Seymour has pointed out:

Granting that the history of capital ism shows a succession of
fairly long periods of rapid growth and greater cycì ical
stabi I ity than adjacent periods, the decisive question is
this: do long waves arise from a common cause, an internal law
of capital ist production relations, or are they rather an
after-the-fact statistical general ization mirroring al I the
factors which determine the uneven development of capital ist
product i on? (l 976; I 4)

Distinguishing his concept I'long uraves"

has po ¡ nted

f rom

to what
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I ong-wave

Kondrat i eff

cons i ders to

the

f ormu I at ion of rrl ong cyc I es, r'

of

l,lande I he

be the rrinternal lawrr governing the phenomenon:

A I though we. . . rej ect the concept of the rrl ong cyc I e'r and do
not, therefore, accept the mechanical determination of the
¡rebbrr by the rrflow'r and vice versa, we have nevertheless
attempted to show that the inner logic of the long wave is
determined by long-term osci I lations in the rate of profit.
(1975;140,n.84)

lf, indeed, the phenomenon of long waves is taken to be determined by

trends in the rate of profit, then neither the present study nor l4agers

calculations for the rate of profit provide much empirical evidence for

the hypothesis. However there is at least one aspect of l4andel's theory

of long waves which deserves closer attent¡on. Unl ike Gordon and

others, flandel makes an important d i st i nct i on between the rrexogenous"

and "endogenousrt determinants of the phases of expansion and contraction

within the long wave:

(þ*l)e stick to our concept of a basic asymmetric rhythm in the
ìong waves of capi tal i st development i n wh i ch the downturn
(the passage from an expansionist long wave into a depressive
one) is endogenous, whereas the upturn is not' but rather is
dependent on those radical changes in the general historical
and geograph i c envi ronment of the capi tal i st mode of
production that can induce a strong and sustained upturn in
the average rate of profit. (1980;55)
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But the importance of exogenous factors or rrexternal shocks" to the

evolution of the capital ist system can be recognized without resort to

any theory of long waves. As was pointed out in Chapter Three,r¡dramatic

historicaì reversals'r--produced by rÁ/ars, revolutions, or major historic

defeats for the labor movement--can have profound effects on the rate of

profit, the class equi I ibrium, and the prospects for economic stabi I ity.

Clearly, the outcome of World War Two produced a conjuncture favorable

to capital accumuìation international ly. lt is nevertheless ¡mportant

to recognize that the period from 1946 to 1970 was not a period of

uninterrupted "boom" corresponding to an expansionist long wave

preordained by either endogenous or exogenous factors. 0nly in

comparison with the 1930's (in particular the years of deep depression)

do the 1950's appear as years of "economi c boom.rr To compress th i s

decade into a'rwave of expansionil with the 1960's, a decade with better

credentials for the t¡tle 'rboom years," seems to make I ¡ttle sense; in

fact, it seems whol ly arbitrary.

PROSPECTS

There are no grounds for bel ieving that the basic logic (laws of

motion) of the capital ist system is about to change. Capital's response

to the dislocations of the 1970's has been austerity, lower capacity

ut¡ I ¡zationr growing unemployment, and attempts to win (or force)

'rconcessions" from organized labor. At the same time, increasing

international capitalist competition is forcing all national capitals

into a relentless drive to further advance the rrreal subsumption of

labor.rrThe robotics revolution, in part¡cular, porterìds new dramatic

É.!
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increases in the organic composition of capital unless "new" methods are

employed to increase the rate of surplus-value (e.g. incomes pol icies,

corporati sm, overt repression of the labor movement, etc.) . The

prospects for a significant long-term increase in the rate of profit

appear highly dubious then unless a new rrclass equi I ibriumrr is created

at the expense of the working class.

At a time when the real subsumption of labor is approaching its

I imits and producing massive unemployment, it becomes aì I the more

urgent for the labor movement to recognize that it faces the choice of

fighting a rearguard struggìe against the technology which appears to be

responsibìe for layoffs, or of fighting the.95!em,, the social relations

of production, responsible for introducing this technoìogy at the

workersr expense. This choice is now more cruciaì than it ever has been

in the past. Since technological innovation is displacing jobs in every

sector of the capital ist economy (robotics in industry, computers in

commerce and in therrreproduction'r sector as a whole) and since this is

an inescapable necessity for capital, it is entirely possible that we

are now witnessing the formation of a semi-permanent 'rlazarus" layer of

the working class, which will have a depressing effect on real wages and

on brorking cìass I iving conditions for many years to come.

lf this prospect seems bleak, it pales in comparison to the prospect

of a new global war, the likelihood of which increases as the basic

structural logic of the world capital ist system tends once again toward

increased international rivalry and confl ict. Those who remain ignorant

of this ìogic remain bl ind to the most serious 'rtrip wire" to

thermonuclear holocaust; and those who have been enlightened to it have



the respons¡bility to seriously entertain

contributions of Karl l'larx, but his pol itical
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not only the theoretical

project as wel l.
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Table I

F ixed l,lid-Year Net Capital Stock

(¡1i I I ions of Current $)

Year

tg\7

I 948

19t+9

I 950

t 951

1952

1953

195\

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

r 960

t96r

1962

1963

I 964

Non- F a rm

Sec tor

(A)

il 383

I 3444

I 4944

16635

19537

21696

23928

27868

27868

31523

35\zl

386t9

\1382

\3912

h5985

48808

51973

55885

I ncorporated

Share

(B)

.8¡8

.870

.861

.871

.88¡

.889

.88¡

.875

.8ls

.884

.88¡

.88 r

.884

.889

.99l

.896

,8gl

.902

ct

(c)

9766

1 t696

tz956

I 4489

17290

t9287

21 129

22\26

2\38\

27867

3tz8z

3\023

36581

39038

\0973

\37 Sz

\6620

50408

Government

Stock Added (C2)

(D)

1\937

17632

19322

21353

25662

zBzzg

303 il
32066

35027

40044

43878

\6973

5036\

536/c6

55896

59606

6383 1

687\4
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r965

1966

1967

I 968

1969

I 970

197 1

1972

197 3

197 \
197 5

1976

1977

1978

1979

I g80

6t792

69067

7 5\99

80416

8861+3

98032

10977 \
12020/{

I 35889

167298

2021\5

232315

26 I 888

30059\

338384

3970\5

.906

.9tI

.912

.913

.g l4

.915

.916

.921

.925

.932

.94l

.9\3

.944

.9k6

.9\9

.950

5598\

6z9zo

68855

7 3\20

Srozo

8g6gg

too553

r roToB

125697

155922

190219

21907 3

2t+7222

28|4702

321 126

377 193

7677 \
86ì63

93582

99225

r o9zo6

tzo56o

135\28

t\9152

169782

ztzt6o

255702

z9zz98

329760

37859\

\21837

\93778

Source: Stat i st i cs Canada,

Fixed Capital Flows and Stocks.
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Tabl e 2

Circulatin Constant Capi tal

(l4i I I ions of Current $)

Fuel and llater ials

Electricity and Supplies

(A) (B)Year

tg\7

I 948

I 949

I 950

1951

1952

1953

l95t+

1955

1956

1957

I 958

1959

r 960

r96r

1962

1963

I 964

1965

1966

221

265

27\

302

363

366

375

370

414

469

\75

\71

\92

504

516

5\o

56\

6t5

676

732

553\

6633

6843

7538

9075

9l l+6

938 I

92\1

1 0338

| 1721

r r699

r r630

r2340

t2\52

r 2580

13975

15338

16929

18622

206\2

Tota ì

(c)

5756

9898

7 117

7840

9\38

9512

9756

96t2

1o752

r2r90

1217 \
t2t0ì

12832

12956

r 3096

t\515

15902

1754\

I 9298

2137 t+
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1967

I 968

1969

1970

t97 1

1972

1973

197 \
1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

I g8o

760

809

86r

903

I 000

1079

1222

162\

r 805

2325

z790

3397

3880

/+449

21312

23091

25383

257oo

27661

3r r38

376ot

\7500

5t t78

56982

63105

7\920

90270

99780

221 32

23900

2538\

266o3

28662

32217

38822

\9123

52983

59308

65806

78317

94r50

10\229

Source: Stat i st i cs Canada,

General Review of the l'lanufacturinq lndustries of Canada.

Comment: Costs of Fuel and Electricity for years 19\7-1956

were not avai lable in the Statistics Canada bul letin.

An estimate of these costs for each of these years was obtained

by multiplying .Ol+ times rrl'laterials and Supplies Usedrr for

these years. For the years 1957-1980, fuel and electricty

on the average were 4? the size of rrl'laterials and Suppt ies Used.rl

Figures in column (C) are the result of a detaiìed calculation,

while figures in columns (A) and (B) have been rounded off.

This accounts for the fact that (A) + (B) does not always

exactly equal (C) in this table.
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Tabl e 3

Taxes and Tax Rates

Yea r

1g\7

1 948

I 949

I 950

1951

1952

1953

195\

1955

1956

1957

I 958

1959

r 960

l96t

1962

1963

I 964

1965

1966

Total Taxes

(DirectElndirect)

(A)

3484

3580

363\

\o37

5387

5892

6099

6ozz

6572

7\28

7823

77 50

87ìo

9283

9752

r o803

il 393

t289|1

I l+369

r68r6

National lncome

at Factor Cost

(B)

r 0582

1233\

13323

I t+553

17 199

I 9468

20125

I 9998

219o9

2\383

25356

26\36

277 57

28837

29783

32370

34700

37680

4r2r9

\629\

Effective Tax

Rate on I ncome

(c)

32.92

29.3?6

27 .32

27 .82

31 .32

30.32

30.32

30.tz

30.oz

30.52

30.92

29.32

31 .\z

32.22

32.72

33.\z

32.82

3t+.22

3t+.92

36,3"4
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1967

ì 968

1969

1970

197 1

1972

1973

197 \
197 5

1976

1977

1978

1979

I g8o

r 8894

21 399

2\699

26672

29\36

33230

383r r

4803 I

52998

60330

66ozt

70783

79566

9049 r

t+97 38

5\606

60517

6\235

70480

79195

g2r0r

r 0778 r

129789

I 48507

161O29

I 78944

20\2tg

229536

\o.oz

39.22

\0.82

\1 .52

4t.82

42.o2

\1 .62

\\.62

40.8U

\o.62

4t.02

\o.oz

39,oz

39.\z

Source: Statistics Canada,

National lncome and Expenditure Accounts.
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lab le 4

Unemployment lnsurance and Pensions

Year

1g\7

l9l+8

I 949

ì 950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

I 958

1959

I 960

l96t

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

I 968

(A)

3908

\561

4803

5178

6163

6866

7356

7296

7766

8790

93\9

9270

9799

r0r06

r 0230

I 0840

I 1468

1246\

I39t5

15667

1697 1

r80r0

(B)

675\

78\9

8\77

9152

10770

12o73

t3062

I 3¡+51

1\369

l6r7r

17519

17982

rgr49

20t4t

2r009

22\68

23932

2603\

28878

32629

36t60

393t8

(c)

.597

.538

.567

.566

.572

.569

.563

.5\2

.540

.5\3

.533

.516

.51I

.501

.486

.482

.\79

.\79

.48 t

.480

.\69

.458

(D)

8o

97

ì06

I l8

15\

150

160

158

164

184

190

r82

203

278

277

285

29l{.

305

32\

I 056

I 199

132\

(E)

46

52

6o

67

88

8S

90

86

8g

100

10r

94

r04

t39

135

137

r4r

t\6

156

507

562

606
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1969

1970

197 1

1972

1973

197 \
1975

1976

1977

I 978

1979

r g8o

19665

2o8gg

22822

25223

28684

33207

39602

\5159

49510

53352

59885

66\17

\39\9

\7620

52299

SBzS6

66oSS

77 155

9\625

10937 5

120523

r3r380

1\6761

165\55

.\\7

.438

.\36

.t+32

.434

.430

.4tg

.4t3

.4r r

.406

.408

.40 r

r50r

151+l+

1633

r 886

zzo9

3151

3858

468 r

\96t+

55\o

5886

6666

671

616

712

815

958

1355

t6t7

1933

2040

22\g

240 r

z6t 3

Definition of columns:

(A) = Approximate Pre-Tax Variable Capital

(B) = Total Wages and Supplementary Labor lncome

(c) = Rar io of (A) ro (B)

(D) = Total Pension and UIC Contributions llade

(E) = UIC and Pension Contributions Treated as V.C.

Source: Stat i st i cs Canada,

Nationaì lncome and Expenditure Accounts.
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Table 5

Variable Capital

(tli I I ions of Current S)

Yea r

1g\7

I 948

I 949

I 950

t95l

1952

1953

195\

1955

1956

1957

I 958

1959

r 960

l96t

t962

1963

I 964

1965

t966

1967

(A)

\29\

5012

5278

5690

677 3

75\5

8084

8or8

8534

9659

to27 \
rot87

I 0768

r r 106

1 12\2

r19r2

12602

13695

15291

17216

r 8649

(B)

386

l+51

\75

512

6ro

679

728

722

768

869

925

917

969

1 000

l0t2

1072

r r34

1233

1376

15\9

1678

(c)

3908

\561

4803

5178

6163

6866

7 356

7296

7766

87go

93\9

9270

9799

r0t06

r0230

I 0840

I t468

12\62

13915

15667

1697 1

(D)

32.92

29.32

27.32

27.82

31.3%

30.32

30.52

30.t2

3o.oZ

30.52

30.92

29.32

3t .\?6

32.2"4

32.72

33.\z

32.82

3\.22

3\.92

36.32

38.o2

(E)

2622

3225

3t+92

37 37

4232

\786

51 12

50r0

5\36

6ìog

6460

6460

6722

6850

688¡

7219

7706

Szoo

85go

9980

10522

(F)

2668

3277

3552

3804

\322

487 I

5202

5096

5525

6zo9

6561

6561

6826

6g8g

7O2O

7356

77 \7

8346

87\6

I 0487

r ro84
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I 968

1969

I 970

197 1

1972

197 3

197 \
197 5

1976

1977

I 978

1979

r g8o

19791

2r6r0

22966

25079

277 t8

31521

36\91

\3538

\9625

5\\07

58629

65808

72986

r78r

tg\5

2067

2257

2\95

2837

328\

391 I
t+\66

4897

5277

5923

6569

r80r0

19665

2o8gg

22822

25223

28684

33207

39602

\5159

495ro

53352

59885

66\17

39.22

40.82

41 .52

¡+ I .82

\2.O2

\1 .62

\4.62

40.82

\0.62

\1 .Oz

40 .0U

39.02

39.\z

1 0950

1 t6\2

12226

13282

1\629

16751

18397

23\\4

2682\

2921 t

320r r

35931

\0249

1 1556

12313

12902

1399\

154\\

17709

197 52

25061

28757

31251

3\260

38332

\2922

Definition of Columns:

(A) = Total Wages, Salaries and Supp. lncome (lncluded Categories)

(B) = Approximate Share of Corporate Officers (92 of (A))

(c) = Apporximate Pre-Tax Variable Capital (Vl)

(D) = Effective Tax Rate

(E) = Net (Post-Tax) Variable Capital

(F) = Post-Tax Variable Capitaì (lncluding UIC and Pension Payments)

Sources: Stat i st i cs Canada,
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Nat iona I I ncome and Expend i ture Acco\.rnts

Tables3andbabove.
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Tabl e 6

Surplus-Value

(l,li I I ions of Current $)

(s 2)

Year

1g\7

I 948

I 949

I 950

1951

1952

1953

l95t+

1955

1956

1957

I 958

1959

I 960

r96r

1962

1963

I 964

r965

1966

1967

(A)

2079

2298

2293

2982

3578

3532

3498

3337

4r9o

\757

\535

\71\

50\9

5052

5377

5932

6588

7576

826\

Sgzg

g\27

(B)

386

\51

\75

512

6ro

679

728

722

768

869

925

917

969

I 000

l0l 2

1072

I 134

1233

1376

15\g

1678

(c)

2\65

27 \g

2768

3\9\

4188

42r r

\226

4059

4958

5626

5\60

563\

6or8

60\2

6389

7oo4

7722

8809

96¡+0

I 0478

r r r05

(D)

-57 |

-506

-il2

-37 \
-6\3

+ìt4

+2

+87

-ì82

-2\5

-59

-4r

-t08

-26

-4ì

- 100

-213

- 144

-322

-335

-327

(E)

I 894

22,c.3

2656

3t20

35\5

t+325

\228

4t46

\lla
538 l

540 r

5593

5910

6oz6

6348

6904

7509

8665

93 t8

l0'l l+3

10778

(F)

127 1

1586

I 931

2253

2\35

3015

2938

2898

33\3

37\0

37 32

395\

4054

4086

\272

4598

50\6

5702

6066

6\61

6682
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I 968

ì 969

1970

197 1

1972

197 3

197 \
197 5

1976

197 7

1978

1979

I 980

r o605

11559

il 316

12728

15322

I 9886

2566\

2\728

32279

35846

\3812

56063

6t9og

r78r

1g\5

2067

2251

2\95

2837

328/c.

39tI

\\66

\8gl

5277

5923

6569

t2386

1 350\

r ¡18¡

I 4985

17817

22723

28948

286\6

367 \5

4o7t+3

49t49

61986

68478

-34 I

-576

-195

-72\

-t00l

-238\

-\26\

-2938

-206\

-34ìg

-\577

-67 t8

-684 r

120\5

tzgz9

r3r88

t\261

t68t6

20339

2\68\

z57oB

3468 I

37 32\

\457 2

55268

61637

7 323

7653

77 15

83oo

97 53

I t878

13675

15219

zo6o I

22021

267\3

337 t3

37352

Definition of Columns:

Co I umn

Col umn

Co I umn

Co I umn

Co I umn

Co I umn

(A) = Profits and 0ther lnvestment lncome (lncluded Totaì)

(B) = Corporate 0ff i cers Sa I ar i es

(c)=(A)+(B)

(D) = lnventory Vaìuation Adjustment

(E)=(c)+(D)
(F) = After-Tax Surplus-Value (S2)

Source: Stat i st i cs Canada,

National lncome and Expenditure Accounts
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Tabì e /

Surplus-value Transferred to the State

(t't i I I ¡ ons of Cur rent S)

Tax

Rate

(A)

(e3)

trRea I I'

Tax Fìow

(D)

Tota I

s l+vl

(B)

5802

6804

7 5\9

8298

9708

r l r9r

I 1584

1t442

125\2

r4r7l

1\750

I 4863

15709

16132

16578

177 4\

18977

2t 127

23233

258r0

Tax

F low

(c)

ì 909

199\

2036

2306

3039

3391

3533

3444

3763

\322

4558

\355

\933

5195

5\21

5926

622\

7225

8roB

9369

Change i n

Tax Flow

(E)

-133

-\2

+215

+\z\

+208

+t 48

-1\2

+296

+405

+t 43

-265

+48 I

+176

+152

+39\

+152

+77 3

+539

+90 I

Yea r

tg\7

l9l+8

l9¡+9

I 950

l95l

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

I 958

1959

I 960

r96r

t962

1963

I 964

1965

1966

.329

.293

.27 3

.278

.3t3

.303

.305

.30t

.300

.305

.309

.293

.3t4

.322

.327

.33\

.328

.342

.3\9

.363

1776

1952

2251

27 30

32\7

3539

339 ì

37\o

l+ 
.Ì68

\\65

\293

4836

5109

5347

58ì5

6078

6ggl

776\

9009
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1967

I 968

I 969

I 970

197 |

1972

197 3

197 \

197 5

1976

1977

I 978

1979

r g8o

.380

.392

.l+08

.4t5

.l+ì8

.l+20

.4t6

.4\6

.408

.406

.Àr0

.400

.390

.39\

277 \9

30055

32593

3\o87

37083

\2039

\9023

57891

653t0

7981+0

86834

9792\

r 15r53

I 28054

105\5

1 1782

13298

14t46

15501

17656

2039\

25819

26646

32\t5

35602

3917o

44glo

50\53

t02t2

il 286

12708

13707

1\777

16289

17920

25291

24060

296o2

33256

36769

40740

\5\23

+843

+74 ì

+926

+409

+63 I

+788

+26\

+t+897

- 1231

+2956

+84 I

+1 167

+1570

+513
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Table 8

Surplus-Value: Calculation of S4

(t4i I I ions of Current $)

Year

t9\7

I 948

I9l+9

I 950

1951

1952

1953

195\

1955

1956

1957

I 958

1959

I g60

r96r

1962

1963

196\

1965

1966

1967

s2

(A)

127 1

ì 586

I 931

2253

2\35

3015

2938

2898

33\3

37\o

3732

395\

4054

4086

\272

4598

50\6

5702

6066

646 I

6682

s3

(B)

215

\2\

208

148

296

405

t43

48t

176

152

39\

152

773

539

901

843

s4

(c)

127 t

1586

l93l

2\68

2859

3223

3086

2898

3639

4ì45

3875

395\

\535

t+262

\\2\

\992

5198

6\75

66o5

7 362

7525



I 968

1 969

1970

197 |

1972

197 3

1971+

1975

197 6

1977

1978

1979

r 980

338

7 323

7653

77 15

83oo

97 53

r r878

13675

15219

zo6o r

22021

267 \3

337 13

37 352

7\1

926

409

63t

788

z6\

\897

2956

84t

1 167

1570

513

8064

8579

8l 24

893 I

ro54r

121\2

18572

15219

23557

22862

27910

35283

37865
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Year

19\7

I 948

r 949

I 950

l95l

1952

1953

195\

1955

1956

1957

I 958

1959

r 960

l 96l

t962

1963

I 964

1965

1966

1967

I 968

ì 969

1970

Tabì e I

Annual Constant Capital Flow (95)

(A) (B)

t3\73 6581

15509 786\

ì 6800 8503

I 849 I g49o

216\0 1 1066

2\588 12167

25833 12152

25918 11456

28528 r 3o8o

32058 1\515

33513 14360

3\777 14908

36846 15637

38359 15537

396\6 ì5604

\2927 17189

\5978 r8r85

50280 199\3

5536\ 20770

6 I 828 24068

66409 2\356

72586 25895

72586 25895

85685 27906

(c)

6892

76\5

8zg7

900 r

to57 4

t 2\21

t3681

14\62

I 5448

17 5\3

19153

I 9869

212O9

22822

2\O\2

25738

27793

30337

3\59\

37760

\2053

\6691

\6691

57779
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197 1

1972

197 3

197 \
197 5

1976

1977

I 978

1979

r g8o

93t+62

103952

1 20438

I 40880

1653\3

r9ì03r

208868

230353

26196t

289859

30678

34r8t

40t98

\9792

52321

6\570

6674t+

7622\

89344

977\6

6278|4

6977 |

80240

gto88

1 13022

126\61

1 \21 2\

15\129

17 2617

1921 t 3

Definition of Columns:

(A) = Gross National Product

(B) = S4 + V2 + Ag. Profits + Unincorp. Bus. Net lncome

(c)=(R)-(B)

Source: Statistics Canada,

Nat ¡ onal I ncome and Expend i ture Accounts
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Table l0

Unproductive Labor Waqe Bi ì I (Private Sector)

(lti I I ¡ons of Current S)

Year

1g\7

I 948

I 949

I 950

1951

1952

1953

195\

1955

1956

1957

I 958

I 959

ì g60

1961

1962

1963

196\

1965

1966

1967

Wholesale

Trade

269

307

34t

366

\25

50/4

560

609

671

766

860

909

982

to55

r 106

1231

1 3\7

I 442

1 570

1762

1920

Reta i I

Trade

538

6¡8

7-31

799

909

985

1062

rì28

il91

I 309

1\2t+

I 488

1596

1662

1726

I 828

1937

2103

2287

2501

2753

F IRE

300

337

366

403

461

512

553

603

652

729

8zz

867

9l l

968

to37

1il2

1202

I 330

r 4go

t66t

ì 842

CBPS

73\

8ls

978

r 040

ì t66

1322

I 478

1625

1766

2013

2270

2519

2793

3125

3517

3859

42 l8

\702

5278

6l 46

7238

Tota I

(ce¡

1841

2157

2\16

2608

2961

3323

3653

3965

4280

481 7

5376

5783

6z8z

68t0

7 386

8o30

8704

9577

r0625

t2070

13753
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I 968

1969

1970

197 1

1972

1973

197\

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

I g8o

2og6

2387

26\2

2867

32\7

3709

440 I

5270

6oo9

637 \
6887

77 3\

8720

3007

3363

3626

3928

\\\7

5o8o

6oo8

7219

8z3o

87 3l

9\32

10592

r r9A9

zo6o

2366

2552

27 17

3123

37 5l

\\t45

5263

6536

7 \23

8 t68

9635

r r r r7

8229

9593

r o8o3

12127

13519

ì4981

r76or

2238\

2662\

29785

3298t

36633

\1879

| 5392

17703

19623

2t639

2t+336

27521

32\55

40r 36

\7399

52313

51668

6\59\

73665

Source: Stati stics Canada,

Nationaì lncome and Expenditure Accounts
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Year

1g\7

I 948

I 949

1950

t951

1952

1953

195\

1955

1956

1957

1 958

1959

I 960

r96r

1962

1963

196\

1965

1966

1967

I 968

(A)

127 1

I 586

l93 t

2253

2\35

3015

2938

2898

33\3

37\o

37 32

395¡'

4054

4086

\272

4598

5046

5702

6066

646 I

6682

7323

Table ll

ileasurement of 15

(t4i I I ¡ons of Current S)

(B)

1235

1525

17 56

I 883

203\

2316

2539

2772

2996

3348

37 15

4089

l+309

\617

\97 |

53\8

5849

63oz

6917

7689

8527

9512

(c)

2626

2721

2820

3t 57

4180

\666

4g4o

\992

5\15

6u3

6626

6580

7386

7928

84r6

9215

9707

ilr79

12530

t 4613

16759

r 9024

(D)

5132

5832

6so7

7293

86¡+9

9997

r04r7

10662

1175\

t3z6t

I 4073

1\623

157\9

t663t

17659

rgr58

20602

23183

25513

28763

31968

35859



3\\

1969

I 970

197 |

1972

1973

197 \
197 5

1976

1977

I 978

1979

I g8o

7653

77 t5

83oo

9753

I 1878

13675

15219

2060 I

22021

267\3

337 13

37 352

r 0480

t t\79

12593

r4115

16072

r 7980

23761

z9t55

lo86S

3460 I

39\o2

4l+641

21982

23898

263t6

29907

34135

43084

4828 I

5556\

6tt35

65\74

7 3917

84338

4or r5

\3092

\72o9

5377 5

62ogo

7\739

87261

r 04320

il4021

rz68r8

1\7032

166331

Definition of Columns:

(A) = s2

(B) = After-Tax Unproductive Labor Wage Bill in Private Sector (C7)

(C) = Tax Flow from lncorporated Sector of Economy

(D) = (A) + (B) + (c) =s5
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